
SPRING-SUMMER 2017

2016 has been exciting and successful year for REV’IT!.  We are active on all 
continents and continue to develop our brand awareness amongst passionate 
riders around the world in over 60 countries. Our recognizable DNA and brand 
values, clear segmentation and the unstoppable drive to introduce groundbrea-
king products enable us to meet the needs of markets and satisfy demanding 
motorcycle enthusiasts. It was another record breaking year where we took 
advantage of the positive standing our industry currently experiencing across 
countries, from both dealers and end users alike. For 2017 we foresee further 
growth, fuelled by important product launches for FW16 and SS17. We couldn’t 
have done this without our partners – YOU – Thanks!

A number of strong developments in our industry can be noted: New types of 
bikes are introduced quickly after the other; Consider electric bikes, smaller 
engine bikes targeted for mobility and flexibility, and bikes like monsters, cafe 
racers and scramblers. 

An increasing number of riders are looking for self-expression through persona-
lised and customised products in both bikes as apparel. Users are becoming less 
apt to subscribe to a defined segment – the borders between targets groups are 
fading. Because of this, ever increasing hybrid versions of bikes and clothing/
apparel are being sought out. In urban surroundings, the difference between 
commuters and fashion is becoming less defined and is the exact trend that 
REV’IT! spotted to build an extensive line of new functional urban garments. A 
wide range of vintage, high-end technical leather jackets, shirts, denims and 
chinos with distinct signature will serve this upcoming group of riders.

For SS17, we are launching new versions of the Iconic Sand (3) Jacket. We will 
reintroduce the often sought for Horizon, a direct 2L laminate and fully ventilated 
garment for men and women. This is one of REV’IT!’s unique products that 
marked us as being ahead of the market years ago and confirms our clear aim for 
category leadership in the adventure segment.

At the International Motorcycle Show Intermot in Cologne—held from 5th-9th 
October—REV’IT! will surprise the international industry with a completely new 
brand booth displaying our latest FW16 products and the new SS17 collection in a 
new setting, using the latest shop and showroom concepts.

Sit back and watch our new consumer focused marketing support for 2017. We’re 
about to shake things up and drive customers to your stores. Get ready!

Let’s have a great 2017 together! 

Team REV’IT!
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Since the creation of our very first leather suit in 1997, the ultimate purpose 
of our suits is what drives their development - Racing. From that day 
forward,  we’ve been developing our racing collection by collaborating with 
the most skilled riders on the planet: The professional racers we call Our 
Heroes. 

Our current team of Heroes is made up of twelve riders racing in some of 
the most prestigious categories worldwide, including MotoGP. These riders 
have won races and hold championships, and also provide feedback and 
input to assist us in developing the ultimate racing suit. 

Together with this team of highly skilled racers, we continually develop our 
craft of designing motorcycle gear that meets and exceeds the demands 
of the fastest and most talented motorcycle athletes in the world. And if 
our gear is good enough for them, it will definitely meet and exceed the 
demands of sport riders worldwide.

INSPIRATION

OUR HEROES ON TRACK  
Developing the ultimate racing suit
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INSPIRATION
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Around the world, motorcyclists climb upon a bike for a multitude of 
reasons, but a passion for two wheels remains the common denominator. 
Whether it is riding to the North Cape, from Cape Agulhas across the 
Sahara, or up the Himalayas, the need to ride in as much comfort and as 
safe as possible is a mutual one. 

Our goal is to produce equipment that does exactly that: provide as much 
comfort and safety as possible. That’s why we gather feedback from riders 
from all over the world. Our gear is constantly being tested in all conditions, 
climates and motorcycle disciplines by the most adventurous riders around 
the world. 

Many innovations and accessories are borne out of the rider’s experience 
on the bike. Feedback and tips are taken into our R&D department where 
our designers and developers translate that input into designs that meet 
every need of adventurous motorcyclists around the world.

We can confidently proclaim our gear to be well traveled and tested to the 
limit under the most diverse circumstances. We are proud to be able to tell 
all riders, “If you are constantly searching for the unbeaten path, putting 
yourself out there to find a hidden trail, and taking risks looking for the next 
two-wheeled adventure, you don’t want your gear to get in your way nor do 
you want to worry about your safety. We did that for you.”

INSPIRATION

OUR HEROES ON ADVENTURE  
Break all boundaries
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INSPIRATION
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EVENTS

AT REV´IT! OUR GOAL IS NOT ONLY 
TO PRODUCE GREAT MOTORCYCLE 
GEAR, OUR ULTIMATE AIM IS TO 
INSPIRE OUR CUSTOMERS TO 
RIDE. BUT TO KNOW HOW TO 
INSPIRE, YOU MUST KNOW WHO 
YOU ARE INSPIRING. WE CAN HAVE 
A MILLION GREAT IDEAS, BUT WE 
ULTIMATELY NEED TO KNOW WHO 
WE ARE WORKING FOR.

MINGLING WITH THE CROWD
This is why we actively engage socially with our 
customers, both on and offline. Meeting with 
people that share the same passion as we do 
contributes to understanding needs, desires 
and motivation. And even though it is our aim 
to inspire them to ride they are an important 
source of inspiration for us.

A SEASON OF EVENTS  
Being part of the audience
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This innovative concept further evolved with advances in 3D design, which 
allowed designers to observe a garment from every conceivable angle. The 
first advantage was that it significantly aided in the development of new 
patterns and construction techniques. 

The next step in 3D engineering is reverse engineering; a process by which 
the design of a product is analyzed or recreated using a physical part as a 
starting point. A 3D scan is made of a part of the human body, for example 
a limb. From that point on the designer can create a product directly on the 
3D part and determine the ideal shape, position and ergonomics to strike a 
perfect balance between wearability and safety.

Working with 3D scans of the human body provides valuable insights on 
improving gear to new levels as it allows designers to research the human 
body and effects of the designs. What is the most vulnerable area during 
a crash, where is most heat being lost, where does the body pick up the 
most air flow?

Answers to these questions will determine where a protector should be 
placed and what shape it should be or where ventilation panels should be 
positioned. This design method allows engineers to actualize the perfect 
fit and ensure that durable, flexible and abrasion resistant materials are 
placed at key areas for maximum protection while maintaining comfort and 
freedom of movement. 

3D printing makes it possible to continuously test designs. A new feature, 
material or new design shape developed by the engineers can be printed, 
tested and honed until the ideal ergonomics are found that improve the 
overall performance of the product.

The use of worldwide anthropometric data allows the designers 
to determine the correct measurements of products and features. 
Anthropometric data is a collection of statistics or measurements relevant 
to the human body; using this information aids in developing a product with 
the ideal dimensions to create a perfect fit. 

The principles of Engineered skin® can be found in every item REV’IT! 
develops and affirms our commitment to safety, quality, and design. 
Engineered skin® has already made a significant mark on the motorcycle 
apparel industry, and this dynamic design philosophy will continue to 
influence future REV’IT! product development for years to come. Always 
evolving, always improving - Engineered skin® is part of our DNA.

In the continuous search to improve techniques and materials, REV’IT! has led the field in developing smart and innovative products over the years. The name 
Engineered skin® itself embodies REV’IT!’s overarching design philosophy of developing ergonomic safety products that complement the anatomic structure of 
the human body.

REV’IT! began developing its Engineered skin® design method back in 2001, when it set out to improve the functional performance of materials by relocating 
seams to areas at lower risk for impact. Inspired by the natural qualities of the skin, REV’IT! has developed the unique Engineered skin® design method to 
improve the fit and performance of motorcycle safety apparel. This resulted in ergonomically pre-shaped products capable of handling extreme pressure and 
offers the best balance of protection and comfort. 

ENGINEERED SKIN® 
Design method 
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TAILORED TECHNOLOGY

POST HERITAGE
The most passionate driven motorcyclists are served with the Post Heritage collection. This 
collection pays tribute to the classics, while remaining uncompromising in the use of modern 
day technology. Materials from the past have been re-interpreted to comply with today’s 
standards, allowing the post-heritage products to proudly pay homage to vintage and classic 
motorcycles. Items in this category have been designed with an allegiance to the past but are 
all about the future when it comes to comfort and performance. Cutting edge materials on the 
outside and high end protective armor and trimmings on the inside are all fitted into stylish, 
tailored silhouettes with vintage attitudes. This category makes up the most passion driven, high 
performance collection under the Tailored Technology wing.

CONSTRUCTED
Items from the Constructed collection reflect the rider’s personal style, not necessarily the 
bike he or she rides. This is where the terms motorcycle and fashion meld, translating into 
products with nods to both worlds. It means items are highly stylish yet functional, such as being 
waterproof, breathable, abrasion resistant and up to spec when it comes to impact protection. 
The Constructed collection offers the performance level of any serious riding gear, yet wrapped 
in a fashionable motorcycle inspired outer shell.

ESSENTIALS
The Essentials branch of the Tailored Technology collection meets the demands of those who 
want to seamlessly integrate into the city. The Essentials are developed for fashion conscious 
urban residents who use a scooter or motorcycle to get around town. Technical features are 
hidden to conceal the true identities of the motorcycle garments, and are perfectly suited to 
business commuters who use two or three wheeled vehicles daily.  The Essentials collection 
takes high-fashion and timeless designs and transforms them into usable, protective motorcycle 
products suitable for everyday urban use.

Ever since our first Tailored Technology collection, we have combined just the right amount of fashionable detailing with cleverly disguised safety and functional 
features, ultimately creating products that provide safety and comfort without sacrificing style. From the beginning, our Tailored Technology has undergone a 
natural evolution and now serves three different style types while staying true to the original Tailored Technology philosophy. The result is a polished collection of 
highly protective motorcycle gear that serves all spectrums of fashion oriented motorcyclists, from vintage enthusiasts to contemporary minded city commuters.

TAILORED TECHNOLOGY 
Evolved naturally to serve all styles 

THE FOUNDATION ON WHICH OUR TAILORED 
TECHNOLOGY PHILOSOPHY IS BUILT 
REFLECTS OUR YEARS OF EXPERIENCE 
AND DEEP ROOTED TECHNICAL 
KNOWLEDGE COMBINED WITH OUR 
ABIDING LOVE FOR FASHION AND 
DESIGN. ALL REV’IT! PRODUCTS 
ARE DESIGNED ACCORDING 
TO THE ENGINEERED SKIN® 
PHILOSOPHY, WHICH IS BASED 
ON THREE CORE PRINCIPLES: 
SAFETY, FUNCTIONALITY, AND 
DESIGN. OUR URBAN COLLECTION 
FOLLOWS THE SAME REV’IT! 
CORE PRINCIPLES IN A DIFFERENT 
ORDER: DESIGN IS FOLLOWED BY 
SAFETY AND FUNCTIONALITY. 
ALL THREE PRINCIPLES ARE 
EQUALLY IMPORTANT IN BOTH 
PHILOSOPHIES, IT IS THE 
SEQUENCE IN WHICH THEY ARE 
USED AND THE VISION PER 
DESIGN THAT DIFFERS.
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REV’IT! LEATHER COLLECTION

REV’IT! LEATHER JACKETS
When you put on a leather jacket for the first time you instantly know it’s either exactly what you want - or it’s not. The challenge to create that ideal fit is a 
difficult task required of traditional fashion designers, but it becomes even more challenging when safety and protection are added to the mix. We accepted the 
challenge and developed a range of leather jackets that look and feel like they came straight off a fashion runway without compromising on safety.

REV’IT! LEATHER COLLECTION 
The boutique collection

THE FINEST LEATHER
It all starts off with choosing the right type of leather for the right type 
of jacket. For this unique collection we decided to offer various styles 
to allow anyone to pick their jacket of a lifetime based on their personal 
style and fit preferences. For that reason we did not start by making many 
jackets that conformed to one type of leather chosen, instead we selected 
leather based on the style of jacket we wanted to design while keeping 
the importance of the highest level of abrasion resistance at the top of the 
requirements list. From the finest leather suppliers we acquired the highest 
quality varieties, such as vegetable tanned buffalo leather, drum dyed 
aniline cowhide, rugged full grown buffalo leather, goatskin and two tone 
buffalo leather to make certain every jacket is 100% right in terms of style, 
feel and protection.

INVISIBLE PROTECTION
Our in-house developed SEESMART™ protectors are incorporated into all 
the jackets from this collection. The extremely thin, flexible character offers 
maximum comfort with CE-rated protection that is up to the requirements 
of those riding a motorcycle. You won’t feel or see them when the jackets 
are on, but they sure live up to the task of protecting you in case of an 
unfortunate mishap. We prepared all the jackets for our SEESOFT™ 
CE-level 2 back protector insert and used safety stitching over each 
entire jacket to make sure the sum of the constructed parts add up to an 
extremely strong motorcycle-ready outer shell.

TAILORED SILHOUETTES
The right materials mean nothing when a jacket doesn’t fit properly. It’s 
that big smile of satisfaction on a person’s face when putting the jacket on 
that we are aiming for. For this reason, we collaborated with the best and 
brightest from the fashion industry to translate the perfect fit of high end 
casual leather jackets into the best fitting motorcycle jackets around. Every 
silhouette is tailored to create that body embracing feeling without ever 
being too tight, and we guarantee that anyone owning a jacket from this 
collection will wear it as much off the bike as they will while riding.

INCREDIBLE PRESENCE
Everything adds up to creating that incredible attitude a leather jacket 
provides when done right. We ensured that quality and safety is equal 
across the lineup and put the maximum attention into creating the right fit. 
All a rider needs to do is choose which style suits them best and in which 
size. From there on out, they‘ll be walking or riding safe in the knowledge 
that they are wearing a jacket that makes them look incredible.
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REV’IT! LEATHER COLLECTION

The Lane jacket is made of vegetable tanned 
buffalo leather, which displays a color washed 
look. The base of this leather is lighter than the 
top, and through a process of washing and 
tumbling the natural looking leather appears to 
have withstood years of use - right off the shelf.

LANE JACKET

VEGETABLE TANNED
BUFFALO LEATHER

The two tone buffalo leather used for this jacket 
has received a dying and waxing treatment 
during tumbling. This treatment lets the color 
to seep in, allowing the wax to give the leather 
its natural shine. Anyone wearing the Vaughn 
will instantly experience the suppleness of the 
jacket.

VAUGHN JACKET

TWO TONE
BUFFALO LEATHER

The Naples is crafted from a carefully selected 
drum dyed semi aniline cowhide that is dyed 
to perfection. The top finish has received a 
special treatment of various waxes that are 
applied to create a specific reaction during 
tumbling in heat. This gives the leather a soft 
and supple feel and an elegant aspect to 
match.

NAPLES JACKET

DRUM DYED SEMI ANILINE 
COWHIDE

The special cow leather of the Roswell jacket has been finished through 
special vegetable tanning process, creating a natural worn look. The base 
leather is kept light with a dark top finish that allows a natural vintage effect 
to emerge. The leather is washed and tumble dried to create an off the shelf 
worn look straight from the 1970s biking culture. This smooth top finished 
leather is extremely robust and ready to be used for ages.

ROSWELL JACKET

SEMI ANILINE
COWHIDE

Thanks to its characteristics the pull up 
cowhide creates a nice worn-in effect over time, 
allowing the Gibson to age nicely.

GIBSON JACKET

PULL UP
COWHIDE

The outer shell of the Albright is made from rugged full grown buffalo 
leather that on its own will commands attention. This leather has a special 
grain that allows for a particularly rugged style. The specially treated leather 
contributes a unique personality to the jacket. The Albright’s base color of 
the leather is kept light, but with a darker top finish. This gives the jacket 
an instant worn-in, vintage look. The natural characteristics of this type of 
leather will make the Albright jacket increasingly supple over time.

ALBRIGHT JACKET

RUGGED FULL GROWN
BUFFALO LEATHER

The Fargo is the odd one out – it’s partially 
made of our extremely strong Cordura® denim. 
The rest of the jacket is made of goatskin that is 
extremely durable but retains a soft feel.

FARGO JACKET

GOATSKIN WITH
11OZ CORDURA® DENIM

The Stewart’s pull up buffalo leather breaks 
in nicely over time to create a vintage vibe, 
making the Stewart look better and feel softer 
the more often it is worn.

STEWART JACKET / STEWART AIR JACKET

PULL UP
BUFFALO LEATHER

REV’IT! LEATHER COLLECTION 
The boutique collection
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ELEVATE YOUR STYLE

OUR TAILORED TECHNOLOGY PHILOSOPHY 
CONTINUOUSLY CHALLENGES US TO REDUCE THE 
DIVISION BETWEEN FASHION AND SAFETY WITH EVERY 
NEW COLLECTION, WITHOUT EVER SACRIFICING EITHER. 
FOR OUR NEW COLLECTION OF DENIM PRODUCTS WE 
FURTHER INCREASED THE NUMBER OF WARDROBE 
MUST-HAVES THAT ARE 100% MOTORCYCLE-READY, 
INCLUDING A WATERPROOF OVERSHIRT.

MATERIALS THAT MEET ALL DEMANDS
The outer shell material is the first thing you notice when observing a 
product. It is also the first thing that sets Tailored Technology products 
apart from our regular collection: this collection is founded on materials 
that cleverly disguise these products as everyday fashion. By continuously 
developing and testing the materials used in these products—such as 
highly abrasion resistant denims and our in-house developed PWR 
| shield—we can create items that are indistinguishable from their 
non-motorcycle equivalents in appearance, yet provide the performance 
and protection motorcyclists expect.      

SAFETY THAT ALLOWS FOR ALL SHAPES
It is our hunger for innovation in our Tailored Technology collection that 
lets us emphasize the word “tailored”. Straight from our in-house R&D 
development comes the protective material that allows us to create any 
shape while keeping it up to par in terms of protection: SEESMART™. The 
introduction of the SEESMART™ concept in 2016 has opened doors no one 
ever thought possible: CE rated protection that is extremely thin, flexible and 
ventilated. It is as close as any protector can come to adapting completely 
to the human anatomy while still offering serious protection in case of an 
unfortunate mishap.

THE FREEDOM TO FOLLOW FASHION
The dimensions of our SEESMART™ protectors give us the freedom to 
design our Tailored Technology items to the form of the human body, just 
like everyday fashion. By simultaneously developing abrasion resistant 
materials and CE rated protectors that integrate into daily life, we have 
brought alive many of the universal wardrobe must haves that no one would 
ever consider to qualify as motorcycle gear. This development will enable 
new heights of out of the box thinking. It will allow us to invent ever more 
clever items that only the wearer will know are motorcycle ready.  

FJJ001  |  JACKET INTERCEPT FSO002  |  OVERSHIRT TRACER FSO003  |  HOODY STEALTH

FSO004  |  OVERSHIRT WESTPORT FSO005  |  OVERSHIRT HUDSON FSO006  |  OVERSHIRT BISON

INCLUDED
ELBOW PROTECTORS

PREPARED FOR
BACK PROTECTOR INSERT

INCLUDED
SHOULDER PROTECTORS

HIDDEN FRONT ZIPPER
CLOSURE

SHORT CONNECTION ZIPPERJEANS LOOP

PWR | SHIELD KNIT 
PROTECTIVE LAYER
AT ELBOWS

PWR | SHIELD KNIT 
PROTECTIVE LAYER

AT SHOULDERS

ELEVATE YOUR STYLE
From your wardrobe to the streets
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REV’IT! JEANS
Not your average jeans 

WHEN MOTORCYCLE JEANS FIRST HIT THE MARKET, THE FACT THAT YOU COULD EVEN BUY THEM WAS ENOUGH TO 
PROMPT MANY TO RUN OUT AND BUY A PAIR. TODAY THINGS HAVE CHANGED. WE ARE PROUD TO SAY WE ARE THE 
FRONT RUNNERS IN OFFERING JEANS THAT PROVIDE THE HIGHEST LEVEL OF PROTECTION AND COMFORT WHILE 
KEEPING UP TO SPEED WITH THE LATEST TRENDS IN JEANS FASHION, FOR BOTH MEN AND WOMEN.

LIKE BUYING EVERYDAY JEANS
There is a lot to consider when creating the ultimate motorcycle jeans. Impact protection and abrasion resistance are both non-negotiable, as well as stitching 
them together in a way that will keep them in one piece in case of a crash. It’s even more difficult when the ambition to make jeans look and feel like fashionable 
motorcycle jeans without the willingness to compromise on protection is applied. Regardless of the challenges, this is exactly what we have done. We’ve taken 
the award winning construction of our Lombard jeans and further innovated on safety, comfort, fit, washings and appearance. This allows us to fulfill our promise 
to any rider: give them the opportunity to purchase motorcycle jeans just as they would buy everyday jeans, knowing they are motorcycle-ready.

FIT
The first thing to look for when buying a new pair of jeans is fit. The aforementioned first generation of 
motorcycle jeans offered the choice between boxy and really boxy; not something people are interested 
in these days. Therefore we offer various fit variations for men and women. All of our jeans have a clear 
indication of their fit category on the hangtag, including a quick scan colored dot to make your life easier.

 LOOSE FIT
These jeans don’t hug in any 
one area, but feel slightly wider 
all around. Do not mistake 
them for baggy jeans, as their 
fit is mainly offered to add 
maximum comfort to your ride. 
Thanks to the combination of a 
loose waist and a straight leg 
these jeans are made for both 
hanging out and going out.

 REGULAR FIT
The jeans most of us wear are 
considered regular jeans, made 
to fit like iconic blue jeans. 
These timeless fit jeans rest 
lightly against your upper legs 
without ever feeling too tight. 
From the upper legs down 
these jeans sport a straight cut. 

 SLIM FIT
Slim Fit jeans have the least 
amount of fabric in the rear 
panels, and the openings at 
the thigh are narrower than 
in regular fit jeans. They are 
designed to create a body 
hugging fit that ensures your 
legs have definition, but not to 
the extent that the denim clings 
to your skin.

 TAPERED FIT
Tapered jeans feel comfortable 
in the waist and thigh area, 
while from the knee down the 
model tapers, becoming more 
narrow as they reach the ankle. 
They offer a more fashionable 
look without the discomfort of 
being too tight.

REV’IT! JEANS
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REV’IT! JEANS
Not your average jeans 

FABRICS
Strong outer shell materials are the foundation of our jeans. By using the correct fabrics in a balanced combination we managed to create jeans that outclass 
leather when it comes to abrasion resistance while still looking like everyday jeans. Get up to speed with the materials we use:

CORDURA® (STRETCH) DENIM
All non-waterproof REV’IT! jeans share Cordura® denim as their outer shell 
material, and from this year on we even added a stretch variety through 
our Westwood, the ultimate female riding jeans. Cordura® denim retains 
the classic look of cotton denim, which cleverly disguises its tough and 
abrasion resistant characteristics. It’s stronger than the combination of 
regular denim and aramid, like many of our competitor’s jeans use, and it 
even surpasses the strength of leather when combined with our in-house 
developed PWR|shield.

POLYCOTTON (STRETCH) DENIM
All waterproof REV’IT! jeans are made out of Polycotton denim 3L or its 
more elastic stretch equivalent. This material sports a traditional denim 
look, yet enables us to laminate a waterproof and breathable hydratex® 
membrane to the outer shell.

REV’IT! PWR|SHIELD
PWR | shield has been developed in-house by the REV’IT! R&D 
department. This revolutionary material blends various high quality fibers 
into a unique knit construction, resulting in an extremely strong and cut, 
tear and abrasion resistant fabric. The PWR | shield lining resides in the 
knee, hip and backside impact areas, or in the case of our Rockefeller 
jeans, over the entire surface of the jeans.

REV’IT! JEANS

WASHINGS / STYLE
From the moment you consider your motorcycle-ready jeans as part of your entire wardrobe rather than 
just your motorcycle wardrobe it means they need to reflect your personal style. For that exact reason 
we have come up with a method to apply different types of washings to our jeans, giving everyone the 
option to choose their preferred look, just like in a normal retail denim store.

LIGHT BLUE
Jersey

LIGHT BLUE USED
Westwood Ladies

MEDIUM BLUE
Austin

DARK BLUE
Rockefeller

DARK BLUE USED
Vendome 2

SOLID DARK BLUE
Orlando H2O

DARK GREY
Lombard 2

DARK GREY USED
Vendome 2

BLACK
Orlando H2O

CAMEL
Alpha

100% COTTON

OUTER SHELL

HYDRATEX®

MEMBRANE

POLYCOTTON DENIM

LINING
At seat and knees Fully lined

CE EN13595

ABRASION 
RESISTANCE TEST
(IN SECONDS)

REGULAR DENIM
0.44

CORDURA® DENIM
1.21

5.90
CORDURA® DENIM
+ REV’IT! PWR | SHIELD

0.83
REGULAR DENIM

+ ARAMIDE

COOLMAX®

Many of our jeans are equipped with a COOLMAX® element added to the 
thread of the fabric. This is a high-tech fabric specifically engineered to 
keep users dry and comfortable. COOLMAX® mesh is made from polyester 
fibers with a large surface area. These special multi-channel fibers form a 
transport system that moves perspiration away from the skin to the outer 
layer of the fabric, where it can evaporate quickly, allowing the wearer to 
feel cooler and more comfortable.
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TRIPLE STITCHING 
The strength of a garment is ultimately decided by the strength of its seams. 
At the same time, adding too many stitches can weaken the material due to 
excessive puncturing. REV’IT! discovered the science of stitching through 
extensive testing before finding a technique that guarantees maximum 
sturdiness: triple seams with a carefully calculated number of stitches. 
All REV’IT! jeans feature this triple needle stitching technology to ensure 
strength and durability.

PREPARED FOR REV’IT! SAFEWAY BELT
The belt loops on all REV’IT! jeans are shaped to fit the REV’IT! Safeway 
Belt. This belt delivers an extremely strong connection between the jeans 
and a jacket. The belt contains a short connection zipper that mates to 
the jacket’s connection zipper. All REV’IT! jackets equipped with a short 
connection zipper are compatible with the Safeway belt. When the belt is 
connected to the jacket, the belt loops receive pulling pressure, which all 
REV’IT! jeans are prepared to handle. Jacket, belt and jeans will all stay 
nicely in place, thanks to both the diagonally placed belt loops on the side 
and the double belt loops at the back rise.

CE-LEVEL 1 
PROTECTION

HIGH
TEMPERATURE 

TOLERANT

ADAPTIVE
ERGONOMICS

LIGHTWEIGHTHIGHLY
VENTILATED

REV’IT! JEANS

SEESMART™ PROTECTORS
The thin, extremely flexible yet impact-ready CE-rated SEESMART™ 
protector is ideal for use in items that integrate into daily life, such as 
jeans. It is as close as any protector can come to adapting completely 
to the human anatomy while still offering serious protection in case of 
an unfortunate mishap. Since FW15, all of our jeans come standard with 
SEESMART™ knee protectors included.

(PREPARED FOR) HIP PROTECTORS 
REV’IT! jeans feature either hip protectors or pockets ready for an upgrade 
to include SEESMART™ CE-level 1 hip protectors. Compatibility is noted on 
the hangtag of each model of jeans.

REV’IT! JEANS
Collection overview SS16
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ART.CODE JEANS

FPJ009 Rockefeller CE LF

FPJ011 Jersey LF

FPJ019 Orlando H2O LF

FPJ020 Austin TF

FPJ021 Corona TF

FPJ022 Orlando H2O ladies RF

FPJ023 Seattle TF

FPJ024 Recon RF

FPJ025 Madison ladies 2 RF

FPJ027 Vendome 2 RF

FPJ029 Lombard 2 RF

FPJ031 Philly 2 LF

FPJ032 Westwood ladies SF

FPT084 Alpha RF

OUTER SHELL H2O PWR|SHIELD KNIT
protective layer

PROTECTION
included prepared

JEANS FIT
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BLAKE AND BLAKE AIR
We are well known by now for bringing the ability to dress smartly up to speed - literally.  With our Tailored Technology we took it a step further and brought 
casual products to life as motorcycle-ready gear, but made it hard for the untrained eye to recognize their true purpose as a safety product. With the Blake and 
Blake Air we introduce still another motorcycle clothing segment that answers to the demands of many riders who don’t mind showing off their biking tendencies 
as long as they can combine it with practical use.

MATERIALS
Our years of experience in producing high 
quality motorcycle gear for riders—from 
dedicated adventurists to MotoGP stars—have 
given us extensive insight into impact risk 
zones. In those impact areas, both the Blake 
and the Blake Air jacket have been carried 
out in high quality, highly abrasion resistant 
Monaco Performance Cowhide leather like we 
use in our racing products. The other areas 
of the Blake have strong PWR|shell material 
incorporated to create a balanced combination 
of leather and textile for a playful and casual 
sports look. The Blake Air lives up to its name 
through the use of 3D Air mesh instead of 
PWR|shell at these areas. This allows air 
to flow right through, making it perfect for 
summer. Both sport knitted cuffs and collars, 
which emphasize the casual attitude of the 
jackets.

FRATERNAL TWIN FEATURES   
When seen together, the Blake and Blake Air 
are immediately recognizable as siblings. They 
clearly display a similar design language, yet 
each has its own unique features. The Blake 
is suitable for summer use hinting towards 
use in autumn and spring, which is marked 
by a tighter collar and a detachable thermal 
liner and hood. The Blake Air is all about 
summer riding. Its detachable thermal liner is 
mainly there for adapting to cooler morning 
departures, while the open collar and MotoGP 
developed dual-comp protectors at the 
shoulders give it a more aggressive sports 
look.

PROTECTION
There’s nothing casual about the protection 
both of these jackets deliver. They are 
equipped with our award winning SEEFLEX™ 
CE-level 2 protectors on both elbows and 
shoulders, underlining the concept of “sport” 
in our casual sports approach. The jackets are 
constructed with safety stitching and safety 
seams, meaning they can withstand proper 
use and abuse beyond what their playful look 
may declare. For any motorcyclist looking 
to translate their sportive style into practical 
daily use, these siblings will fulfill their needs 
emphatically.

REV’IT! BLAKE AND BLAKE AIR 
Bringing casual sports to the streets

REV’IT! BLAKE AND BLAKE AIR
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REV’IT! RACING SUITS

REV’IT! RACING SUITS 
Stand out on track

Countless pole positions, fastest laps, race wins and championships have 
gone by ever since our first leather suit came out. Meanwhile these facts 
have been overtaken by another number: the number of crashes. We have 
learned from every crash and still learn from them today when they occur at 
the highest level of racing: MotoGP. With input from the absolute best of the 
best competing at the highest level of motorcycle racing, we can improve 
our racing suits year by year in terms of protection, fit, look and feel. 

One of the most important things you are after when riding a sportbike is 
the ability to move freely on the bike. It is this, after all, that enables you 
to attack a corner in the correct position knowing you can quickly change 
your position for the next. If you look at our brand new Spitfire suit you’ll 
see where the stretch panels have been optimized to allow maximum 
movement of the limbs without sacrificing safety at crucial areas. Both 
the shoulder and the knee protectors are adjustable, enabling the rider to 
optimize the fit of the suit to further enhance the freedom of movement. 

This freedom of movement is what makes our suits feel like a second skin, 
free from the seams and stitches that distract your focus on hunting down 
the ideal line through a corner, ultimately enhancing your skills and bringing 
down your lap times.

SEAMLESS DEVELOPMENT FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT

Inside the racing suits you will find CE-rated armor at the shoulders, elbows, 
hips and knees creating a full set of up to spec armor. Optionally you can 
include our SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert, or choose a 
separate back protector. 

In our Spitfire suit you will find this armor working in a cohesive way with 
our dual-comp protectors, which are exactly the same ones used in our 
MotoGP suits. These dual comp protectors serve a dual purpose: First 
of all they remove a majority of impact energy before it even reaches 
the integrated protectors. Second, their aluminum outer body ensures a 
controlled slide across the asphalt in case of an unfortunate mishap. The 
Spitfire is equipped with these dual-comp protectors at the shoulders, 
elbows and knees.

PREPARED AND PROTECTED

When designing gear for our professional riders we always make sure 
they stand out in their REV’IT! suit, and in our eyes this should not be any 
different for our consumer. Therefore we have developed a very special 
motorcycle industry-first type of leather: heavily embossed Monaco 
Cowhide. As special as it looks in a photo, seeing it in the flesh is the only 
way to truly do justice to the leather. The embossing adds structure to the 
leather giving it a unique appearance that can never be achieved by using 
different colors or finishes. This provides the Spitfire an appearance that 
makes anyone wearing the Spitfire stand out among conventionally styled 
suits. Encourage anyone looking for a racing suit to get a look and feel of 
the Spitfire. We guarantee they will stand out on track and on the streets.

THE REV’IT! SIGNATURE
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REV’IT! BOOTS

 EASY ACCESS  WITH
 THE BOA® CLOSURE SYSTEM OFFERING 
A COMFORTABLE PERSONALIZED FIT 

SEESOFT™ IMPACT PROTEC-
TION COMBINED WITH 
REINFORCED AREAS OFFER 
TOPNOTCH PROTECTION

REVOLUTIONARY VIBRAM® APEX  
SOLE PROVIDES EXCELLENT GRIP,  

STABILITY AND CONTROL

EXPERIENCE DURABILITY
THROUGH ENDLESS  
USE AND ABUSE

THE OUTDRY®

 MEMBRANE KEEPS 
YOUR FEET DRY AND 

COMFORTABLE

rubber
protection edge

thermoformed
toe cap

thermoformed  
heel cup

injected
ankle cup

silver-ion antibacterial
3D mesh lining

easy entrance
pull strap

02

01

03

04

02

REV’IT! BOOTS 
Step into your comfort zone 

The spring-summer season of 2016 marked the start of the new innovative collection of boots. This collection set a new standard for motorcycle boots that 
improve the overall riding experience and are a delight to walk in. 

The fall-winter 2016 season will see the birth of two new boot models both equipped with new features that significantly improve the user experience and take 
comfort to the next level, regardless of the conditions you ride in. Both collections are designed according the same key elements: control, protection, comfort 
and grip. The latter collection has a strong focus on adventure riding and by applying different techniques and adding new features, these boots distinguish 
themselves from any other adventure boot on the market. Smart solutions have been incorporated to provide the stability and safety of off-road boots, the 
features and user-friendliness of a tour boot and the comfort of a trekking boot.

01  DURABILITY 
  Whether you face off with a sand trail or follow an unknown mountain road they are built to endure the harshest conditions and all materials and 

components are of the highest quality; made to last under sustained use.

02 COMFORT 
  Convenient and quick, the Boa® closure provides extremely easy access: simply turn the knob for a perfect fit. The laminated OutDry® membrane 

provides 100% waterproofing and eliminates any water pick up, keeping your feet dry and the boots light weight.

03 CONTROL
  The revolutionary Vibram® Apex Sole provides grip, stability and control. Its profile features one distinct area for traction, one for braking and one for 

stability. The anatomical fit of these boots contributes to a better foot position, keeping you in control however you ride.

04 PROTECTION 
  With high quality protection components in all the right places, this boot is ready for action. The reinforced areas at the heel, toe and ankle combined 

with SEESOFT™ impact reducing protectors at the shin and abrasion resistant outer materials allow this boot to provide top notch safety without 
sacrificing comfort.
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OutDry® uses a one piece patented construction that creates a waterproof 
and surprisingly breathable barrier. This impenetrable layer is heat-bonded 
directly to the outer fabric, leaving no seams or gaps, and no way for water 
to get in. Outdry® technology ensures the outer shell allows no water to 
enter the boot, reducing water pick-up while improving fit and dexterity, 
resulting in a lighter, more comfortable boot - and a drier foot.

An innovative construction process ensures that the use of OutDry® is the 
most efficient waterproofing system because the material is completely 
integrated into the boot construction. The OutDry® membrane, just a few 
microns thick, is absolutely invisible and is uniformly laminated to the upper, 
resting between the upper and the lining.

The outer shell of the boot is constructed first, then the OutDry® membrane 
is applied to the interior of the outer shell. The leather upper is next turned 
inside-out and Outdry® is applied to the inside of the boot. The unique 3D 
laminator machine applies the waterproof layer to the stitched outer shell 
in a simple, one step operation. The leather is now waterproofed with a 
unique structure, and a full 3D mesh lining is inserted.

THE UNIQUE BOA® CLOSURE SYSTEM MAKES FOR A 
PERFECT FIT, AN EXTREMELY FAST CLOSURE AND A 
VERY LIGHT WEIGHT BOOT. 

The Boa® closure system provides custom comfort and a perfect fit. The 
closure system is convenient and fast to operate: enter the shoe, push 
the knob to engage, turn it for the perfect fit, then pull the knob for a quick 
release. Once locked into place the Boa® reels and laces stay put. The 
Boa® laces are made from aircraft-grade stainless steel and are stronger 
per gram than tank armor. The closure doesn’t add any weight to the 
boot and can be operated with one hand. The unique Boa® system offers 
an infinite degree of fine tuning, providing a perfect and even fit without 
pressure points.

OUTDRY®

OUTER SHELL

MEMBRANE

WATER 
VAPOR

REV’IT! BOOTS 
High-tech components

INSOLE
The anatomically shaped foot bed has been incorporated to support the 
foot for both comfort and safety. The breathable and fast drying insole 
transports moisture away from the foot keeping the feet comfortable.

PP INSOLE WITH INTEGRATED SHANK 
To avoid torsion, the sole features a layer of polypropylene, while a 
reinforced polypropylene rib extending from heel to shank creates support 
for standing on the foot pegs. For walking comfort, the front end of the sole 
features grooves for flexibility.

TPU HEEL STABILIZER
The TPU heel stabilizer allows the entire sole to be extended in length and 
width, offering more stability and resulting in a more comfortable boot for 
walking. 

SHANK AREA 
Durable and abrasion resistant

SHIFT AND BREAKING AREA
For optimum control

STABILITY

ABRASION RESISTANT

CONTROL

GRIP

MIDSOLE (MEDIUM)
The hard EVA midsole works in harmony with the polypropylene shank to 
create stability and support for handling the bike in a standing position.

MULTI-DENSITY EVA SHOCK ABSORBING MIDSOLE 
The Vibram® Apex sole features the Multi-density EVA shock absorbing 
mid-sole. As the name indicates, this layer is added to reduce the energy 
from the impact of walking and riding transmitted to the foot and leg and is 
a great contributor to the comfort of the boots. 

VIBRAM® OUTSOLE
This sole has been specifically developed for adventure motorcycling but 
offers the comfort of a trekking boot. The profile features one distinct area 
for traction, one for braking and one for stability.
The “MONT” rubber compound offers extreme durability and amazing grip 
in both low and high temperatures. Strategically placed reinforcements at 
the shank, heel and toes ensure protection from excessive wear and tear. If 
needed, the Vibram® sole can be replaced.

VIBRAM® APEX SOLE
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01
 REINFORCED HEEL AND TOE, SHIN GUARD AND ANKLE CUP  

  The heel cup and toecap, shin guard and ankle cup of the boot 
are reinforced for added safety. These strategically positioned 
parts protect against impact, avoid abrasion and laceration 
damage while imparting a better foot position. The hard plastic 
has been heated and moulded into the perfect shape so that it 
remains undetectable to the rider. 

02
 TPU GEAR SHIFT PAD

  An additional TPU panel has been placed on the toe area to 
protect the boot from the gear shifter. This extra layer has a 
rippled texture for a sure grip while shifting. 

03
 ANATOMICALLY SHAPED FOOT BED

  The anatomically shaped foot bed has been incorporated for 
inproved comfort and dry feet.

04
 RUBBER ABRASION EDGE 

  The rubber abrasion edge minimizes the damage from everyday 
use. Be it flying stones and dirt while riding or repeated wear 
from foot flexion—while squatting next to bike to check the oil, for 
example—the rubber edge safeguards the boot from damage.  

05
 PP INSOLE INTEGRATED SHANK

  To limit torsion, the sole features a layer of polypropylene, while a 
reinforced polypropylene rib from the heel to the shank adds extra 
support for standing on the foot pegs. To ensure walking remains 
comfortable, the front end of the sole is equipped with grooves for 
flexibility. 

06
 ECLAIR PRYM REINFORCED ZIPPER 

  The heavy duty zipper’s extraordinary pulling strength can 
withstand repeated abuse. The teeth of this zipper are twice as 
large and twice as strong as a regular zipper’s teeth. Reinforced 
webbing and yarn make this zipper extra durable. 

07
 GUSSETED ZIPPER WITH PROTECTION EDGE

  A leather gusset just behind the zipper has been installed for rain, 
wind and dirt proofing. A protective edge is stitched right behind 
the zipper to avoid the zipper from grabbing the gusset.  

08
 GRIP & CONTROL EDGE

  The suede inside calf cover serves to protect both the zipper and 
the bike from damage. 3D grooves in the suede improve leg grip. 

 09
 3D MESH LINING 

  This open-loft three-dimensional mesh enhances the breathability 
of the boot.  

10
 EASY ENTRANCE PULL STRAP 

  A heavy-duty pull strap at the calf for ease of entry is made of a 
webbing that can handle the strongest of tugs.

11
 ELASTIC INSERT AT CALF

  An elastic insert at the calf will stretch for extra comfort and gives 
you the option to wear your trousers inside or over these boots. 

12
 ELASTIC INSERT AT ANKLE

  A cleverly positioned stretch panel allows for natural movement for 
the ankle and reduces the tension onto the zipper.

13
 ADJUSTABLE HOOK AND LOOP CLOSURE

  The stretch panel at the calf is covered with a hook and loop pile 
fastener for an adjustable fit.  

14
 HOOK AND LOOP ADJUSTMENT TAB

 A hook and loop pile tab can be adjusted to your perfect fit.

REV’IT! BOOTS 
Key benefits 

REV’IT! BOOTS
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ADJUST YOUR RIDING EXPERIENCE
Upgrade and improve

The demands for gear that can keep up with the standards of the modern adventurer are increasing. Our never ending quest to develop gear that can be taken 
as far as you want to travel has produced styles that are designed according the same principals—functionality, protection and design—yet have their own 
unique characteristics. But there will never be one suit that fits everyone. 

The solution lies in the personalization and customization of a suit to each rider’s own needs. When the rider’s purpose and frequent riding conditions have been 
determined, an appropriate suit is chosen to function as the foundation on which to build the rest of the outfit. Each motorcyclist chooses a suit for their own 
reasons, but a situation change may prompt a different need in clothing or functionality. Whether it is unexpected rainfall during a sunny ride, the spontaneous 
need to go off road or the desire to be more visible when riding in darkness, all REV’IT! products can be adjusted to personal preferences and improve the 
rider’s experience.

Whether you need a safety upgrade, a temperature increase or decrease, protection from the rain or increased visibility, these accessories are designed to 
make your ride more comfortable.  

UPGRADE SAFETY 
SOME SITUATIONS REQUIRE EXTRA SAFETY PRECAUTIONS. THESE 
ACCESSORIES ARE AN EASY UPGRADE TO MAXIMIZE SAFETY:

Upgrade any REV’IT! jacket with the SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back 
protector insert for extra impact protection.

Connect the Adventure neck brace to the jacket for extra safety. 

Ensure your trousers stay safely in place with the Strapper 
suspenders.

BOOST YOUR TEMPERATURE 
Expand the use of a suit for additional conditions other than hot by adding 
a mid-layer.

The Climate jacket blocks wind completely and traps in body heat, 
even during the most inhospitable conditions.

REGULATE YOUR TEMPERATURE 
As the next-to-skin layer, base layers are moisture wicking to keep you dry 
and cool during exertion.

The Oxygen base layer offers superb moisture management 
properties.

INCREASE VISIBILITY 
UPGRADE AND TRANSFORM ANY JACKET TO ENHANCE VISIBILITY 
AND INCREASE SAFETY. 

For optimized visibility, the Connector HV vest can be attached to a 
jacket through convenient loops.

ENHANCE VENTILATION
COOL PRODUCTS WITH HYPERKEWL™ KEEP RIDERS COMFORTABLE 
AND IN CONTROL, NO MATTER HOW HIGH AMBIENT TEMPERATURES 
GET. 

When riding in warm weather you can replace the membrane with 
a Challenger cooling vest insert to keep cool. 

ADD WATERPROOFING 
ADD A RAIN SHELL AND EVEN WET CONDITIONS CAN BE PLEASANT 
TO RIDE IN.

The Guardian H2O rain jacket will not only keep the rider dry but 
provides exceptional comfort to the wearer.
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WINTER GLOVES
An overview

WINTER GLOVES

WARMTH, PROTECTION AND GRIP

INNOVATIONS

The primary reason you wear motorcycle gloves is to protect your hands while riding. What you want is to preserve the heat your hands are making by trapping 
it inside the glove. You also want to keep them dry, so waterproofing is essential along with breathability, because sweaty hands become cold hands in no time. 
The Engineered skin® method and selection of high quality materials contribute to the gloves grip properties ensuring a secure and precise control of the handle 
bars

The winter gloves collection received innovative features that will distinguish these winter gloves from all others. The introduction of a new pattern has perfected 
the sizing and improved construction, a brand new closure allows the double strap the be closed in one single motion and safety is ensured by SEESOFT™ 
impact protection at the knuckle and palm.

Pull the cuff (01) to adjust the strap around the 
wrist. The lever will automatically fix the strap in 
the required position.

Close the cuff (02) with the hook and loop 
fastener making sure it is strapped tightly 
around the wrist.

Open the cuff (03) and pull the lever (04) to 
release the strap to easily take of the glove.

The new dynamic glove line received practical updates and innovations which distinguishes them from all other winter gloves.

SINGLE MOTION CLOSURE
The innovative closure system allows for adjusting and closing the wrist straps in a single movement.

FINGER CONSTRUCTION
A seamless thumb and finger construction (05) 
method creates a better fit and enables heat 
retention as the glove does not require perfo-
rating to create a seam. The new construction 
allows more space for air to get trapped in 
resulting in better isolation and warmer fingers.

CONNECT FINGER TIP 
The conductive leather in the fingertip (06) 
transmits the electrical current from your 
fingertip to the screen, allowing you to operate 
a touch screen while wearing your glove.

01

02

04

03

06

05
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PRIMALOFT® GOLD
PrimaLoft® Gold is the highest performing synthetic 
insulation available with the ultimate warm to weight 
ratio. Micro fibers trap body heat to make this the 
most thermally-efficient synthetic insulation available 
with water repellency that insulates even in the wettest 
weather.

THINSULATE® G
Thinsulate® G provides excellent warmth and water 
resistance. It features large air pockets to trap heat, 
allowing the glove to remain extremely warm for an 
extended period of time. The spacious air pockets also 
allow the glove to remain light weight and quick to dry.

GORE-TEX® MEMBRANE 
Water in its liquid form cannot penetrate the 
GORE-TEX® membrane whilst moisture vapor can 
easily escape; making the GORE-TEX® membrane 
completely waterproof from the outside, while allowing 
perspiration to escape from the inside.

HYDRATEX® | Z-LINER
A waterproof layer is laminated onto a carrier to 
construct the REV’IT! hydratex® | Z-liner membrane. 
The carrier, in turn, protects the membrane against 
wear-and-tear damage, and the seams of the 
membrane are taped to ensure waterproofing. The 
Z- liner is constructed between the lining and the 
outer shell. The REV’IT! hydratex® | Z-liner membrane 
is used in garments that demand a high level of 
all-weather protection.

To avoid heat loss insulation is used in the gloves. Insulations traps in air; the more air trapped, the more efficient the insulation. Plus insulation helps block the 
body’s radiant heat loss. For this collection only premium insulation materials have been selected.

Waterproofing is essential along with breathability, because wet or sweaty hands become cold hands in no time.

extra warmth

WINTER GLOVES
Constructions

WATERPROOFING & BREATHABILITY

Abrasion resistant materials and impact protection are incorporated in all new gloves to protect the hands in case of a crash.

SUPERFABRIC®

SuperFabric® material is five times more abrasion-resistant than leather, 
with just half the weight. This ceramic material is extremely durable and 
designed for extreme conditions to rugged daily usage. Due to the low 
water pick up the material dries quickly making sure the hand stays warm. 

SEESOFT™ 
All gloves are equipped with SEESOFT™ protection. In case of a crash 
the SEESOFT™ protector will absorb the impact and reduce the energy 
transmitted to the bone. The protection will follow the anatomy of the hand 
and is lightweight and flexible.

PWR|SHIELD 
PWR|shield is created with a unique knit technique which results in a 
fabric with unsurpassed cut, tear and abrasion resistance level. Gloves are 
equipped with PWR|shield at the palm for extra safety in case the palm of 
the hand comes in contact with the asphalt.

PROTECTION

WARMTH

GORE-TEX® GLOVE
WITH GORE® GRIP TECHNOLOGY
The GORE-TEX® glove membrane provides durable 
waterproofness for dry hands, and breathability for 
ideal climate comfort. The inner lining, the GORE-TEX® 
insert, and the outer fabric are joined together 
providing the feeling of a single layer. This construction 
method – GORE® Grip Technology - provides optimum 
grip for secure control.

PRIMALOFT® GOLD INSULATION
ECO WITH GRIP CONTROL 
PrimaLoft® Gold insulation Eco with grip control is 
designed to resist compression as the air pockets in 
this material efficiently trap and store body heat while 
remaining compact. The low bulk insulation provides a 
slip resistant grip.

THINSULATE® TYPE C
Thinsulate® type C delivers performance by enhancing 
the warmth and comfort of insulation that works even 
when wet, with the functionality of a slip resistant grip. 
This material traps heat while adding a thin, compact 
layer to the glove, providing comfortable insulation that 
allows for sensitivity at the controls.

DIAMOND ETCHED GOAT
Goatskin with a diamond texture provides excellent 
grip in all riding conditions.

The engineering method and selection of high quality materials contribute to the grip properties of the glove. In order to provide the best grip without losing any 
of the insulation or waterproofing properties the following materials have been selected.

thin, light, warm

GRIP

WINTER GLOVES
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FGW075 - STRATOS GTX
WATERPROOFING: GORE-TEX® MEMBRANE 
PROTECTION: SOFT = SEESOFT™ KNUCKLE

FGW065 - AQUILA H2O
WATERPROOFING: HYDRATEX® 
PROTECTION: HARD = HARD-SHELL KNUCKLE + PALM SLIDER

FGW062 - PEGASUS H2O
WATERPROOFING: HYDRATEX® 
PROTECTION: SOFT = SEESOFT™ KNUCKLE + PALM SLIDER

FGW060 - GALAXY H2O
WATERPROOFING: HYDRATEX®

PROTECTION: SOFT = SEESOFT™ KNUCKLE

FGW059 - CYGNUS H2O
WATERPROOFING: HYDRATEX®

PROTECTION: SOFT = SEESOFT™ KNUCKLE

FGW076 - TROCADERO H2O
WATERPROOFING: HYDRATEX®

PROTECTION: SOFT = VISCO-ELASTIC KNUCKLE + SEESOFT® AT PALM

FGW064 - SIRIUS H2O
WATERPROOFING: HYDRATEX® 
PROTECTION: HARD = HARD-SHELL KNUCKLE + PALM SLIDER

WINTER GLOVES
The line-up

Grip

WArmth

protEctioN

Grip

WArmth

protEctioN

Grip

WArmth

protEctioN

Grip

WArmth

protEctioN

Grip

WArmth

protEctioN

Grip

WArmth

protEctioN

thin, light, warm

thin, light, warm

The collection consists of nine FW15 and two FW16 models all designed to keep the hands warm and comfortable during cold winter days. The common 
denominators focused on when designing the collection have been warmth, protection and grip. All gloves are characterized by these three values and the best 
waterproof materials and premium isolation materials have been used.

However the main focus on each value has been different during the design process of each glove. The variation in values is what distinguishes these gloves 
from one another and ensure each rider can find a glove that suits their need.

THE DESIGN VALUES OF THE WINTER GLOVE COLLECTION

FGW068 - TAURUS GTX
WATERPROOFING: GORE-TEX® MEMBRANE 
PROTECTION: HARD = SUPERFABRIC® HARD-SHELL KNUCKLE + PALM SLIDER

Grip

WArmth

protEctioN

SINGLE MOTION CLOSURE

SINGLE MOTION CLOSURE

FGW067 - BOREALIS GTX
WATERPROOFING: GORE-TEX® + GORE® GRIP TECHNOLOGY  
PROTECTION: SOFT = SEESOFT™ KNUCKLE + PALM SLIDER

SINGLE MOTION CLOSURE

Grip

WArmth

protEctioN

DESIGNED FOR HEATED GRIPS

FGW066 - CYBER GTX
WATERPROOFING: GORE-TEX® MEMBRANE 
PROTECTION: SOFT = SEESOFT™ KNUCKLE + PALM SLIDER

SINGLE MOTION CLOSURE

SINGLE MOTION CLOSURE

Grip

WArmth

protEctioN

FGW074 - KRYPTONITE GTX
WATERPROOFING: GORE-TEX® + GORE® GRIP TECHNOLOGY  
PROTECTION: HARD = PWR|SHELL RIPSTOP STRETCH COVERED HARD-SHELL KNUCKLE + PALM SLIDER

Grip

WArmth

protEctioNextra warmth

PWR|SHIELD

extra warmth

extra warmth

extra warmth

extra warmth

extra warmth

extra warmth

PWR|SHIELD

PWR|SHIELD

PWR|SHIELD

PWR|SHIELD

Grip

WArmth

protEctioN
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VARIABLE HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT STRAPS
 
These adjustment straps help fine-tune the fit of the garment for different 
riders. Starting by choosing the custom height of the straps—which are 
attached to a rail-mounted moveable glider—the rider can then easily dial 
in their precise fit, even while wearing gloves.

CONNECT FINGERTIP

Never take off your gloves again to operate your phone or navigation 
system. The connect fingertip has been specifically designed to operate 
touch screens.

SINGLE MOTION CLOSURE

The innovative closure system allows for adjusting and closing the wrist 
straps in a single movement.

SEAMLESS IN 3D ROUND KNIT TECHNOLOGY
 
Seamless 3D round-knit garments provide superior comfort and technical 
function for a wide range of athletic activities, including motorcycle riding. 
The 3D name comes from the texture and shape of the round knit. Made 
on a circular knitting machine, seamless garments have superior elasticity 
for optimal shaping to the body. The virtual lack of seams results in optimal 
comfort, while also imparting important functionality: fewer seams make 
the garment less vulnerable for seam breaks, drop stitches, etc., and 
therefore longer lasting. Those seams that are absolutely necessary are 
made using flatlock technology, to eliminate bulk. The result is the ultimate 
in comfort and function, for both summer as well as winter use.

ES FEATURES
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FLEXISNAP

The REV’IT! flexisnap makes it possible to adjust the collar circumference 
easily and personalize its fit to each rider. A jacket is often worn in more 
than one season, and the flexisnap makes it possible to adjust the collar 
within seconds. During winter a wider collar circumference accommodates 
combining the jacket with a balaclava or wind collar, while during summer, 
a wider circumference lets an all-important cooling wind into the collar.

COLLAR HOOK

The collar hook and loop allow you to draw back the front side of the collar, 
allowing air flow to cool the neck during warmer periods of the year without 
the annoying flapping of the loose collar.

REPLACEABLE GRIP PART AT INSIDE KNEES

This part at the inside of the knees gives you extra grip for ultimate control 
in the corners. It also protects the leather from wear and tear.

ES FEATURES

DETACHABLE LEATHER KNEE PATCHES

The Velcro on selected trousers is prepared to attach dual-comp knee 
sliders type A. In case you prefer to ride without knee sliders these leather 
knee patches will neatly hide the Velcro.

ES FEATURES

PREPARED FOR VEST CONNECTOR HV

The Vest connector HV allows you to the upgrade your jacket with a HV vest 
that quickly and easily attaches. The highly visible EN471-certified vest 
offers enhanced safety.

PREPARED FOR CHALLENGER COOLING VEST

The jacket is prepared for the Challenger cooling vest insert. The 
Challenger can be zipped directly into the outer shell with the connection 
zippers.

PREPARED FOR ADVENTURE NECK BRACE

Select jackets are compatible with the Adventure neck brace. The 
Adventure neck brace allows riders to keep the brace attached to the jacket 
when putting it on and taking it off.

PREPARED FOR STRAPPER SUSPENDERS

Selected trousers are prepared for the Strapper suspenders. The Strapper 
can be connected to the short connection zipper at the back and the 
special made Velcro attachment point on the front side. The suspenders 
are compatible with a selection of trousers from the REV’IT! collection.
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YKK SLIDE LOCK FRONT CLOSURE

This unique front closure works like a slide lock and once closed it won’t 
open up spontaneously. The slide locks into a conical shaped slider 
ensuring they won’t separate until you want them to.

SECRET POCKET

A secret pocket has been installed into the backside of the jacket’s hem to 
store your valuables.

WRIST AND CUFF ADJUSTMENT SYSTEM

This adjustment system allows for a perfect tailored fit making sure the 
gloves stay in place and fit like a second skin. The adjustment strap starts 
at the pinky-side of the glove and goes all the way around the backhand 
and the wrist. 

HARMONICA CONSTRUCTION

Based on the Engineered skin® design philosophy the harmonica construc-
tion mimics the natural anatomy of the hand. It has been constructed to 
imitate the movement of your hand when you make a fist; providing a 
perfect fit and allowing perfect freedom of movement.

DETACHABLE KIDNEY BELT

The kidney belt provides stability and protection to the lower back area. 
This garment comes standard equipped with a detachable kidney belt 
which can be easily attached to the jacket with a strong velcro connection.

ES FEATURESES FEATURES
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ES VENTILATION ES VENTILATION

VCS | FRONT ZIPPER

The VCS | front zipper offers airflow to cool the upper body over the full 
length of the front zipper. The airflow can be regulated by opening or 
closing the zipper.

VCS | AQUADEFENCE

When opened the aquadefence system allows direct ventilation to the body. 
When the zipper or panel is closed, it presses onto the incorporated rain 
gutter, the jacket is then 100% wind- and waterproof.  The rain gutter will 
stop the water from entering via the ventilation holes, thereby keeping you 
dry and comfortable.

VCS | POCKETS

Ventilation and pocket combined, offering bigger ventilation surface. These 
pockets feature an extra strong mesh lining and can be used either as a 
pocket or as a vent. Ventilation pockets can be found on various REV’IT! 
products.

VCS | ZIPPER

Our VCS | zippers are all located in strategic positions, where they offer 
excellent airflow to cool the body. The airflow can be regulated by opening 
or closing the zipper.

VCS | PANEL WITH AQUAGUARD® ZIPPERS

The VCS|panel allows direct ventilation to the body when opened. When 
the waterproof Aquaguard® zipper is closed, water is prevented from 
entering. If any water manages to get through, a clever piping and drainage 
system ensure the water is rerouted away from the body. The amount of 
airflow can be regulated by opening or closing the zipper.

VCS | PANEL

Removable panels for optimum ventilation. Ventilation is nice on warmer 
days, but not as desirable in cold weather. With removable ventilation-
panels, you can decide for yourself: they can easily be removed to allow full 
ventilation of the jacket.

VCS | SPEED HUMP HYDRA BAG PREPARED

REV’IT! has taken its ventilated speed hump and improved it even further, 
with a design that allows riders to put a hydra bag inside it. The REV’IT! 
ventilated speed hump has an air inlet at the top of the hump, and the 
perforated foam inside this leather speed hump is designed to let air flow 
through the garment, spreading over the rider’s back for comfortable 
ventilation. Extra cooling of the area is especially beneficial now that riders 
are wearing back protectors more and more – and now, with a hydra bag 
inside, riders can keep hydrated during races and rides.

VCS | PANEL WITH FIDLOCK® MAGNETIC FASTENERS

Removable panels for optimum ventilation. Ventilation is nice on warmer 
days, but not as desirable in cold weather. The panels can be opened due 
to the FidLock® magnetic Fastener. The Fidlock® magnetic fastener not 
only uses the attraction but also the repulsion of magnets. This leads to 
a robust closure with high locking strength that can still be easily opened 
with one hand while riding.
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ES PROTECTIONES PROTECTION

SEESOFT™ KNUCKLE
 
The knuckle is made of impact absorbing SEESOFT™ memory foam, and 
has been incorporated in this garment to effectively reduce the energy of 
impact transmitted in a crash. 

SEESOFT™ COVERED WITH SUPERFABRIC® PALM
 
The palm is made of impact absorbing SEESOFT™ memory foam, and 
has been incorporated in this garment to effectively reduce the energy of 
impact transmitted in a crash. SuperFabric® material is five times more 
abrasion-resistant than leather, with just half the weight. This ceramic 
material is extremely durable and designed for extreme conditions to 
rugged daily usage.

3D SEESOFT™ KNUCKLE
 
The knuckle consists of highly impact absorbing SEESOFT™ material. This 
specially 3D designed anatomically shaped knuckle effectively reduces the 
energy of impact transmitted to the bones in case of a crash and offers the 
highest levels of both protection and comfort.

TRYONIC IMPACT PROTECTION TECHNOLOGY

TRYONIC impact protection technology has been incorporated to protect 
the ulna bone; to be specific, the distal end of the ulna felt at the wrist 
on the side of the little finger. In case of a crash that side of your hand is 
likely to hit the ground first. TRYONIC impact protection technology patch 
consists of highly impact absorbing memory foam similar to the foam used 
for the SEESOFT™ back protectors.

SUPERFABRIC® HARD-SHELL KNUCKLE

A hard-shell knuckle has been incorporated in the glove to protect your 
hands against impact and skin from abrasion. SuperFabric® material is five 
times more abrasion-resistant than leather, with just half the weight. This 
ceramic material is extremely durable and designed for extreme conditions 
to rugged daily usage.

SEESOFT™ COVERED WITH
TPU HARD-SHELL PALM SLIDER 

The palm slider is made of impact absorbing SEESOFT™ memory foam, 
and has been incorporated in this garment to effectively reduce the energy 
of impact transmitted in a crash. The TPU material covering the SEESOFT™ 
ensures the glove will slide should the hand come into contact with asphalt.

CARBON HARD-PARTS

These hard-parts consist of different layers of carbon, Kevlar and fiber 
glass and are designed for ultimate slide performance in case of a crash. 
They are strong yet extremely lightweight. Under the carbon hard-parts is 
ergonomically shaped, CE-approved armor, perfectly placed to maximize 
impact-resistance while preserving freedom of movement.

DUAL COMP PROTECTOR

The dual-comp protector consists of a 3D, pre-shaped honeycomb 
structure of TPU material, topped by an aluminium high-impact shield, for 
ultimate sliding. This lightweight hard part increases the level of protection 
significantly, without adding the considerable weight of traditional plastic 
hard parts. Under the shoulder and elbow parts is ergonomically shaped, 
CE-approved armour, perfectly placed to maximize impact-resistance while 
preserving freedom of movement.
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ES PROTECTION ES PROTECTION

ADJUSTABLE PROTECTOR POCKETS

Within this type of protection pocket, the protector can be adjusted to 
several positions, in order to further optimize the fit to the riders individual 
preferences.

PWR | SHELL 500D/ 750D/ 1000D

This material is REV’IT!’s take on Cordura®. Consisting of 100% high-
performance Polyamide yarns, PWR | shell takes the best properties of 
Cordura® - high melting point, tremendous tear- and abrasion-resistance, 
and excellent durability - and puts the unique REV’IT! design stamp on 
it. PWR | shell provides high-performance protection for every rider. The 
number indicates the yarn density but does not mean that it is stronger or 
more tear abrasive by definition. This is an often made false assumption. 
The quality of the yarn itself is the determining factor for the strenght of the 
fabric.

SUPERFABRIC®

SuperFabric® technology is an advanced process that transforms ordinary 
fabrics into unique, highly protective materials. Multiple protective shields 
are applied close to each other within the fabric, but remain separate to 
allow maximum flexibility. These micro guard-plates provide an additional 
layer of protection, without adding weight, and help prevent abrasion to 
underlying fabrics. SuperFabric® is five times more abrasion-resistant than 
leather, with just half the weight.

GORE-TEX® PRO TALISMAN

The GORE-TEX® Pro Talisman features the unique characteristics of 
GORE-TEX® fabric—highly breathable and waterproof, but next to that it is 
also extremely abrasion resistant due to its coated dot pattern.

PWR | SHIELD KNIT PROTECTIVE LAYER

PWR | shield is developed in-house by the R&D department. PWR | 
shield is created with a unique knit technique which results in a fabric with 
unsurpassed cut, tear and abrasion resistance level.

ADJUSTABLE BETAC® PROTECTION

This MotoGP spec protector is adjustable, making it possible to customize 
the fit of the protector to the position on the bike. Thanks to the strong 
Velcro it will stay in place once positioned. This results in the best personal 
fit and riding comfort. You’ll find the adjustable protector at the knees or at 
the shoulder.

INJECTED VENTILATED FLEX KNUCKLE

This knuckle protection is injected in the upper material which makes it very 
flexible and abrasion resistant. Due to its structure it ventilates very well 
while keeping you safe.

VENTILATED DUAL COMP PROTECTOR

The dual-comp protector consists of a 3D, pre-shaped honeycomb 
structure of TPU material, topped by an aluminum high-impact shield, for 
ultimate sliding. This lightweight hard part increases the level of protection 
significantly, without adding the considerable weight of traditional plastic 
hard parts. The dual comp protectors have been perforated to allow airflow 
to enter the gloves keeping your hands cool and comfortable.
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DETACHABLE HYDRATEX® | 3L

A 3-layer construction, the membrane has a layer of protective tricot laminated on each 
side of the membrane. This results in a waterproof and breathable membrane that is 
also very durable. This type of membrane also offers maximum flexibility, as it can be 
removed from the garment: wear the membrane inside the garment when the weather 
demands it, or carry it in the storage pocket when you need maximum ventilation.

01 » Moisture vapor escapes | 02 » Rain and wind stay out |
03 » Outer material | 04 » hydratex® membrane and carrier fabric

01 » Moisture vapor escapes | 02 » Rain and wind stay out
03 » Outer material | 04 » hydratex® membrane and carrier fabric
05 » Lining

HYDRATEX® | Z-LINER

A waterproof layer is laminated onto a carrier to construct the REV’IT! hydratex® | 
Z-liner membrane. The carrier, in turn, protects the membrane against wear-and-tear 
damage, and the seams of the membrane are taped to ensure waterproofing. The Z- 
liner is constructed between the lining and the outer shell and is used in garments that 
demand a high level of all-weather protection.

HYDRATEX® | 3L PRO

A 3-layer fabric. The innovative REV’IT! hydratex® | 3L Pro membrane consists of three 
functional layers, which are laminated together to become a single strong layer of 
all-weather protection. A waterproof membrane is laminated directly onto the inside 
of the abrasion-resistant outer shell, and a protective inner lining laminated onto the 
membrane itself prevents run-and-tear damage. Water repellence, light weight, and 
high breathability are all benefits of the 3-layer system.

01 » Moisture vapor escapes | 02 » Rain and wind stay out
03 » Outer material | 04 » hydratex® membrane and carrier fabric |
05 » Lining

01 » Moisture vapor escapes | 02 » Rain and wind stay out
03 » Outer material | 04 » hydratex® membrane and carrier fabric

HYDRATEX® | G-LINER

This waterproof coating is applied to the inside of the garment’s inner lining, and the 
seams are taped to ensure that the garment is waterproof. The REV’IT! hydratex® | 
G-liner coating is used in the construction of products that demand a basic level of 
all-weather protection.

ES WATERPROOFING AND BREATHABILITY

01 » Moisture vapor escapes | 02 » Rain and wind stay out
03 » Outer material | 04 » hydratex® membrane and carrier fabric
05 » Insulation layer (only 2-in-1) | 06 » Lining

DETACHABLE HYDRATEX® | G-LINER

Waterproof hydratex® | G-liner coating is applied to the inside of the garment’s inner 
lining, and the seams are taped to ensure that the garment is waterproof. The REV’IT! 
hydratex® | G-liner coating is used in the construction of products that demand a 
basic level of all-weather protection. For most products, the G-liner can’t be removed, 
but in others, the G-liner is detachable and features a mesh lining, to prevent the 
material from sticking to your skin. This maximizes comfort, while preserving the 
properties of the G-liner.

01 » Moisture vapor escapes | 02 » Rain and wind stay out
03 » Outer material | 04 » hydratex® membrane (coating/laminate)
05 » Lining

HYDRATEX® | LITE

Hydratex® | lite provides all-weather protection with just one layer. The inner surface 
of the outer shell features a waterproof coating with micropores, which keeps rain 
and wind out. The seams of the outer shell are taped to ensure 100% waterproofing. 
Products featuring a hydratex® | lite membrane also offer great breathing properties.

ES WATERPROOFING AND BREATHABILITY

HYDRATEX® | Z-LINER GLOVES

A waterproof layer is laminated onto a carrier to construct the REV’IT! hydratex® | 
Z-liner membrane. The carrier, in turn, protects the membrane against wear-and-tear 
damage, and the seams of the membrane are taped to ensure waterproofing. The 
Z- liner is constructed between the lining and the outer shell and is used in gloves that 
demand a high level of all-weather protection.

HYDRATEX® | Z-LINER WITH MCFIT® TECHNOLOGY

A waterproof layer is laminated onto a carrier fabric to construct the REV’IT! hydratex® 
| Z-liner membrane. The carrier, in turn, protects the membrane against wear-and-tear 
damage, and the seams of the membrane are taped to ensure waterproofing. The Z- 
liner is constructed between the lining and the outer shell and is used in garments that 
demand a high level of all-weather protection. McFit® technology ensures that the liner, 
membrane and outer material stay tightly bonded, offering an unprecedented fit.

3L GORE-TEX® PRO FABRIC

In this construction the GORE-TEX® membrane is bonded to the outer shell and the 
inner lining. As there is no more movement between the layers, this construction is 
extremely durable. And the result is a 100% waterproof, windproof and highly breatha-
ble outer shell—offering unsurpassed durable wearer comfort.

01 » Moisture vapor escapes | 02 » Rain and wind stay out
03 » Outer material | 04 » GORE-TEX® membrane | 05 » Lining

2L GORE-TEX® FABRIC

By laminating the GORE-TEX® membrane to the fabric, a 100% waterproof, windproof 
and highly breathable outer shell is created, offering unsurpassed durable wearer 
comfort. The seams of the outer shell fabric are taped to ensure 100% durable yet 
light-weight waterproofing.

01 » Moisture vapor escapes | 02 » Rain and wind stay out
03 » Outer material | 04 » GORE-TEX® membrane and carrier fabric
05 » Lining
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DETACHABLE GORE-TEX® PRODUCT
WITH PACLITE® TECHNOLOGY

GORE-TEX® with Paclite® technology is windproof, waterproof and extremely 
breathable. It is the ideal material for motorcycle clothing as it protects you against the 
elements. We added a thin lining to protect the Paclite® membrane and to ensure that it 
won’t stick to your skin when riding in warmer weather without a thermal liner.

01 » Moisture vapor escapes | 02 » Rain and wind stay out
03 » GORE-TEX® membrane | 04 » Carbon protective inner layer

01 » Moisture vapor escapes | 02 » Rain and wind stay out
03 » Outer fabric | 04 » OutDry® membrane

OUTDRY®

OutDry® uses a one-piece patented construction that creates a waterproof and surpri-
singly breathable barrier.  This impenetrable layer is heat-bonded directly to the outer 
fabric, leaving no seams or gaps, and no way for water to get in. OutDry® technology 
ensures the outer fabric won’t pick up water while improving fit and dexterity, resulting 
in a lighter, more comfortable boot - and a drier foot.

ES WATERPROOFING AND BREATHABILITY

GORE-TEX® MEMBRANE (GLOVES)

The GORE-TEX® membrane is the essential element of all GORE-TEX® gloves. It 
contains over 1.4 billion microscopic pores per square centimeter. These pores are 
20,000 times smaller than a water droplet, but 700 times larger than a water vapor 
molecule. This makes the GORE-TEX® membrane completely waterproof from the 
outside, while allowing perspiration to escape from the inside. An oleophobic, or 
oil-hating, substance is integrated into the membrane, preventing the penetration of 
such compounds as body oils and acids, which could otherwise affect the membrane.

01 » Moisture vapor escapes | 02 » Rain and wind stay out
03 » GORE-TEX® membrane

ES WATERPROOFING AND BREATHABILITY

01 » Moisture vapor escapes | 02 » Rain and wind stay out
03 » Outer material | 04 » GORE-TEX® membrane and carrier fabric

DETACHABLE 3 LAYER GORE-TEX® INNER JACKET
WITH A SOFT BACKER

The GORE-TEX® inner jacket functions as waterproof mid-layer. A high-performance 
GORE-TEX® membrane is bonded to the outer material and a robust, specially 
developed inner lining makes it a 3-layer. This inner lining has excellent abrasion and 
snag resistance, enhanced breathability and is lightweight. The jacket is attached to 
the outer shell with connection zippers and can be worn separately as a standalone 
piece when of the bike.

GORE-TEX® GLOVES + GORE™ GRIP TECHNOLOGY

GORE-TEX® gloves liners are durably waterproof, windproof, and highly breathable. 
The Gore™ grip technology uses an innovative layer construction by which they 
provide better dexterity and tactility for optimum performance.

DETACHABLE GORE-TEX® LINER
WITH MICRO GRID BACKER TECHNOLOGY

The GORE-TEX® liner with Micro Grid Backer technology is designed to provide 
breathable comfort and durable waterproof and windproof protection. This revolutio-
nary technology improves internal abrasion and snag resistance, enhances garment 
breathability, and decreases garment weight.

01 » Moisture vapor escapes | 02 » Rain and wind stay out
03 » Outer material | 04 » GORE-TEX® membrane and carrier fabric
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POLARTEC® ALPHA

POLARTEC® Alpha is a highly efficient insulation fabric, which keeps the wearer warm 
when inactive and is highly breathable to wick moisture away when active.

ES INSULATION ES INSULATION

PRIMALOFT®

Primaloft® is made from a tightly woven microfiber structure, helping the body retain 
warmth and conserve energy.

THERMOLITE®

Thermolite® insulation material is very soft, with a very high insulation capacity. REV’IT! 
uses two specific kinds of Thermolite®: Thermolite® Plus and Thermolite® Active.

PRIMALOFT® GOLD WITH ECO GRIP CONTROL

PrimaLoft® Gold Eco with grip control is the thinnest of materials with the highest 
insulation values. Designed to resist compression, the air pockets in this material 
efficiently trap and store body heat while remaining compact. REV’IT! is the first 
motorcycle brand in the world to add this high quality insulation to gloves.

PRIMALOFT® GOLD

PrimaLoft® Gold is made of microfibers that trap and store body heat in a remarkably 
light material that affords good grip.

THERMOLITE® PLUS

Thermolite® Plus is manufactured from polyester that is 80% recycled material. It is a 
high-quality, medium-loft, thermal lining fabric. This exclusive mix of fibres traps the air 
and retains body heat, keeping the motorcyclist warm. The material also stays soft and 
supple, without bulk, ensuring maximum comfort and freedom of movement for the 
motorcyclist.

THINSULATE™ KK

Thinsulate™ KK is a 100% polyester mid-loft insulation that provides warmth and 
comfort to any garment. 

THINSULATE™ G

Thinsulate™ G insulation features large air pockets to trap heat, allowing a garment to 
remain extremely warm for an extended period of time. The spacious air pockets also 
allow a garment to remain lightweight and quick to dry.

THINSULATE™ C

Thinsulate™ C insulation traps heat while adding a thin, compact layer, providing 
comfortable insulation that allows for sensitivity at the controls. It dries quickly and is 
featherweight.

THERMOLITE® PLUS WITH EXKIN® PLATINUM®

The Exkin® Platinum® insulation layer is made of a reflective material which preserves 
radiant body heat and prevents heat loss from the cold, an ultimate technology to 
improve the insulation properties of the product.
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The key functional feature of any motorcycle garment is the protection it 
offers; protection against impact, protection against abrasion, and protec-
tion against the elements. REV’IT!’s aim is to provide the perfect balance of 
protection and comfort in all its products.

ENGINEERED SKIN®

The principles of Engineered skin® represent our commitment to safety, 
quality, and design and they can be found in nearly every item REV’IT! 
makes. The name Engineered skin® itself embodies our overarching design 
philosophy of developing ergonomic safety products that complement the 
anatomic structure of the human body.

The Engineered skin® design philosophy is also evident in all of our safety 
equipment. Safety equipment should both actively protect the body against 
impact and passively contribute to safety by remaining unobtrusive, and, 
whenever possible, unnoticeable. REV’IT! armor is lightweight, ventilated 
and ergonomically designed to remain as unobtrusive as possible against 
the body while fitting perfectly inside REV’IT! gear.

REV’IT! SEESMART™
With outer shell technologies increasingly enabling us to create stylish 
yet abrasion resistant riding gear, internal protectors have been the one 
aspect that is constant across all motorcycling segments. The SEESMART™ 
concept changes everything. Specifically developed for use in urban 
motorcycle gear, SEESMART™ offers the highest level of flexibility while 
passing the EN1621-1:2012 CE-Level 1 impact tests, also in hot (T+) 
conditions.

REV’IT! SEEFLEX™
REV’IT! SEEFLEX™ is the latest innovation in motorcycle protection. With 
features such as extra flexible and protected hinge points and optimal 
ventilation at key areas, there is finally an armor that lives up to the highest 
CE-Level 2 impact protection without compromising on freedom of 
movement. The 3D, ergonomic pre-shaping allows SEEFLEX™ protectors 
to form perfectly to the body, making it the benchmark when it comes to 
combining maximum protection with maximum comfort.

The entire new family of SEEFLEX™ protectors is awarded with the RED 
DOT design award “Best of the best”. This prestigious award is extra 
special considering the fact that protectors need to cope with strict gover-
nmental limitations. It shows that we don’t take our core values –Design, 
Performance, and Innovation- lightly; even when a product will mainly be 
hidden in garments.     

The family of SEEFLEX™ protectors offers something new to the world of 
motorcycling: Exceeding the highest level (EN1621-1:2012 CE Level 2) of 
protection and comfort under all circumstances and -more importantly- in 
all temperatures, as is tested in the official CE T- and T+ temperature tests.

REV’IT! SEESOFT™
REV’IT! engineered the SEESOFT™ back protector insert with the aim 
to create a low profile, flexible and breathable protector with the highest, 
CE-Level 2 certification. The result is a non-distracting, pliable back 
protector that can absorb multiple impacts without compromising on 
comfort, ventilation or freedom of movement.

PROTECTION
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PPE: PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

In recent years, there has been much discussion between motorcycle 
garment manufacturers and the European Community concerning the 
protection standards for motorcycle apparel, which falls under the govern-
mental category of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE).

The European Community rightly claims that when buying a PPE-garment 
the consumer must be able to rely on a minimum level of protection 
provided by the garment for its intended use. This level of protection must 
be either clearly indicated or implied by the design of the product and that 
any information provided with the products (often on hangtags) is accurate 
and complete. 

Initially, these rules were described as the minimum standard for motorcycle 
garments intended for professional use, but as of 2010, the scope has been 
extended to motorcycle intended for leisure use. Standards for profes-
sional use have been deemed impractical for leisure use by essentially 
all manufacturers. Currently, there are no manufacturers complying with 
the European Union’s requirements throughout an entire product range. 
Note that the CE standards for separate impact and back protectors are a 
different issue and do not apply to this topic.

In the coming years, European manufacturers will jointly develop a new set 
of standards for motorcycle garments in cooperation with the European 
Union. This will likely lead to the development of a new standard for 
professional use and a separate new standard for leisure use, to which all 
manufacturers will be required to comply. This is work in progress and we 
will keep all our partners updated.

NEW STANDARDS

In anticipation of the coming new standards, we have been gradually 
making modifications and improvements to our products. As a first step, 
all EVA foam insert back panels have been removed from all jackets as 
of spring 2014. Although EVA foam inserts at the back and hips are not 
CE rated impact protection as clearly indicated on each product, we have 
chosen to remove these inserts from our products to prevent any confusion 
that these EVA foam panels are CE-level certified. Indications on all jackets, 
suits and trousers with pockets designed to fit CE-rated SEESOFT™ insert 
protector upgrades will remain.

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

PPE: PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT & CE-CERTIFICATION EXPLAINED

EN 1621-2:2014: BACK PROTECTORS

Back protectors must undergo an energy transmission test to determine 
shock absorption levels to meet EN1621-2:2014 specifications. The test, 
called a Drop Test, is performed with a 5kg (11lbs) percussion pin dropped 
from one meter to create the test impact energy of 50 Joules. During the test 
the protector is placed on a metal anvil. This test is conducted five times on 
various points of a predetermined Zone of Protection on the product. 

Products must pass tests conducted under two conditions: at ambient 
temperature and at high humidity. Products may also undergo optional 
temperature tests: a low temperature impact test conducted at -10°C (14°F) 
and/or a high temperature impact test at +40°C (104°F). 

The EN1621-2:2014 standard includes two levels of protection:

CE-LEVEL 1: CE-Level 1 rated products provide the standard level of 
effective protection. The peak force measured at the center of the Zone of 
Protection shall not exceed a single strike value of 24 Kilo Newtons (kN) and 
the overall mean value shall not exceed 18kN.

CE-LEVEL 2: CE-Level 2 offers increased performance for riders who feel 
that their riding style exposes them to an increased level of risk. CE-Level 2 
protectors must absorb twice as much energy from an impact as CE-Level 
1 protectors, with the peak force at the center of the Zone of Protection not 
exceeding a single strike value of 12kN and the overall mean not exceeding 
9kN.

CE-DOCUMENTATION

CE-certification also requires technical documentation containing 
information demonstrating that the product properly complies with the 
CE-requirements which apply to it. This documentation must be assessed 
by a notified body as part of the CE-test. All relevant information regarding 
REV’IT! products with a CE-certification can be found inside the product 
packaging and on the Commerce Portal under the tab marked ‘Sales Tools’. 
Dealers can also obtain documentation via our sales team.

THE ‘DROP TEST’ EN1621-2: 2014
Back protection standard
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DROP TEST VISUALISATION CROSS SECTION CROSS SECTION - IMPACT

THE ‘DROP TEST’ EN1621-1: 2012
Limb protection standard

ENERGY TRANSMISSION TEST (CE-CERTIFICATION TEST)

In all tests the protector is placed on an anvil and hit with a drop striker weighing 5kg (11 lbs) and 
falling from a height of approximately one meter (the kinetic impact energy should be at least 50J). The 
lower the value of the energy transmission measured, the better the shock absorption of the protector. 
The ‘Ambient impact test’ is conducted three times: one in each test area of a predetermined ‘Zone of 
Protection’ on the protector. This test is repeated on three different protector samples, so a total of nine 
impacts is conducted. The ‘Wet impact test’ is performed in the same way as the ‘Ambient impact test’. 
However these impact tests are performed on two different protector samples, so a total of six impacts 
is conducted.

The objective of the energy transmission test is to determine shock absorption based on the specificati-
ons defined by EN 1621-1:2012. To calculate the energy transmission, the protector is tested according 
to two mandatory impact tests: 

AMBIENT IMPACT TEST
Conditioning of the protector: 48±0,5 hrs in an atmosphere of 23±2 celsius and a relative humidity of 
50±5 %. The ‘Ambient impact test’ is performed within three min. after removal from conditioning. 

WET IMPACT TEST
Conditioning of the protector: 72±0,5 hrs in a closed chamber above water maintained at a temperature 
of 70±2°C. After this the protectors are placed for another 24±0,5 hrs. in a tightly closed water vapour 
proof bag in ambient temperature of 23±2°C. The ‘Wet impact test’ is performed within five min. after 
removal from conditioning. Besides the mandatory Ambient and Wet impact tests, EN1621-1:2012 
describes two optional tests:

HIGH TEMPERATURE IMPACT TEST (manufacturer claims protection up to +40°C)
LOW TEMPERATURE IMPACT TEST (manufacturer claims protection up to -10°C).

VARIOUS LEVELS OF PROTECTION
When you purchase motorcycle gear, you expect it to meet certain demands. 
The same goes for the protectors inside the garment: they need to live up to their 
name and protect you. But just how well do they protect? To answer that question, 
a CE marking is applied.

WHAT TO LOOK FOR
As shown in the graphic, a CE-marking begins with the indication that it is made 
for motorcycle riders (01). The intended limb or limbs (elbow, knee, shoulder 
or leg) can be found in the marking as well (02). Additional temperature tests 
for +40°C and -10°C are noted in 03 and 04. Finally, 05 describes the level of 
protection. 2 denotes CE-level 2, the highest level of protection.

HOW TO READ A CE-MARKING

2

E TYPE B
K TYPE A

01

02

030405

** 03 & 04 are optional tests:
If this space is vacant, 
the test is not claimed

01 - Protective equipment for motorcycle riders 
02 - Intended limb (e/k) & type indication (b/a) 

03 - Low temperature impact test passed** 
04 - High temperature impact test passed**

05 - Performance level

TYPE A AND TYPE B AREA   
Within the [EN1621-1:2012] standard there are two test areas; the smaller Type 
A and the bigger Type B area. SEEFLEX™ protectors can be approved for both 
areas, depending on the intended usage. This makes it possible to use a smaller 
protector for, for instance, ladies garments, while maintaining the CE-Level 2 
protection. This allows us to maintain the optimal balance between protection and 
comfort for each type of garment.

EN1621-1:2012 describes two different ‘TYPE’ of protection with each their own 
‘Zones of Protection’: 

TYPE A: limb protection that is referred to be of smaller dimension; these are 
commonly (although not exclusively) optimised for use with smaller riders. 

TYPE B: limb protection protection that is referred to be of larger dimension; these 
are commonly (although not exclusively) optimised for use with larger riders. 
Furthermore EN1621-1:2012 describes two levels of protection:

CE-LEVEL 1: The minimum level required so that the protector provides useful 
protection in an accident and suits all riding styles. The peak force measured in 
the center part of the zone of protection (test area 01) shall not exceed a single 
strike value of 35 kN. The single strikes in areas 02 and 03 shall not exceed a 
value of 50 Kn. The overall mean value shall not exceed 35 kN.

CE-LEVEL 2: Riders feel that their riding style exposes them to an increased risk; 
CE-level 2 offers increased performance. The peak force measured in the center 
part of the zone of protection (test area 01) shall not exceed a single strike value of 
20 kN. The single strikes in areas 02 and 03 shall not exceed a value of 30 Kn. The 
overall mean value shall not exceed 20 kN.

PROTECTOR TYPES AND THEIR CERTIFIED 
PROTECTIVE AREAS (ZONES OF PROTECTION*)

01 02 03

r2 r1

⅔

⅓

l

⅓

⅔

Intended
limb

CE
code

TYPE A (mm) TYPE B (mm) 

r1 r2 l r1 r2 l

SHOULDER S 55 32 64 70 40 80

ELBOW E 45 24 118 50 30 150

KNEE K 55 24 100 70 30 130

HIP H 35 26 70 44 33 88

LEG L 32 24 64 40 30 80

KNEE + LEG K+L 55 24 185 70 30 240

TEST RESULTS (kN)
Shoulder protector RV11-L2-B

TEST SPECIFICATIONS

CE-LEVEL 1:
Residue force

< 35 kN

CE-LEVEL 2:
Residue force

< 20 kN

MANDATORY:

Ambient conditions test

Wet conditions test

OPTIONAL:

Hot (tested at +40)

Cold (tested at -10)

ANVIL
Measures

residue force

100CM
50 joules

T+
 |

 H
O

T 
TE

ST

AM
BI

EN
T 

TE
ST

W
ET

 T
ES

T

T-
 |

 C
O

LD
 T

ES
T

20.00

17.50

15.00

12.50

10.00

7.50

5.00

2.50

0.00

5KG
Striker

PROTECTOR

CE-CERTIFICATION EXPLAINED CE-CERTIFICATION EXPLAINED
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SEESOFT™ BACK PROTECTION

SEESOFT™ CE-LEVEL 2 BACK PROTECTOR INSERT  

Thanks to the new SEESOFT™ multi-impact insert back protector, you can upgrade 
every REV’IT! jacket with a CE-level 2 back protector, which means that it performs 
within the CE-Level 2 range of < 9kN energy transmission. The fully flexible SEESOFT™ 
back protector insert follows the contours of the wearer’s spine for optimum protection 
and is fully ventilated for added comfort.

The SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert is designed to absorb multiple 
impacts without compromising on comfort, ventilation or freedom of movement. Most 
REV’IT! jackets are designed to accommodate a SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector. 
Each jacket will specify which type and size of SEESOFT™ back protector is suitable. 
By applying a multiple-layer concept, REV’IT! has developed a flexible back protector 
insert that performs consistently in all conditions.

The highly impact-resistant blend of Nitrile and Polynorbornene rubber results in a 
memory foam that is multi-impact rated and CE-certified to the highest level (EN 
1621-2:2014 - CE-Level 2). In the case of severe angular impact, the individual Memory 
foam layers will shift relative to one another, resulting in impact dispersion over a larger 
effective surface area, and therefore minimizing the energy that is transmitted to the 
spine and back.

HOW TO INSERT A SEESOFT™ BACK PROTECTOR INTO A REV’IT! GARMENT (EXAMPLE)

01. Check the marking on the 
garment’s protector pocket to 
determine the correct type and 
size of SEESOFT™ protector 
needed.

02. Carefully fold the protector in 
order to fit it into its corresponding 
pocket. Attention: make sure the 
back protector is oriented with 
its widest sheet of foam placed 
closest to the wearer’s body.

03. Insert the (slightly folded) 
protector into the open Velcro 
closure of the back protector 
pocket. The protector should fill 
out the entire pocket.

04. Make sure to securely close 
the pocket with the Velcro after 
inserting the SEESOFT™ protector.

SEESOFT™ SHIFTING LAYER CONCEPT

SEESOFT™ PROPERTIES OVERVIEW

01 » SEESOFT™ protector 
under impact

02 » Shifting layers absorb and 
disperse impact energy

03 » Impact release; protector 
returns to its natural state and is 
ready for next impact

INNOVATION

top-level 
protection

shifting
layer system

antiallergic 
foam

highly 
ventilated

multi-impact 
rated

lightweight adaptive 
ergonomics

SEESOFT™ CE-LEVEL 2
BACK PROTECTOR INSERT

Premium protection
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THE SEEFLEX™ CONCEPT

With SEEFLEX™ technology, the days of wearing uncomfortable armor on 
a motorcycle are long behind us. The SEEFLEX™ concept is born of the 
synergy between state of the art material and cutting-edge construction, 
which together give SEEFLEX™ protectors their unique combination of 
protection, flexibility and breathability. This innovative technology enables 
the SEEFLEX™ protectors to pass the highest EN1621-1:2012 Level 2 impact 
tests in all test circumstances and temperatures.

The entire new family of SEEFLEX™ protectors is awarded with the RED 
DOT design award “Best of the best”. This prestigious award is extra special 
considering the fact that protectors need to cope with strict govern-
mental limitations. It shows that we don’t take our core values –Design, 
Performance, and Innovation- lightly; even when a product will mainly be 
hidden in garments.    

SEEFLEX™ CE-LEVEL 2
LIMB PROTECTORS

SEEFLEX™ IMPACT PROTECTION TECHNOLOGY

EXCEEDING THE HIGHEST LEVEL OF 
PROTECTION, VENTILATION AND 
COMFORT.
THE REV’IT! RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT TEAM IS PROUD TO PRESENT THE LATEST INNOVATION 
IN MOTORCYCLE IMPACT PROTECTION: SEEFLEX™ TECHNOLOGY. THE SEEFLEX™ CONCEPT TAKES 
THE BALANCE BETWEEN PROTECTION AND COMFORT TO ENTIRELY NEW HEIGHTS.

IMPACT ABSORPTION 02  |  SEEFLEX™ STRUCTUREIMPACT ABSORPTION 01  |  SEEFLEX™ MATERIAL

SEEFLEX™ LIMB PROTECTION INNOVATION

SEEFLEX2925
The revolutionary SEEFLEX2925 material compound was developed to 
provide the highest level of impact protection regardless of the temperatures 
and weather conditions. Its unique molecular structure allows the material 
to transform kinetic energy from an impact into thermal energy. The result: a 
unique material with excellent impact absorption properties.

INTERNAL EXPANSION STRUCTURE
The combination of innovative material and construction brings the 
SEEFLEX™ concept to life. The SEEFLEX2925 material is shaped into a 
structure that absorbs and dissipates force at the same time. The open 
construction allows the material to expand in on itself under impact, 
deflecting and reducing any impact energy out away from the protector 
surface and away from the body, resulting in exceptional protection.

SEEFLEX™ CONCEPT PROPERTIES

Internal expansion
structure

Highly
ventilated

Temperature insensitive performance

Comfort in all
climates

Tear & break
resistant

Adaptive
ergonomics
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KNEE
TYPE RV12-L2-B

ELBOW / KNEE
TYPE RV10-L2-B

ELBOW
TYPE RV15-L2-B

SHOULDER
TYPE RV16-L2-A

  CE-LEVEL 2 PERFORMANCE

 
CE-Level 2 performance on all limbs, all seasons. The 
ultimate motorcycle protectors must provide the highest 
level of protection, no matter what the circumstances are.

  COMFORT IN ALL CLIMATES 

 
The SEEFLEX2925 material remains virtually unchanged in 
its appearance, regardless of the temperature it is in. 
Besides maintaining its protective features, this also adds to 
the comfort the protectors bring. They uphold their pleasant 
feel, not stiffening in cold weather or becoming too soft in 
hot weather.

  3D PRE-SHAPED FIT   

 
The SEEFLEX™ protectors are shaped according to our 
Engineered skin® philosophy. This means it actively protects 
the body against impact and it contributes to the rider’s 
passive safety by offering protection that the rider won’t 
notice when on a bike. Thanks to the 3D pre-shaped fit 
SEEFLEX™ protectors fit perfectly in REV’IT! gear and 
therefore they fit perfectly to the body. Having 3D 
pre-shaped protectors also prevent them from moving 
around, keeping them in position in case of an impact.

  TEMPERATURE INSENSITIVE PERFORMANCE   

 
SEEFLEX™ protectors meet the CE-Level 2 standard at T+ 
and T-, meaning protectors are tested and approved 
between +40°C and -10°C. No matter the temperature or 
riding conditions you find yourself in, be in a black jacket on 
a hot summer day or commuting in winter weather, 
SEEFLEX™ protectors are delivering the highest level of 
impact protection.

  INTERNAL EXPANSION STRUCTURE   

 
The open SEEFLEX™ structure allows the SEEFLEX2925 
material to expand in on itself under impact, dissipating 
impact energy out away from the protector surface and 
away from the body, resulting in exceptional impact defense.

  TEAR & BREAK RESISTANT   

 
The SEEFLEX2925 material in SEEFLEX™ protectors is 
extremely strong, making the open structured SEEFLEX™ 
protectors extraordinarily tear and break resistant.

  PROTECTIVE FLEXHINGE AREA    

 
Freedom of movement on the bike contributes greatly to the 
feeling of comfort when riding. SEEFLEX™ limb protectors 
are therefore fitted with the revolutionary protective hinge 
area. This feature makes the protector extra flexible at the 
hinge area while conserving its protective surface, covering 
every limb joint.

  HIGHLY VENTILATED    

 
SEEFLEX™ protectors are designed to have an open 
structure, which optimizes both ventilation and breathability 
while at the same time diminishing weight. The protectors in 
motorcycle gear cover a substantial part of the body. 
Whereas the closed structure of most other protectors 
reduces the breathability and ventilation at these points 
vastly, the open structure of SEEFLEX™ protectors enables 
full breathability at these crucial areas, while maintaining the 
highest level of impact protection.

  EXCEEDING PROTECTIVE AREAS

 
Within the EN1621-1:2012 standard there are two test areas: 
Type A and Type B. SEEFLEX™ protectors can be  approved 
for both areas, depending on the intended usage. This 
allows for the use of smaller protectors (in ladies garments 
for example) while maintaining CE-Level 2 protection.

 ADAPTIVE ERGONOMICS

 
The flexibility of the SEEFLEX2925 material offers adaptive 
ergonomics to all SEEFLEX™ protectors. This feature 
ensures a perfect, personalized fit which contributes to both 
comfort and protection.

INNOVATIONINNOVATION

SEEFLEX™ CE-LEVEL 2
LIMB PROTECTORS

USP’s

SEEFLEX™ CE-LEVEL 2
LIMB PROTECTORS

Shoulder protector RV11-L2-B
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SEESMART™ PROTECTION INNOVATION

SEESMART™ CE-LEVEL 1
LIMB PROTECTION

SEESMART™ impact protection technology
SEESMART™

SEESMART™ is the latest innovation in motorcycle protection from our 
in-house Research and Development team. The thin, extremely flexible yet 
impact-ready CE-rated protector is ideal for use in items that integrate into 
daily life.

THE SEESMART™ CONCEPT
With outer shell technologies increasingly enabling us to create stylish yet 
abrasion resistant riding gear, internal protectors have been the one limiting 
aspect that is constant across all motorcycling segments. The SEESMART™ 
concept changes everything. Specifically developed for use in urban motor-
cycle gear, SEESMART™ offers the highest level of flexibility while passing 
the EN1621-1:2012 CE-Level 1 impact tests, also in hot (T+) conditions. This 
development brings us another step closer to our goal of providing the 
ultimate motorcycle gear in every segment.

HOW IT WORKS: EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL EXPANSIONIMPACT ABSORPTION: MATERIAL

SEESMART™ is constructed of SEEFLEX2925, the same material as 
the family of SEEFLEX™ protectors. It offers the same unique molecular 
structure, allowing the material to transform kinetic energy from an impact 
into thermal energy. SEEFLEX2925 is a truly unique material which carries 
excellent impact absorption properties.

Visible studs in the SEESMART™ protector are hexagon-shaped and 
connected by narrow connection bands. This construction enables the 
protectors to be extremely flexible and remain relatively thin; exactly what a 
protector designed for clothes that integrate into daily life need to keep from 
looking like motorcycle gear. The hexagon shaped studs expand externally 
under impact, allowing them to absorb energy. This combination of external 
expansion and the use of SEEFLEX2925 material reduces impact energy, 
giving the protector its impact absorbing properties.   

SEESMART™ CONCEPT PROPERTIES

CE-level 1 protection High temperature tolerant Exceeding protective areas

Adaptive ergonomics Lightweight Highly ventilated
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PROTECTION OVERVIEW SEEFLEX™ | SEESMART™ | SEESOFT™ FITTING CHART

Art.code One Piece Suits

FOL017 One Piece Bullit 46-58

FOL019 One Piece Hunter 46-48 50-54 56-58

FOL020 One Piece GT-R 44-48 50-54 56

FOL021 One Piece Replica 44-48 50-54 56

FOL022 One Piece Masaru 44-48 50-54 56

FOL023 One Piece Akira 44-48 50-54 56

FOL024 One Piece Venom 44-48 50-54 56

FOL025 One Piece Spitfire 44-48 50-54 56

Art.code Leather Combi's

FCL015 Combi Stellar 46-48 50-54 56-58

FCL016 Combi Masaru 46-48 50-54 56-58

Art.code Leather Jackets

FJL049 Jacket Ignition 2 46-60

FJL050 Jacket Ignition 2 ladies 34-38 40-44

FJL054 Jacket Stellar 46-48 50-54 56-58

FJL055 Jacket Galactic 46-48 50-54 56-58 60

FJL056 Jacket Galactic ladies 34-44 46

FJL057 Jacket Roamer 46-48 50-54 56-58 60-62

FJL058 Jacket Roamer ladies 34-44 46

FJL059 Jacket Redhook 46-48 50-54 56-58

FJL060 Jacket Flatbush 46-48 50-54 56-58

FJL061 Jacket Xena ladies 34-44

FJL063 Jacket GT-R 46-48 50-54 56-58

FJL064 Jacket Bellecour ladies 34-44

FJL065 Jacket Allure Evo ladies 34-44 46

FJL066 Jacket Adrenaline Evo 46-48 50-54 56-58 60

FJL067 Jacket Stream 46-48 50-54 56-58

FJL068 Jacket Replica 46-48 50-54 56-58

FJL069 Jacket Flatbush Vintage 46-48 50-54 56-58

FJL070 Jacket Airstream 46-48 50-54 56-58

FJL071 Jacket Pilot 46-48 50-54 56-58

FJL072 Jacket Flatbush Air Vintage 46-48 50-54 56-58

FJL073 Jacket Masaru 46-48 50-54 56-58

FJL074 Jacket Akira 46-48 50-54 56-58

FJL075 Jacket Akira Air 46-48 50-54 56-58

FJL076 Jacket Akira Vintage 46-48 50-54 56-58

FJL077 Jacket Akira Air Vintage 46-48 50-54 56-58

FJL078 Jacket Xena 2 ladies 34-44 46

FJL079 Jacket Spitfire 46-48 50-54 56-58

FJL080 Jacket Blake 46-48 50-54 56-58

FJL081 Jacket Blake Air 46-48 50-54 56-58

FJL082 Jacket Stewart 46-48 50-54 56-58

FJL083 Jacket Stewart Air 46-48 50-54 56-58

FJL084 Jacket Gibson 46-48 50-54 56-58
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wExceeding the highest level of protection (CE-level 2) in all circumstances and temperatures.

RV16-L2-A RV13-L2-B RV11-L2-B RV15-L2-A RV10-L2-B RV14-L2-B RV12-L2-B

SHOULDER TYPE A SHOULDER TYPE B SHOULDER TYPE B ELBOW TYPE A ELBOW TYPE B KNEE TYPE B KNEE + LEG TYPE B

Offering the highest level of flexibility while exceeding CE-level 1, also in hot conditions.

RV31-L1-B RV32-L1-B RV30-L1-B RV33-L1-B RV34-L1-B

SHOULDER TYPE B
KNEE & ELBOW TYPE A

ELBOW & HIP TYPE B KNEE, SHOULDER, ELBOW
& HIP TYPE B

HIP TYPE B SHOULDER TYPE B
KNEE & ELBOW TYPE A

Multiple impact absorbsion and CE-level 2 protection through shifting layers.

TYPE RV
SIZE 03

TYPE RV
SIZE 04

TYPE RV
SIZE 05

TYPE RV
SIZE 06

TYPE KN
SIZE 105

TYPE KN
SIZE 106

TEXTILE XS
TEXTILE L34 - L36

LEATHER M46 - M48
LEATHER L34 - L44

TEXTILE S - M
TEXTILE L38 - L44

LEATHER M50 - M54
LEATHER L46 - L48

TEXTILE L - XXL
TEXTILE L46 - L48

LEATHER M56 - M58

TEXTILE XYL - 6XL
LEATHER M60 - M62

TEXTILE XS - S
TEXTILE L34 - L38
LEATHER L34 - L38

TEXTILE M - XZL
TEXTILE L40 - L48

LEATHER M46 - M60
LEATHER L40 - L46

COMPATIBLE WITH
KNOX® ADVANCE X
PART 105 POCKET

COMPATIBLE WITH
KNOX® ADVANCE X
PART 106 POCKET
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FJT193 Jacket Cayenne Pro S-M L-XXL XYL

FJT194 Jacket Defender Pro GTX S-M L-XXL XYL

FJT195 Jacket Dominator GTX M L-XXL XYL

FJT196 Jacket Neptune GTX ladies 36 38-44 46

FJT197 Jacket Zircon S-M L-XXL XYL

FJT198 Jacket Jackson S-M L-XXL XYL

FJT199 Jacket Tyler S-M L-XXL XYL

FJT200 Jacket Dayton S-M L-XXL XYL

FJT201 Jacket Airwave 2 S-M L-XXL XYL-XZL

FJT202 Jacket Airwave 2 ladies 36 38-44 46

FJT203 Jacket Enterprise 2 S-M L-XXL XYL-XZL

FJT204 Jacket Safari 2 S-M L-XXL XYL-XZL

FJT205 Jacket Tornado 2 S-M L-XXL XYL-XZL

FJT206 Jacket Tornado 2 HV S-M L-XXL XYL-XZL

FJT207 Jacket Tornado 2 ladies 34-36 38-44

FJT208 Jacket Outback 2 S-M L-XXL XYL-XZL

FJT209 Jacket Outback 2 ladies 36 38-44 46

FJT210 Jacket Woodbury S-M L-XXL XYL

FJT211 Jacket Millburn S-M L-XXL XYL

FJT212 Jacket Newton S-M L-XXL XYL

FJT213 Jacket Fulton S-M L-XXL

FJT214 Jacket Williamsburg S-M L-XXL

FJT215 Jacket Metropolitan XS-S M-L XL

FJT218 Jacket Watson S-M L-XXL

FJT219 Jacket Jupiter 2 S-M L-XXL XYL-XZL

FJT220 Jacket Jupiter 2 ladies 34-36 38-44 46

FJT221 Jacket Flare S-M L-XXL XYL-XZL

FJT222 Jacket Lucid S-M L-XXL XYL-XZL

FJT223 Jacket Eclipse S-M L-XXL XYL-XZL

FJT224 Jacket Eclipse ladies 34-36 38-44 46

FJT226 Jacket Horizon 2 S-M L-XXL XYL

FJT227 Jacket Horizon 2 ladies 34-36 38-44 46

FJT228 Jacket Sand 3 S-M L-XXL XYL-XZL

FJT229 Jacket Sand Urban S-M L-XXL XYL-XZL

FJT230 Jacket Vigor S-M L-XXL

FJT231 Jacket Vigor ladies 34-36 38-44 46

Art.code Leather Trousers

FPL025 Trousers Gear 2

FPL026 Trousers Gear 2 ladies

FPL028 Trousers Xena ladies

FPL029 Trousers GT-R

FPL030 Trousers Marryl Evo ladies

FPL031 Trousers Maverick Evo

FPL032 Trousers Masaru

FPL033 Trousers Xena 2 ladies

FJL085 Jacket Fargo 46-48 50-54 56-58

FJL086 Jacket Albright 46-48 50-54 56-58

FJL087 Jacket Vaughn 46-48 50-54 56-58

FJL088 Jacket Roswell 46-48 50-54 56-58

FJL089 Jacket Lane 46-48 50-54 56-58

FJL090 Jacket Naples 46-48 50-54 56-58

Art.code Textile Jackets

FJT150 Jacket Sand 2 S-M L-XXL XYL-XZL

FJT151 Jacket Sand 2 HV S-M L-XXL XYL-XZL

FJT152 Jacket Levante S-M L-XXL XYL-XZL

FJT153 Jacket Levante ladies 34-36 38-44 46-48

FJT154 Jacket Excalibur S-M L-XXL XYL

FJT155 Jacket Jupiter S-M L-XXL XYL-XZL

FJT156 Jacket Jupiter ladies 34-36 38-44 46

FJT157 Jacket Nautilus XS S-M L-XXL XYL-XZL

FJT159 Jacket Safari XS S-M L-XXL XYL-XZL

FJT160 Jacket Outback XS S-M L-XXL XYL-6XL

FJT161 Jacket Trafalgar XS S-M L-XXL XYL

FJT162 Jacket Victoria ladies XS S-L

FJT163 Jacket Concorde XS S-M L-XXL XYL

FJT164 Jacket Oxford XS S-M L-XXL XYL

FJT166 Jacket Rivoli XS S-M L-XXL XYL

FJT167 Jacket Crescent ladies XS S-L

FJT169 Jacket Poseidon GTX M L-XXL XYL

FJT170 Jacket Chronos GTX S-M L-XXL XYL

FJT171 Jacket Neptune GTX M L-XXL XYL-XZL

FJT172 Jacket Neptune GTX HV M L-XXL XYL-XZL

FJT174 Jacket Manzoni XS S-M L-XXL XYL

FJT175 Jacket Melrose ladies XS S-L

FJT176 Jacket Hillcrest XS S-M L-XXL XYL

FJT178 Jacket Windsor XS S-M L-XXL XYL

FJT179 Jacket Monte XS S-M L-XXL XYL

FJT180 Jacket GT-R Air XS S-M L-XXL XYL

FJT181 Jacket Voltiac S-M L-XXL XYL-6XL

FJT182 Jacket Voltiac HV S-M L-XXL XYL-XZL

FJT183 Jacket Vapor S-M L-XXL XYL-XZL

FJT184 Jacket Sand ladies 34-36 38-44 46

FJT185 Jacket Elysee S-M L-XXL

FJT186 Jacket Piazza 2 S-M L-XXL

FJT187 Jacket Avenue 2 GTX S-M L-XXL

FJT188 Jacket Airforce XS S-M L-XXL XYL

FJT189 Jacket Shield S-M L-XXL XYL

FJT190 Jacket Raceway XS S-M L-XXL XYL

FJT191 Jacket Voltiac ladies 34-36 38-44 46-48

FJT192 Jacket Monroe ladies 34-36 38-44 46-48

SEEFLEX™ | SEESMART™ | SEESOFT™ FITTING CHARTSEEFLEX™ | SEESMART™ | SEESOFT™ FITTING CHART
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Art.code Textile Trousers

FPT058 Trousers Enterprise

FPT059 Trousers Sand 2

FPT060 Trousers Poseidon GTX

FPT061 Trousers Neptune GTX

FPT063 Trousers Vapor

FPT064 Trousers Sand ladies

FPT065 Trousers Factor 3

FPT066 Trousers Factor 3 ladies

FPT067 Trousers Cayenne Pro

FPT068 Trousers Defender Pro GTX

FPT069 Trousers Dominator GTX

FPT070 Trousers Neptune GTX ladies

FPT071 Trousers Commuter

FPT072 Trousers Airwave 2

FPT073 Trousers Airwave 2 ladies

FPT074 Trousers Enterprise 2

FPT075 Trousers Enterprise 2 ladies

FPT076 Trousers Tornado 2

FPT077 Trousers Tornado 2 ladies

FPT078 Trousers Dominator 2 GTX

FPT079 Trousers Outback

FPT080 Trousers Outback ladies

FPT081 Trousers Horizon 2

FPT082 Trousers Horizon 2 ladies

FPT083 Trousers Sand 3

FPT084 Trousers Alpha RF

Art.code Jeans

FPJ009 Jeans Rockefeller CE

FPJ010 Jeans Memphis H2O

FPJ011 Jeans Jersey

FPJ012 Jeans Philly

FPJ019 Jeans Orlando H2O

FPJ020 Jeans Austin

FPJ021 Jeans Corona

FPJ022 Jeans Orlando H2O ladies

FPJ023 Jeans Seattle

FPJ024 Jeans Recon

FPJ025 Jeans Madison 2 ladies RF

FPJ027 Jeans Vendome 2 RF

FPJ029 Jeans Lombard 2 RF

FPJ031 Jeans Philly 2 LF

FPJ032 Jeans Westwood ladies SF

Art.code Jeans Jackets

FJJ001 Jacket Intercept S-M L-XXL

Art.code Textile Other

FSO001 Vest Force S-M L-XXL

FSO002 Overshirt Tracer S-M L-XXL XYL

FSO003 Hoody Stealth S-M L-XXL

FSO004 Overshirt Westport S-M L-XXL

FSO005 Overshirt Hudson S-M L-XXL

FSO006 Overshirt Bison S-M L-XXL

SEEFLEX™ | SEESMART™ | SEESOFT™ FITTING CHARTSEEFLEX™ | SEESMART™ | SEESOFT™ FITTING CHART
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ART.CODE BACK PROTECTION

TPB001 Tryonic B.Protector Feel 3.7
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TPB003 Tryonic B.Protector See+
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TAT001 Tryonic Repl. Velcro Belt T.C.F.
(FEEL3.7 & SEE+ Back Protector)
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SIZE CHART BACK PROTECTION

( A ) BODY LENGTH
( B ) LENGTH FROM WAIST TO SHOULDER
( C ) WAIST CIRCUMFENCE (RANGE)

To ensure correct fitment and freedom of movement the protector should be fitted to the body.

HOW TO MEASURE FOR A BACK PROTECTOR

TRYONIC SIZE CHART

Art.code One Piece Suits

FOL018 One Piece Stingray

FOL019 One Piece Hunter

FOL020 One Piece GT-R

FOL021 One Piece Replica

FOL022 One Piece Masaru

FOL023 One Piece Akira

FOL024 One Piece Venom

FOL025 One Piece Spitfire

Art.code Leather Combi's

FCL015 Combi Stellar

FCL016 Combi Masaru

Art.code Leather Jackets

FJL049 Jacket Ignition 2

FJL050 Jacket Ignition 2 ladies

FJL054 Jacket Stellar

FJL055 Jacket Galactic

FJL056 Jacket Galactic ladies

FJL057 Jacket Roamer

FJL058 Jacket Roamer ladies

FJL059 Jacket Redhook

FJL062 Jacket GT-R

FJL067 Jacket Stream

FJL068 Jacket Replica

FJL070 Jacket Airstream

FJL071 Jacket Pilot

Art.code Textile Jackets

FJT150 Jacket Sand 2

FJT151 Jacket Sand 2 HV

FJT152 Jacket Levante

FJT153 Jacket Levante ladies

FJT154 Jacket Excalibur

FJT155 Jacket Jupiter

FJT156 Jacket Jupiter ladies

FJT157 Jacket Nautilus

FJT159 Jacket Safari

FJT160 Jacket Outback

FJT161 Jacket Trafalgar

FJT162 Jacket Victoria ladies

FJT163 Jacket Concorde

FJT164 Jacket Oxford

FJT166 Jacket Rivoli

FJT167 Jacket Crescent ladies

FJT170 Jacket Chronos GTX

PROTECTION FITTING CHART
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FJT171 Jacket Neptune GTX

FJT172 Jacket Neptune GTX HV

FJT174 Jacket Manzoni

FJT175 Jacket Melrose ladies

FJT176 Jacket Hillcrest

FJT178 Jacket Windsor

FJT179 Jacket Monte

FJT180 Jacket GT-R Air

FJT181 Jacket Voltiac

FJT182 Jacket Voltiac HV

FJT183 Jacket Vapor

FJT184 Jacket Sand ladies

FJT185 Jacket Elysee

FJT186 Jacket Piazza 2

FJT187 Jacket Avenue 2 GTX

FJT188 Jacket Airforce

FJT189 Jacket Shield

FJT190 Jacket Raceway

FJT191 Jacket Voltiac ladies

FJT192 Jacket Monroe ladies

FJT197 Jacket Zircon

FJT198 Jacket Jackson

FJT199 Jacket Tyler

FJT200 Jacket Dayton

FJT201 Jacket Airwave 2

FJT202 Jacket Airwave 2 ladies

FJT203 Jacket Enterprise 2

FJT204 Jacket Safari 2

FJT208 Jacket Outback 2

FJT209 Jacket Outback 2 ladies

FJT219 Jacket Jupiter 2

FJT220 Jacket Jupiter 2 ladies

FJT221 Jacket Flare

FJT222 Jacket Lucid

FJT223 Jacket Eclipse

FJT224 Jacket Eclipse ladies

FJT230 Jacket Vigor

FJT231 Jacket Vigor ladies

Art.code Leather Trousers

FPL025 Trousers Gear 2

FPL026 Trousers Gear 2 ladies

FPL029 Trousers GT-R

Art.code Textile Trousers

FPT053 Trousers Arizona GTX

FPT058 Trousers Enterprise

FPT059 Trousers Sand 2

FPT061 Trousers Neptune GTX

FPT062 Trousers Hercules WR

FPT063 Trousers Vapor

FPT064 Trousers Sand ladies

FPT065 Trousers Factor 3

FPT066 Trousers Factor 3 ladies

FPT072 Trousers Airwave 2

FPT073 Trousers Airwave 2 ladies

FPT074 Trousers Enterprise 2

FPT075 Trousers Enterprise 2 ladies

FPT079 Trousers Outback

FPT080 Trousers Outback ladies

Art.code Jeans

FPJ001 Jeans Carnaby

FPJ002 Jeans Campo

FPJ003 Jeans Nelson

FPJ004 Jeans Lombard

FPJ005 Jeans Broadway ladies

FPJ006 Jeans Vendome

FPJ007 Jeans Madison ladies

FPJ010 Jeans Memphis H2O

FPJ011 Jeans Jersey

FPJ012 Jeans Philly

PROTECTION FITTING CHARTPROTECTION FITTING CHART
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SPRING-SUMMER COLLECTION 2017

2016 has been exiting, eventful and successful. Once again we managed 
to increase our turnover by showing significant growth in line with our 
strategy. We are happy to inform you about this, but we do not take these 
facts for granted. We all know a chain is only as strong as its weakest link, 
and thus we feel privileged to work with strong partners with whom we 
share a great relationship and a mutual vision. Therefore a heartfelt thank 
you is warranted. 

The world of motorcycling is a dynamic place again, with motorcycle 
brands launching new models and creating new segments. At the same 
time increasing numbers of motorcyclists are no longer letting their choice 
of bike push them into a certain direction when it comes to apparel. 
People’s personalities have outgrown the label of being a biker, which 
makes designing and developing motorcycle apparel an even more exiting 
job than ever before. 

Last year served as proof of this phenomenon, as revolutionary REV’IT! 
products such as our Tracer overshirt proved popular among various types 
of motorcyclists. We have elaborated on this phenomenon by expanding 
our Tailored Technology line and looking for crossovers between other 
segments. Look at the Blake and Blake Air products, which blend casual 
sportswear with motorcycle racing products. Or have a look at our Sand 
Urban jacket, a more tactile variant of our utilitarian Sand 3 jacket through 
the use of more urban inspired outer materials. 

Of course, we haven’t forgotten the strong segments we are already 
active in. We answered the call to make our racing suits available for a 
broader audience by introducing our Venom one piece suit together with 
the high-end Spitfire suit. For adventure riding, we bring out the ultimate 
version of our best selling Sand jacket, the Sand 3. 

Last but not least, we have outdone ourselves with our brand new leather 
integration collection comprised of 8 motorcycle-ready leather jackets 
that have a true haute couture flavor about them. For these jackets we 
collaborated with the best and brightest from the fashion industry to 
create garments that will fool anyone into thinking they came straight from 
the runway by cleverly combining them with our invisible SEESMART™ 
CE-rated protectors. 

With all of these ingredients in our SS17 collection —and more in the rest of 
this Dealer Workbook—we can truly say it is our best collection to date. We 
are convinced this collection will provide you the elements to once again 
experience an incredible sales season with REV’IT!. 

We wish you a successful, profitable and overall incredible Spring-Summer 
2017 season.

Thank you for riding with us.

Team REV’IT!  

COLLECTION INTRODUCTION
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The REV’IT! collection of jackets, trousers, suits, boots and gloves is divided into 
three lines: The Precision line, for those seeking the highest level of protective 
gear; the Dynamic line, for our adventure riders; and the Integration line, for city 
commuters who want to look good. Multi-functional crossover products such as 
technical underwear and accessories are not divided into specific segments. 

PRECISION

Nobody knows what a racing suit should deliver better than a MotoGP racer. That’s 
why our precision lineup is developed together with Our Heroes: professional 
racers who test every detail. By building our racing suits to the standards of world 
class racers, we can be sure that the products that go to our dealers provide the 
highest standards of safety and comfort.

DYNAMIC

The Dynamic line is here to lead you through the next adventure. Whether you are 
a true explorer, a serious tourer or a summer weekend rider, there is no need to let 
your gear stop you. Built to perform, the Dynamic line allows you to push your limits 
with functional clothing equipped with features that can keep pace on your wildest 
adventure.

INTEGRATION

Our Integration lineup achieves the ultimate blend of technology and fashion in 
motorcycle apparel. Designed according to our Tailored Technology philosophy, 
the collection offers a range of motorcycle ready products that combine our love for 
fashion with our years of developing technical protection. The result is a polished 
collection of highly protective motorcycle gear that serves all spectrums of fashion 
oriented motorcyclists: from vintage enthusiasts to contemporary minded city 
commuters.

COLLECTION SEGMENTATION

DEALER WORKBOOK090  



SHIELD JACKET

1450 / Black-Neon Yellow

3200 / White-Red1500 / Black-Orange

1010 / Black-Black

The Shield jacket gives that sporty performance look, yet it comes with a waterproof hydrate® G-liner to keep you dry on rainy 
days as well with a detachable thermal liner for added warmth. It is the choice for those who desire a three season jacket without 
having to go for a more neutral or touring look. The looks are underlined by a tighter fit than can be found on average waterproof 
jackets, making it look instantly sporty in all ways. On warmer days the Shield shows its versatility with the VCS | zippers at the 
back and under arms. Protection comes from CE rated Knox® Flexiform armor, which can be upgraded with the optional CE-level 2 
SEESOFT™ back protector.   

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell polyester 600D, polyester 450D EN471 (colour 1450), Lorica®

Insulation detachable thermal liner
Waterproofing hydratex® | G-liner (5000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | G-liner (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 100% polyester
 lining: 97% polyamide, 3% polyester
 thermal liner: 100% polyester (insulation 100% polyester) 
Protection Knox® Flexiform CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - type RV
Visibility laminated reflection at elbows, laminated reflective logo at back

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit race fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment strap at hips, adjustment tabs at collar, upper arms and cuffs
Ventilation VCS | zippers at back and under arms
Features short connection zipper, double front zipper, jeans loop
Pockets slit pockets, inner pockets

1600 / Black-White

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FJT189 1010 Black-Black

FJT189 1450 Black-Neon Yellow

FJT189 1500 Black-Orange

FJT189 1600 Black-White

FJT189 3200 White-Red
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RACEWAY JACKET

1450 / Black-Neon Yellow

1600 Black-White

1200 / Black-Red

3200 / White-Red

The Raceway jacket was designed for those who prefer the looks of a sporty leather jacket yet want the lightness of textile. The 
aggressive styling is underlined by the shoulder parts. The VCS | front zipper enables to open the front completely for optimal 
airflow on the upper body. CE rated Knox® Flexiform armor comes standard, with the option to upgrade with a SEESOFT™ CE-level 
2 back protector. The combination of a short connection zipper and a jeans loop gives the possibility to attach this jacket to any 
type of trousers. 

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell polyester 600D, polyester 450D EN471 (colour 1450), Lorica®

Composition outer shell: 100% polyester
 lining: 72% polyester, 28% polyamide
Protection Knox® Flexiform CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - type RV
Visibility laminated reflection at elbows, laminated reflective logo at back 

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit race fit, regular
Adjustability flexisnap, adjustment strap at hips, adjustment tabs at upper arms and cuffs
Ventilation VCS | front zipper, VCS | zippers at shoulders and back
Features prepared for Challenger Cooling vest insert, stretch lips at elbows, short connection zipper, 
 double front zipper, jeans loop
Pockets slit pockets, inner pockets

3300 / White-Blue

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FJT190 1200 Black-Red

FJT190 1450 Black-Neon Yellow

FJT190 1600 Black-White

FJT190 3200 White-Red

FJT190 3300 White-Blue

FLARE JACKET
0010 / Black

As foundation for the REV’IT! Flare we took the Jupiter 2 jacket and gave it an urban makeover. The result is a jacket with the 
functionality of the waterproof Jupiter 2 and an additional playful look. The hydratex® G-liner construction ensures the Flare is 
waterproof, while the detachable thermal liner and  VCS | zippers for ventilation under the arm and at the back broadens the 
range of temperatures in which the Flare is suitable. The detachable hood further highlights the urban flavor of the Flare, as 
does the distinctive tone on tone camouflage appearance. Thanks to the short connection zipper, the Flare is attachable to 
virtually any REV’IT! trousers and even to our jeans when using the Safeway belt. The REV’IT! Flare comes standard equipped 
with CE-rated armor, which is upgradable by installing our SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell polyester 600D, polyester rib
Insulation detachable thermal liner
Waterproofing hydratex® | G-liner (5000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | G-liner (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 100% polyester
 lining: 100% polyamide (100% polyurethane coating)
 thermal liner: 100% polyester (insulation 100% polyester)
Protection Knox® Flexiform CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - type RV
Visibility laminated reflective logo at hood

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit race fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment strap at hips, adjustment tab at upper arms and cuffs
Ventilation VCS | zippers at under arms, air outlet at back
Features short connection zipper, double front zipper, jeans loop, 
 detachable hood with adjustment straps, drain eyelets at hood
Pockets slit pockets, inner pockets

NEW SS17

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FJT221 0010 Black
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JUPITER 2 LADIES JACKET

Like the men’s version, the Jupiter 2 Ladies has received a design upgrade to align it with the design concept of our current 
collection. The jacket offers waterproof functionality thanks to the hydratex® G-liner and a detachable thermal liner makes it 
practical when temperatures fall. Optional ventilation comes from VCS | zippers at the underarms and the back, making the jacket 
suitable for summer rides as well. CE-rated armor comes standard at shoulders and elbows, easily upgradable by installing a 
SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell high density polyester 600D, polyester rib
Insulation detachable thermal liner
Waterproofing hydratex® | G-liner (5000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | G-liner (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 100 % polyester
 lining: 100% polyamide (100% polyurethane coating)
 thermal liner: 100% polyester (insulation 100% polyester)
Protection Knox® Lite CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - type RV
Visibility laminated reflection at back

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit race fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment strap at hips, adjustment tab at collar, upper arms and cuffs 
Ventilation VCS | zippers at under arms, air outlet at back
Features stretch lips above elbows, short connection zipper, double front zipper, jeans loop
Pockets slit pockets, inner pockets

1600 / Black-White

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62

FJT220 1010 Black

FJT220 1600 Black-White

NEW SS17

1010 / Black

The Jupiter quickly became a bestseller among our dealers, so we applied the design language of our new collection to create the 
Jupiter 2. Just like its predecessor, the REV’IT! Jupiter 2 offers the aggressive lines found in our racing suits but in a more affordable 
textile base. Thanks to the use of our renown hydratex® membrane the Jupiter 2 is waterproof, and the detachable thermal liner 
and the VCS | zippers for ventilation under the arms and at the back expand the temperature range in which the jacket is suited. 
The short connection zipper allows a rider to connect the Jupiter 2 to virtually any type of REV’IT! trousers, including our jeans 
when using the Safeway belt. CE-rated armor comes standard at shoulders and elbows, and is easily upgradable by installing a 
SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell high density polyester 600D, polyester rib, polyester 450D EN471 (colour 1450)
Insulation detachable thermal liner
Waterproofing hydratex® | G-liner (5000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | G-liner (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 100 % polyester
 lining: 100% polyamide (100% polyurethane coating)
 thermal liner: 100% polyester (insulation 100% polyester)
Protection Knox® Flexiform CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - type RV
Visibility laminated reflective logo at back

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit race fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment strap at hips, adjustment tab at collar, upper arms and cuffs 
Ventilation VCS | zippers at under arms, air outlet at back
Features short connection zipper, double front zipper, jeans loop
Pockets slit pockets, inner pockets

JUPITER 2 JACKET
1450 / Black-Neon Yellow

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FJT219 1010 Black

FJT219 1200 Black-Red

FJT219 1450 Black-Neon Yellow

FJT219 1600 Black-White

NEW SS17

1010 / Black

1600 / Black-White

1200 / Black-Red
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GT-R AIR JACKET
3050 / White-Black

1010 / Black

1850 / Black-Acid Green

1600 / Black-White

The GT-R Air is a sport-oriented summer air mesh jacket with aggressive styling and color blocking that features KNOX® CE-rated 
armor at elbows and shoulders and comes prepared for the SEESOFT™ RV level-2 insert back protector. The pre-shaped fit of the 
GT-R Air features stretch panels on the elbows to allow for a comfortable forward seating position. The GT-R Air jacket can also be 
upgraded with the Challenger insert cooling vest to cool you down even further when temperatures rise far above average. The 3D 
mesh panels at the chest and back provide for better airflow than regular mesh panels.  

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell high density polyester 600D, PWR | shell mesh, 3D air mesh
Composition outer shell: 100% polyester
 lining: 100% polyester
Protection Knox® Flexiform CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - type RV
Visibility reflective logo at upper arms and back

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit race fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment strap at hips, adjustment tabs at upper arms
Ventilation ventilation panels at chest, back and sleeves
Features prepared for Challenger Cooling vest insert, stretch lips at elbow, short connection zipper, 
 jeans loop, headphone loop
Pockets slit pockets, inner pockets

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FJT180 1010 Black

FJT180 1600 Black-White

FJT180 1850 Black-Acid Green

FJT180 3050 White-Black

AIRFORCE JACKET

1450 / Black-Neon Yellow

3200 / White-Red

1600 / Black-White

The Airforce jacket gives full ventilation without sacrificing sporty looks. No matter how hot it is, just jump on the bike and enjoy 
the airflow going through the jacket. PWR | shell mesh and highly abrasion resistant textile keep the rider protected together 
with CE-rated Knox® Flexiform armor. Upgraded protection can be found in the optional CE-level 2 SEESOFT™ back protector. 
If full ventilation is still not cool enough, make sure to add the optional Challenger Cooling Vest insert to stay cool and in control 
on even the hottest of days.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell polyester 600D, PWR | shell mesh, polyester 450D EN471 (colour 1450), Lorica®

Composition outer shell: 100% polyester
 lining: 80% polyester, 20% polyamide
Protection Knox® Flexiform CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - type RV
Visibility laminated reflection at elbows, laminated reflective logo at back 

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit race fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment strap at hips, adjustment tabs at collar and upper arms
Ventilation ventilation panels at chest, back and sleeves
Features prepared for Challenger Cooling vest insert, short connection zipper, jeans loop
Pockets slit pockets, inner pockets

3050 / White-Black

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FJT188 1450 Black-Neon Yellow

FJT188 1600 Black-White

FJT188 3050 White-Black

FJT188 3200 White-Red
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DOMINATOR GTX JACKET

3610 / Light Grey-Black

With developing the Dominator GTX jacket we have taken the Engineered skin® design philosophy to the next level. Based on 
feedback from off-road veterans and RTW travelers we have created the most functional jacket in the history of REV’IT!. This 
jacket knows no limitations and is positioned just above the Poseidon GTX jacket. The jacket is prepared for an Adventure 
neck brace, a Challenger cooling vest, Vest Connector HV and is standard equipped with a detachable kidney belt, VCS | 
aquadefence (EU patent EP 2574249, US Patent US 13/630.520) and the brand new SEEFLEX™ CE-level 2 protectors. The 
sheer storage space alone is incredible, and an indication that this jacket is ready for adventure.

RECOMMENDED COMBINATION WITH DOMINATOR GTX TROUSERS [PAGE 155]

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell 3L GORE-TEX® Pro nylon 600D fabric, 3L GORE-TEX® Pro Armacor fabric, 
 3L GORE-TEX® Pro Talisman fabric, PWR|Kevlar stretch, Lorica®, neoprene
Waterproofing 3L GORE-TEX® PRO fabric  
Breathability 3L GORE-TEX® PRO fabric  
Composition outer shell: 71% polyamide, 1% polyester, 1% aramide, 21% GORE-TEX® membrane (ePTFE), 
 6% epoxy resin
 lining: 71% polyester, 28% polyamide, 1% elastane
Protection SEEFLEX™ Level 2 CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - type RV, 
 GORE-TEX® Pro Talisman panels at shoulders and elbows, 
 safety seams
Visibility laminated reflection at front, back and upper arms

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment tab at cuffs, V-flap at cuffs, flexisnap, variable height adjustment strap at waist,   
 adjustment straps at waist, upper and under arms, zipper at hem, V-flap at hem
Ventilation VCS | aquadefence, VCS | zipper at front, back, upper arms and under arms
Features VCS | aquadefence with FidLock® magnetic fastener at chest, adjustable protector pockets,   
prepared for Challenger Cooling vest insert, prepared for Vest Connector HV, prepared for 
 Adventure neck brace, collar hook, short and long connection zipper, stretch lips at elbows, 
 stretch panels at armholes, aero cool 3D mesh panels at back and arms, removable stretch cuffs,  
 detachable kidney belt
Pockets waterproof stash pockets at front and back, hand warmer pockets, sleeve pocket, XL storage pocket,  
 inner pockets, napoleon pocket, secret pocket

1010 / Black-Black

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FJT195 1010 Black-Black

FJT195 3610 Light Grey-Black
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DEFENDER PRO GTX JACKET

1010 / Black-Black

3710 / Anthracite-Black

3520 / Grey-Red

For years the Defender jacket has been the number one choice for adventure riders around the world. The Defender Pro GTX 
will continue that legacy. The 2 layer GORE-TEX® construction consists of highly technical materials is lightweight, waterproof 
and extremely abrasion resistant. The SEEFLEX™ CE-level 2 approved protectors at the shoulders and elbows, plus an 
abrasion resistant outer shell; all help keep the rider safe. And riders can further upgrade the jacket as it is prepared for an 
Adventure neck brace.

RECOMMENDED COMBINATION WITH DEFENDER PRO GTX TROUSERS [PAGE 157]

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell PWR | shell 750D with Teflon® coating, PWR | shell 1000D with Teflon® coating, neoprene
Waterproofing detachable GORE-TEX® Liner with Micro Grid Backer Technology
Breathability detachable GORE-TEX® Liner with Micro Grid Backer Technology
Composition outer shell: 100% polyamide
 lining: 70% polyester, 30% polyamide
 membrane: 56% polyamide, 44% GORE-TEX® membrane (ePTFE)
Protection SEEFLEX™ Level 2 CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - type RV, 
 safety seams
Visibility laminated reflection at front, back and upper arms

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability UTA | tab at cuffs, V-flap at cuffs, flexisnap, variable height adjustment strap at waist and under arms,  
 adjustment straps at waist and upper arms, V-flap at hem, zipper at hem
Ventilation VCS | panel, VCS | zippers at front, back and arms
Features Stretch lips at elbows, adjustable protector pockets, prepared for Challenger Cooling vest insert, 
 prepared for Vest Connector HV, prepared for Adventure neck brace, collar hook, aero cool 3D 
 mesh panels at back, short and double long connection zipper
Pockets waterproof stash pockets, slit pockets, XL storage pocket, hand warmer pockets, sleeve pocket, 
 inner pockets, document pocket, secret pocket

3530 / Grey-Blue

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FJT194 1010 Black-Black

FJT194 3520 Grey-Red

FJT194 3530 Grey-Blue

FJT194 3710 Anthracite-Black

POSEIDON GTX JACKET
3610 / Light Grey-Black

1010 / Black

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FJT169 1010 Black

FJT169 3610 Light Grey-Black

Think of the Poseidon GTX jacket as the perfect blend between the previous Everest GTX commuter-touring jacket and 
Defender GTX adventure jacket, with the unsurpassed and improved VCS | aquadefence (EU patent EP 2574249, US Patent 
US 13/630.520) waterproof on-demand ventilation properties of the Horizon jacket. Lightweight yet extremely strong, this 
jacket is 100 percent waterproof with hardly any water pickup due to its 3-layer laminated outer shell. The innovative VCS | 
aquadefence with Fidlock® magnetic fastener system offers excellent on-demand ventilation and can be closed with one hand 
while riding due to the Fidlock® magnetic fastener. The Fidlock® magnetic fastener not only uses the attraction but also the 
repulsion of magnets. This leads to a robust closure with high locking strength that can nonetheless be easily opened with one 
hand while riding. (Not suitable for people with a pacemaker) With adventure-touring styling and features that will appeal to 
both hardcore commuters as well as serious high-mileage motorcycle enthusiasts; the Poseidon GTX jacket ticks all the boxes.

RECOMMENDED COMBINATION WITH POSEIDON GTX TROUSERS [PAGE 156]

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell 3L GORE-TEX® Pro nylon 600D fabric, 2L nylon 600D GORE-TEX® fabric, 3L stretch GORE-TEX® 
 Pro fabric, SuperFabric®, polyester rib, wax polyester 600D, Lorica®

Insulation detachable thermal liner
Waterproofing 2L GORE-TEX® fabric  
Breathability 2L GORE-TEX® fabric  
Composition outer shell: 84% polyamide, 16% GORE-TEX® membrane (ePTFE)
 lining: 75% polyester, 25% polyamide
 thermal liner: 100% polyamide (insulation 100% polyester)
Protection SEEFLEX™ Level 2 CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - type RV
Visibility laminated reflection at upper arms, chest and back

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability UTA | tab at cuffs, flexisnap, adjustment straps at waist, adjustment strap at upper and under arms,  
 adjustment drawcord at hips
Ventilation VCS | aquadefence, VCS | zipper at back and under arms, air outlet at under arms
Features VCS | aquadefence with FidLock® magnetic fastener, prepared for Challenger Cooling vest 
 insert, prepared for Vest Connector HV, collar hook, short and long connection zipper, 
 stretch at elbows
Pockets waterproof stash pockets, back pocket, hand warmer pockets, inner pockets 
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CHRONOS GTX JACKET
0010 / Black

0160 / Light Grey

Ever since we dropped the original Turbine jacket from the collection we have been overwhelmed by consumers and dealers 
alike to come up with a Turbine 2.0 jacket. With the Chronos GTX we offer the next generation and a bit more than that. The 
outer shell construction features large air-mesh panels for optimal ventilation, excellent reflection and plenty of adjustment 
features for fine-tuning fit. On the inside, you’ll find ProLife® armor at the shoulders and elbows and a comfort mesh lining. The 
bonus feature is the removable and separately wearable GORE-TEX® waterproof Soft Shell jacket that is a beautiful garment 
on its own. This standalone garment is incorporated into the Chronos GTX jacket to provide warmth, waterproofing and wind 
protection. The Chronos GTX jacket pairs well with both the new Neptune GTX and Poseidon GTX trousers, both of which 
feature direct ventilation on the upper leg.

RECOMMENDED COMBINATION WITH POSEIDON GTX TROUSERS [PAGE 156], 
NEPTUNE GTX TROUSERS [PAGE 158]

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell polyester rib with Teflon® coating, Dynax mesh, 
 PWR | shell 500D stretch with Teflon® coating, Lorica®

Waterproofing detachable 3layer GORE-TEX® inner jacket with a soft backer
Breathability detachable 3layer GORE-TEX® inner jacket with a soft backer
Composition outer shell: 82% polyester, 18% polyamide
 lining: 78% polyester, 22% polyamide
 membrane: 73% polyester, 22% GORE-TEX® membrane (ePTFE), 5% polyamide
Protection Prolife® CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - type RV
Visibility laminated reflection at upper arms and back, reflective logo at back

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability flexisnap, adjustment strap at upper arms, adjustment tabs at waist and cuffs
Ventilation ventilation panels at chest, back and sleeves
Features prepared for Challenger Cooling vest insert, prepared for Vest Connector HV, 
 double long and double short connection zipper, separate wearable GORE-TEX® inner 
 jacket with a soft backer for everyday use
Pockets slit pockets, inner pockets

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FJT170 0010 Black

FJT170 0160 Light Grey

NEPTUNE GTX HV JACKET
1450 / Black-Neon Yellow

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FJT172 1450 Black-Neon Yellow

The Neptune GTX HV jacket is no different from its original yet features EN471 certified neon yellow fabric at strategic areas, 
greatly enhancing visibility when in traffic. Should any rider require even more high-viz surface, the jacket can be easily 
upgraded with high-viz material by wearing a REV’IT! safety vest over it.

RECOMMENDED COMBINATION WITH NEPTUNE GTX TROUSERS [PAGE 158]

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell high density polyester 600D with Teflon® coating, polyester 600D EN471, 
 polyester rib with Teflon® coating, wax polyester 600D
Insulation detachable thermal liner
Waterproofing detachable GORE-TEX® Product with Paclite® Technology 
Breathability detachable GORE-TEX® Product with Paclite® Technology
Composition outer shell: 100% polyester
 lining: 76% polyester, 24% polyamide
 thermal liner: 100% polyamide (insulation 100% polyester)
 membrane: 57% polyamide, 43% GORE-TEX® membrane (ePTFE)
 lining membrane: 100% polyester
Protection Prolife® CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - type RV
Visibility laminated reflection at upper arms, chest and back

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability flexisnap, adjustment strap at waist, adjustment tab at upper, 
 under arm and cuffs, adjustment drawcord at hips
Ventilation VCS | zippers at chest, back and under arms
Features prepared for Challenger Cooling vest insert, prepared for Vest Connector HV, 
 long and double short connection zipper
Pockets waterproof stash pocket, stash pocket, membrane storage pocket, inner pockets
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NEPTUNE GTX JACKET
3710 / Anthracite-Black

1010 / Black 4050 / Silver-Black

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FJT171 1010 Black

FJT171 3710 Anthracite-Black

FJT171 4050 Silver-Black

We’re tempted to say that the Neptune GTX jacket is a direct replacement of the Legacy GTX jacket but it’s actually a lot 
more than that. We’ve noticed in the past few years that most serious riders shopping for high-end technical riding gear opt 
for versatility. Many riders are looking for products that can be adapted to varying weather conditions. The traditional fixed 
waterproof liner—whether it’s our own non-removable hydratex® lining or a GORE-TEX® performance lining—simply doesn’t 
offer that flexibility. So we’ve decided to delete the Legacy GTX from our collection to offer something better and more versatile. 
By equipping the Neptune GTX jacket with a removable waterproof GORE-TEX® Paclite® membrane and removable thermal 
liner, the jacket becomes a true four-season option for both commuters and serious touring riders. Without the membrane, the 
air vents allow in outside air to directly cool the body on hot summer days.

RECOMMENDED COMBINATION WITH NEPTUNE GTX TROUSERS [PAGE 158]

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell high density polyester 600D with Teflon® coating,
 polyester rib with Teflon® coating, wax polyester 600D
Insulation detachable thermal liner
Waterproofing detachable GORE-TEX® Product with Paclite® Technology 
Breathability detachable GORE-TEX® Product with Paclite® Technology
Composition outer shell: 100% polyester
 lining: 76% polyester, 24% polyamide
 thermal liner: 100% polyamide (insulation 100% polyester)
 membrane: 57% polyamide, 43% GORE-TEX® membrane (ePTFE)
 lining membrane: 100% polyester
Protection Prolife® CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - type RV
Visibility laminated reflection at upper arms, chest and back

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability flexisnap, adjustment strap at waist, adjustment tab at upper, under arm and cuffs, 
 adjustment drawcord at hips
Ventilation VCS | zippers at chest, back and under arms
Features prepared for Challenger Cooling vest insert, prepared for Vest Connector HV, 
 long and double short connection zipper
Pockets waterproof stash pocket, stash pocket, membrane storage pocket, inner pockets 

34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50

FJT196 1010 Black-Black

NEPTUNE GTX LADIES JACKET
1010 / Black-Black

The long awaited 3L GORE-TEX® jacket for women has arrived. The Neptune GTX jacket for ladies is not a copy of the original 
Neptune GTX jacket, though it features the same construction, high density outer shell with Teflon coating, GORE-TEX® 
membrane with Paclite® and detachable thermal liner. The jacket received a quality upgrade this season and features several 
women specific design details: Concealed pockets neatly hide the ventilation zippers, the membrane storage pocket has been 
upgraded to be more discreet, adjustment straps come in variable in heights and the sleeve borders offer stretch for added 
comfort. The jacket also comes standard equipped with SEEFLEX™ CE-level 2 protectors. Together with the Neptune Ladies 
GTX trousers, it’s the ideal choice for the serious female tour rider.

RECOMMENDED COMBINATION WITH NEPTUNE GTX LADIES TROUSERS [PAGE 159]

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell high density polyester 600D with Teflon® coating, polyester rib with Teflon® coating, 
 PWR | shell 880D stretch with Teflon® coating, PWR | wax 500D
Insulation detachable thermal liner
Waterproofing detachable GORE-TEX® Product with Paclite® Technology 
Breathability detachable GORE-TEX® Product with Paclite® Technology
Composition outer shell: 100% polyester
 lining: 100% polyester
 thermal liner: 100% polyamide (insulation 100% polyester)
 membrane: 57% polyamide, 43% GORE-TEX® polytetrafluoroethylene
 lining membrane: 100% polyester
Protection SEEFLEX™ level 2 CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - type RV
Visibility laminated reflection at chest, upper arms and back

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability flexisnap, variable height adjustment straps at back, adjustment straps at waist, 
 adjustment tabs at upper arm, under arm and cuff, V-flap with zipper at hem
Ventilation VCS | zippers at chest, back and under arms
Features prepared for Challenger Cooling vest insert, prepared for Vest Connector HV, separate wearable 
 GORE-TEX® inner jacket with Paclite® Technology, collar hook, stretch panel at elbows, 
 long and double short connection zipper
Pockets waterproof stash pocket, stash pocket, membrane storage pocket, inner pockets, napoleon pocket 
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CAYENNE PRO JACKET

1010 / Black-Black

5220 / Sand-Black

3630 / Light Grey-Blue

The Cayenne Pro jacket is the first step towards the perfected essence of motorcycle gear. The highly breathable single-layer 
construction allows for all kinds of opportunities and that one layer is equipped with all features a jacket purpose-made for 
adventure travel should have. The jacket is equipped with SEEFLEX™ CE-level 2 protectors, SEESOFT™ back protector, a 
detachable kidney belt, ventilation panels, laminated reflection and ample adjustment options. The jacket can be upgraded 
with the Adventure neck brace, hydra bag and Challenger Cooling vest. This mesh jacket is ready to be taken traveling through 
countries with warm climates.

RECOMMENDED COMBINATION WITH CAYENNE PRO TROUSERS [PAGE 160]

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell PWR | shell 750D with Teflon® coating, Schoeller®-dynatec®   mesh panels, 
 leather panels at elbows and shoulders, neoprene, Lorica®

Composition outer shell:  87% polyamide, 7% leather, 6% polyester 
 lining: 75% polyester, 25% polyamide
Protection SEEFLEX™ Level 2 CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - type RV, safety seams
Visibility laminated reflection at front, back and upper arms

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability UTA | tab at cuffs, V-flap at cuffs, double adjustment straps at waist, adjustment straps at upper arms  
 and under arms, flexisnap, zipper at hem, V-flap at hem
Ventilation ventilation panels at front, back and arms
Features stretch lips at elbows, adjustable protector pockets, prepared for Challenger Cooling vest insert, 
 prepared for Vest Connector HV, prepared for Adventure neck brace, hydra bag prepared, 
 collar hook, short and long connection zipper, aero cool 3D mesh panels at back, 
 detachable kidney belt
Pockets slit pockets, stash pockets, XL storage pocket, sleeve pocket, handwarmer pocket, inner pockets,  
 document pocket, secret pocket

3620 / Licht Grey-Red

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FJT193 1010 Black-Black

FJT193 3620 Light Grey-Red

FJT193 3630 Light Grey-Blue

FJT193 5220 Sand-Black

The Sand 3 has big shoes to fill when following its predecessor, but we are happy to say it passes the task with flying colors. 
We elevated its utilitarian character to the next level by multiplying its Swiss army knife-like features. It starts with a tough 
outer shell made of polyester ripstop and PWR | shell, ready to take on outdoor adventures. From the outside in you’ll find the 
highly breathable and detachable hydratex® 3L membrane to ensure a 100% waterproof jacket when installed. The detachable 
thermal liner further expands the use of the Sand 3, even in colder conditions. The Sand 3 comes with seamless armpit panels, 
which ensure the highest freedom of movement, essential for adventure riding. Taking into account the extreme use and abuse 
it withstands when developing the Sand 3, we prepared it for both the Leatt and Moveo neck brace, our Challenger cooling 
vest, and our highly visible Vest Connector HV. A multitude of adjustment options including adjustment draw cords at the hips 
allow riders to optimize fit depending on the configuration they choose. Compared to the Sand 2, the Sand 3 has bigger and 
better ways of ventilating the arms and body, including an adjustment strap at the waist that actively promotes air to enter. Also 
new for the Sand 3 are our award winning SEEFLEX™ CE-level 2 limb protectors, whereas the option to include a SEESOFT™ 
CE-level 2 back protector remains. With plenty of storage options and shoulder bands prepared to connect an action camera, 
the Sand 3 opens the way for new adventures for a broad audience.

PROTECTION FEATURES RECOMMENDED COMBINATION WITH SAND 3 TROUSERS [PAGE 161]

Outer shell polyester ripstop, PWR | shell 500D, polyester 600D, Lorica®

Insulation detachable thermal liner
Waterproofing detachable hydratex® | 3L (5000mm H2O)
Breathability detachable hydratex® | 3L (7000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell 1: 100% polyester (61%), outer shell 2: 100% polyamide (24%), outer shell 3: 100% 
 polyester (15%), lining: 100% polyester, thermal liner: 100% polyester (insulation 100% polyester)
 membrane: 100% polyurethane (tricot 100% polyamide) 
Protection SEEFLEX™ Level 2 CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - Type RV 
Visibility laminated reflection at chest and back, reflective logo at upper arms and pocket flap 

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability flexisnap at collar, variable height adjustment strap at waist,  adjustment straps at waist and 
 under arm, adjustment tab at upper arm and cuffs, adjustment drawcord at hips
Ventilation VCS | zippers at front, chest, back and arms
Features prepared for Challenger Cooling vest insert, prepared for Leatt® and Moveo® neck brace, 
 prepared for Vest Connector HV, long and double short connection zipper
Pockets stash pockets, membrane storage pocket, hand warmer pockets, inner pockets

SAND 3 JACKET

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FJT228 1010 Black

FJT228 2290 Dark Blue-Black

FJT228 4130 Silver-Anthracite

FJT228 5220 Sand-Black

5220 / Sand-Black

NEW SS17

1010 / Black

2290 / Dark Blue-Black

2290 / Dark Blue-Black
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The Horizon 2 jacket offers the functionality of a waterproof laminate touring jacket in an affordable price range. Our renowned 
hydratex® membrane is laminated to PWR | shell 2L material, creating a strong outer shell with very minimal water pickup. 
With the detachable thermal liner removed, the VCS | aquadefence panels can be opened up using the Fidlock® magnetic 
fasteners to expose two large mesh panels at chest level. This system allows riders to change from a full waterproof jacket to a 
highly ventilated jacket while riding. Laminated reflection is used on the front and the back, as well as in the reflective logos at 
the upper arms. The Horizon 2 is equipped with our award winning SEEFLEX™ CE-level 2 protectors on shoulders and elbows, 
and it is prepared for our SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert. To allow enough storage space, the jacket comes with 
several pockets including two big stash pockets at the front.

RECOMMENDED COMBINATION WITH HORIZON 2 TROUSERS [PAGE 162]

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell PWR | shell 500D 2L, PWR | shell 1000D 2L, Lorica®  
Insulation detachable thermal liner 
Waterproofing hydratex® | lite (5000mm H2O) 
Breathability hydratex® | lite (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 100% polyamide
 lining: 100% polyester
 thermal liner: 100% polyester (insulation 100% polyester)
Protection SEEFLEX™ Level 2 CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - Type RV 
Visibility laminated reflection at chest and back, reflective logo at upper arms

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability flexisnap at collar, double adjustment straps at waist, adjustment strap at upper arms, 
 adjustment tab at cuffs and under arms, adjustment drawcord at hips
Ventilation VCS | aquadefence at chest, VCS | zipper at back
Features VCS | aquadefence with FidLock® magnetic fastener, prepared for Vest Connector HV, 
 collar hook, short and long connection zipper
Pockets stash pockets, hand warmer pockets, inner pockets, document pocket

HORIZON 2 JACKET

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FJT226 1010 Black

FJT226 3710 Anthracite-Black

1010 / Black

NEW SS17

3710 / Anthracite-Black

HORIZON 2 LADIES JACKET

The Horizon 2 Ladies jacket answers the demands of serious female touring riders. As in the men’s version this jacket comes 
equipped with our renown hydratex® membrane directly laminated to the PWR | shell 2L outer shell, creating a jacket with 
virtually no water pickup. The innovative front ventilation uses VCS panels with Aquaguard zippers. These zippers on their own 
are waterproof but any water that manages to get through is drained away from the body through special piping and drain exits. 
The Horizon 2 Ladies has been developed as a feminine jacket from the ground up, ensuring the fit to be ideal for the female 
body. Thanks to the detachable thermal liner this jacket can be used in colder conditions without sacrificing comfort, and to 
ensure proper protection we installed our award winning SEEFLEX™ CE-level 2 protectors at the shoulders and elbows and 
a surplus of reflective details on the front, back and upper arms. Optionally, the Horizon 2 Ladies’ can be equipped with our 
SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector. For plenty of storage, the jacket comes with various pockets including two big stash 
pockets at the front.

RECOMMENDED COMBINATION WITH HORIZON 2 LADIES TROUSERS [PAGE 163]

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell PWR | shell 500D 2L, PWR | shell 1000D 2L, Lorica®  
Insulation detachable thermal liner 
Waterproofing hydratex® | lite (5000mm H2O) 
Breathability hydratex® | lite (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 100% polyamide
 lining: 100% polyester
 thermal liner: 100% polyester (insulation 100% polyester)
Protection SEEFLEX™ Level 2 CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - Type RV 
Visibility laminated reflection at chest and back, reflective logo at upper arms

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability flexisnap at collar, double adjustment straps at waist, adjustment strap at upper arms,  
 adjustment tab at under arms and cuffs, zippers at hem
Ventilation VCS | panel with Aquaguard zippers at chest, VCS | zipper at back
Features prepared for Vest Connector HV, collar hook, short and long connection zipper
Pockets stash pockets, hand warmer pockets, inner pockets, document pocket

3710 / Anthracite-Black

34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62

FJT227 1010 Black

FJT227 3710 Anthracite-Black

NEW SS17

1010 / Black
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VAPOR JACKET
4020 / Silver-Red

1600 / Black-White1200 / Black-Red

The Vapor jacket is distinguished from other all-weather sport touring jackets on the market by its unique ventilation feature 
that is 100 percent waterproof when zipped up, yet allows direct airflow to the body when activated. The secret lies in a special 
construction of the vent in the z-liner waterproof membrane, which opens up all the way through to the jacket’s outer shell. This 
new feature transforms a regular z-liner constructed jacket into a true four-season piece. Another innovation from REV’IT!’s 
in-house R&D department is the new height-adjustable straps at the waist and under arms, which help ensure a perfect fit for 
almost every body type. The Vapor is great for all year touring as well as four-season commuting!

RECOMMENDED COMBINATION WITH VAPOR TROUSERS [PAGE 167]

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell schoeller® dobby fabric, PWR | shell dobby, PWR | shell 500D stretch, 
 polyester dull 450D, hypalon
Insulation detachable thermal liner
Waterproofing hydratex® | Z-liner (5000mm H2O)  
Breathability hydratex® | Z-liner (5000g/m2/24hrs) 
Composition outer shell: 94% polyamide, 5% polyester, 1% elastane
 lining: 100% polyester
 thermal liner: 100% polyester (insulation 100% polyester)
Protection Prolife® CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - type RV
Visibility laminated reflection at chest and back, 
 laminated reflective logo’s at chest, back and upper arms

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit race fit, regular
Adjustability UTA | tab at cuffs, flexisnap, variable height adjustment straps at waist and under arms, 
 adjustment tab at upper arm, adjustment drawcord at hips
Ventilation VCS | aquadefence, VCS | zipper at back, chest and under arms
Features prepared for Challenger Cooling vest insert, prepared for Vest Connector HV, collar hook, 
 short and long connection zipper, stretch panels at sleeve and arm pit, comfort collar
Pockets slit pockets, document pocket, inner pockets 

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FJT183 1200 Black-Red

FJT183 1600 Black-White

FJT183 4020 Silver-Red

OUTBACK 2 JACKET

1010 / Black

4020 / Silver–Red

1450 / Black–Neon Yellow

The Outback 2 jacket is designed for those who enjoy riding an adventure-style bike, but don’t necessarily need a premium 
technical piece ready for a trip around the world. With a subtle update in style and design, the Outback 2 sports a more 
adventurous look. An upgrade in material quality and additional features are sure to make the Outback 2 the most popular 
jacket on the shelf. And with two new additional colour options, there is an Outback 2 for everyone.

RECOMMENDED COMBINATION WITH OUTBACK TROUSERS [PAGE 168]

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell high density polyester 600D, polyester rib, PWR | shell 1600D heavy Oxford, 
 polyester 600D EN471 (colour 1450), Lorica®

Insulation detachable thermal liner
Waterproofing detachable hydratex® | G-liner (5000mm H2O)
Breathability detachable hydratex® | G-liner (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 100% polyester
 outer shell elbows: 100% polyamide
 lining: 100% polyester
 thermal liner: 100% polyester (insulation 100% polyester)
 membrane: 100% polyamide (100% polyurethane coating)
 lining membrane: 100% polyester
Protection Knox® Flexiform CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - type RV
Visibility laminated reflection at back, chest and upper arms, reflective logo at upper arms

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability flexisnap, variable height adjustment straps at waist, adjustment tabs at upper arms, 
 under arms and cuffs, adjustment drawcord at hips
Ventilation VCS | zippers at chest, back and under arms
Features prepared for Challenger Cooling vest insert, prepared for Vest Connector HV, collar hook, 
 stretch lips at elbows, double short connection zipper, zipper at cuff
Pockets stash pockets, membrane storage pocket, hand warmer pockets, inner pockets

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FJT208 1010 Black

FJT208 1450 Black-Neon Yellow

FJT208 4020 Silver-Red

FJT208 4030 Silver-Blue

4030 / Silver–Blue
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OUTBACK 2 LADIES JACKET

1010 / Black 1450 / Black–Neon Yellow

The increasing number of women who enjoy touring and travelling on two-wheels has prompted the introduction of an Outback 
2 jacket tailor-made for women. The Ladies variant offers the same features as the men’s version but is built according the 
established REV’IT! women’s pattern, with an additional adjustment to the ventilation zippers which are concealed on the chest 
for ladies’ specific styling. Available in three colours and a complete size range, the Outback 2 Ladies jacket will be 
welcomed by many.

RECOMMENDED COMBINATION WITH OUTBACK LADIES TROUSERS [PAGE 169]

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell high density polyester 600D, polyester rib, PWR | shell 1600D heavy Oxford, 
 polyester 600D EN471 (colour 1450), Lorica®

Insulation detachable thermal liner
Waterproofing detachable hydratex® | G-liner (5000mm H2O)
Breathability detachable hydratex® | G-liner (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 100% polyester
 outer shell elbows: 100% polyamide
 lining: 100% polyester
 thermal liner: 100% polyester (insulation 100% polyester)
 membrane: 100% polyamide (100% polyurethane coating)
 lining membrane: 100% polyester
Protection Knox® Lite CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - type RV
Visibility laminated reflection at back, chest and upper arms, reflective logo at upper arms

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability flexisnap, variable height adjustment straps at back, 
 adjustment tabs at upper arms, under arms, hips and cuffs
Ventilation VCS | zippers at waist, back, chest and under arms
Features prepared for Challenger Cooling vest insert, prepared for Vest Connector HV, collar hook, 
 stretch lips at elbows, double short connection zipper, cuff zipper
Pockets stash pockets, membrane storage pocket, hand warmer pockets, inner pockets

34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50

FJT209 1010 Black

FJT209 4020 Silver–Red

FJT209 1450 Black–Neon Yellow

4020 / Silver–Red

TORNADO 2 HV JACKET

Because the Tornado received a renewed design, the Tornado 2 HV jacket couldn’t be left behind. The high visibility version 
is immensely popular with commuters and serious tour enthusiasts alike, and with this update, it is sure to remain popular for 
years to come. The outer shell is made of 600D polyester CE EN471 certified fabric and features additional reflective panels at 
critical areas. Integrated SEEFLEX™ CE-level 2 protectors reduce impact energy in case of a crash.

RECOMMENDED COMBINATION WITH TORNADO 2 TROUSERS [PAGE 164]

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell polyester 600D EN471, PWR | shell 75D mesh, PWR | shell 1000D, PWR | wax 500D, Lorica®

Insulation detachable 2-in-1 thermal liner & membrane
Waterproofing detachable hydratex® | G-liner (5000mm H2O)
Breathability detachable hydratex® | G-liner (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 100% polyester
 outer shell mesh: 100% polyester
 outer shell elbows: 100% polyamide
 lining: 100% polyester
 membrane: 100% polyamide (100% polyurethane coating, insulation 100% polyester)
Protection SEEFLEX™ level 2 CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - type RV
Visibility laminated reflection at back, chest and upper arms

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability flexisnap, adjustment straps at upper arms and hips, adjustment tab at cuffs
Ventilation ventilation panels at chest, back and sleeves
Features prepared for Challenger Cooling vest insert, collar hook, stretch lips at elbows, 
 double short connection zipper, zipper at cuff
Pockets slit pockets, inner pockets

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FJT206 3910 Neon Yellow-Silver

3910 / Neon Yellow-Silver
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TORNADO 2 JACKET

1010 / Black 4050 / Silver–Black

Never change a winning team; the Tornado jacket has been a bestseller for years and doesn’t require much updating to enjoy 
its continued success for several years to come. The jacket received a design modernization, a material quality upgrade and 
safety improvements, and is now equipped with the award winning CE-level 2 SEEFLEX™ protectors and is now available in an 
additional colour. These key upgrades make the Tornado 2 ready for another round of success.

RECOMMENDED COMBINATION WITH TORNADO 2 TROUSERS [PAGE 164]

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell polyester rib, PWR | shell 75D mesh, PWR | shell 1000D, PWR | wax 500D, Lorica®

Insulation detachable 2-in-1 thermal liner & membrane
Waterproofing detachable hydratex® | G-liner (5000mm H2O)
Breathability detachable hydratex® | G-liner (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 100% polyester
 outer shell mesh: 100% polyester
 outer shell elbows: 100% polyamide
 lining: 100% polyester
 membrane: 100% polyamide (100% polyurethane coating, insulation 100% polyester)
Protection SEEFLEX™ level 2 CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - type RV
Visibility laminated reflection at back, chest and upper arms

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability flexisnap, adjustment straps at upper arms and hips, adjustment tab at cuffs
Ventilation ventilation panels at chest, back and sleeves
Features prepared for Challenger Cooling vest insert, prepared for Vest Connector HV, collar hook, 
 stretch lips at elbows, double short connection zipper, zipper at cuff
Pockets slit pockets, inner pockets

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FJT205 1010 Black

FJT205 4050 Silver–Black

FJT205 5220 Sand-Black

5220 / Sand-Black

TORNADO 2 LADIES JACKET

1010 / Black

The credo ‘never change a winning team’ is not only applicable on the Tornado jacket, it certainly fits the ladies version as well. 
The safety level received an upgrade with the addition of SEEFLEX™ CE-level 2 protectors, while all other functional aspects 
that made this an immensely popular jacket remain intact, ensuring it will be as successful as its bestselling predecessor.

RECOMMENDED COMBINATION WITH TORNADO 2 LADIES TROUSERS [PAGE 165]

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell polyester rib, PWR | shell 75D mesh, PWR | shell 1000D, PWR | shell 500D stretch, 
 PWR|wax 500D, Lorica®

Insulation detachable 2-in-1 thermal liner & membrane
Waterproofing detachable hydratex® | G-liner (5000mm H2O)
Breathability detachable hydratex® | G-liner (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 100% polyester
 outer shell mesh: 100% polyester
 outer shell elbows: 100% polyamide
 lining: 100% polyester
 membrane: 100% polyamide (100% polyurethane coating, insulation 100% polyester)
Protection SEEFLEX™ level 2 CE protection at shoulders and elbows, prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 
 back protector insert - type RV
Visibility laminated reflection at back, chest and upper arms

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability flexisnap, adjustment straps at upper arms and hips, adjustment tab at cuffs
Ventilation ventilation panels at chest, back and sleeves
Features prepared for Challenger Cooling vest insert, prepared for Vest Connector HV, collar hook, 
 stretch lips at elbows, elastic at hips, double short connection zipper, zipper at cuff
Pockets slit pockets, inner pockets

34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50

FJT207 1010 Black

FJT207 4050 Silver–Black

4050 / Silver–Black
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MONROE LADIES JACKET

1010 / Black-Black

4050 / Silver-Black

1170 / Black-Silver

This jacket is designed for the serious tour rider. The Monroe Ladies jacket is packed with features to make life on the road 
as comfortable as possible. The two-layer piece is lightweight, highly breathable and 100% waterproof. Thanks to the VCS 
| aquadefence system (EU patent EP 2574249, US Patent US 13/630.520) airflow can be easily managed while riding. The 
variable height adjustment straps and various adjustment straps allow for a customized fit. The Monroe Ladies jacket makes a 
great match with the Factor 3 Ladies trousers.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell polyester 600D, PWR | shell dobby, polyester dull 450D, Lorica®

Insulation detachable thermal liner
Waterproofing hydratex® | Z-liner (5000mm H2O)  
Breathability hydratex® | Z-liner (5000g/m2/24hrs) 
Composition outer shell: 73% polyester, 27% polyamide 
 lining: 100% polyester
 thermal liner: 100% polyester (insulation 100% polyester) 
Protection Knox® Lite CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - type RV
Visibility laminated reflection at chest and back, reflective logo’s at upper arms

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability flexisnap, variable height adjustment straps at back, adjustment straps at waist, 
 adjustment tabs at upper arm, cuff and hips 
Ventilation VCS | aquadefence, VCS | zippers at waist
Features prepared for Challenger Cooling vest insert, prepared for Vest Connector HV, 
 collar hook, short connection zipper
Pockets stash pockets, inner pockets

8110 / Olive Green-Black

34 36 68 40 42 44 46 48 50

FJT192 1010 Black-Black

FJT192 1170 Black-Silver

FJT192 4050 Silver-Black

FJT192 8110 Olive Green-Black

LEVANTE JACKET

1010 / Black

The global success of the Tornado and other high-performance multi-condition jackets has proven a clear demand in the 
marketplace for versatility. Rather than decide between a waterproof or air-mesh jacket, riders today are looking for a single 
go-to piece that combines multiple functions. To that end, we introduce the 3/4-length Levante jacket for both men and women. 
Developed with the seasonal touring rider in mind, the Levante features a full mesh outer shell with an easily removable, two-in-
one fully waterproof thermal liner, which can be easily zipped out and stored in the outer shell’s rear exterior pocket when 
not in use. The Levante comes fully equipped with CE approved armor at shoulders and elbows, and can be upgraded with 
a SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector for added protection. It can also accommodate a Challenger cooling vest upgrade, 
which cleanly zips into the outer shell in place of the membrane.  

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell PWR | shell mesh, polyester rib
Insulation detachable 2-in-1 thermal liner & membrane
Waterproofing detachable hydratex® | G-liner (5000mm H2O)
Breathability detachable hydratex® | G-liner (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 100% polyester
 lining: 100% polyester
 membrane: 100% polyamide (100% polyurethane coating
 lining membrane: 88% polyester, 12% polyamide (insulation 100% polyester)
Protection Knox® Flexiform CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - type RV
Visibility laminated reflection at upper arms, reflective logo at back

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability UTA | tab at cuffs, flexisnap, adjustment straps at waist and upper arms, 
 adjustment tab at under arm
Ventilation ventilation panels at chest, back and arms 
Features prepared for Challenger Cooling vest insert, prepared for Vest Connector HV, 
 stretch lips at elbows, short connection zipper, jeans loop
Pockets stash pockets, membrane storage pocket, hand warmer pockets, inner pockets

4130 / Silver-Anthracite

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FJT152 1010 Black

FJT152 4130 Silver-Anthracite
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LEVANTE LADIES JACKET

0170 / Silver

The ladies’ version of the Levante offers female riders superior performance design in a flattering women’s-specific cut. In all 
other ways this jacket is functionally identical to the men’s Levante. It offers the same four-season versatility, CE-approved 
protection and Challenger cooling vest compatibility. Offered in a beautiful black or stylish silver, the Levante jacket for ladies 
pairs perfectly with the Airwave trousers.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell PWR | shell mesh, polyester rib 
Insulation detachable 2-in-1 thermal liner & membrane
Waterproofing detachable hydratex® | G-liner (5000mm H2O)
Breathability detachable hydratex® | G-liner (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 100% polyester
 lining: 100% polyester
 membrane: 100% polyamide (100% polyurethane coating
 lining membrane: 100% polyester (insulation 100% polyester)
Protection Knox® Lite CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - type RV
Visibility laminated reflection at upper arms, reflective logo at back

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability UTA | tab at cuffs, flexisnap, adjustment straps at waist and upper arms, 
 adjustment tab at under arm
Ventilation ventilation panels at chest, back and arms 
Features prepared for Challenger Cooling vest insert, prepared for Vest Connector HV, 
 stretch lips at elbows, short connection zipper, jeans loop
Pockets stash pockets, membrane storage pocket, hand warmer pockets, inner pockets

0010 / Black

34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50

FJT153 0010 Black

FJT153 0170 Silver

SAFARI 2 JACKET

1170 / Black-Silver

5220 / Sand-Black

4020 / Silver-Red

Since its introduction in 2013, the Safari jacket has been a popular choice for tour riders that value our famous design, safety 
and functionality credo. On this level the competition is fierce, many other manufacturers offer jackets at the same price point, 
but riders who value our attention to details, durable quality and superb design will choose the classically styled Safari 2 jacket.

RECOMMENDED COMBINATION WITH ENTERPRISE 2 TROUSERS [PAGE 174]

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell polyester 600D, PWR | shell 1600D heavy Oxford, Lorica®
Insulation detachable thermal liner
Waterproofing hydratex® | G-liner (5000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | G-liner (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 100% polyester
 outer shell elbows: 100% polyamide
 lining: 100% polyamide (100% polyurethane coating)
 thermal liner: 100% polyester (insulation 100% polyester)
Protection Knox® Flexiform CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - type RV
Visibility laminated reflection at back, chest and elbows, reflective logo at upper arms

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability flexisnap, adjustment straps at waist, adjustment tabs at upper arms, cuffs and hips
Ventilation VCS | zippers on chest, air outlet at back
Features prepared for Vest Connector HV, prepared for Challenger Cooling vest insert, 
 collar hook, short connection zipper
Pockets stash pockets, slit pockets, back pocket, chest pockets,  inner pockets

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FJT204 1170 Black-Silver

FJT204 4020 Silver-Red

FJT204 4030 Silver–Blue

FJT204 5220 Sand-Black

4030 / Silver–Blue
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VOLTIAC HV JACKET

For commuters on a budget looking for a jacket with durable High-Visibility fabric, look no further than the Voltiac HV jacket. 
Featuring the same technical specifications as the regular Voltiac jacket, the HV version is made of EN471 certified neon yellow 
600D polyester and has additional reflection panels at the back for enhanced visibility. 

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell polyester 600D EN471, polyester 600D, wax polyester 600D, polyester rib
Insulation detachable thermal liner
Waterproofing hydratex® | G-liner (5000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | G-liner (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 100% polyester
 lining: 100% polyamide
 thermal liner: 100% polyester (insulation 100% polyester)
Protection Knox® Flexiform CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - type RV
Visibility laminated reflection at shoulders, chest, back, waist and upper arms, 
 reflective logo at upper arms

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability flexisnap, adjustment strap at waist, adjustment tabs at cuffs, adjustment drawcord at hips
Ventilation VCS | zippers at back and chest
Features short connection zipper
Pockets stash pockets, inner pockets

1450 / Black-Neon Yellow

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FJT182 1450 Black-Neon Yellow

VOLTIAC JACKET

1010 / Black 1200 / Black-Red

The Voltiac jacket is meant to address the demands of the seasonal touring-oriented rider looking for a basic, high-quality, 
well-built jacket that covers all the basics: waterproofing, insulation and impact protection. The Voltiac is an excellent choice 
for commuters with a limited budget, but it doesn’t sacrifice performance with its 100-percent waterproof G-liner and reflection 
panels nicely integrated in the design. CE-rated armor by KNOX® at elbows and shoulders come standard, and the jacket can 
be upgraded with the SEESOFT™ RV level-2 insert back protector for additional safety. And for added visibility the Voltiac is 
equipped with the chest loops to attach the HV Connector vest.  

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell polyester 600D, polyester rib, wax polyester 600D
Insulation detachable thermal liner
Waterproofing hydratex® | G-liner (5000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | G-liner (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 100% polyester
 lining: 100% polyamide
 thermal liner: 100% polyester (insulation 100% polyester)
Protection Knox® Flexiform CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - type RV
Visibility reflection at shoulders, reflective logo at upper arms

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability flexisnap, adjustment strap at waist, adjustment tabs at cuffs, adjustment drawcord at hips
Ventilation VCS | zippers at back and chest
Features prepared for Vest Connector HV, short connection zipper
Pockets stash pockets, inner pockets

1170 / Black-Silver

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FJT181 1010 Black

FJT181 1170 Black-Silver

FJT181 1200 Black-Red
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VOLTIAC LADIES JACKET

1010 / Black-Black

2000 / Red-Black

1600 / Black-White

Like the Voltiac jacket the Voltiac Ladies jacket is designed for the sportive tour rider who is looking for a jacket that is equipped 
with high quality essential features, covers all the basic demands, and does exactly what a motorcycle jacket should do. The 
functionally of both jackets is similar; the fit is its own. The women’s fit is more tailored, and the ventilation zippers have been 
relocated to the sides as it has been proven more effective for women. Last but not least; the Voltiac Ladies jacket is equipped 
with adjustment tabs at the cuffs and hips to ensure the perfect fit.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell polyester 600D, polyester rib, wax polyester 600D, Lorica®

Insulation detachable thermal liner
Waterproofing hydratex® | G-liner (5000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | G-liner (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 100% polyester
 lining: 100% polyamide
 thermal liner: 100% polyester (insulation 100% polyester)
Protection Knox® Lite CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - type RV
Visibility reflection at shoulders, reflective logo at chest, upper arms and back

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability flexisnap, adjustment strap at waist, adjustment tabs at upper arms, cuffs and hips
Ventilation VCS | zippers at waist and back
Features prepared for Vest Connector HV, short connection zipper
Pockets stash pockets, inner pockets

4050 / Silver-Black

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50

FJT191 1010 Black-Black

FJT191 1600 Black-White

FJT191 2000 Red-Black

FJT191 4050 Silver-Black

The Lucid jacket is a direct descendant of our popular Enterprise jacket, albeit in a shorter version. The Lucid comes in a clean, 
predominantly black design and offers the base functionality of a touring jacket. This includes a waterproof outer shell thanks 
to the incorporated hydratex® membrane, a removable thermal liner and various adjustment options. Thanks to the short 
connection zipper it can be attached to various REV’IT! trousers, and the Lucid is standard equipped with CE-rated protectors 
at shoulders and elbows. Optionally the jacket can be equipped with our SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector and the Vest 
Connector HV for added visibility.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell polyester 600D, polyester rib, Lorica®

Insulation detachable thermal liner
Waterproofing hydratex® | G-liner (5000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | G-liner (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell 1: 100% polyester
 lining: 100% polyamide (100% polyurethane coating)
 thermal liner: 100% polyester (insulation 100% polyester)
Protection Knox® Flexiform CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - type RV
Visibility laminated reflection at chest and elbows, reflective logo at upper arms and back

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability Adjustment tab at collar, adjustment strap at hips, adjustment tabs at upper arm and cuffs
Features prepared for Vest Connector HV, short connection zipper
Pockets slit pockets, inner pockets

LUCID JACKET

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FJT222 1010 Black

FJT222 1200 Black-Red

FJT222 1600 Black-White

1200 / Black-Red

NEW SS17

1010 / Black 1600 / Black-White
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ENTERPRISE JACKET

1010 / Black

At REV’IT!, we believe that every motorcycle enthusiast should be able to ride in safety and style -regardless of their budget. In 
designing the Enterprise jacket, we’ve balanced performance and price to deliver power to the people with a basic, affordable 
and capably equipped jacket. The Enterprise is made of the durable material found on higher-end jackets, features a zip-out 
thermal liner, plenty of storage and is 100 percent waterproof. It also comes with reflective panels for safety and CE-approved 
armor at the elbows and shoulders for protection. The final product is a jacket that we’re proud to produce, and one that riders 
of any income or ability level can appreciate.

RECOMMENDED COMBINATION WITH ENTERPRISE 2 TROUSERS [PAGE 157]

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell polyester 600D, polyester rib, PWR | shell 1600D heavy Oxford,  Lorica®

Insulation detachable thermal liner
Waterproofing hydratex® | G-liner (5000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | G-liner (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 100% polyester
 lining: 100% polyamide (100% polyurethane coating)
 thermal liner: 100% polyester (insulation 100% polyester)
Protection Knox® Flexiform CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - type RV
Visibility laminated reflection at collar and elbows and cuffs and chest, reflective logo at upper arms

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability Adjustable tab at collar, adjustment strap at waist, adjustment tabs at upper arm and cuffs, 
 adjustment drawcord at hips
Features prepared for Vest Connector HV, short connection zipper
Pockets stash pockets, inner pockets

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FJT203 1010 Black

FJT203 4050 Silver-Black

4050 / Silver-Black

AIRWAVE 2 JACKET

1010 / Black

4020 / Silver-Red

1600 / Black-White

4120 / Silver-Neon Yellow

The incredible popularity of the Airwave jacket over the years indicates its timelessness. Its features will remain in demand and 
its functionality is useful for riders all over the world. With a fresh design and up to date style we present its sequel, the Airwave 
2. An air mesh summer jacket at its best: rugged and strong, yet soft and comfortable to the touch to keep you cool and safe 
at the same time.

RECOMMENDED COMBINATION WITH AIRWAVE 2 TROUSERS [PAGE 172]

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell high density polyester 600D, PWR | shell mesh, Lorica® 
Composition outer shell: 100% polyester
 lining: 100% polyester
Protection Knox® Flexiform CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert – type RV
Visibility laminated reflection at chest and back, reflective logo at upper arms

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment straps at hips, adjustment tabs at collar, upper arms and cuffs
Ventilation ventilation panels at chest, back and sleeves
Features short connection zipper, jeans loop
Pockets slit pockets, inner pockets

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FJT201 1010 Black

FJT201 1600 Black-White

FJT201 4020 Silver-Red

FJT201 4050 Silver–Black

FJT201 4120 Silver-Neon Yellow

4050 / Silver-Black
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AIRWAVE 2 LADIES JACKET

1010 / Black

4050 / Silver–Black

3050 / White-Black

4020 / Silver–Red

The Airwave 2 Ladies is the sequel to one of best summer ladies jackets ever made. To maintain that ranking, the Airwave 2 
ladies only needed an upgrade in design that better reflects today’s fashion. It’s available in four fashionable colours, including 
Silver Fuchsia, for which we see a bright future. The jacket can be upgraded with a SEESOFT™ back protector for extra safety.

RECOMMENDED COMBINATION WITH AIRWAVE 2 LADIES TROUSERS [PAGE 173]

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell high density polyester 600D, PWR | shell mesh, Lorica® 
Composition outer shell: 100% polyester
 lining: 100% polyester
Protection Knox® Flexiform CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert – type RV
Visibility laminated reflection at chest and back, reflective logo at upper arms

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment straps at hips, adjustment tabs at collar, upper arms and cuffs
Ventilation ventilation panels at chest, back and sleeves
Features short connection zipper, jeans loop
Pockets slit pockets, inner pockets

34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50

FJT202 4260 Silver–Fuchsia

FJT202 1010 Black

FJT202 3050 White-Black

FJT202 4050 Silver-Black

FJT202 4020 Silver-Red

4260 / Silver-Fuchsia

Thanks to a combination of mesh and 3D air mesh the Vigor jacket offers maximum airflow on even the hottest of days. The 
back of the arms is abrasion resistant Polyester 600D, but the rest of the jacket offers full ventilation to cool the upper body. 
CE-rated shoulder and elbow protectors come standard with the option to upgrade using our SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back 
protector. 3D air mesh on the shoulders accelerates airflow as this part of the body is most exposed to the most air during the 
ride. Thanks to various adjustment options and our double jeans loop, riders can adjust the fit and attach the jacket to 
their trousers.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell 3D air mesh, mesh, polyester 600D
Composition outer shell: 100% polyester
 lining: 100% polyester
Protection Knox® Flexiform CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert – type RV
Visibility laminated reflective logo at back

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment straps at hips, adjustment tabs at upper arms and cuffs
Ventilation ventilation panels at chest, shoulders, back and sleeves
Features double jeans loop
Pockets slit pockets, chest pocket, inner pocket

VIGOR JACKET

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FJT230 0010 Black

0010 / Black

NEW SS17
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VIGOR LADIES JACKET

The Vigor Ladies jacket allows significant airflow to the upper body while still offering the desired safety thanks to the clever 
use of materials. The back of the arms are strong polyester 600D to ensure sufficient abrasion resistance, while the front and 
back of the jacket is mesh so wind can flow right through. The cleverness comes from the use of 3D air mesh at the shoulders. 
This position is directly in contact with the airstream when riding, so the 3D air mesh spreads the air that enters at that position 
throughout the jacket. The result is a breeze through the jacket even on the hottest of days. CE-rated armor on shoulders 
and elbows provide the protection in this feminine fit jacket, easily upgradable by installing our SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back 
protector. Thanks to various adjustment options and our double jeans loop riders can adjust the fit and attach the jacket 
to trousers.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell 3D air mesh, mesh, polyester 600D
Composition outer shell: 100% polyester
 lining: 100% polyester
Protection Knox® Lite CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert – type RV
Visibility laminated reflective logo at back

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment straps at hips, adjustment tabs at upper arms and cuffs
Ventilation ventilation panels at chest, shoulders, back and sleeves
Features double jeans loop
Pockets slit pockets, inner pocket

0010 / Black

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62

FJT231 0010 Black

NEW SS17

The Eclipse jacket brings it back to basics when it comes to riding in high temperatures. The impact zones are made of 
abrasion resistant polyester 600D, while the front, back, and inner arms are mesh to allow full airflow to the upper body. 
CE-rated body armor comes standard and is upgradable with our SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector. Various adjustment 
straps allow the rider to create a close fit, and the jeans loops allow the Eclipse to be attached to our REV’IT! jeans.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell mesh, polyester 600D
Composition outer shell: 100% polyester
 lining: 100% polyester
Protection Knox® Flexiform CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert – type RV
Visibility laminated reflective logo at back

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment straps at hips, adjustment tabs at upper arms and cuffs
Ventilation ventilation panels at chest, back and sleeves
Features double jeans loop
Pockets slit pockets, inner pocket

ECLIPSE JACKET

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FJT223 0010 Black

FJT223 0170 Silver

FJT223 0700 Brown

0700 / Brown

NEW SS17

0010 / Black 0170 / Silver
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ECLIPSE LADIES JACKET

The Eclipse Ladies jacket covers the basics for female riders who want to be protected and comfortable when temperatures 
rise significantly. The outer shell is full mesh, with the exception of the impact zones which are carried out in abrasion resistant 
polyester 600D. The Eclipse Ladies comes standard equipped with CE-rated shoulder and elbow protectors, with the option to 
expand protection levels through the installation our SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector. For extra comfort, the jacket sports 
several adjustment options as well as a double jeans loop to keep the jacket in place when riding.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell mesh, polyester 600D
Composition outer shell: 100% polyester
 lining: 100% polyester
Protection Knox® Lite CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert – type RV
Visibility laminated reflective logo at back

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment straps at hips, adjustment tabs at upper arms and cuffs
Ventilation ventilation panels at chest, back and sleeves
Features double jeans loop
Pockets slit pockets, inner pocket

34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62

FJT224 0010 Black

FJT224 0170 Silver

FJT224 0700 Brown

 0170 / Silver

NEW SS17

0010 / Black
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SAND URBAN JACKET

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FJT229 0810 Dark Green

FJT229 1010 Black

0810/ Dark Green

NEW SS17

The Sand Urban is our fashionable take on the Sand 3 adventure jacket. Because not all adventure bikes are used off road, the 
Sand Urban adds some style to the theme to make it more suitable to the urban jungle than the real jungle. We gave the Sand 
Urban a traditional wax coated look by using stylish polycotton 2L material for the outside, with strong polyester Oxford on the 
impact zones. As a result the Sand Urban hints towards the classic shooting jackets used in the early days of motorcycling, 
while bringing virtually the same functionality to the table. This functionality includes remarkable ventilation to the entire body 
including the arms. SEEFLEX™ CE-level 2 protectors come standard on the shoulders and elbows, with the option to upgrade 
with our SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector. Like its adventure sibling, the Sand Urban is a multiple season jacket. From 
the outside in you will find the outer shell including protection, a highly breathable and fully waterproof detachable hydratex® 
membrane, and a snug thermal liner for colder conditions. Multiple adjustability options allow riders to optimize the fit of the 
jacket when they change the configurations between the layers, ensuring comfort and protection however it’s worn. Like the 
Sand 3, this jacket is ready to incorporate our Challenger Cooling Vest and is prepared for our Vest Connector HV for additional 
visibility. The double short connection zipper allows connecting the jacket to any REV’IT! trousers, or to our jeans using the 
Safeway Belt. 

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell poly cotton 2L, polyester Oxford, Lorica®

Insulation detachable thermal liner 
Waterproofing detachable hydratex® | 3-L (5000mm H2O)
Breathability detachable hydratex® | 3-L (7000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell 1: 64% cotton, 36% polyamide, outer shell 2: 100% polyester lining: 100% polyester
 thermal liner: 100% polyester (insulation 100% polyester)
 membrane: 100% polyurethane (tricot 100% polyamide) 
 lining membrane: 100% polyester 
Protection SEEFLEX™ Level 2 CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - Type RV
Visibility laminated reflection at upper arms, laminated reflective logo at back, reflective logo at upper arms

ERGONOMIC FEATURES                                                                   

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability UTA | tab at cuffs, collar hook , adjustable collar , double adjustment straps at waist, 
 adjustment strap at under arm, adjustment tab at upper arm, adjustment drawcord at hips
Ventilation VCS | zippers at front, back and arms
Features prepared for Challenger Cooling vest insert, prepared for Vest Connector HV, 
 double short connection zipper
Pockets stash pockets, membrane storage pocket, hand warmer pockets, inner pockets

0010-Black
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AVENUE 2 GTX JACKET
0010 / Black

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FJT187 0010 Black

After the success of the Avenue GTX jacket we have searched for improvements and managed to make this bestseller even 
better. We have improved the quality of the outer shell by changing the material to a 2L herringbone GORE-TEX® fabric. The 
material is woven into a V-shaped pattern with two independently dyed parts. The result is a chic material that is matte black 
and not deep black like its predecessor. The position of the pockets has been improved as has the shape of the hood. The 
jacket is a few inches shorter and has been tailored for a slimmer fit. Even the mesh lining has been revamped, with PWR | 
shield incorporated at the shoulders and elbows. The webbing details are the finishing touch.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell 2L herringbone GORE-TEX® fabric
Insulation detachable thermal liner
Waterproofing 2L GORE-TEX® fabric  
Breathability 2L GORE-TEX® fabric  
Composition outer shell: 88% polyamide, 12% GORE-TEX® membrane (ePTFE)
 lining: 62% polyester, 38% polyamide
 thermal liner: 92% polyamide, 5% polyester, 3% acrylic (insulation 100% polyester)
 protective layer: 100% polyamide
Protection Knox® Lite CE protection at shoulders and elbows, prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back 
 protector insert - type RV, double layered with PWR | shield at shoulders and elbows 

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit, wide
Adjustability adjustment tab at cuffs, two-way zipper at front, adjustment zippers at hem, 
 adjustment drawcord at hood
Features detachable hood, storm cuff, wind catcher at waist, knitted collar at thermal liner
Pockets slit pockets, napoleon pocket, inner pockets

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FJT218 0010 Black

WATSON JACKET
0010 / Black

The Watson brings the timeless style of an overcoat to two wheels. The Polycotton 2L outer shell takes picks up little to no water 
while sporting a chic look. To ensure 100% waterproofing we’ve incorporated our renown hydratex® membrane that also offers 
necessary breathability. CE-rated SEESMART™ limb protectors come standard to keep you safe and are upgradable with our 
CE-level 2 SEESOFT™ back protector insert. Laminated reflection is added to the back of the jacket to increase visibility when the 
sun goes down.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell polycotton 2L
Insulation detachable thermal liner
Waterproofing hydratex® | lite (5000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | lite (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 64% cotton / 36% nylon
 lining: 100% polyester
 thermal liner: 100% polyester (insulation 100% polyester)
Protection SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert – type RV
Visibility laminated reflection at centre back

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment tab at collar and cuffs
Pockets slit pockets, document pocket, napoleon pocket, inner pockets, phone pocket
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DAYTON JACKET

0010 / Black

The Dayton is the perfect dual purpose urban jacket, both on and off the bike. Its waterproof and abrasion resistant outer shell 
is cleverly disguised as a parka, and features a detachable liner and a practical hood that can attach to the jacket before riding. 
Multiple adjustment possibilities, including expansion gussets, allow the rider to optimize the jacket for use on the bike or on 
the sidewalk. Protection comes from standard equipped Knox® Lite protectors and the option to upgrade with a SEESOFT™ 
CE-level 2 back protector.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell PWR | shell 750D 2L 
Insulation detachable thermal liner
Waterproofing hydratex® | lite (10000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | lite (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 100% polyamide
 lining: 100% Polyester
 thermal liner: 100% polyester (insulation 100% polyester)
Protection Knox® Lite CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - type RV
Visibility reflection at hood, reflection at front

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment strap at cuffs, draw cord at waist, zipper at hem 
Features aero cool 3D mesh in hood, V-flap at cuff, comfort collar, detachable hood, 
 button fixation for hood, wind cuffs at lining 
Pockets slit pockets, document pocket, inner pockets

0810 / Dark Green

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FJT200 0010 Black

FJT200 0810 Dark Green

PIAZZA 2 JACKET
0380 / Dark Navy

0010 / Black

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FJT186 0010 Black

FJT186 0380 Dark Navy

The Piazza 2 received a complete quality upgrade. The integrated belt at the back creates a more tailored fit, the full 
detachable thermal liner makes it a warmer jacket, the new button construction makes it impossible to ever lose a button, and 
the napoleon pocket is repositioned to the outer shell instead of the thermal liner, meaning you don’t have to completely open 
the full jacket to gain access to the pocket. The Piazza 2 has been freshly updated to better serve the needs of the riders with a 
distinguished personal style.   

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell polywool twill 2L 
Insulation detachable thermal liner
Waterproofing hydratex® | lite (3000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | lite (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 60% polyester, 40% wool
 lining: 100% polyester
 thermal liner: 100% polyester (insulation 100% polyester)
Protection Knox® Lite CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert – type RV 
Visibility reflection at collar

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit, wide
Adjustability adjustment tab at cuffs, two-way zipper at front
Features knitted cuffs and collar at thermal liner, wind catcher at waist, comfort panels at upper back
Pockets slit pockets, napoleon pocket, inner pockets
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ZIRCON JACKET
0810 / Dark Green

0760 / Sand0010 / Black

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FJT197 0010 Black

FJT197 0760 Sand

FJT197 0810 Dark Green

The Zircon jacket combines traditional looking fabrics with high tech materials at critical impact zones. The combination 
of a water repellent outer shell and detachable thermal liner makes the Zircon useful in more than just the summer season. 
The traditional shooting jacket appearance, inspired by the early days of motorcycling in Britain, is emphasized by an era 
appropriate waist band, adjustment straps and four large stash pockets. Protection comes from standard equipped CE-rated 
Knox® Lite armor, which is upgradeable with a SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell wax coated cotton twill, polyester Oxford
Insulation detachable thermal liner
Waterproofing hydratex® | mesh G-liner (8000mm H2O) 
Breathability hydratex® | mesh G-liner (5000g/m2/24hrs)  
Composition outer shell: 100% cotton
 outer shell impact areas: 100% polyester
 lining: 100% polyester (membrane 100% polyurethane) 
 thermal liner: 100% polyester (insulation 100% polyester)
Protection Knox® Lite CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - type RV
Visibility reflection at collar

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit, regular
Adjustability adjustable strap at collar, adjustment tab at cuffs, waist belt, elastic draw cord at hem
Features comfort panels at upper back, V-flap at cuff
Pockets Stash pockets, document pocket, inner pockets, hand warmer pockets

JACKSON JACKET
1010 / Black-Black

0810 / Dark Green-Black

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FJT198 1010 Black-Black

FJT198 0810 Dark Green-Black

The Jackson jacket is a technical take on a traditional shooting jacket. A hydratex® membrane provides a waterproof outer 
shell, while a detachable liner lets the rider stay comfortable in various temperatures. Big stash pockets in the front enhance 
the styling and practicality of the jacket, while details like the WR zipper add contemporary technical functionality. CE-rated 
Knox® Lite protectors provide protection, and the protection is upgradable with a SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell polycotton twill 2L, PWR | shell 750D 2L
Insulation detachable thermal liner
Waterproofing hydratex® | lite (10000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | lite (10000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell body: 64% polyester, 36% cotton
 outer shell sleeves: 100% polyamide
 lining: 100% polyester
 thermal liner: 100% polyester (insulation 100% polyester)
Protection Knox® Lite CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert – type RV 
Visibility reflection at collar

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment strap at waist, adjustment tab at collar and cuffs, elastic draw cord at hem
Features comfort panels at upper back, V-flap at cuff, WR zipper 
Pockets stash pockets, document pocket, inner pockets
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ELYSEE JACKET
0780 / Dark Brown

0010 / Black

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FJT185 0010 Black

FJT185 0780 Dark brown

The beauty of the Elysee jacket is how it integrates its protective performance features into a distinctively distinguished overall 
design. The Elysee jacket is a true overcoat, designed to wear directly over a business jacket. With a hydratex® lite membrane 
and detachable thermal liner the jacket is ready for service in almost any weather condition. With CE-protectors at the elbows 
and the option to upgrade the jacket with a SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector, the Elysee is as safe as it is stylish.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell polyster Oxford 2L
Insulation detachable thermal liner
Waterproofing hydratex® | lite (3000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | lite (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 85% polyester, 15% polyamide
 lining: 100% polyester
 thermal liner: 100% polyester (insulation 100% polyester)
Protection Knox® Lite CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert – type RV 
Visibility reflection at collar

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit
Adjustability adjustment tab at cuffs, two-way zipper at front
Features knitted cuffs and collar at thermal liner, wind catcher at waist, comfort panels at upper back
Pockets slit pockets, napoleon pocket, inner pockets

TYLER JACKET
0010 / Black

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FJT199 0010 Black

The Tyler brings added functionality to the look of a fashionable leather jacket. The abrasion resistant PWR | Shell outer shell 
is equipped with a hydratex® membrane, making the jacket waterproof and suitable for a variety of weather conditions. Thanks 
to its clean design, the Tyler is an excellent choice for those who don’t want their jacket to dictate the type of bike to ride. 
The jacket is prepared for a SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector and comes standard equipped with CE-rated Knox® Lite 
protectors at the shoulders and elbows.  

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell PWR | shell 750D 2L 
Insulation detachable thermal liner
Waterproofing hydratex® | mesh G-liner (8000mm H2O) 
Breathability hydratex® | mesh G-liner (5000g/m2/24hrs)  
Composition outer shell: 100% polyamide
 lining: 100% Polyester (membrane: 100% polyurethane)
 thermal liner: 100% polyester (insulation 100% polyester)
Protection Knox® Lite CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - type RV
Visibility reflection at collar 

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment tab at cuffs and hem, adjustment strap at collar 
Features comfort panels at upper back, V-flap at cuff   
Pockets slit pockets, document pocket, inner pockets
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CONCORDE JACKET
0300 / Blue

0010 / Black

The Concorde has a regular fit that will not accommodate under layers such as a business jacket unless the removable thermal 
inner lining is taken out. The fabric used is a robust, heavy ‘memory cotton’ that gives the Concorde its sturdy look and feel. 
The Concorde comes with CE armor at elbows and shoulders and equipped with a pocket for a back protector to protect the 
wearer from impacts, and a removable thermal liner and knitted cuffs to protect against the cold. Ample adjustments enable 
the user to fine-tune the fit, and naturally it’s 100 percent waterproof. 

PROTECTION FEATURES
Outer shell wax coated memory cotton
Lining mesh
Insulation detachable thermal liner
Waterproofing hydratex® | mesh G-liner (5000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | mesh G-liner (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 100% cotton
 lining: 100% polyester
 thermal liner: 100% polyester 
 insulation 100% polyester
Protection Knox® Lite CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - type RV
Visibility reflection at the collar and elbow

ERGONOMIC FEATURES
Fit city fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment tabs at collar and cuffs, 
 adjustment draw cord at waist and hem, 
 two-way zipper at front
Pockets stash pockets, hand warmer pockets, inner pockets

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FJT163 0010 Black

FJT163 0300 Blue

METROPOLITAN JACKET

The REV’IT! Metropolitan jacket answers the demand from female riders to wear a fashionable parka for both out on the town 
or riding their motorcycle. By incorporating SEESMART™ limb protection and our renown hydratex® membrane, the tailored 
Metropolitan Ladies offers protection against the elements and unfortunate mishaps, and is optionally upgradable with a 
SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert. By using polycotton 2L for the outer shell, the jacket is waterproof with little to no 
water pickup. Clever features such as an adjustable and detachable hood, a detachable thermal liner, and enough pockets to keep 
personal items close make for a  multi-purpose Metropolitan Ladies jacket.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell polycotton 2L
Insulation detachable thermal liner
Waterproofing hydratex® | lite (5000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | lite (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 58% cotton/42% polyester 
 lining: 100% polyester
 thermal liner: 100% polyester (insulation 100% polyester)
Protection SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert – type RV
Visibility laminated reflection at centre back

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment straps at hood, adjustment tab at cuffs, two-way zipper at front
Features detachable hood, knitted collar
Pockets stash pockets, chest pockets, document pocket, napoleon pocket, 
 inner pockets, phone pocket

0010 / Black

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FJT215 0010 Black
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WILLIAMSBURG JACKET

The REV’IT! Williamsburg offers parka style and motorcycle functionality to those looking for an iconic parka without sacrificing 
safety. The chic polycotton 2L outer shell serves double duty, not only giving it a stylish appearance but also preventing water 
from permeating the jacket. To make sure a rider stays completely dry, we’ve incorporated our renown breathable and waterproof 
hydratex® membrane. CE-rated SEESMART™ limb protectors come standard, with the option to upgrade with our CE-level 2 
SEESOFT™ back protector insert. For clever comfort the thermal liner and hood are both detachable, while various adjustment 
options ensure the fit stays up to spec. 

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell polycotton 2L
Insulation detachable thermal liner
Waterproofing hydratex® | lite (5000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | lite (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 58% cotton/42% polyester 
 lining: 100% polyester
 thermal liner: 100% polyester (insulation 100% polyester)
Protection SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert – type RV
Visibility laminated reflection at centre back

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment straps at hood, adjustment tab at cuffs
Features detachable hood, knitted collar
Pockets stash pockets, chest pockets, document pocket, napoleon pocket, 
 inner pockets, phone pocket

0010 / Black

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FJT214 0010 Black

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FJT213 0010 Black

FJT213 0300 Blue

FULTON JACKET
0010 / Black

0300 / Blue

The REV’IT! Fulton offers the style of a parka in a shorter version, perfect for commuters who want the parka look but don’t 
necessarily travel by scooter. The combination of our incorporated hydratex® membrane and a polycotton 2L outer shell that 
doesn’t pick up water, the Fulton will keep riders dry and comfortable. SEESMART™ CE-rated limb protectors come standard, 
upgradeable by installing our CE-level 2 SEESOFT™ back protector insert. The jacket offers enough pocket space for a rider’s 
essentials, with a dedicated phone pocket in the detachable thermal liner. To prevent the detachable hood from catching wind while 
riding, the adjustment straps keep the hood in place at speed. 

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell polycotton 2L
Insulation detachable thermal liner
Waterproofing hydratex® | lite (5000 mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | lite (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 58% cotton/42% polyester 
 lining: 100% polyester
 thermal liner: 100% polyester (insulation 100% polyester)
Protection SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert – type RV
Visibility laminated reflection at centre back

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment straps at hood, adjustment tab at cuffs, adjustment drawcords
Features detachable hood, comfort collar
Pockets stash pockets, document pocket, napoleon pocket, slit pockets, phone pocket
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NEWTON JACKET

0380 / Dark Navy

The Newton is a prime example of a motorcycle-ready jacket that sports a classical shooting jacket style. Carried out in stylish 
polycotton twill 2L material with several adjustment straps and front pockets, the REV’IT! Newton has a timeless look. Incorporating 
a hydratex® membrane and a detachable liner—which include a dedicated interior phone pocket—it’s suitable for a wide variety 
of conditions. The rider can rest assured that they are protected by our in-house developed SEESMART™ limb protectors and the 
optional SEESOFT™ back protector insert. Laminated reflection is added to the back of the jacket to increase visibility when the sun 
goes down.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell polycotton twill 2L
Insulation detachable thermal liner
Waterproofing hydratex® | lite (5000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | lite (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 43% polyester, 7% nylon, 50% cotton
 lining: 100% polyester
 thermal liner: 100% polyester (insulation 100% polyester)
Protection SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert – type RV
Visibility laminated reflection at centre back

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment straps at waist, adjustment tab at collar and cuffs
Pockets stash pockets, chest pockets, document pocket, napoleon pocket, inner pockets, phone pocket

0010 / Black

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FJT212 0010 Black

FJT212 0380 Dark Navy

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FJT211 0010 Black

FJT211 0840 Army green

MILLBURN JACKET
0840 / Army Green

0010 / Black

The short REV’IT! Millburn gets its chic appearance from its polycotton twill 2L material. Thanks to the incorporated waterproof 
hydratex® membrane and the detachable thermal liner the Millburn is ideal for a range of conditions, while the use of our CE-rated 
SEESMART™ limb protectors add safety without sacrificing comfort. The stylish short jacket comes equipped with various pockets, 
including a dedicated phone pocket and a back protector pocket prepared for our SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell polycotton twill 2L
Insulation detachable thermal liner
Waterproofing hydratex® | G-liner (5000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | G-liner (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 43% polyester, 7% nylon, 50% cotton
Protection SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert – type RV
Visibility laminated reflection at centre back

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment tab at collar
Pockets slit pockets, chest pocket, document pocket, napoleon pocket, 
 inner pockets, phone pocket
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WOODBURY JACKET

The Woodbury jacket meets all the basic needs of a jacket while still offering the right amount of style. The hydratex® equipped 
waterproof outer shell offers comfort in various conditions thanks to the detachable thermal liner. Standard equipped with CE-rated 
SEESMART™ limb protectors, the Woodbury is upgradable with our CE-level 2 SEESOFT™ back protector insert.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell polyester 600D
Insulation detachable thermal liner
Waterproofing hydratex® | G-liner (5000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | G-liner (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 100% polyester 
 lining: 100% polyester
 thermal liner: 100% polyester (insulation 100% polyester)
Protection SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert – type RV
Visibility laminated reflection at centre back

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment tab at collar and cuffs
Pockets slit pockets, document pocket, phone pocket

0010 / Black

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FJT210 0010 Black
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DOMINATOR 2 GTX TROUSERS

The Dominator GTX 2 trousers have been upgraded to be more versatile and more adaptable to all weather types. They are 
constructed with a single functional layer, the 3L GORE-TEX® membrane, which is laminated to the highly abrasion resistant outer 
shell making it waterproof and breathable all at once. The ventilation panels with a VCS | aquadefence system offer excellent 
airflow on warmer days and can be opened while riding. When closed these trousers are completely waterproof and thanks to the 
laminated construction won’t pick up water.

RECOMMENDED COMBINATION WITH DOMINATOR GTX JACKET [PAGE 103]

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell 3L GORE-TEX® Pro nylon 600D fabric, 3L GORE-TEX® Pro Armacor fabric, 3L GORE-TEX®  
Pro Talisman, PWR | Kevlar stretch, PWR | shell 500D stretch, leather panels at the inside of  
the legs, sure grip

Waterproofing 3L GORE-TEX® PRO fabric  
Breathability 3L GORE-TEX® PRO fabric  
Composition outer shell 1: 82% polyamide, 18% GORE-TEX® polytetrafluoroethylene (68%)
 outer shell 2: 57% polyamide, 38% GORE-TEX® polytetrafluoroethylene, 5% aramid (13%)
 lining: 100% polyester (55%)
Protection SEEFLEX™ Level 2 CE protection at knees, SEESMART® CE-level 1 protection at hip, GORE-TEX®

 Pro Talisman panels at knees, safety seams
Visibility laminated reflection at calves and upper legs

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment straps at waist and calves, adjustment tab at ankles
Ventilation VCS | aquadefence, air outlet at upper legs
Features VCS | aquadefence with FidLock® magnetic fastener, stretch panels at waistband and knees,
 stretch lips at knees, short and long connection zipper, aero cool 3D mesh panels at 
 upper legs, easy entrance zipper at calf, grip panel at seat, YKK slide lock front closure, 
 prepared for Strapper suspenders
Pockets slit pockets

1011 / Black-Black Std.

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FPT078 1011 Black-Black Std.

FPT078 1012 Black-Black Short

FPT078 1013 Black-Black Long

FPT078 3611 Light Grey-Black Std.

FPT078 3612 Light Grey-Black Short

FPT078 3613 Light Grey-Black Long

3611 / Light Grey-Black Std.
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XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FPT060 1011 Black Std.

FPT060 1012 Black Short

FPT060 1013 Black Long

FPT060 3611 Light Grey-Black Std.

FPT060 3612 Light Grey-Black Short

FPT060 3613 Light Grey-Black Long

POSEIDON GTX TROUSERS
3611 / Light Grey-Black Std.

1011 / Black Std.

To complement the Poseidon GTX jacket, REV’IT! has developed the equally versatile matching Poseidon GTX trousers featuring 
the innovative VCS | aquadefence with Fidlock® magnetic fastener system offers excellent on-demand ventilation and can 
be closed with one hand while riding due to the Fidlock® magnetic fastener. The Fidlock® magnetic fastener not only uses the 
attraction but also the repulsion of magnets. This leads to a robust closure with high locking strength that can nonetheless be easily 
opened with one hand while riding. (Not suitable for people with a pacemaker) These trousers represent a real first, as they’re the 
only GORE-TEX® 3-layer trousers on the planet to offer such significant direct airflow. With height adjustable protection pockets, a 
removable liner and both long and short connection zippers, these trousers pair perfectly with the Poseidon GTX jacket.

RECOMMENDED COMBINATION WITH POSEIDON GTX JACKET [PAGE 105], CHRONOS GTX JACKET [PAGE 106]

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell 3L GORE-TEX® Pro nylon 600D fabric, 2L nylon 600D GORE-TEX® fabric, 3L stretch GORE-TEX® 
 Pro fabric, PWR | shell 500D stretch, sure grip, polyester rib, wax polyester 600D
Insulation detachable thermal liner
Waterproofing 2L GORE-TEX® fabric  
Breathability 2L GORE-TEX® fabric  
Composition outer shell: 83% polyamide, 16% GORE-TEX® membrane (ePTFE), 1% Elastane
 lining: 86% polyester, 14% polyamide, thermal liner: 100% polyamide (insulation 100% polyester)
Protection SEEFLEX™ Level 2 CE protection at knees, prepared for SaS Tec® CE hip protector
Visibility laminated reflection at calves

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment strap at waist, adjustment tab at calves and ankles
Ventilation VCS | aquadefence, air outlet at upper legs
Features VCS | panel with FidLock® magnetic fastener, stretch at back and knees, short and long connection  
 zipper, adjustable protector pockets, calf zippers, grip panel at seat, hook & snap front closure, 
 easy entrance zipper at calf
Pockets slit pockets

DEFENDER PRO GTX TROUSERS

This 2 layer construction makes the Defender Pro GTX trousers suitable for comfortable riding in all types of weather. the 
GORE-TEX® membrane with Micro Grid Backer technology will keep wind and water out and is extremely comfortable to wear. The 
outer shell is made from strong abrasion resistant materials and features CE certified protectors at the knees and hips. Furthermore 
these trousers are equipped with ventilation panels and zippers, grip panels, long and short connection zippers, and plenty of 
adjustment straps all incorporated for your convenience when on the road.

RECOMMENDED COMBINATION WITH DEFENDER PRO GTX JACKET [PAGE 104]

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell PWR | shell 750D with Teflon® coating, PWR | shell 1000D with Teflon® coating, 
 PWR | shell 500D stretch, leather panels at the inside of the legs, sure grip
Waterproofing detachable GORE-TEX® Liner with Micro Grid Backer Technology  
Breathability detachable GORE-TEX® Liner with Micro Grid Backer Technology 
Composition outer shell: 93% polyamide, 7% leather
 lining: 65% polyester, 34% polyamide, 1% elastane
 membrane: 56% polyamide, 44% GORE-TEX® membrane (ePTFE) 
Protection SEEFLEX™ Level 2 CE protection at knees, TRYONIC SEESOFT™ CE-level 1 type B 
 hip protector insert - version RV01, PWR | shell 1000D with Teflon® coating, safety seams
Visibility laminated reflection at calf

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment straps at waist, adjustment tabs at calves, hook and loop adjustment at 
 calves and ankles, V-flap at calves and ankles
Ventilation VCS | panels, VCS | zipper at legs 
Features stretch panels at waistband and legs, stretch lips at back and knees, short and long connection 
 zipper, calf zippers, adjustable protector pockets, grip panel at seat, YKK slide lock front closure, 
 prepared for Strapper suspenders
Pockets slit pockets

3511 / Grey-Black Std.

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FPT068 0011 Black-Black Std.

FPT068 0012 Black Short

FPT068 0013 Black Long

FPT068 3511 Grey-Black Std.

FPT068 3512 Grey-Black Short

FPT068 3513 Grey-Black Long

0011 / Black Std.
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XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FPT061 1011 Black Std.

FPT061 1012 Black Short

FPT061 1013 Black Long

FPT061 4051 Silver-Black Std.

FPT061 4052 Silver-Black Short

FPT061 4053 Silver-Black Long

NEPTUNE GTX TROUSERS
4051 / Silver-Black Std.

1011 / Black Std.

The Neptune GTX trousers feature the same functional characteristics as the jacket, with direct ventilation built into the upper 
leg, great reflection for enhanced visibility at night, a removable GORE-TEX® Paclite® membrane and removable thermal lining. 
In addition, the trousers also feature adjustable-height protection pockets that hold their ProLife® knee armor in place. Available 
in silver or black, in short and long leg lengths and in a broad standard size range, the Neptune GTX model will become the first 
choice of trousers for many riders.

RECOMMENDED COMBINATION WITH NEPTUNE GTX JACKET [PAGE 108], 
NEPTUNE GTX HV JACKET [PAGE 107], CHRONOS GTX JACKET [PAGE 106]
   

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell high density polyester 600D with Teflon® coating, polyester rib with Teflon® coating, 
 wax polyester 600D, sure grip
Insulation detachable thermal liner
Waterproofing detachable GORE-TEX® Product with Paclite® Technology 
Breathability detachable GORE-TEX® Product with Paclite® Technology
Composition outer shell: 98% polyester, 2% polyamide
 lining: 85% polyester, 15% polyamide, thermal liner: 100% polyamide (insulation 100% polyester)
 membrane: 57% polyamide, 43% GORE-TEX® membrane (ePTFE), lining membrane: 100% polyester
Protection Prolife® CE protection at knees, double textile seat, prepared for TRYONIC SEESOFT™ 
 CE-level 1 type B hip protector insert - version RV01
Visibility laminated reflection at calves

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment strap at waist, adjustment tab at ankles
Ventilation VCS | zippers at upper legs
Features stretch lips at back and knees, short and long connection zipper, adjustable protector pockets, 
 calf zippers, grip panel at seat, hook & snap front closure
Pockets slit pockets

NEPTUNE GTX LADIES TROUSERS
1011 / Black Std.

Designed for the same job as the Neptune GTX trousers, the ladies model is equipped with the same functional features and with 
the same all weather construction. A design update and concealed zippers make the ventilation hardly noticeable, while back rise 
stretch panels make these trousers extremely comfortable. The SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 hip protectors and knee protectors ensure 
safety and reduce impact in case of a crash. The Neptune GTX ladies’ is designed for women who look forward to their daily ride.

RECOMMENDED COMBINATION WITH NEPTUNE GTX LADIES JACKET [PAGE 109]

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell high density polyester 600D with Teflon® coating, polyester rib with Teflon® coating, 
 PWR | shell 880D stretch with Teflon® coating, PWR | wax 500D, sure grip
Insulation detachable thermal liner
Waterproofing detachable GORE-TEX® Product with Paclite® Technology 
Breathability detachable GORE-TEX® Product with Paclite® Technology
Composition outer shell: 100% polyester
 lining: 100% polyester
 thermal liner: 100% polyamide (insulation 100% polyester)
 membrane: 57% polyamide, 43% GORE-TEX® polytetrafluoroethylene
 lining membrane: 100% polyester
Protection SEEFLEX™ level 2 CE protection at knees, 
 TRYONIC SEESOFT™ CE-level 1 type B hip protector insert - version RV01
Visibility laminated reflection at calves

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment strap at waist, adjustment tab at under leg and ankles
Ventilation VCS | zippers at upper legs
Features prepared for Strapper suspenders, YKK slide lock front closure, stretch lips at back, 
 stretch panel at knees, short and long connection zipper, adjustable protector pockets, 
 calf zippers, grip panel at seat
Pockets slit pockets

34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50

FPT070 1011 Black Std.

FPT070 1012 Black Short

FPT070 1013 Black Long
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CAYENNE PRO TROUSERS

In order to be able to offer a complete breathable and lightweight one-layer outfit the Cayenne Pro trousers have been constructed 
in the same way as the Cayenne Pro jacket. With an extremely strong and abrasion resistance outer shell, CE protectors at the 
knees and hips, protective leather panels and laminated reflective components, these trousers offer all safety you’ll need when 
traveling in warmer climates. The Schoellar®-dynatec® mesh panels, aero cool 3D mesh panels and ventilation panels will make 
sure you will remain comfortable no matter how hot it gets.

RECOMMENDED COMBINATION WITH CAYENNE PRO JACKET [PAGE 110]

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell PWR | shell 750D with Teflon® coating, PWR | shell 1000D with Teflon® coating, Schoeller®-dynatec®  
 mesh panels, PWR | shell 500D stretch, leather panels at the inside of the legs, sure grip
Composition outer shell:  90% polyamide,  7% leather, 3% polyester, lining: 74% polyester, 26% polyamide
Protection SEEFLEX™ Level 2 CE protection at knees, 
 TRYONIC SEESOFT™ CE-level 1 type B hip protector insert - version RV01, safety seams
Visibility laminated reflection at calves

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment straps at waist and calves, hook and loop adjustment at calves and ankles
Ventilation ventilation panels at upper legs
Features stretch lips at knees, stretch panels at waist and crotch, short and long connection zipper, 
 calf zippers, grip panel at seat, leather panels at the inside of the leg, aero cool 3D mesh panels 
 at upper legs, YKK slide lock front closure, prepared for Strapper suspenders
Pockets slit pockets, stash pockets

1011 / Black Std.

3611 / Light Grey-Black Std. 5221 / Sand-Black Std.

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FPT067 1011 Black-Black Std.

FPT067 1012 Black Short

FPT067 1013 Black Long

FPT067 3611 Light Grey-Black Std.

FPT067 3612 Light Grey-Black Short

FPT067 3613 Light Grey-Black Long

FPT067 5221 Sand-Black Std.

FPT067 5222 Sand-Black Short

FPT067 5223 Sand-Black Long

SAND 3 TROUSERS
4131 / Silver-Anthracite Std.

The Sand 3 trousers were developed alongside with the Sand 3 jacket to create an adventure suit as versatile as a Swiss army 
knife. Like the jacket, these trousers are made out of a tough combination of polyester ripstop and PWR | shell material to 
make them ready to withstand serious use and abuse. From the outside in they consist of the abrasion resistant outer shell 
including SEEFLEX™ CE-level 2 knee protectors and SEESMART™ CE-rated hip protectors, a 100% waterproof detachable 
hydratex liner, and a snug detachable thermal liner. With both liners removed, the VCS | zippers at the upper leg allow air to 
flow directly to the legs for instant cooling in hot conditions. Thanks to the grip panel at the back the Sand 3 trousers prevent 
sliding on the seat under acceleration or braking. Laminated reflection on the calves ensures visibility in the dark, and the YKK 
slide lock front closure adds comfort to the waist area. The long and short connection zippers are incorporated to allow riders 
to create a full connected suit with the Sand 3 jacket.

RECOMMENDED COMBINATION WITH SAND 3 JACKET [PAGE 111]

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell polyester ripstop, PWR | shell 500D, polyester 600D, PWR | shell 500D stretch, sure grip, Lorica®

Insulation detachable thermal liner 
Waterproofing detachable hydratex® | 3L (5000mm H2O)
Breathability detachable hydratex® | 3L (7000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell 1: 100% polyester (48%), outer shell 2: 100% polyamide (38%), outer shell 3: 
 100% polyester (9%), outer shell 4: 100% polyamide (5%), lining: 100% polyester, thermal liner: 
 100% polyester (insulation 100% polyester), membrane: 100% polyurethane (tricot 100% polyamide) 
Protection SEEFLEX™ Level 2 CE protection at knees, 
 SEESMART™ CE-level 1 type B hip protector insert - version RV33
Visibility laminated reflection on the calves

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment strap at waist, adjustment tab at ankles
Ventilation VCS | zippers at upper legs
Features stretch panel at back and waistband, short and long connection zipper, adjustable protector pockets, 
 calf zippers, grip panel at seat, YKK slide lock front closure
Pockets stash pockets, hand pocket

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FPT083 1011 Black Std.

FPT083 1012 Black Short

FPT083 1013 Black Song

FPT083 4131 Silver-Anthracite Std.

FPT083 4132 Silver-Anthracite Short

FPT083 4133 Silver-Anthracite Long

NEW SS17

1011 / Black Std.
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HORIZON 2 TROUSERS
0011 / Black Std.

The Horizon 2 trousers make a fully laminated waterproof suit when used with the Horzion 2 jacket. It offers the same features 
and functionality as the jacket, giving a rider equal comfort and protection over the entire body. Grip panels on the backside 
of the trousers prevent sliding on the seat under acceleration or braking, and the use of a YKK slide lock front closure adds 
comfort to the waist area. SEEFLEX™ CE-level 2 knee protectors come standard, as well as extremely thin yet CE-rated 
SEESMART™ hip protectors. Like the jacket, the Horizon 2 trousers are equipped with the VCS | aquadefence system. The 
sizable ventilation panels at the upper legs can be opened while riding thanks to the Fidlock® magnetic fasteners, and 
once opened they expose two substantial mesh panels that promote air directly to the legs. Two hand pockets allow small 
items to be carried close. Thanks to the detachable thermal liner the Horizon 2 trousers can also be used comfortably when 
temperatures fall.

RECOMMENDED COMBINATION WITH HORIZON 2 JACKET [PAGE 112]

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell PWR | shell 500D 2L, PWR | shell 1000D 2L, PWR | shell 500D stretch, sure grip, Lorica® 
Insulation detachable thermal liner
Waterproofing hydratex® | lite (5000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | lite (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 100% polyamide
 lining: 100% polyester
 thermal liner: 100% polyester (insulation 100% polyester)
Protection SEEFLEX™ Level 2 CE protection at knees, 
 SEESMART™ CE-level 1 type B hip protector insert - version RV33
Visibility laminated reflection at the calves

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment straps at waist, adjustment tab at ankles and calves 
Ventilation VCS | aquadefence
Features VCS | aquadefence with FidLock® magnetic fastener, stretch panel at waistband, 
 short and long connection zipper, adjustable protector pockets, calf zippers, 
 YKK slide lock front closure, grip panel at seat 
Pockets slit pockets

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FPT081 0011 Black Std.

FPT081 0012 Black Short

FPT081 0013 Black Long

NEW SS17

Whereas the Horizon 2 Ladies jacket offers different ventilation panels than the men’s version, the trousers offer the exact same 
functionality albeit with a feminine fit. This means they also offer the VCS | panels with the VCS | aquadefence system that 
can turn laminated 100% waterproof trousers into highly ventilating trousers without having to stop. The secret lies in the use of 
Fidlock® magnetic fasteners, which can be operated while riding and which keep the panels open to promote air entering. By 
laminating the hydratex® membrane directly to the PWR | shell outer material, these trousers are waterproof and breathable 
with little to no water pickup. SEEFLEX™ CE-level 2 knee protectors come standard as do the extremely thin yet CE-rated 
SEESMART™ hip protectors. The detachable thermal liner allows for riding in colder conditions while grip panels at the back 
prevent the rider from sliding on the seat under acceleration or braking. Together with the Horizon 2 Ladies’ jacket these 
trousers create a fully laminated suit, perfect when conditions drift away from ideal.

RECOMMENDED COMBINATION WITH HORIZON 2 LADIES JACKET [PAGE 113]

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell PWR | shell 500D 2L, PWR | shell 1000D 2L,  PWR | shell 500D stretch, sure grip, Lorica® 
Insulation detachable thermal liner
Waterproofing hydratex® | lite (5000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | lite (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 100% polyamide
 lining: 100% polyester
 thermal liner: 100% polyester (insulation 100% polyester)
Protection SEEFLEX™ Level 2 CE protection at knees, 
 SEESMART™ CE-level 1 type B hip protector insert - version RV33
Visibility laminated reflection at the calves

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment straps at waist, adjustment tab at ankles and calves 
Ventilation VCS | aquadefence
Features VCS | aquadefence with FidLock® magnetic fastener, stretch panel at waistband, 
 short and long connection zipper, adjustable protector pockets, calf zippers, 
 YKK slide lock front closure, grip panel at seat
Pockets slit pockets

34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62

FPT082 0011 Black Std.

FPT082 0012 Black Short

FPT082 0013 Black Long  

HORIZON 2 LADIES TROUSERS
0011 / Black Std.

NEW SS17
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TORNADO 2 TROUSERS

The Tornado 2 trousers have an overall improvement on safety and comfort levels. It’s equipped with the latest innovative 
protectors: SEESMART™ CE-level 1 hip protectors and SEEFLEX™ CE-level 2 limb protectors, the latter of which can be 
adjusted into the perfect position by virtue of adjustable protector pockets. Thanks to the stretch panel on the inside lining just 
above the knee, the protector won’t create tension when in sitting position. In addition to improving safety and comfort levels, it 
also comes equipped with a YKK slide lock closure, grip panel at knee and is prepared for Strapper suspenders.

RECOMMENDED COMBINATION WITH TORNADO 2 JACKET [PAGE 118], TORNADO 2 HV JACKET [PAGE 117]

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell polyester rib, PWR | shell 75D mesh, PWR|shell 1000D, PWR | shell 500D stretch, PWR | wax 500D
Insulation detachable 2-in-1 thermal liner & membrane
Waterproofing detachable hydratex® | G-liner (5000mm H2O)
Breathability detachable hydratex® | G-liner (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 100% polyester
 outer shell mesh: 100% polyester
 outer shell knees: 100% polyamide
 lining: 100% polyester
 membrane: 100% polyamide (100% polyurethane coating, insulation 100% polyester)
Protection SEEFLEX™ level 2 CE protection at knees, SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protection at hip
Visibility laminated reflection at upper legs and calves

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment straps at waist, adjustment tab at ankles
Ventilation ventilation panels at legs
Features prepared for Strapper suspenders, YKK slide lock front closure, short connection zipper, 
 stretch lips at back and knees, elastic at waistband, stretch panel above knee protector pockets, 
 easy entrance zipper, grip panel at seat, adjustable protector pockets
Pockets slit pockets

0171 / Silver Std.

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FPT076 0011 Black Std.

FPT076 0012 Black Short

FPT076 0013 Black Long

FPT076 0171 Silver Std.

FPT076 0172 Silver Short

FPT076 0173 Silver Long

0011 / Black Std.

TORNADO 2 LADIES TROUSERS

The Tornado 2 for Ladies received a similar upgrade as the men’s version. Safety levels have been improved with SEEFLEX™ 
CE-level 2 and SEESMART™ protectors. Both protectors are extremely flexible, breathable, ventilated and meet the highest 
standards of impact protection. Additional quality upgrades include features like grip panels at the seat, adjustable protector 
pockets, a YKK slide lock front closure and fittings for the Strapper suspenders.

RECOMMENDED COMBINATION WITH TORNADO 2 LADIES JACKET [PAGE 119]

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell polyester rib, PWR | shell 75D mesh, PWR | shell 1000D, PWR | shell 500D stretch, PWR | wax 500D
Insulation detachable 2-in-1 thermal liner & membrane
Waterproofing detachable hydratex® | G-liner (5000mm H2O)
Breathability detachable hydratex® | G-liner (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 100% polyester
 outer shell mesh: 100% polyester
 outer shell knees: 100% polyamide
 lining: 100% polyester
 membrane: 100% polyamide (100% polyurethane coating, insulation 100% polyester)
Protection SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protection at hip
Visibility laminated reflection at upper legs and calves

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment straps at waist, adjustment tab at ankles
Ventilation ventilation panels at legs
Features prepared for Strapper suspenders, YKK slide lock front closure, short connection zipper, 
 stretch lips at back and knees, elastic at waistband, stretch panel above knee protector pockets, 
 easy entrance zipper, grip panel at seat, adjustable protector pockets
Pockets slit pockets

0171 / Silver Std.

34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50

FPT077 0011 Black Std.

FPT077 0012 Black Short

FPT077 0013 Black Long

FPT077 0171 Silver Std.

FPT077 0172 Silver Short

FPT077 0173 Silver Long

0011 / Black Std.
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COMMUTER TROUSERS
1011 / Black Std.

The Commuter trousers are best described as the chicest and most comfortable high-end over pants you’ll ever have in store. 
They have the functionality of rain trousers yet the 3L hydratex® membrane allows them to remain highly breathable and thus 
more comfortable.  Standard equipped with CE-level 2 protectors at knees and hips turn these into the ultimate over pants. 
An easy entrance zipper, adjustable protector pockets with rain channels, connection zippers, stretch borders contribute to 
making this the best daily commuters a rider could own.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell PWR | shell 3-layer 500D, PWR | shell 1000D, PWR | shell 500D
Waterproofing hydratex® | 3L PRO (10000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | 3L PRO (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 100% polyamide
Protection SEEFLEX™ level 2 CE protection at knees, 
 TRYONIC SEESOFT™ CE-level 1 type B hip protector insert - version RV01
Visibility reflection at upper legs

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability UTA | tab at ankles, adjustment strap at waist
Features prepared for Strapper suspenders, YKK slide lock front closure, short and long connection zipper,  
 adjustable protector pockets, easy entrance zipper, stretch panel at inside knee
Pockets stash pocket

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FPT071 1011 Black Std.

FPT071 1012 Black Short

FPT071 1013 Black Long

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FPT063 1011 Black Std.

FPT063 1012 Black Short

FPT063 1013 Black Long

VAPOR TROUSERS
1011 / Black Std.

REV’IT! introduces the matching Vapor trousers specifically for four-season commuters and touring riders looking for a 
complete 100% waterproof trouser to complete their ensemble. The Vapor jacket and trousers can be connected by either the 
short connection zipper at the back or by the 360-degree zipper. The trousers feature a removable thermal lining, grip panel at 
the seating area, reflective panels and CE-rated, height-adjustable knee protectors. Air vent zippers at the upper leg provide 
great cooling effect when temperatures rise.

RECOMMENDED COMBINATION WITH VAPOR JACKET [PAGE 114]

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell schoeller® fabric, PWR | shell dobby, PWR | shell 500D stretch, sure grip
Insulation detachable thermal liner
Waterproofing hydratex® | Z-liner (5000mm H2O)  
Breathability hydratex® | Z-liner (5000g/m2/24hrs) 
Composition outer shell: 99% polyamide, 1% elastane
 lining: 100% polyester
 thermal liner: 100% polyester (insulation 100% polyester)
Protection Prolife® CE protection at knees, 
 TRYONIC SEESOFT™ CE-level 1 type B hip protector insert - version RV01
Visibility laminated reflection at upper legs and calves, laminated reflective logo at upper leg

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit race fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment straps at waist, adjustment tab on the calves and at the ankles
Ventilation VCS | zipper at upper legs
Features short and double long connection zipper, adjustable protector pockets, calf zippers, 
 grip panel at seat, hook & snap front closure, stretch panels at back, waist, crotch and knees
Pockets slit pockets 
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OUTBACK TROUSERS
0011 / Black Std.

Numerous requests for trousers to match our best selling Outback 2 jacket encouraged us to introduce the Outback trousers 
this year. Made with functionality equal to the jacket these 3 layer trousers offer an abrasion resistant outer shell with CE-rated 
knee and hip protectors and big stash pockets, a detachable hydratex® membrane and a detachable thermal layer. When 
opened the VCS | zippers at the upper legs allow air in to cool a rider down. The YKK slide lock front closure adds comfort to 
the waist area, and thanks to the grip panel at the back sliding across the seat is a thing of the past.

RECOMMENDED COMBINATION WITH OUTBACK 2 JACKET [PAGE 115]

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell high density polyester 600D, polyester rib, PWR | shell 1600D heavy Oxford, sure grip, Lorica® 
Insulation detachable thermal liner
Waterproofing detachable hydratex® | G-liner (5000mm H2O)
Breathability detachable hydratex® | G-liner (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell 1: 100% polyester (75%)
 outer shell 2: 100% polyester (15%) 
 outer shell 3: 100% polyamide (10%)
 lining: 100% polyester
 thermal liner: 100% polyester (insulation 100% polyester)
 membrane: 100% polyamide (100% polyurethane coating)
 lining membrane: 100% polyester 
Protection Knox® Flexiform CE protection at knees, 
 SEESMART™ CE-level 1 type B hip protector insert - version RV33
Visibility laminated reflection at the calves

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment straps at waist, adjustment tab at ankles 
Ventilation VCS | zippers at upper legs
Features stretch panel at waistband, short connection zipper, calf zippers, 
 YKK slide lock front closure, grip panel at seat
Pockets slit pocket, stash pockets

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FPT079 0011 Black Std.

FPT079 0012 Black Short

FPT079 0013 Black Long

NEW SS17

The Outback Ladies trousers offer the same functionality as the men’s version but with a truly feminine fit. These 3 layer 
trousers sport an abrasion resistant outer shell with CE-rated knee and hip protectors and big stash pockets, a detachable 
hydratex® membrane and a detachable thermal layer. When opened the VCS | zippers at the upper legs allow air in to cool a 
rider down. The YKK slide lock front closure adds comfort to the waist area, and thanks to the grip panel at the back sliding 
across the seat is a thing of the past. Although designed to match the design of the Outback 2 Ladies’ jacket, these trousers 
are compatible with various REV’IT! jackets thanks to the short connection zipper.

RECOMMENDED COMBINATION WITH OUTBACK 2 LADIES JACKET [PAGE 116]

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell high density polyester 600D, polyester rib, PWR | shell 1600D heavy Oxford, sure grip, Lorica® 
Insulation detachable thermal liner
Waterproofing detachable hydratex® | G-liner (5000mm H2O)
Breathability detachable hydratex® | G-liner (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell 1: 100% polyester (75%)
 outer shell 2: 100% polyester (15%) 
 outer shell 3: 100% polyamide (10%)
 lining: 100% polyester
 thermal liner: 100% polyester (insulation 100% polyester)
 membrane: 100% polyamide (100% polyurethane coating)
 lining membrane: 100% polyester 
Protection Knox® Lite CE protection, 
 SEESMART™ CE-level 1 type B hip protector insert - version RV33
Visibility laminated reflection at the calves

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment straps at waist, adjustment tab at ankles 
Ventilation VCS | zippers at upper legs
Features stretch panel at waistband, short connection zipper, calf zippers, 
 YKK slide lock front closure, grip panel at seat 
Pockets slit pocket, stash pockets

34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62

FPT080 0011 Black Std.

FPT080 0012 Black Short

FPT080 0013 Black Long  

OUTBACK LADIES TROUSERS
0011 / Black Std.

NEW SS17
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FACTOR 3 TROUSERS

Suitable for year-round wear, the Factor 3 trousers are made from abrasion-resistant materials combined with stretch panels 
for comfort. When the thermal liner is removed, the hydratex® membrane layer will be revealed. This waterproof layer feels very 
comfortable as it is bonded to the mesh lining. These trousers are key to your comfort and protection on the road, especially in 
adverse weather conditions.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell polyester 600D, PWR | wax 1200D, PWR | shell 880D stretch, polyester dull 450D, sure grip
Insulation detachable thermal liner
Waterproofing hydratex® | mesh G-liner (5000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | mesh G-liner (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 93% polyester, 7% polyamide 
 lining: 96% polyamide, 4% polyester
 thermal liner: 100% polyester (insulation 100% polyester) 
Protection Knox® Flexiform CE protection at knees, 
 TRYONIC SEESOFT™ CE-level 1 type B hip protector insert - version RV01
Visibility laminated reflective logo at waist, laminated reflection at upper legs 

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment straps at waist, adjustment tabs at ankles
Features prepared for Strapper suspenders, YKK slide lock front closure, short connection zipper, 
 adjustable protector pockets, elastic at waist, stretch panel at knees, calf zippers, 
 grip panel at seat 
Pockets slit pockets

0011 / Black std.

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FPT065 0011 Black Std.

FPT065 0012 Black Short

FPT065 0013 Black Long

FACTOR 3 LADIES TROUSERS

The Factor 3 trousers are an extremely versatile garment for all types of motorcyclists, so we have redesigned them in a special 
ladies’ fit. These trousers can be combined with many different jackets from our collection. These trousers offer protection 
against the weather and the risks of the road. Equipped with plenty of practical features these trousers are an absolute must 
have in your collection.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell polyester 600D, PWR | wax 1200D, PWR | shell 880D stretch with Teflon® coating, 
 polyester dull 450D, sure grip
Insulation detachable thermal liner
Waterproofing hydratex® | mesh G-liner (5000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | mesh G-liner (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 92% polyester, 8% polyamide 
 lining: 95%  polyamide, 5% polyester
 thermal liner: 100% polyester (insulation 100% polyester) 
Protection Knox® Lite CE protection at knees, 
 TRYONIC SEESOFT™ CE-level 1 type B hip protector insert - version RV01
Visibility laminated reflective logo at waist, laminated reflection at upper legs 

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment straps at waist, adjustment tabs at ankles
Features prepared for Strapper suspenders, YKK slide lock front closure, short connection zipper, 
 adjustable protector pockets, stretch lips at waist, stretch panel at back and knees, 
 calf zippers, grip panel at seat 
Pockets slit pockets

0011 / Black Std.

34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50

FPT066 0011 Black Std.

FPT066 0012 Black Short

FPT066 0013 Black Long  
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AIRWAVE 2 TROUSERS

When we updated the ever popular Airwave jacket, the trousers couldn’t be left behind. By standard equipping them with 
SEESMART™ hip protectors and improving its usability by adding smart features and a style boost, it is on the right track to 
another decade of success.

RECOMMENDED COMBINATION WITH AIRWAVE 2 JACKET [PAGE 129]

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell high density polyester 600D, PWR | shell mesh, PWR | shell 500D stretch
Composition outer shell: 100% polyester
 lining: 100% polyester
Protection Knox® Flexiform CE protection at knees, SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protection at hip
Visibility laminated reflection at calves

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment straps at waist, adjustment tab at ankles
Ventilation ventilation panels at legs
Features prepared for Strapper suspenders, YKK slide lock front closure, short connection zipper, 
 elastic at waistband, adjustable protector pockets, easy entrance zipper, grip panel at seat
Pockets slit pockets

0171 / Silver Std.

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FPT072 0011 Black Std.

FPT072 0012 Black Short

FPT072 0013 Black Long

FPT072 0171 Silver Std.

FPT072 0172 Silver Short

FPT072 0173 Silver Long

0011 / Black-Black Std.

AIRWAVE 2 LADIES TROUSERS

The incredible popularity of the Airwave Ladies jacket over the years illustrates its timelessness. Exactly the same can be said 
for the Airwave Ladies trousers. The Airwave 2 Ladies trousers are the ultimate choice for hot summer days and now come with 
SEESMART™ hip protectors to improve safety. The Airwave 2 Ladies trousers are available in two colour options, black and 
silver, and the size range has been updated so that these summer trousers are now available in a more sizes than ever.

RECOMMENDED COMBINATION WITH AIRWAVE 2 LADIES JACKET [PAGE 130]

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell high density polyester 600D, PWR | shell mesh, PWR | shell 500D stretch
Composition outer shell: 100% polyester
 lining: 100% polyester
Protection Knox® Flexiform CE protection at knees, SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protection at hip
Visibility laminated reflection at calves

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment straps at waist, adjustment tab at ankles
Ventilation ventilation panels at legs
Features prepared for Strapper suspenders, YKK slide lock front closure, short connection zipper, 
 elastic at waistband, adjustable protector pockets, easy entrance zipper, grip panel at seat
Pockets slit pockets

0171 / Silver Std.

34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50

FPT073 0011 Black-Black Std.

FPT073 0012 Black-Black Short

FPT073 0013 Black-Black Long

FPT073 0171 Silver Std.

FPT073 0172 Silver Short

FPT073 0173 Silver Long

0011 / Black-Black Std.
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ENTERPRISE 2 TROUSERS

The Enterprise trousers were once designed to be worn with the Outback, Safari and Nautilus jackets. When those designs 
changed, the Enterprise trousers needed an update to match and thus received a change in styling. The Enterprise 2 trousers 
are fitted slightly slimmer, are standard equipped with SEESMART™ hip protectors and feature new high quality materials.

RECOMMENDED COMBINATION WITH ENTERPRISE JACKET [PAGE 128], SAFARI 2 JACKET [PAGE 123]

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell high density polyester 600D, PWR | shell 1600D heavy Oxford, 
 polyester rib, PWR | shell 880D stretch
Waterproofing hydratex® | G-liner (5000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | G-liner (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 100% polyester
 outer shell knees: 100% polyamide
 lining: 100% polyamide (100% polyurethane coating)
Protection Knox® Flexiform CE protection at knees, SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protection at hip
Visibility laminated reflection at calves

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment strap at waist, adjustment tab at ankles
Features prepared for Strapper suspenders, YKK slide lock front closure, short connection zipper, 
 elastic at waistband, adjustable protector pockets, easy entrance zipper, grip panel at seat
Pockets stash pockets, slit pockets

0171 / Silver Std.

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FPT074 0011 Black Std.

FPT074 0012 Black Short

FPT074 0013 Black Long

FPT074 0171 Silver Std.

FPT074 0172 Silver Short

FPT074 0173 Silver Long

0011 / Black Std.

ENTERPRISE 2 LADIES TROUSERS

To match the new Outback 2 Ladies jacket, the Enterprise 2 Ladies trousers have been developed. Designed with the same 
purpose in mind as the Enterprise 2 trousers for men, the Enterprise 2 Ladies trousers are extremely versatile and will appeal to 
female riders around the world. It comes available in two basic colours and in a wide variety of sizes.

RECOMMENDED COMBINATION WITH OUTBACK 2 LADIES JACKET [PAGE 129]

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell high density polyester 600D, PWR | shell 1600D heavy Oxford, 
 polyester rib, PWR | shell 880D stretch
Waterproofing hydratex® | G-liner (5000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | G-liner (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 100% polyester
 outer shell knees: 100% polyamide
 lining: 100% polyamide (100% polyurethane coating)
Protection Knox® Lite CE protection at knees, SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protection at hip
Visibility laminated reflection at calves

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment strap at waist, adjustment tab at ankles
Features prepared for Strapper suspenders, YKK slide lock front closure, short connection zipper, 
 elastic at waistband, adjustable protector pockets, easy entrance zipper, grip panel at seat
Pockets stash pockets, slit pockets

0011 / Black Std.

34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50

FPT075 0011 Black Std.

FPT075 0012 Black Short

FPT075 0013 Black Long

FPT075 0171 Silver Std.

FPT075 0172 Silver Short

FPT075 0173 Silver Long

0171 / Silver Std.
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NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FPT062 0010 Black

HERCULES WR TROUSERS

Modern-day commuters and touring riders looking for a pair of trousers that enable them to change their attire within a minute 
will be pleased with the new Hercules WR trousers, featuring a easy-entry zipper with water catcher on the side of both legs. 
The waterproof outer shell features height adjustable protection pockets, prepared for (but sold separately) KNOX® 
CE-certified armor.   

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell polyester 600D 
Waterproofing water resistant
Composition outer shell: 100% polyester
 lining: 100% polyester 
Protection prepared for Knox® Flexiform CE protection at knee
Visibility laminated reflection at calves

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment tabs at waist and ankles
Features elastic at waistband, two-way easy entrance zipper with water catcher at left leg, 
 easy entrance zipper with water catcher at right leg, belt loops

0010 / Black
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AXIS WR TROUSERS

AXIS was purpose-built to meet and exceed the needs of the daily commuter. You had a laundry list of requirements, and we 
listened. AXIS is a water resistant, wide-fitting overpant, which can be donned quickly over jeans without the need to remove 
your boots, thanks to a 2-way side zipper. The outer shell is constructed of a strong polyester fabric with CE-approved armor at 
the knees, which can be adjusted in height on the inside. AXIS is simple, strong, practical, and durable. Asked and answered.  

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell polyester 600D
Waterproofing water resistant
Composition outer shell: 100% polyester
 lining: 98% polyamide, 2% polyester 
Protection Knox® Flexiform CE protection at knees, 
 TRYONIC SEESOFT™ CE-level 1 type B hip protector, version RV01
Visibility laminated reflection at calves

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment tabs at waist and ankles
Features elastic at waistband, two-way easy entrance zipper, belt loops

0011 / Black Std.

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FPT048 0011 Black Std.

FPT048 0012 Black Short

FPT048 0013 Black Long
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ROCKEFELLER CE LF JEANS

The Rockefeller is a true benchmark when it comes to the performance of motorcycle jeans. Tough 12.5oz Cordura® denim 
lined completely with in-house developed PWR | shield creates an outer shell that is unsurpassed in abrasion resistance, with 
a Coolmax® element added to ensure moisture gets wicked away. The triple needle seams that hold the jeans together are all 
made out of PWR | yarn to ensure the right strength. Both knee protection and hip protection is provided by the highly flexible, 
CE-rated SEESMART protectors in the full spec Rockefeller jeans, which are connectable to any riding shoe thanks to the 
equipped loops. The dark blue Rockefeller comes in short, standard and long versions.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell 12.5oz Cordura® denim with COOLMAX® element
Lining polycotton twill, fully lined with PWR | shield
Composition outer shell: 50% cotton, 30% polyester, 20% polyamide
 lining: 70% polyester, 30% cotton
 protective layer: 100% polyamide
Protection SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protection at knee and hip, double layered with 
 PWR | shield at total leg, PWR | yarn
Visibility 3M™ Scotchlite™ reflection at turn up

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit loose fit
Features protector pockets, zipper fly front closure, comfort seat, triple needle stitching at side seam, 
 extra comfort by mechanical stretch, safety stitching at inseam and comfort seat, 
 moisture-wicking function by COOLMAX® element
Pockets five pockets 

6371 / Dark Blue Std.

28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38

FPJ009 6371 Dark Blue Std. 34

FPJ009 6372 Dark Blue Short 32

FPJ009 6373 Dark Blue Long 36
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28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38

FPJ019 6011 Black Std. 34

FPJ019 6012 Black Short 32

FPJ019 6013 Black Long 36

FPJ019 6371 Dark Blue Std. 34

FPJ019 6372 Dark Blue Short 32

FPJ019 6373 Dark Blue Long 36

ORLANDO H2O RF JEANS

6011 / Black Std.

The construction of the Orlando H2O jeans is similar to the Memphis H2O, but incorporates polycotton stretch denim 3L that is 
slightly higher in elasticity. Strategically placed PWR | shield adds abrasion resistance to critical impact zones, while the mesh 
liner wicks moisture away. The Orlando is equipped with CE-rated SEESMART™ knee protectors, upgradable with CE-rated 
Tryonic hip protectors. The five pocket, regular cut jeans are pure motorcycle jeans disguised as everyday fashionable jeans.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell polycotton stretch denim 3L
Waterproofing hydratex® 3L PRO
Breathability hydratex® 3L PRO
Lining mesh, polycotton twill
Composition outer shell: 50% polyester 40% cotton 10% elastane
 lining: 100% polyester
 protective layer: 100% polyamide
Protection SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protection at knee, prepared for TRYONIC SEESOFT™ CE-level 1 
 type B hip protector insert - version RV01, double layered with PWR | shield at seat and knees

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit regular fit
Features zipper fly front closure, comfort seat, triple needle stitching at side seams and back rise, 
 extra comfort by stretch of the outer shell, WR zipper
Pockets five pockets

6371 / Dark Blue Std.

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34

FPJ022 6011 Black Std. 32

FPJ022 6012 Black Long 34

FPJ022 6371 Dark Blue Std. 32

FPJ022 6372 Dark Blue Long 34

ORLANDO H2O LADIES RF JEANS

6371 / Dark Blue Std.

The ladies version of the Orlando H2O is based on the original Orlando H2O but incorporates a true ladies fit. The combination 
of polycotton stretch denim 3L and strategically positioned PRW | shield creates a stylish and abrasion resistant combination, 
with a mesh liner for additional comfort. A waterproof hydratex® membrane laminated directly to the outer shell allow the jeans 
to function with very little water pickup. CE-rated SEESMART™ knee protectors come standard, with the option to upgrade with 
CE-rated Tryonic hip protectors.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell polycotton stretch denim 3L
Waterproofing hydratex® 3L PRO
Breathability hydratex® 3L PRO
Lining mesh, polycotton twill
Composition outer shell: 50% polyester 40% cotton 10% elastane
 lining: 100% polyester
 protective layer: 100% polyamide
Protection SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protection at knee, prepared for TRYONIC SEESOFT™ CE-level 1 
 type B hip protector insert - version RV01, double layered with PWR | shield at seat and knees

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit regular fit
Features zipper fly front closure, comfort seat, triple needle stitching at side seams and back rise, 
 extra comfort by stretch of the outer shell, WR zipper
Pockets five pockets

6011 / Black Std.
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RECON RF JEANS
6391 / Solid Dark Blue Std.

The Recon jeans sport workman styling through abrasion resistant 11oz Cordura® denim with a unique finish that makes the 
jeans stand out. Adding to the ability to withstand abrasion is the strategically positioned PWR | shield at the knees and seat. 
The jeans are constructed with PWR | yarn in triple stitches, ensuring sturdy seams. The Recon comes standard equipped 
with the extremely thin CE-rated SEESMART™ knee protectors, making it virtually impossible for the untrained eye to recognize 
them as motorcycle jeans. For extra protection the Recon jeans can easily be upgraded with SEESMART CE-level 1 hip 
protection thanks to the installation pockets. The workman style is supported by an array of pockets, including stash, slid, 
and back pockets. Simply turning up the trouser legs reveals cleverly hidden 3M™ Scotchlite™ that announces the rider’s 
presence in the dark.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell 11oz Cordura® denim 
Lining polycotton twill
Composition outer shell: 85% cotton, 15% polyamide
 lining: 70% polyester, 30% cotton
 protective layer: 100% polyamide
Protection SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protection at knee, prepared for SEESMART™ CE-level 1 
 protection at hip, double layered with PWR | shield at seat and knees, PWR | yarn
Visibility 3M™ Scotchlite™ reflection at turn up

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit regular fit
Features zipper fly front closure, comfort seat, triple needle stitching at side seams and back rise, 
 safety stitching at inseam and comfort seat, extra comfort by mechanical stretch of outer shell
Pockets stash pockets, slit pockets, back pockets

28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38

FPJ024 6391 Solid Dark Blue Std. 34

FPJ024 6392 Solid Dark Blue Short 32

FPJ024 6393 Solid Dark Blue Long 36

NEW SS17WESTWOOD LADIES SF JEANS
6310 / Light Blue Used

The slim fit Westwood Ladies jeans will be welcomed with open arms, as we created a stretch Cordura® denim jeans that 
offers maximum comfort without sacrificing protection. With no two bodies being the same, the stretch characteristics offer 
a form hugging fit for various shapes. The incredibly strong Cordura® denim is equipped with a COOLMAX® element to wick 
moisture away, and we added our PWR | shield knit at the seat and knees to give the Westwood Ladies jeans unsurpassed 
tear and abrasion resistance. SEESMART™ CE-level 1 knee protection comes standard, and there’s the option to include 
similar SEESMART™ hip protection. The comfort seat will keep female riders happy on longer rides, and the 3M™ Scotchlite™ 
reflection on the cuff of the jeans offers a touch of extra visibility when the sun goes down.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell 10 oz Cordura® stretch denim with Coolmax® element   
Lining polycotton twill
Composition outer shell: 55% cotton, 30% polyester, 15% nylon lining: 80% polyester, 20% cotton
 protective layer: 100% polyamide 
Protection SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protection at knee, prepared for SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protection at hip,  
 double layered with PWR | shield at seat and knees, safety stitching at inseam
Visibility 3M™ Scotchlite™ reflection at turn up

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit slim fit 
Features zipper fly front closure, comfort seat, triple needle stitching at side seams and back, 
 safety stitching at side seam, extra comfort by mechanical stretch of outer shell, 
 moisture-wicking function by Coolmax® element 
Pockets five pocket jeans

24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34

FPJ032 6310 Light Blue Used
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NEW SS17ALPHA RF TROUSERS
0011 / Black Std.

With ever evolving techniques at our disposal, we introduce the Alpha chino. Made out of our renowned and award winning 
combination of Cordura® denim and PWR | shield they offer unsurpassed tear and abrasion resistance while looking exactly 
like your everyday chino pants thanks to the deep front pockets and the subtle back pockets. The COOLMAX® element found 
in the Cordura® denim ensures moisture gets wicked away from the body in hot conditions. SEESMART™ knee protectors 
come standard at the knees, with the option to include them in the hip area as well. The protector pockets are incorporated 
using the side seams letting the front of the trousers sport a clean look. Mechanical stretch material combined with the comfort 
seat offer incredible comfort while riding, and the Alpha’s size range is offered in a short, regular, and long version.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell 10.5oz Cordura® denim with Coolmax® element 
Lining polycotton twill
Composition outer shell: 75% cotton, 25% polyamide
 lining: 65% polyester, 35% cotton
 protective layer: 100% polyamide
Protection SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protection at knee, prepared for SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protection at hip,  
 double layered with PWR | shield at seat and knees, safety stitching at inseam
Visibility 3M™ Scotchlite™ reflection at turn up
 

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit regular fit
Features zipper fly front closure, comfort seat, triple needle stitching at side seams and back, 
 safety stitching at inseam and comfort seat, extra comfort by mechanical stretch of the outer shell, 
 moisture-wicking function by Coolmax® element
Pockets back pockets, hand warmer pockets

NEW SS17

28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38

FPT084 0011 Black Std. L34

FPT084 0012 Black Short L32

FPT084 0013 Black Long L36

FPT084 0721 Camel Std. L34

FPT084 0722 Camel Short L32

FPT084 0723 Camel Long L36

0721 / Camel Std.

PHILLY 2 LF JEANS

6161 / Dark Grey Used 6371 / Dark Blue

The Philly 2 ensures people with the preference for a loose fit jeans can still ride safe on two wheels. By offering three washings we 
ensure detailed style preferences can still be carried out without sacrificing on motorcycle-ready protection. CE-rated SEESMART™ 
protectors are included on the knees, with the option to add them to the hip area as well. Thanks to the versatile character these 
Cordura® denim / PWR | shield combination jeans are ready for anyone to take to the road. 

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell 12.5oz Cordura® denim with COOLMAX® element
Lining polycotton twill
Composition outer shell: 50% cotton, 30% polyester, 20% polyamide
 lining: 50% cotton, 50% polyester
 protective layer: 100% polyamide
Protection SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protection at knee, prepared for SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protection at hip, 
 double layered with PWR | shield at seat and knees, safety stitching at inseam
Visibility 3M™ Scotchlite™ reflection at turn up

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit loose fit 
Features zipper fly front closure, comfort seat,  triple needle stitching at side seams and back, 
 safety stitching at inseam and comfort seat, extra comfort by mechanical stretch of the outer shell, 
 moisture-wicking function by COOLMAX® element
Pockets five pockets

6351 / Medium Blue Std.

28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38

FPJ031 6371 Dark Blue Std. 34

FPJ031 6372 Dark Blue Short 32

FPJ031 6373 Dark Blue Long 36

FPJ031 6161 Dark Grey Used Std. 34

FPJ031 6162 Dark Grey Used Short 32

FPJ031 6163 Dark Grey Used Long 36

FPJ031 6351 Medium Blue Std. 34

FPJ031 6352 Medium Blue Short 32

FPJ031 6353 Medium Blue Long 36
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LOMBARD 2 RF JEANS

6151 / Dark Grey std.

The Lombard 2 is an improved successor of our Award winning Lombard jeans. The regular fit jeans have been revised for a better 
fit and so that we could incorporate our in-house developed SEESMART™ protectors at the knees and optionally at the hips. The 
extremely strong construction of Cordura® denim and strategically placed PWR | shield remains, but riders have the option to 
choose dark blue or dark grey as their preferred color.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell 12.5oz Cordura® denim with COOLMAX® element
Insulation polycotton twill
Composition outer shell: 50% cotton, 30% polyester, 20% polyamide
 lining: 50% cotton, 50% polyester
 protective layer: 100% polyamide
Protection SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protection at knee, prepared for SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protection at hip, 
 double layered with PWR|shield at seat and knees, safety stitching at inseam

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit regular fit
Features zipper fly front closure, comfort seat,  triple needle stitching at side seams and back, 
 safety stitching at inseam and comfort seat, extra comfort by mechanical stretch of the outer shell, 
 moisture-wicking function by COOLMAX® element
Pockets five pockets

6371 / Dark Blue Std.

28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38

FPJ029 6151 Dark Grey Std. 34

FPJ029 6152 Dark Grey Short 32

FPJ029 6153 Dark Grey Long 36

FPJ029 6371 Dark Blue Std. 34

FPJ029 6372 Dark Blue Short 32

FPJ029 6373 Dark Blue Long 36

28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38

FPJ020 6351 Medium Blue Std. 34

FPJ020 6352 Medium Blue Short 32

FPJ020 6353 Medium Blue Long 36

AUSTIN TF JEANS

The tapered fit Austin jeans distinguish themselves by their clean design and a subtle, contemporary blue wash. 12.5oz Cordura® 
denim combined with in house developed PWR | shield comprise the highly abrasion resistant outer shell, with a Coolmax® 
element for moisture wicking. The Austin comes in a short, standard and long versions all equipped with CE-rated SEESMART™ 
knee protectors. Optional CE-rated Tryonic hip protectors fit directly in the prepared compartments.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell 12.5oz Cordura® denim with COOLMAX® element
Lining polycotton twill
Composition outer shell: 50% cotton, 30%  polyester, 20% polyamide
 lining: 70% polyester, 30% cotton
 protective layer: 100% polyamide
Protection SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protection at knee, 
 prepared for TRYONIC SEESOFT™ CE-level 1 type B hip protector insert - version RV01, 
 double layered with PWR | shield at seat and knees, PWR | yarn
Visibility 3M™ Scotchlite™ reflection at turn up

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit, tapered
Features zipper fly front closure, comfort seat, triple needle stitching at side seams, 
 extra comfort by mechanical stretch, safety stitching at inseam and comfort seat, 
 moisture-wicking function by COOLMAX® element
Pockets five pockets

6351 / Medium Blue Std.
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SEATTLE TF JEANS

The Seattle shares its base construction with the Austin and Corona jeans, but is tougher in appearance to answer particular 
style preferences. The combination of 12.5oz Cordura® denim and in-house developed PWR | shield makes the outer shell 
highly abrasion resistant, and the added Coolmax® element wicks perspiration away from the body. CE-rated SEESMART™ 
knee protectors come standard, while the jeans are prepared for Tryonic CE-rated hip protectors. Like its siblings, the Seattle 
comes in a short, standard and long version.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell  12.5oz Cordura® denim with COOLMAX® element
Lining polycotton twill
Composition outer shell: 50% cotton, 30%  polyester, 20% polyamide
 lining: 70% polyester, 30% cotton
 protective layer: 100% polyamide
Protection SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protection at knee, 
 prepared for TRYONIC SEESOFT™ CE-level 1 type B hip protector insert - version RV0, 
 double layered with PWR | shield at seat and knees, PWR | yarn
Visibility 3M™ Scotchlite™ reflection at turn up

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit, tapered
Features zipper fly front closure, comfort seat, triple needle stitching at side seams, 
 extra comfort by mechanical stretch, safety stitching at inseam and comfort seat, 
 moisture-wicking function by COOLMAX® element
Pockets five pockets

6371 / Dark Blue Std.

28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38

FPJ023 6371 Dark Blue Std. 34

FPJ023 6372 Dark Blue Short 32

FPJ023 6373 Dark Blue Long 36

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38

FPJ021 6351 Medium Blue Std. 34

FPJ021 6352 Medium Blue Short 32

FPJ021 6353 Medium Blue Long 36

CORONA TF JEANS

The tapered fit Corona jeans are equipped with several designer details that make them unique, such as a back rise tab and 
specially designed back pockets. The Corona shares its base materials of Cordura® denim and PWR | shield with its siblings 
Austin and Seattle, making them highly abrasion resistant, while the Coolmax® element wicks moisture away. The Corona 
comes in a short, standard and long versions, all standard fitted with SEESMART™ CE-rated knee protectors and prepared for 
Tryonic CE-rated hip protectors.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell 12.5oz Cordura® denim with COOLMAX® element
Lining polycotton twill
Composition outer shell: 50% cotton, 30%  polyester, 20% polyamide
 lining: 70% polyester, 30% cotton
 protective layer: 100% polyamide
Protection SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protection at knee, 
 prepared for TRYONIC SEESOFT™ CE-level 1 type B hip protector insert - version RV01, 
 double layered with PWR | shield at seat and knees, PWR | yarn
Visibility 3M™ Scotchlite™ reflection at turn up

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit, tapered
Features zipper fly front closure, comfort seat, triple needle stitching at side seams, extra comfort by   
 mechanical stretch, safety stitching at inseam and comfort seat, 
 moisture-wicking function by COOLMAX® element
Pockets five pockets

6351 / Medium Blue Std.
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NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38

FPJ027 6161 Dark Grey Used Std. 34

FPJ027 6162 Dark Grey Used Short 32

FPJ027 6163 Dark Grey Used Long 36

FPJ027 6341 Dark Blue Used Std. 34

FPJ027 6342 Dark Blue Used Short 32

FPJ027 6343 Dark Blue Used Long 36

VENDOME 2 RF JEANS

6161 / Dark Grey Used Std.

The Vendome 2 is the entry level product to our jeans range, offering protection that surpasses a regular denim/aramid 
combination while using a single layer construction of Cordura® denim. Impact protection comes from included SEESMART™ 
knee protectors which are upgradable with similar protection for the hips. 

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell 12.5oz Cordura® denim with COOLMAX® element
Lining polycotton twill
Composition outer shell: 50% cotton, 30% polyester, 20% polyamide
 lining: 80% polyester, 20% cotton
Protection SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protection at knee, 
 prepared for SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protection at hip, safety stitching at inseam
Visibility 3M™ Scotchlite™ reflection at turn up

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit regular fit
Features zipper fly front closure, comfort seat,  triple needle stitching at side seams and back, 
 safety stitching at inseam and comfort seat, extra comfort by mechanical stretch of the outer shell, 
 moisture-wicking function by Coolmax® element
Pockets five pockets

6341 / Dark Blue Used Std.

24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34

FPJ025 6160 Dark Grey Used L32

FPJ025 6350 Medium Blue L32

MADISON LADIES 2 RF JEANS

6160 / Dark Grey Used

The Madison 2 Ladies jeans are the evolution of the Madison Ladies, with an improved fit and our in-house developed SEESMART™ 
protectors standard equipped at the knees. These Cordura® denim jeans surpass the strength of the regular denim/aramid 
construction that has become standard with many other brands while offering single-layer comfort. The material’s mechanical 
stretch and the incorporated comfort seat offer the comfort needed for longer rides, warding off any uncomfortable effects of 
extended periods of time in the saddle.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell 12.5oz Cordura® denim with COOLMAX® element
Lining polycotton twill
Composition outer shell: 50% cotton, 30% polyester, 20% polyamide
 lining: 80% polyester, 20% cotton
Protection SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protection at knee, 
 prepared for SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protection at hip, 
 safety stitching at inseam
Visibility 3M™ Scotchlite™ reflection at turn up

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit regular fit
Features zipper fly front closure, comfort seat, triple needle stitching at side seams and back, 
 safety stitching at side seam, extra comfort by mechanical stretch of outer shell, 
 moisture-wicking function by COOLMAX® element
Pockets five pockets

6350 / Medium Blue
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STEALTH HOODY
6370 / Dark Blue

6010 / Black

The waterproof and breathable Stealth takes the appearance of a wardrobe must have hoody and incorporates motorcycle 
functionality into it. Polycotton stretch denim 3L is laminated to the hydratex® waterproof membrane to create an outer shell 
with minimal water pickup. The critical impact zone at the elbow sports an added PWR | shield layer to boost the abrasion 
resistance of the garment. Extremely thin CE-rated SEESMART™ protectors at shoulders and elbows make sure the hoody 
looks like its non-motorcycle equivalent thanks to their ability to form to the body. The Stealth is prepared to house a 
SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector and the standard equipped short connection zipper enables a rider to connect the 
hoody with any REV’IT! trouser or REV’IT! jeans when using the Safeway belt. Before departure, the hood can be held in place 
with the anchoring button to prevent it catching the wind.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell polycotton stretch denim 3L
Waterproofing hydratex® 3L pro (10000 mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® 3L pro (7000 g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 50% polyester, 40% cotton, 10% elastane
 lining: 100% polyester (mesh)
 protective layer: 100% polyamide
Protection SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - type RV, 
 double layered with PWR | shield at elbow
Visibility laminated reflection at back elbow

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit, regular
Features extra comfort by stretch of the outer shell, short connection zipper, 
 jeans loop, button fixation for hood, drain holes in pockets 
Pockets stash pockets, document pocket, inner pocket

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FSO003 6010 Black

FSO003 6370 Dark Blue
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NEW SS17WESTPORT OVERSHIRT
6390 / Solid Dark Blue 

The Westport overshirt has created the bridge between our Tracer denim overshirt and our Tailored Technology textile jackets. 
At first glance it sports the overshirt look, but when looking more closely the Westport shows jacket pedigree with the slit 
pockets at the front and the big quilted surfaces on the front of the overshirt and the outside sleeves. 11oz Cordura® denim 
combined with PWR | shield knit on shoulders and elbows takes care of the abrasion resistance which together outclasses 
leather. The mechanical stretch of the material and the use of action pleats at the back add comfort, and despite the casual 
looks the Westport means business when it comes to safety, which is underlined by the incorporation of our SEESMART™ 
CE-level 1 protectors and the use of triple needle stitching.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell 11oz Cordura® denim 
Composition outer shell: 85% cotton, 15% polyamide lining: 100% polyester
 protective layer: 100% polyamide
Protection  SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert – type RV, 
 double layered with PWR | shield at elbow and shoulder
Visibility laminated reflection at centre back

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit, regular
Features extra comfort by mechanical stretch, triple needle stitching at back sleeves, jeans loop,
 short connection zipper, action pleats at back
Pockets chest pockets, slit pockets, inner pocket

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FSO004 6390 Solid Dark Blue

NEW SS17HUDSON OVERSHIRT

Building on the impact our Tracer overshirt made, we introduced the Hudson. Through new treatment techniques the Cordura® 

denim overshirt sports a wash that brings it right up to speed with today’s trends. It’s available in used light blue and used dark 
greyand it has received a few improvements on the original Tracer. The 12.5 oz Cordura® denim is equipped with a COOLMAX® 
element which wicks moisture away on hotter days to keep you cool. We included PWR | shield on both shoulders and elbows, 
behind which we installed our extremely thin SEESMART™ CE-level 1 limb protectors. The Hudson is ready to connect to 
our jeans using the short connection zipper and our Safeway belt, and is prepared to house our SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back 
protector. All these ingredients result in an overshirt that further amplifies our ambition to create motorcycle clothing that is 
as stylish as it is safe, without anyone noticing you are wearing proper riding gear. An inner pocket is incorporated to keep 
documents close.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell 12.5oz Cordura® denim with Coolmax® element 
Composition outer shell: 50% cotton, 30% polyester, 20% polyamide 
 lining: 100% polyester (mesh)
 protective layer: 100% polyamide
Protection SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protection at shoulders and elbows,  
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert – type RV, 
 double layered with PWR | shield at elbow and shoulder
Visibility laminated reflection at centre back

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit, regular
Features extra comfort by mechanical stretch, triple needle stitching at back sleeves, 
 jeans loop, short connection zipper
Pockets chest pockets, inner pocket

6160/  Dark Grey Used

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FSO005 6160 Dark Grey Used

FSO005 6310 Light Blue Used

6310 / Light Blue Used
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NEW SS17BISON OVERSHIRT
1150 / Black-Grey 

The Bison shirt answers the demand for a lumberjack overshirt without sacrificing safety. Like the Hudson, the Bison is 
designed as a true overshirt that in this version is waterproof thanks to our incorporated waterproof hydratex® membrane. The 
polyester canvas is reinforced with our in-house developed PWR | shield at the shoulders and elbows, offering a strong outer 
shell with a casual look. By incorporating our ultra thin SEESMART™ limb protectors we kept the silhouette tailored so as not 
to reveal the Bison’s motorcycle-ready character. The overshirt is optionally upgradable with our SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back 
protector and to make sure anyone wearing the Bison gets noticed when the sun goes down we installed laminated reflection 
at the center back. Triple needle stitching ensures a strong connection over the entire overshirt, and thanks to the short 
connection zipper a rider can create a suit from head to toe by attaching it to REV’IT! jeans using the Safeway belt. The inner 
pocket ensures any documents carried along are behind the waterproof membrane to keep them dry. To keep the heat away 
on nicer days we installed a closable ventilation panel at the centre back.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell polyester canvas 
Composition outer shell: 100% polyester lining: 100% polyester (mesh)
 protective layer: 100% polyamide
Waterproofing hydratex® | lite (5000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | lite (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Protection SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert – type RV, 
 double layered with PWR | shield at elbow and shoulder
Visibility laminated reflection at centre back

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit, regular
Features triple needle stitching at back sleeves, jeans loop, short connection zipper
Ventilation ventilation panel at centre back 
Pockets chest pockets, inner pocket

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FSO006 1150 Black-Grey 

INTERCEPT JACKET

The Intercept jacket adopts the iconic look of a baseball jacket and carries it out in an abrasion resistant Cordura® denim outer 
shell with PWR | shield lining at the elbow. Thanks to the use of extremely thin CE-rated SEESMART™ protectors at shoulders 
and elbows, the Intercept appears as a regular baseball jacket without sacrificing safety or performance. The protection can be 
optionally upgraded by installing a CE-level 2 approved SEESOFT™ back protector insert. The jacket is equipped with a short 
connection zipper to link to REV’IT! trousers, or to our Safeway belt when wearing jeans. The material’s mechanical stretch 
enhances comfort while the slit pockets and chest pocket give this jacket its distinctive looks. Subtle laminated reflection at the 
back elbow aids visibility in the dark.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell 12,5oz Cordura® denim with COOLMAX® element 
Insulation polyester padding
Composition outer shell: 50% cotton, 30% polyester, 20% polyamide
 lining: 100% polyester
 protective layer: 100% polyamide
Protection SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - type RV, 
 double layered with PWR | shield at elbow
Visibility laminated reflection at back elbow

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit, regular
Features extra comfort by mechanical stretch, moisture-wicking function by COOLMAX® element, 
 triple needle stitching at back panel and back sleeves, short connection zipper, 
 jeans loop, protective cover at front zipper
Pockets slit pockets, chest pocket, document pocket, inner pocket

6370 / Dark Blue 

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FJJ001 6370 Dark Blue
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TRACER OVERSHIRT
6390 / Solid Dark Blue 

The Tracer overshirt has set off a revolution in the world of motorcycle apparel. Appearing as a high fashion overshirt, the Tracer 
is up to spec in terms of abrasion resistance and protection, just as motorcyclists expect. The already highly abrasion resistant 
Cordura® denim outer shell is reinforced with strategically placed PWR | shield, while our in house developed extremely thin, 
CE-rated SEESMART™ protectors ensure impact energy is absorbed in case of an unfortunate mishap. The shirt closes by 
means of a sturdy front zipper which is cleverly hidden behind stylish buttons. The outer shell mechanical stretch material 
allows the rider to move around in full comfort, while the short connection zipper ensures the tracer is attachable to REV’IT! 
trousers, or to the Safeway belt to connect to our riding jeans. The safety level can be upgraded by installing a SEESOFT™ 
CE-level 2 back protector. Hardly noticeable in the daytime, yet surprisingly functional in the dark is the intelligently positioned 
laminated reflection at the back elbow. Well proportioned chest pockets are both practical and stylish.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell 11oz Cordura® denim 
Composition outer shell: 85% cotton, 15% polyamide
 lining: 100% polyester (mesh)
 protective layer: 100% polyamide
Protection SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert – type RV, 
 double layered with PWR | shield at elbow
Visibility laminated reflection at back elbow

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit, regular
Features extra comfort by mechanical stretch of outer shell, triple needle stitching 
 at back sleeves, jeans loop, short connection zipper
Pockets chest pockets

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FSO002 6390 Solid Dark Blue

FORCE VEST
6010 / Black

The Force vest is an ideal solution for anyone who wants to wear a back protector separately, yet in a stylish way. The vest 
comes standard with a SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert installed, which is cleverly disguised as a fashionable 
accessory to anyone’s motorcycle wardrobe. Achieved through strong PWR | shell and 3D air mesh, the Force vest looks like a 
stylish thermal vest while allowing air to reach the upper body. Thanks to the stretchable panels on the side, the Force can be 
worn closely without having to sacrifice comfort.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell 3D air mesh, PWR | shell 750D, PWR | shell stretch
Composition outer shell mesh: 100% polyester
 outer shell contrast panels: 100% polyamide
 lining: 100% polyester
Protection SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - type RV at back
Visibility laminated reflection at front chest and at back

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit, regular
Ventilation partly perforated outer shell
Features stretchable side panels, elastic binding at armhole, protective cover at front zipper
Pockets stash pockets

 

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA S M L XL XXL

FSO001 6010 Black
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AKIRA AIR VINTAGE JACKET

The Akira Air Vintage jacket combines the best of all Akira jackets in one. It’s constructed with fully perforated pull-up cowhide 
leather giving this sportive jacket a trendy look. Dual-comp protectors and CE-level 2 rated SEEFLEX™ protectors come standard 
at shoulders and elbows, with the option to upgrade with the CE-level 2 rated SEESOFT™ back protector insert. The fully perforated 
outer shell enables air to reach the body directly, while the detachable thermal liner can take away the early morning chill if needed. 
With slit pockets, document pockets, and inner pockets the Akira Air Vintage jacket lets a rider keep valuables close. Thanks to the 
long and short connection zippers the Akira Air Vintage jacket can be combined with essentially any trouser in the REV’IT! collection.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell pull-up cowhide, PWR | shell 500D stretch, neoprene, Lorica®

Insulation detachable thermal body warmer
Composition outer shell: 88% leather, 11% polyamide, 1% elastane
 lining: 98% polyester, 1% polyamide, 1% elastane
 thermal liner: 100% polyamide (insulation 100% polyester)
Protection dual-comp protectors at shoulders and elbows, 
 SEEFLEX™ Level 2 CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - type RV, 
 safety stitching, safety seams

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit race fit, tight
Adjustability adjustment straps at waist
Ventilation fully perforated outer shell at front, back and arms
Features comfort cuffs, stretch lips at back, upper arms, elbows and shoulders, 
 short and long connection zipper
Pockets slit pockets, document pocket, inner pockets

0780 / Dark Brown

34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62

FJL077 0780 Dark Brown
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AKIRA VINTAGE JACKET

The Akira Vintage jacket combines MotoGP styling with Tailored Technology through the use of Pull-up cowhide leather. 
Based on the Akira jacket, the Akira Vintage offers the same safety features yet with classic styling. Dual-comp protectors and 
CE-level 2 rated SEEFLEX™ protectors come standard at shoulders and elbows with the option to upgrade with the CE-level 
2 rated SEESOFT™ back protector insert. Strategically positioned PWR | shell 500D stretch allows for freedom of movement 
while enhancing the fit of the jacket. The Akira Vintage is equipped with a detachable thermal body warmer that when removed 
allows air to pass through the semi-perforated outer shell. The short and long connection zippers allow the jacket to connect to 
virtually any pair of REV’IT! trousers.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell pull-up cowhide, PWR | shell 500D stretch, neoprene, Lorica®

Insulation detachable thermal body warmer
Composition outer shell: 88% leather, 11% polyamide, 1% elastane
 lining: 98% polyester, 1% polyamide, 1% elastane
 thermal liner: 100% polyamide (insulation 100% polyester)
Protection dual-comp protectors at shoulders and elbows, 
 SEEFLEX™ Level 2 CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - type RV, 
 safety stitching, safety seams

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit race fit, tight
Adjustability adjustment straps at waist
Ventilation partly perforated outer shell at front, back and arms
Features comfort cuffs, stretch lips at back, upper arms, elbows and shoulders, 
 short and long connection zipper
Pockets slit pockets, document pocket, inner pockets

0780 / Dark Brown

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62

FJL076 0780 Dark Brown

AKIRA AIR JACKET

1600 / Black-White

The Akira Air jacket sports MotoGP styling in a fully perforated leather jacket. Dual-comp protectors and CE-level 2 rated 
SEEFLEX™ protectors come standard at shoulders and elbows, with the option to upgrade with the CE-level 2 rated 
SEESOFT™ back protector insert. The fully perforated outer shell enables air to reach the body directly, while the detachable 
thermal liner can take away the early morning chill if needed. With slit pockets, document pockets, and inner pockets the Akira 
jacket lets a rider keep valuables close. The fully perforated Monaco Performance cowhide and PWR | shell 500D stretch is 
blended together using sturdy safety stitching and safety seams. Thanks to the long and short connection zippers the Akira Air 
jacket can be combined with essentially any trousers in the REV’IT! collection.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell Monaco Performance cowhide, PWR | shell 500D stretch, neoprene, Lorica®

Insulation detachable thermal body warmer
Composition outer shell: 88% leather, 11% polyamide, 1% elastane
 lining: 98% polyester, 1% polyamide, 1% elastane
 thermal liner: 100% polyamide (insulation 100% polyester)
Protection dual-comp protectors at shoulders and elbows, 
 SEEFLEX™ Level 2 CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - type RV, 
 safety stitching, safety seams

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit race fit, tight
Adjustability adjustment straps at waist
Ventilation fully perforated outer shell at front, back and arms
Features comfort cuffs, stretch lips at back, upper arms, elbows and shoulders, 
 stretch panels at arms and chest, short and long connection zipper
Pockets slit pockets, document pocket, inner pockets

1010 / Black 

34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62

FJL075 1010 Black 

FJL075 1600 Black-White
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AKIRA JACKET

1200 / Black-Red 1010 / Black

The Akira jacket sports MotoGP styling in the form of a jacket rather than a full suit. Dual-comp protectors and CE-level 2 rated 
SEEFLEX™ protectors come standard at shoulders and elbows, with the option to upgrade with a CE-level 2 rated SEESOFT™ 
back protector insert. Thanks to the detachable thermal body warmer the jacket is also useable when temperatures are below 
ideal. A semi-perforated exterior shell enables air to reach the body once the liner is detached. With slit pockets, document 
pockets, and inner pockets the Akira jacket lets a rider keep valuables close. The combination of Agustini and Monaco 
cowhide leather and PWR | shell 500D stretch is blended together using sturdy safety stitching and safety seams. The long 
and short connection zippers allow the Akira jacket to be combined with virtually any trousers from the REV’IT! collection.  

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell Agustini full grain cowhide, Monaco Performance cowhide, 
 PWR | shell 500D stretch, neoprene, Lorica®

Insulation detachable thermal body warmer
Composition outer shell: 88% leather, 11% polyamide, 1% elastane
 lining: 98% polyester, 1% polyamide, 1% elastane
 thermal liner: 100% polyamide (insulation 100% polyester)
Protection dual-comp protectors at shoulders and elbows, 
 SEEFLEX™ CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - type RV, 
 safety stitching, safety seams

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit race fit, tight
Adjustability adjustment straps at waist
Ventilation partly perforated outer shell at front, back and arms
Features comfort cuffs, stretch lips at back, upper arms, elbows and shoulders, 
 stretch panels at arms and chest, short and long connection zipper
Pockets slit pockets, document pocket, inner pockets

1600 / Black-White

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62

FJL074 1010 Black

FJL074 1600 Black-White

FJL074 1200 Black-Red

SPITFIRE JACKET

The Spitfire jacket offers the same style as the Spitfire one piece suit, including the unique embossing technique. Anyone in 
search of MotoGP inspired style presented in a practical package for the street will welcome the Spitfire jacket as a perfect 
match to REV’IT! jeans, especially because it can be attached to the REV’IT! Safeway belt via it the short connection zipper. 
Early morning chill is easily warded off with a removable thermal body warmer, which when removed allows air to flow through 
the partially perforated outer shell. Protection comes from our MotoGP developed dual comp protectors combined with our 
award winning SEEFLEX™ CE-level 2 protectors at shoulders and elbows, which can be upgraded by installing the SEESOFT™ 
CE-level 2 back protector. Various pockets add to the jacket’s practicality, while the speed hump and clever use of stretch 
materials makes no secret of the Spitfire jacket’s racing roots.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell Monaco Performance cowhide, PWR | shell 500D stretch, neoprene, Lorica®

Insulation detachable thermal body warmer
Composition outer shell 1: 100% leather (93%)
 outer shell 2: 93% polyamide, 7% elastane (7%)
 lining: 100% polyester
 thermal liner: 100% polyester (insulation 100% polyester)
Protection dual-comp protectors at shoulders, elbows, 
 SEEFLEX™ CE-level 2 protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - type RV, 
 safety stitching, safety seams

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit race fit, tight
Adjustability adjustment straps at waist, adjustment tab at cuffs
Ventilation partly perforated outer shell at front and back
Features comfort cuffs, stretch lips at back and elbows, stretch panels at arms and chest, 
 VCS | speed hump, short and long connection zipper
Pockets slit pockets, document pocket, inner pockets

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62

FJL079 1600 Black-White

FJL079 3200 White-Red

3200 / White-Red

NEW SS17

1600 / Black-White
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MASARU JACKET

1600 / Black-White 1200 / Black-Red

The Masaru jacket adopts Masaru suit styling and offers it to those who prefer a single jacket. Monaco Performance cowhide 
combined with PWR | shell 500D stretch provides both abrasion resistance and comfort on the streets. The combination 
of dual-comp protectors and CE-level 2 rated SEEFLEX™ protectors at shoulders and elbows provides up to spec impact 
protection that is upgradeable with a SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert. For chillier days the detachable thermal 
body warmer offers warmth, and once removed allows air to pass through the semi-perforated outer shell. The short and long 
connection zippers allow a rider to combine the jacket with any REV’IT! trouser, such as the same-styled Masaru trousers. With 
the use of our Safeway belt the Masaru jacket can also be combined with REV’IT! jeans.

RECOMMENDED COMBINATION WITH MASARU TROUSERS [PAGE 239]

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell Monaco Performance cowhide, PWR | shell 500D stretch, neoprene, Lorica®

Insulation detachable thermal body warmer
Composition outer shell: 88% leather, 11% polyamide, 1% elastane
 lining: 98% polyester, 1% polyamide, 1% elastane
 thermal liner: 100% polyamide (insulation 100% polyester)
Protection SEEFLEX™ CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - type RV, 
 safety stitching, safety seams

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit race fit, tight
Adjustability adjustment straps at waist
Ventilation partly perforated outer shell at front, back and arms
Features comfort cuffs, stretch lips at back, upper arms, elbows and shoulders, 
 stretch panels at arms and chest, short and long connection zipper
Pockets slit pockets, document pocket, inner pockets

1450 / Black-Neon Yellow

34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62

FJL073 1200 Black-Red

FJL073 1600 Black-White

FJL073 1450 Black-Neon Yellow

BLAKE JACKET

The Blake answers to the crossovers that are happing between various segments inside the world of motorcycling. The 
combination of highly abrasion resistant Monaco Performance cowhide and PWR | shell wrapped in a fashionable appearance 
makes for a brand new type of product suitable for a wide range of motorcycles. The detachable hood and the polyester 
knitted cuffs and collar give the Blake the right touch of urban, while our award winning SEEFLEX™ CE-level 2 shoulder and 
elbow protectors are in there for their performance, which is upgradable with our SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector. For 
comfort the Blake is equipped with action pleats at the back which allow easy movement at the shoulders. The adjustment 
strap at the waist is there for when a tighter fit is needed, for instance when the detachable thermal liner is removed. Thanks to 
a short and long connection zipper the Blake can be attached to virtually any type of REV’IT! trousers, even to REV’IT! jeans 
when using the Safeway belt.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell Monaco Performance cowhide, PWR | shell 500D, polyester knit
Insulation detachable thermal body warmer
Composition outer shell 1: 100% leather (65%)
 outer shell 2:100% polyamide (27%)
 outer shell 3: 93% polyamide, 7% elastane (8%)
 lining: 100% polyester
 thermal liner: 100% polyester (insulation 100% polyester)
Protection SEEFLEX™ CE-level 2 protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - type RV, 
 safety stitching, safety seams

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit race fit, tight
Adjustability adjustment straps at waist
Features detachable hood, stretch lips at elbows, short connection zipper, action pleats at back, 
 knitted cuffs and collar at outer jacket
Pockets slit pockets, document pocket, inner pockets

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62

FJL080 0010 Black

0010 / Black 

NEW SS17
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XENA 2 LADIES JACKET

The Xena 2 Ladies retains the best aspects from its predecessor while receiving major updates. The Xena 2 shares the uniquely 
embossed leather panels with the Spitfire one piece and Spitfire jacket, making the jacket stand out from all others. Protection 
is taken to a higher level by incorporating our award winning SEEFLEX™ CE-level 2 limb protectors - easily upgradable by 
installing our SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector. Figure hugging leather is combined with the right amount of PWR | shell 
500D stretch in all the right places, with a range of adjustability options to adapt to the rider’s personal preference. The long 
and short connection zippers allow for the possibility to create a suit by zipping it to the Xena 2 Ladies trousers, or to get ready 
for the streets zipping it to REV’IT! jeans using the Safeway belt. Thanks to a removable thermal body warmer the Xena 2 
Ladies’ jacket is ready for a range of temperatures.

RECOMMENDED COMBINATION WITH XENA 2 LADIES TROUSERS [PAGE 240]

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell Monaco Performance cowhide, PWR | shell 500D stretch, Lorica® 
Insulation detachable thermal body warmer
Composition outer shell 1: 100% leather (75%)
 outer shell 2: 93% polyamide, 7% elastane (25%)
 lining: 100% polyester
 thermal liner: 100% polyester (insulation 100% polyester) 
Protection SEEFLEX™ CE-level 2 protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - type RV, 
 safety stitching, safety seams

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit race fit, tight
Adjustability adjustment straps at waist, adjustment tab at cuffs
Features comfort collar and cuffs, stretch lips at elbows, stretch panels at front, back, waist and sleeves, 
 short and long connection zipper, jeans loop
Pockets slit pockets, inner pockets

3260 / White-Fuchsia

34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62

FJL078 1600 Black-White

FJL078 3200 White-Red

FJL078 3260 White-Fuchsia

NEW SS17

3200 / White-Red1600 / Black-White

BLAKE AIR JACKET

Like the Blake, the Blake Air speaks to a new segment of motorcycle clothing. The crossover between a sportive jacket and 
an urban ready jacket for the streets is evident in the use of our MotoGP developed dual comp shoulder protectors and the 
knitted cuffs and collar. By using highly abrasion Monaco Performance cowhide on the high impact risk zones and 3D air mesh 
on the less vulnerable parts of the jacket, we have created a strong summer jacket that hits the mark when it comes to today’s 
trends in the motorcycle industry. SEEFLEX™ CE-level 2 armor underlines the performance aspect of the Blake Air, which is 
upgradable by installing our SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector. The detachable body warmer is perfect for riders who get 
off to an early start in colder morning temperatures, and it is easily removable once the sun comes out and temperatures rise.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell Monaco Performance cowhide, 3D air mesh, polyester knit
Insulation detachable thermal body warmer
Composition outer shell 1: 100% leather (72%)
 outer shell 2:100% polyester (28%)
 lining: 100% polyester
 thermal liner: 100% polyester (insulation 100% polyester)
Protection dual-comp protectors at shoulders, 
 SEEFLEX™ CE-level 2 protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - type RV, 
 safety stitching, safety seams
 

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit race fit, tight
Adjustability adjustment straps at waist
Ventilation ventilation panels at chest, back and sleeves
Features         stretch lips at elbows, short connection zipper, action pleats at back, 
 knitted cuffs and collar at outer jacket                                                                                                                   
Pockets             slit pockets, document pocket, inner pockets

0010 / Black 

34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62

FJL081 0010 Black

NEW SS17
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34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62

FJL049 1010 Black-Black

FJL049 1050 Black-Anthracite

IGNITION 2 JACKET
1050 / Black-Anthracite

1010 / Black-Black

How can you improve on a jacket that’s already considered one of the most multi-functional, 3-season, leather mesh 
styles? You dig deeper and make it even better. REV’IT! proudly presents the Ignition 2 jacket: without a doubt the most 
versatile leather mesh jacket available on the market. Its 3-in-1 layer system enables you to transform it from a 3-season, 
waterproof, and insulated touring jacket to a full airflow summer mesh jacket, simply by removing the separate layers included. 
Unbelievable function, versatility, comfort, and style: this jacket has REV’IT! written all over it.

RECOMMENDED COMBINATION WITH GEAR 2 TROUSERS [PAGE 243]

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell Monaco Performance cowhide, Dynax mesh, PWR | shell 500D stretch, 
 PWR | wax 500D, suede leather 
Insulation detachable thermal bodywarmer
Waterproofing detachable hydratex® | 3L (5000mm H2O)
Breathability detachable hydratex® | 3L (7000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 59% leather, 40% polyamide, 1% elastane
 lining: 100% polyester
 thermal liner: 100% polyamide (insulation 100% polyester)
 membrane: 100% polyurethane (tricot 100% polyamide) 
Protection ProLife® CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert – type KN, 
 safety stitching
Visibility reflection at back and elbows

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment straps at waist, adjustment tabs at cuffs
Ventilation VCS | zippers at under arms, ventilation panels at chest and back
Features stretch lips at elbows, short and double long connection zipper 
Pockets slit pockets, document pocket, inner pockets
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FJL050 1010 Black

FJL050 1050 Black-Anthracite

IGNITION 2 LADIES JACKET
1010 / Black-Black

1050 / Black-Anthracite

If we didn’t introduce a female version of the men’s Ignition 2 jacket, we would have faced outrage from the growing number 
of serious female touring enthusiasts out there - or, for that matter, from one of the women in the REV’IT! design department. 
Instead, we got those female designers to develop the Ignition 2 ladies’ jacket, using the same materials and incorporating the 
same technologies, look, and feel as the men’s jacket. As with all of REV’IT!’s ladies’ wear, the Ignition 2 ladies’ is specifically 
developed by women for women, offering unsurpassed fit and comfort without compromises, and wrapping the female body in 
a comfort zone of stylish and highly protective 3D Engineered skin®. Unbelievable function, versatility, comfort, and style: this 
jacket has REV’IT! written all over it.

RECOMMENDED COMBINATION WITH GEAR 2 LADIES TROUSERS [PAGE 244]

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell Monaco Performance cowhide, Dynax mesh, PWR | shell 500D stretch, 
 PWR | wax 500D, suede leather  
Insulation detachable thermal bodywarmer
Waterproofing detachable hydratex® | 3L (5000mm H2O)
Breathability detachable hydratex® | 3L (7000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 59% leather, 40% polyamide, 1% elastane
 lining: 100% polyester
 thermal liner: 88% polyamide, 12% polyester (insulation 100% polyester)
 membrane: 100% polyurethane (tricot 100% polyamide) 
Protection ProLife® ladies CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert – type KN, 
 safety stitching
Visibility reflection at back and elbows

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment tabs at waist and cuffs
Ventilation VCS | zippers at under arms, ventilation panels at chest and back
Features stretch lips at elbows, short and double long connection zipper 
Pockets slit pockets, document pocket, inner pockets
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NEW SS17

The Roswell offers that clean-cut tailored leather jacket look normally reserved for movie stars. By taking the highest quality 
semi-aniline cowhide and transforming it into a tailored silhouette we created a leather jacket that can fool anyone into thinking 
it’s haute couture. Don’t be fooled though, as the highly abrasion resistant characteristics of the leather and the extremely 
thin CE-rated SEESMART™ protectors make this jacket motorcycle ready like no other. The entire jacket is equipped with the 
highest quality components, such as strong, smooth running zippers and safety stitching to hold the jacket together in case of 
an unfortunate mishap. The special cow leather that is used for the Roswell jacket has been finished using a special vegetable 
tanning process, creating a natural worn look. The base leather is kept light with a dark topping that allows a natural vintage 
effect to appear. The leather is washed and tumble dried to create an off the shelf worn look straight from the 1970s biking 
culture. This smooth top finished leather is extremely robust and ready to be used for ages.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell semi aniline cowhide
Insulation detachable thermal liner
Composition outer shell: 100% leather
 lining: 100% polyester
 thermal liner: 100% polyester  (insulation 100% polyester)
Protection SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert – type RV, 
 safety stitching

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment straps at waist
Features short connection zipper, jeans loop, action pleat, V-flap at cuffs
Pockets slit pockets front below and chest, document pocket, inner pockets

ROSWELL JACKET
0780 / Dark Brown

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62

FJL088 0010 Black

FJL088 0780 Dark Brown
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NEW SS17

The Naples is constructed of a high selection drum dyed semi aniline cowhide that has been dyed to perfection. The top 
finish has received a special treatment of various waxes that are applied to create a specific reaction during hot tumbling. 
This gives the leather a very soft feel and an elegant look. While the leather hints towards traditional jackets, the design of 
the jacket makes it a true REV’IT! product. The asymmetric angular front pocket gives it a modern look, yet thanks to the 
balance in design and materials it is also timeless. Both the body and the sleeves are tailored, and thanks to our extremely 
thin SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protectors the silhouette does not get disrupted like conventional bulky protectors would do. As 
a result, the Naples jacket wears like a stylish casual jacket while a rider remains protected up to a motorcyclist’s standards. 
Protection can be optionally upgraded by installing our SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector, and thanks to the detachable 
thermal liner it can also be used in slightly colder conditions.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell drum dyed semi aniline cowhide
Insulation detachable thermal liner
Composition outer shell: 100% leather
 lining: 100% polyester
 thermal liner: 100% polyester  (insulation 100% polyester)
Protection SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert – type RV, 
 safety stitching

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit, regular
Features short connection zipper, jeans loop, V-flap at cuffs
Pockets slit pockets front below and chest, document pocket, inner pockets

NAPLES JACKET
0010 / Black

34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62

FJL090 0010 Black

The Lane jacket is made of vegetable tanned buffalo leather processed to display a color washed look. The base of this 
leather is lighter than the top, and through a process of washing and tumbling the natural looking leather appears as though 
it has withstood years of use right of the shelf. The high quality leather offers motorcycle-ready abrasion resistance, and by 
installing our ultra thin SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protectors on shoulders and elbows behind the quilted leather patches the 
impact protection is up to par while remaining undetectable to the rider, with the option to upgrade by installing our SEESOFT™ 
CE-level 2 back protector. To make the Lane a jacket for a lifetime we combined forces with the brightest and the best of the 
fashion design industry to create a motorcycle jacket that can fool anyone thanks to the tailored fit and feel of the leather used. 
The detachable thermal body warmer allows for colder riding conditions, and thanks to the jeans loop and the short connection 
zipper the Lane is attachable to our jeans and our Safeway belt. Traditional black, beautiful burgundy or money green: the Lane 
will be any rider’s favorite both on and off the bike.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell vegetable tanned buffalo leather
Insulation detachable thermal body warmer
Composition outer shell: 100% leather
 lining: 100% polyester
 thermal liner: 100% polyester  (insulation 100% polyester)
Protection SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert – type RV, 
 safety stitching

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment straps at waist
Features short connection zipper, jeans loop, V-flap at cuffs
Pockets slit pockets, document pocket, inner pockets

LANE JACKET
0240 / Burgundy Red

34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62

FJL089 0010 Black

FJL089 0240 Green

FJL089 0800 Burgundy Red

NEW SS17

0800 / Green 0010 / Black
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NEW SS17

In both brown and black versions, the Vaughn offers the iconic style of a diagonal zipper combined with very special leather. 
The two tone buffalo leather used for this jacket received a treatment that uses dying and waxing during the tumbling process. 
Thanks to this treatment the color seeps into the leather, allowing the wax to give the leather its shine. Anyone wearing the 
Vaughn will instantly experience the suppleness of the jacket. In addition to the diagonal zipper, the supple padding on the 
shoulders and elbows hint towards the café racing era, just like the zipper operated pockets across the front of the jacket. As 
supple as the leather feels, it is up to the motorcyclist’s safety standards thanks to its highly abrasion resistant characteristics. 
Thanks to using our extremely thin SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protectors on shoulders and elbows only the sharp eyed will 
identify the Vaughn as a motorcycle jacket. With ultra-thin protectors, we managed to create a silhouette that will fool anyone 
into thinking it’s a fashion jacket. It’s the combination of high quality leather, SEESMART™ protectors and the use of safety 
stitching that makes it a true motorcycle jacket albeit in disguise. The Vaughn is optionally upgradable by installing our 
SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell two tone buffalo leather 
Composition outer shell: 100% leather
 lining: 100% polyester  (insulation 100% polyester)
Protection SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert – type RV, 
 safety stitching

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit, regular
Features short connection zipper, jeans loop, V-flap at cuffs
Pockets slit pockets, document pocket, inner pockets

VAUGHN JACKET

34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62

FJL087 0010 Black

FJL087 0780 Dark Brown

0780 / Dark Brown

PILOT JACKET

0010 / Black

The Pilot combines a motorcycle perfected fit with classic bomber jacket styling. Supple, high quality leather provides abrasion 
resistance and allows the jacket to age attractively. The thermal liner and faux fur collar are detachable, making the jacket 
suitable for warmer conditions, while in colder conditions the collar can be flipped and locked to eliminate wind chill around 
the neck. The armholes in the thermal liner are fitted with mesh panels for comfortable flex. Equipped with CE-rated Knox® Lite 
armor, upgradable with a SEESOFT™  CE-level 2 back protector, the Pilot jacket protects like a riding jacket should.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell buffalo leather, curly fake fur 
Insulation detachable thermal liner fake fur
Composition outer shell: 100% Leather
 fake fur: 70% polyester 30% acrylic (niet zeker, kan variëren op moment van inkoop)
 lining: 100% polyester
 thermal liner: 100% polyester (insulation 100% polyester)
Protection Knox® Lite CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert – type RV 

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment tab at waist and cuffs
Features jeans loop, short connection zipper, V-flap at cuffs, zipper at cuffs, 
 mesh panels at armhole thermal liner 
Pockets slit pockets, document pocket, inner pockets

0780 / Dark Brown

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62

FJL071 0010 Black

FJL071 0780 Dark Brown
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NEW SS17

The Albright is a typical example of a jacket that needs to be examined at close range, as the details start to reveal themselves 
the closer you get. The outer shell is made out of rugged full grown buffalo leather that on its own draws attention. This leather 
has a special grain structure that allows a garment to show a specific rugged style. The special treatment of the material offers 
more personality to the jacket. In the case of the Albright, the base color of the leather is kept light, but with a darker top finish, 
giving the jacket an instant vintage look. The natural characteristics of this type of leather will make the Albright jacket become 
increasingly supple over time, with an extremely high level of abrasion resistance to meet motorcyclists’ desires. By adding 
our extremely thin SEESMART™ elbow and shoulder protectors and safety stitching to the mix we have discretely made this 
jacket 100% motorcycle ready. The short connection zipper allows any rider to connect the jacket to their REV’IT! jeans using 
the Safeway belt. The detachable thermal liner allows for riding in colder conditions, while the option is there to upgrade the 
Albright jacket by installing our SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell rugged full grown buffalo leather
Insulation detachable thermal body warmer
Composition outer shell: 100% leather
 lining: 100% polyester
 thermal liner: 100% polyester  (insulation 100% polyester)
Protection SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert – type RV, 
 safety stitching

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment straps at waist
Features short connection zipper, jeans loop, action pleat, V-flap at cuffs
Pockets slit pockets, document pocket, inner pockets

ALBRIGHT JACKET

34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62

FJL086 0010 Black

0010 / Black

NEW SS17FARGO JACKET

34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62

FJL085 0700 Brown

0700 / Brown

Our approach to strong and stylish denim has shook up the motorcycling world in recent years, and the Fargo jacket combines 
the best of both worlds: innovative strong Cordura® denim combined with highly abrasion resistant goatskin and perforated 
cow nappa. The result is an extremely strong jacket that brings a whole new style to the table. Thanks to our incredibly thin 
SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protectors the silhouette still looks like a casual fashion jacket, giving it a comfortable feel that will 
make it your next favorite jacket you will hang on to for years. The perforated cow nappa is positioned strategically to give you 
a nice breeze of air on hotter days. The Fargo jacket is attachable to your REV'IT! jeans if you connect the short connection 
zipper to our Safeway belt. Various pockets in the Fargo allow you to keep your essentials close, with a possibility to upgrade 
the protection by installing our SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell goatskin, 11oz Cordura® denim, perforated cow nappa 
Insulation detachable thermal liner fake fur
Composition outer shell 1: 100%  goat leather (80%)
 outer shell 2: 100%  cow leather (15%)
 outer shell 3: 85% cotton, 15% polyamide (5%)
 lining: 100% polyester  (insulation 100% polyester)
Protection SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert – type RV, safety stitching 

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit, regular
Ventilation perforated panels at chest, upper arm and backside sleeves
Features short connection zipper, jeans loop, V-flap at cuffs
Pockets slit pockets, document pocket, inner pockets
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BELLECOUR LADIES JACKET

0010 / Black

Effortlessly stylish without sacrificing safety; that’s what the Bellecour Ladies is all about. Not only does it provide safety on the 
bike, it looks incredibly stylish off the bike as well. One of the most outstanding aesthetic features on the jacket is the use of a 
diagonal zipper, adding to the vintage feel of the jacket. The Bellecour is equipped with a short connection zipper and three 
jeans loops so it can be attached either to the REV’IT! Safeway belt or directly to the jeans. Impact protection comes from CE 
rated SaS Tec® armor, with the option to upgrade with a SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector.  

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell Vintage cowhide 
Composition outer shell: 100% leather
 lining: 100% polyamide
Protection SaS Tec® CE protection at shoulders and elbows, prepared for SEESOFT™ 
 CE-level 2 back protector insert – type RV, safety seams

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment tab at collar and cuffs, double adjustment straps at waist
Features short connection zipper, jeans loop, V-flap at cuffs, zipper at cuffs
Pockets slit pockets, inner pocket

0700 / Brown

34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62

FJL064 0010 Black

FJL064 0700 Brown

NEW SS17

The Gibson received a touch of ruggedness to its appearance through the four front pockets and the use of robust unhidden 
zippers. The characteristics of the pull up cowhide creates a pleasing worn-in effect over time, meaning the Gibson will break 
in and age nicely. SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protectors come standard on shoulders and elbows, but our designers kept the fit 
of the jacket as close as possible to the human anatomy resulting in a tailored riding jacket that is easily mistaken for a casual 
leather jacket. The Gibson is prepared for our SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector and it can be connected to REV’IT! jeans 
by using the Safeway belt and the incorporated short connection zipper. For colder rides we included a detachable thermal 
liner, which expands the window of use for the Gibson significantly.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell pull up cowhide 
Insulation detachable thermal liner
Composition outer shell: 100% leather
 lining: 100% polyester
 thermal liner: 100% polyester  (insulation 100% polyester)
Protection SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert – type RV, 
 safety stitching
 

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment tabs at waist
Features short connection zipper, jeans loop, V-flap at cuffs
Pockets slit pockets, document pocket, inner pockets

GIBSON JACKET
0700 / Brown

34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62

FJL084 0010 Black

FJL084 0700 Brown
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NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62

FJL058 0010 Black

ROAMER LADIES JACKET
0010 / Black

We’ve taken the same ingredients used for the development of the men’s version of the Roamer and applied them in the 
development of the ladies version, which we of course patterned and fit specifically for female riders. Elegance in its most 
basic form and execution is one of the biggest challenges for a designer, but we’re confident that this is exactly what has been 
achieved with the new Roamer Ladies jacket. No compromises on this one.  

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell Max cowhide 
Insulation detachable thermal liner
Composition outer shell: 100% leather
 lining: 100% polyester
 thermal liner: 100% polyester (insulation 100% polyester)
Protection Knox® Lite CE protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert – type RV, 
 safety stitching
Visibility reflection at back

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment tab at collar, waist and cuffs
Features short connection zipper, jeans loop, V-flap at cuffs
Pockets slit pockets, document pocket, inner pockets

NEW SS17

The Stewart Air offers extraordinary ventilation through to the fully perforated front and back and the partially perforated sleeves. 
The rest of the jacket remains identical to the Stewart, which means the Stewart Air offers style in a basic package. The pull up 
buffalo leather breaks in nicely with a breath of vintage over time. SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protectors on shoulders and elbows 
allowed us to keep the silhouette close to casual, while protection can be upgraded by installing our SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 
back protector. The detachable thermal liner allows for colder morning rides, and with the liner removed the silhouette can 
be adjusted using the waist adjustment straps. The short connection zipper enables a connection to REV’IT! jeans using the 
Safeway belt, and various pockets offer space for keys and documents.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell pull up buffalo leather
Insulation detachable thermal liner 
Composition outer shell: 100% leather
 lining: 100% polyester
 thermal liner: 100% polyester  (insulation 100% polyester)
Protection SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert – type RV, 
 safety stitching

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment straps at waist
Features short connection zipper, jeans loop, action pleat, V-flap at cuffs
Ventilation fully perforated outer shell at front and back, partly perforated at inside arms
Pockets slit pockets, document pocket, inner pockets

STEWART AIR JACKET

34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62

FJL083 0010 Black

0010 / Black
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NEW SS17

The Stewart offers up style in a basic package. It’s our entry level approach to a tailored black leather jacket, keeping it close 
to the essence of motorcycling. The pull up buffalo leather breaks in nicely with a breath of vintage over time. SEESMART™ 
CE-level 1 protectors on shoulders and elbows allowed us to keep the silhouette close to casual, while protection can be 
upgraded by installing our SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector. The detachable thermal liner allows for riding in colder 
conditions, and with the liner removed the silhouette can be adjusted using the waist adjustment straps. The short connection 
zipper enables a connection to REV’IT! jeans using the Safeway belt and various pockets offer space for keys and documents.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell pull up buffalo leather
Insulation detachable thermal liner 
Composition outer shell: 100% leather
 lining: 100% polyester
 thermal liner: 100% polyester  (insulation 100% polyester)
Protection SEESMART™ CE-level 1 protection at shoulders and elbows, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert – type RV, 
 safety stitching

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment straps at waist
Features short connection zipper, jeans loop, V-flap at cuffs
Pockets slit pockets, document pocket, inner pockets

STEWART JACKET

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62

FJL082 0010 Black

0010 / Black
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34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62

FPL032 1011 Black Std.

FPL032 1012 Black Short

FPL032 1013 Black Long

FPL032 1601 Black-White Std.

FPL032 1602 Black-White Short

FPL032 1603 Black-White Long

MASARU TROUSERS
1601 / Black-White Std.

The Masaru trousers fulfil the need for racing trousers that match the jackets in the current precision collection. The Masaru 
offers abrasion resistance and flexibility through matching Monaco Performance cowhide attached to PWR | shell 500D stretch 
material with safety stitching. The SEEFLEX™ CE-level 2 knee protectors and CE-rated SEESMART™ hip protectors comprise 
the body armor. The race-fit Masaru trousers are equipped with ventilation panels at the front and the back of the legs and 
come standard equipped with dual-comp knee sliders.

RECOMMENDED COMBINATION WITH MASARU JACKET [PAGE 214]

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell Monaco Performance cowhide, PWR | shell 500D stretch 
Composition outer shell: 78% leather, 20% polyamide, 2% elastane
 lining: 100% polyester
Protection dual-comp knee slider type A, 
 SEEFLEX™ CE level 2 protection at knees – version RV14, 
 SEESMART™ CE-level 1 type B hip protector insert - version RV33,
 safety stitching, double leather seat

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit race fit, tight
Ventilation ventilation panels at legs (front and back)
Features stretch lips at back and knees, stretch panels at legs, 
 short and long connection zipper, elastic at waistband

1011 / Black Std.
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The Xena 2 Ladies trousers allow anyone with the Xena 2 Ladies jacket to create a full suit. The styling is based on the matching 
jacket, while the protection has been upgraded from its predecessor. These leather sports trousers come standard equipped 
with SEEFLEX™ CE-level 2 knee protectors, as well as SEESMART™ CE-rated hip protectors. A double leather seat makes 
longer rides more comfortable, and knee sliders are included to respond to the racing aspirations of anyone wearing the Xena 
2 Ladies trousers. For those not looking to drag a knee, the trousers also come with specially designed leather patches to 
replace the knee sliders. Stretch panels in the leg and crotch area allow full freedom of movement while also contributing to the 
feminine silhouette. The elastic waistband and hook & snap front closure enhance overall fit and comfort of the Xena 2 Ladies 
trousers when riding or walking.

RECOMMENDED COMBINATION WITH MASARU JACKET [PAGE 217]

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell Monaco Performance cowhide, PWR | shell 500D stretch, Lorica®

Composition outer shell 1: 100% leather (70%)
 outer shell 2: 93% polyamide, 7% elastane (30%)
 lining: 100% polyester
Protection SEEFLEX™ CE-level 2 protection at knees, 
 SEESMART™ CE-level 1 type B hip protector insert - version RV33, 
 safety stitching, double leather seat
 

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit race fit, tight
Adjustability adjustment straps at waist
Features adjustable knee protector pocket, stretch lips at back and knees, stretch panels at legs and crotch,  
 short and long connection zipper, elastic at waistband, hook & snap front closure, 
 detachable leather knee patches

34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62

FPL033 1601 Black-White Std.

FPL033 1602 Black-White Short

FPL033 1603 Black-White Long  

XENA 2 LADIES TROUSERS
1601 / Black-White Std.

NEW SS17
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0011 / Black Std.
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FPL025 0011 Black Std.

FPL025 0012 Black Short

FPL025 0013 Black Long

GEAR 2 TROUSERS

Where there’s an Ignition 2 jacket, you’re likely to see it being worn with the equally comfortable and stylish Gear 2 trousers. 
This bootcut pair of trousers features a zipped-in and easily detachable REV’IT! hydratex® | 3L membrane on both top and 
bottom, to keep you dry when you need it. Quickly zip it out, and you’ve got free airflow for ventilation during those hot summer 
rides. The Gear 2 trousers offer the protection of leather with the versatility of top-level, waterproof textile trousers.

RECOMMENDED COMBINATION WITH IGNITION 2 JACKET [PAGE 221]

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell Monaco Performance cowhide, Dynax mesh, PWR | shell 500D stretch, 
 PWR | wax 500D, suede leather
Waterproofing detachable hydratex® | 3L (5000mm H2O)
Breathability detachable hydratex® | 3L (7000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 55% leather, 44% polyamide, 1% elastane
 lining: 100% polyester
 membrane: 100% polyurethane (tricot 100% polyamide) 
Protection ProLife® CE protection at knees,
 prepared for TRYONIC SEESOFT™ CE-level 1 type B hip protector insert - version RV01, 
 safety stitching
Visibility reflection at calves

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment straps at waist
Ventilation ventilation panels at legs
Features stretch lips at back and knees, short and long connection zipper, 
 adjustable protector pockets, calf zippers
Pockets slit pockets



0011 / Black Std.

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62

FCL016 1200 Black-Red

FCL016 1600 Black-White

FCL016 1850 Black-Acid Green

MASARU COMBI SUIT
1200 / Black-Red 

1600 / Black-White 1850 / Black-Acid Green

The Masaru two piece suit adopts the fit, performance, and appearance of its one piece sibling and adds the freedom to wear 
the jacket and trousers separately. Monaco cowhide leather and PWR | Kevlar stretch work together to create a protective 
outer shell that allows for a full range of motion. CE-rated protectors come standard at the shoulders, elbows, hips, and 
knees. This can be upgraded by inserting a CE-level 2 rated SEESOFT™ back protector. Both knee and shoulder protectors 
are adjustable, allowing for customizing the fit of the suit. External impact and slide protection includes dual-comp protectors, 
while a semi-perforated outer shell and aero cool 3D mesh at the back keep the rider cool when temperatures rise. 

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell Monaco cowhide, PWR | Kevlar stretch, neoprene, Lorica®

Composition outer shell: 84% leather, 12% polyamide, 3% aramid, 1% elastane
 lining: 82% polyester, 16% polyamide, 2% elastane
Protection dual-comp protectors at shoulders and elbows, dual-comp knee slider type A, 
 Betac® CE protection at elbows, adjustable Betac® CE protection at shoulders and knees, 
 SEESMART™ CE-level 1 type B hip protector insert - version RV33,
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - type RV
 safety stitching, safety seams, double leather seat

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit race fit, tight
Ventilation partly perforated outer shell at chest, back and legs 
Features comfort cuffs, stretch lips at shoulders, back, upper arms, elbows and knees, 
 stretch panels at front, back, sleeves, crotch and legs, 
 aero cool 3D mesh at back, double calf zippers
Pockets inner pocket
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FPL026 0011 Black Std.

FPL026 0012 Black Short

FPL026 0013 Black Long

GEAR 2 LADIES TROUSERS

When you see 'ladies' behind a REV’IT! style’s name, it’s not just a smaller version of the men’s garment (though that is pretty 
common in our industry). No: at REV’IT!, our ladies’ garments are developed by women, for women - keeping the functional 
and safety features of the men’s version intact, but with a fit engineered perfectly to a woman’s shape. With the Gear 2 ladies' 
trousers, the serious female riding enthusiast gets the perfect blend in style, safety, and comfort. You’ve never looked this good 
in leather, and you’ve probably never been as safe and comfortable either.

RECOMMENDED COMBINATION WITH IGNITION 2 LADIES JACKET [PAGE 222]

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell Monaco Performance cowhide, Dynax mesh, PWR | shell 500D stretch, 
 PWR | wax 500D, suede leather
Waterproofing detachable hydratex® | 3L (5000mm H2O)
Breathability detachable hydratex® | 3L (7000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 55% leather, 44% polyamide, 1% elastane
 lining: 100% polyester
 membrane: 100% polyurethane (tricot 100% polyamide) 
Protection ProLife® ladies CE protection at knees, 
 prepared for TRYONIC SEESOFT™ CE-level 1 type B hip protector insert - version RV01, 
 safety stitching
Visibility reflection at calves

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment straps at waist
Ventilation ventilation panels at legs
Features stretch lips at back and knees, short and long connection zipper, 
 adjustable protector pockets, calf zippers
Pockets slit pockets



An all new embossing technique affords the REV’IT! Spitfire suit a look and feel like no other, making it stand out in any 
dealership. The embossed Monaco cowhide panels perfectly balance with the matte finished Monaco performance cowhide, 
creating a truly new racing suit look. CE-rated limb protection —including SEESMART™ hip protection— comes standard, 
while our MotoGP developed dual comp sliders are incorporated into the shoulders, elbows and knees. Adjustable protection 
at the shoulders and knees allows any rider to optimize the fit according to their body, comfort and position on the bike. With 
the help of our MotoGP riders, we have improved the position of the PWR | Kevlar stretch panels, offering an even better 
freedom of movement on the bike. Together, the partially perforated outer shell, removable mesh interior lining and aero cool 
3D mesh at the back ensures the rider will keep cool when corner speeds go up.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell Monaco performance cowhide, PWR | Kevlar stretch, neoprene, Lorica®

Composition outer shell 1:100% leather (90%)
 outer shell 2: 76% nylon, 16% aramid, 8% pu spandex (10%)
 lining: 100% polyester 
Protection dual-comp protectors at shoulders, elbows and knees, dual-comp knee slider type A, 
 Betac® CE protection at elbows, adjustable Betac® CE protection at shoulders and knees,
 SEESMART™ CE-level 1 type B hip protector insert - version RV30, safety stitching, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - type RV,
 safety seams, double leather seat

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit race fit, tight
Ventilation partly perforated outer shell at upper body parts and waist front and back, VCS | speed hump
Features calf zipper, comfort cuffs, stretch lips at back, elbows and knees, stretch panels at front, sleeves,
 crotch and legs, VCS | speed hump, removable lining, aero cool 3D mesh at back
Pockets inner pocket

SPITFIRE ONE PIECE
4120 / Silver-Neon Yellow

34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62

FOL025 1600 Black-White

FOL025 3200 White-Red

FOL025 4120 Silver-Neon Yellow

NEW SS17
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34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62

FOL023 3300 White-Blue

FOL023 3200 White-Red 

FOL023 1600 Black-White

FOL023 1850 Black-Acid Green

AKIRA ONE PIECE
3300 / White-Blue

3200 / White-Red 1600 / Black-White

1850 / Black-Acid Green

The Akira is made of a balanced combination of Agustini and Monaco cowhide and PWR | Kevlar stretch. This creates a highly 
abrasion resistant outer shell that allows full freedom of movement. CE-rated protectors come standard on shoulders, elbows, 
hips, and knees, with the option to upgrade with a SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert. Shoulder and knee protection 
is adjustable for a personalized fit. Dual-comp protectors are applied at shoulder, elbows, and knees to significantly reduce 
impact and contribute to a controlled slide in an unfortunate mishap. The Akira is equipped with a semi-perforated outer shell, 
a removable lining, and aero cool 3D mesh at the back that together keep the rider cool and in control. Plenty of stretch tabs 
and replaceable inside knee grips allow the rider to move around while keeping contact with the bike, creating a MotoGP 
experience as close to the real thing as possible.   

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell           full grain cowhide, Monaco cowhide, PWR | Kevlar stretch, neoprene, Lorica®

Composition outer shell: 84% leather, 12% polyamide, 3% aramid, 1% elastane
 lining: 82% polyester, 16% polyamide, 2% elastane
Protection dual-comp protectors at shoulders, elbows and knees, dual-comp knee slider type A, 
 Betac® CE protection at elbows, adjustable Betac® CE protection at shoulders and knees, 
 SEESMART™ CE-level 1 type B hip protector insert - version RV30,
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - type RV
 safety stitching, safety seams, double leather seat,

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit race fit, tight
Ventilation partly perforated outer shell at chest, back and legs 
Features comfort cuffs, stretch lips at shoulders, back, upper arms, elbows and knees, 
 stretch panels at front, back, sleeves, crotch and legs, replaceable grip part at inside knees, 
 removable lining, aero cool 3D mesh at back, double calf zipper
Pockets inner pocket

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62

FOL022 1200 Black-Red 

FOL022 1450 Black-Neon Yellow

FOL022 1600 Black-White

MASARU ONE PIECE
1200 / Black-Red 

1450 / Black-Neon Yellow 1600 / Black-White

The race fit Masaru one piece suit is for riders who appreciate high quality and safety without going full race spec with their 
riding suit. Monaco cowhide leather and PWR | Kevlar stretch come together to ensure a flexible and highly abrasion resistant 
outer shell. Additional flexibility comes in the form of adjustable knee and shoulder protectors, allowing for a customized fit. All 
armor at shoulders, elbows, hips, and knees is CE-approved and together with the exterior dual-comp protectors provide the 
expected impact protection, which is upgradable with a SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert. Semi- perforated front 
and back panels and aero cool 3D mesh at the back of the suit keep the rider cool. The inner lining is removable for washing.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell Monaco cowhide, PWR | Kevlar stretch, neoprene, Lorica®

Composition outer shell: 84% leather, 12% polyamide, 3% aramid, 1% elastane
 lining: 82% polyester, 16% polyamide, 2% elastane
Protection  dual-comp protectors at shoulders, dual-comp knee slider type A, 
 Betac® CE protection at elbows, adjustable Betac® CE protection at shoulders and knees, 
 SEESMART™ CE-level 1 type B hip protector insert - version RV30, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - type RV,
 safety stitching, safety seams, double leather seat,

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit race fit, tight
Adjustability double calf zipper
Ventilation partly perforated outer shell at chest, back and legs 
Features comfort cuffs, stretch lips at shoulders, back, upper arms, elbows and knees, 
 stretch panels at front, back, sleeves, crotch and legs, removable lining, 
 aero cool 3D mesh at back
Pockets inner pocket
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VENOM ONE PIECE
1620 / Black-White Red

The Venom one piece offers an entry to riders who are after a quality one piece suit with REV’IT! DNA without the need for 
race spec features. This suit is made of highly abrasion resistant Monaco Performance cowhide with CE-rated armor at the 
shoulders, elbows, hips and knees. Cleverly positioned PWR | shell 500D stretch panels allow for freedom of movement on 
the bike, while adjustable shoulder and knee protectors allow for optimization of the fit. Thanks to the partially perforated outer 
shell, a removable mesh lining and the VCS speed hump anyone riding in the REV’IT! Venom will keep cool and comfortable 
when temperatures rise.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell Monaco performance cowhide, PWR | shell 500D stretch
Composition outer shell 1: 100% leather (86%)
 outer shell 2: 92% nylon, 8% spandex (14%)
 lining: 100% polyester 
Protection dual-comp knee slider type A, Betac® CE protection at elbows,
 adjustable Betac® CE protection at shoulders and knees, 
 SEESMART™ CE-level 1 type B hip protector insert - version RV30, 
 prepared for SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert - type RV,
 safety stitching, safety seams, double leather seat

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit race fit, tight
Ventilation partly perforated outer shell at front and upper front legs
Features calf zipper, comfort cuffs, stretch lips at shoulders, back, elbows and knees, 
 stretch panels at front, back, sleeves, crotch and legs, 
 VCS | speed hump, removable lining
Pockets inner pocket

34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62

FOL024 1600 Black-White

FOL024 1620 Black-White Red

NEW SS17

1600 / Black-White
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JEREZ PRO GLOVES

The Red Dot Design award winning Jerez glove has a new sibling; the Jerez Pro. It's a further enhanced version featuring new 
TRYONIC impact protection technology elements at the palm. This is one of the most complicated and technical products 
in our range. Further feedback from our MotoGP riders—all of whom wear the standard Jerez glove with specialty color 
schemes—has led to the further development of the second palm slider and the additional little finger slider. We've also 
changed the knuckle construction to allow for further forward movement. As it should when delivering a premium product like 
the Jerez Pro glove, the gloves come with a handy storage bag that track day users will certainly appreciate.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell kangaroo leather, Pittards® goat Armortan® WR100X, Pittards® goat Digital™ WR100X, 
 cowhide, 3D air mesh, synthetic PU leather
Lining aramide liner at backhand and tri-fleece liner at cuff 
Composition outer shell: 91% leather, 9% polyamide
 lining: 47% aramide, 28% polyester, 25% cotton
Protection TPU hard-shell finger knuckles, TPU hard-shell little finger protector, TPU hard-shell 
 thumb protector, double TPU hard-shell palm slider, ventilated dual-comp protector at knuckle 
 and back hand, dual-comp protector at cuff, Temperfoam® underneath protectors, 
 TRYONIC Impact Protection Technology at cuff, PWR | yarn

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit race fit
Adjustability comfort adjustment strap at wrist, double adjustment tab at cuff
Ventilation ventilation panels at cuff and fingers
Features outside stitching, stretch lips at fingers, Pittards® Digital™ grip patches, elastic at wrist, 
 double cuff closure, regular cuff, harmonica construction

3200 / White-Red

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGS092 1600 Black-White

FGS092 1850 Black-Acid Green

FGS092 3050 White-Black

FGS092 3200 White-Red

1600 / Black-White

3050 / White-Black

1850 / Black-Acid Green
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SPITFIRE GLOVES

The Spitfire gloves are designed to match our Spitfire one piece suit. They fill the gap between our Stellar 2 gloves and 
our high-end Jerez Pro gloves. Thanks to a balanced combination of cowhide and goatskin the Spitfire gloves supply the 
perfect contact with the handlebars while providing the abrasion resistance necessary for a racing glove. The knuckles are 
protected by a ventilated dual-comp protector, and another dual-comp protector sits at the cuff. TPU hard shell protectors are 
incorporated on the palm and the knuckles of the fingers. The entire glove is held together by our extremely strong PWR | yarn 
stitched on the outside for comfort. For easy adjustment, we gave the Spitfire the double cuff closure that we also use in our 
top end Jerez Pro. Stretch at the fingers allow the rider to curl his hands around the bars with the freedom to operate the clutch 
or brakes in a split second. Elastic at the back of the hand and at the wrist offer further necessary freedom of movement. The 
adjustment strap at the wrist ensures the gloves stay put in case of an unfortunate mishap.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell goatskin drum dyed, cowhide, goatskin, SuperFabric®, goatskin digital, 
 PU coated fabric, 3D air mesh
Lining tri-fleece liner
Composition outer shell 1: 100% cow leather (33%)
 outer shell 2: 100% goat leather (20%)
 lining: 100% polyester (100%)
Protection ventilated dual comp protector at knuckle, dual-comp protector at cuff, 
 double TPU hard-shell palm slider, TPU hard-shell finger knuckles, 
 TPU hard-shell little finger protector, EVA foam at finger, PWR | yarn

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit race fit
Adjustability adjustment strap at wrist, double adjustment tab at cuff
Ventilation ventilated dual comp protector, ventilation panels at fingers
Features outside stitching, stretch lips at fingers, elastic at backhand and wrist, 
 digital grip patches, double cuff closure, regular cuff

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGS123 1600 Black-White

FGS123 3050 White-Black

NEW SS17
3050 / White-Black

1600 / Black-White

STELLAR 2 GLOVES

The Stellar 2 gloves follow their popular predecessor with a style that brings them up to speed with the design of our current 
collection. Its proposition remains, making it the choice for those who want a sportive appearance without going full race 
mode. A ventilated TPU hard-shell protector at the knuckle and TPU hard-shell protectors at the knuckles of the fingers and 
the palm are there for protection just like the Temperfoam® at the fingers, thumb and wrist. In addition we added PWR | shield 
at the palm for extra abrasion resistance to the already strong goatskin outer shell. The entire glove is manufactured using our 
incredibly strong PWR | yarn, and through our adjustment strap at the wrist and an adjustment tab at the cuff the gloves 
can be fit according to rider preference. Outside stitching and stretch add comfort to the fingers as does elastic at the back of 
hand and wrist.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell goatskin drum dyed, cowhide, goatskin, goatskin digital, SuperFabric®, PU coated fabric
Lining tricot liner
Composition outer shell 1: 100% goat leather (56%)
 outer shell 2: 100% cow leather (27%)
 lining: 100% polyester (100%)
Protection TPU hard-shell finger knuckles, ventilated TPU hard-shell protector at knuckle, 
 TPU hard-shell palm slider, SuperFabric® panels at little finger, Temperfoam® at fingers, 
 thumb and wrist, PWR | shield knit at palm, PWR | yarn

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit race fit
Adjustability adjustment strap at wrist, adjustment tab at cuff
Ventilation ventilated TPU protector, ventilation panels at fingers
Features outside stitching, stretch lips at fingers, elastic at backhand and wrist, 
 digital grip patches, regular cuff

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGS122 1600 Black-White

FGS122 3200 White-Red

NEW SS17
3200 / White-Red
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1600 / Black-White



XENA 2 LADIES GLOVES

3200 / White-Red

The Xena 2 Ladies are serious sport gloves for serious sportive female riders. The distinctive carbon knuckle protector is subtle 
in size to fit the female hand perfectly. A TPU hard-shell palm slider and little finger protector cleverly add safety to the glove, 
and by adding PWR | shield to the palm we increased the abrasion resistance to this already highly abrasion resistant goatskin 
glove. Ventilation panels at the fingers allow riders to keep cool during summer rides, and stretch at fingers, thumb and the 
back of the hand allow for movement according to the hand’s anatomy.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell goatskin drum dyed, goatskin, cowhide, PU coated fabric, 
 goatskin digital
Lining tricot liner
Composition outer shell 1: 100% goat leather (88%)
 outer shell 2: 100% cow leather (5%)
 lining: 100% polyester (100%)
Protection carbon hard-shell knuckle, TPU hard-shell little finger protector, TPU hard-shell palm slider, 
 EVA foam at fingers and cuff, PWR | shield knit at palm, PWR | yarn

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit race fit
Adjustability adjustment strap at wrist, adjustment tab at cuff
Ventilation ventilation panels at fingers
Features outside stitching, stretch lips at fingers, thumb and backhand, elastic at back hand and wrist,
 digital grip patches, regular cuff

NEW SS17
1600 / Black-White

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGS124 1600 Black-White

FGS124 3200 White-Red

RSR 2 GLOVES

1200 / Black-Red1010 / Black

1600 / Black-White

Like its predecessor RSR, the RSR 2 is a high quality sports glove that combines ultimate comfort and good protection without 
having every last bell and whistle of professional models. PWR | yarn outer seam stitching on the fingers makes the RSR 2 
extra comfortable, while the use of PWR | shield knit provides added protection at the palm of the hand. The hard-shell palm 
slider and the hard-shell knuckle provide protection and at the same time give the RSR 2 glove its sporty look. The combination 
of high quality leather and stretch material at all the right places makes the RSR 2 an instant favorite for the road.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell cowhide, goatskin, PU coated fabric
Lining tri-fleece liner
Composition outer shell: 77% leather, 15% polyurethane, 8% polyester
 lining: 100% polyester
Protection TPU hard-shell palm slider, Carbon hard-shell knuckle, 
 EVA foam at fingers, thumb and cuff, 
 PWR | shield knit at palm, PWR | yarn

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit race fit
Adjustability adjustment strap at wrist, adjustment tab at cuff
Ventilation ventilation panels at fingers
Features outside stitching, stretch lips at fingers, thumb and backhand, 
 elastic at back hand and wrist, regular cuff

1450 / Black-Neon Yellow

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGS100 1010 Black

FGS100 1200 Black-Red

FGS100 1450 Black-Neon Yellow

FGS100 1600 Black-White
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CHEVRON 2 GLOVES

3050 / White-Black1010 / Black 

The Chevron 2 gloves are a true example of improving on an already well received glove. The combination of goatskin and 
cowhide gives the race fit a suppler feel, increasing the rider’s feedback through the handlebars. The carbon hard-shell 
knuckle and EVA foam placed in strategic areas covers impact safety for the gloves. By adding a TPU hard-shell slider and 
PWR | shield to the palm, the glove offers up to spec abrasion resistance while contributing to a controlled slide in case of a 
crash. The use of elastic and stretch tabs enables the glove to follow the shape of the hand, while exterior stitching keeps the 
inside comfortable and seam free. Thanks to fully perforated panels at fingers and cuffs, the Chevron 2 gloves are ideal for 
sportive summer riding.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell perforated goatskin, goatskin drum dyed, goatskin, cow leather, 
 perforated synthetic PU leather, synthetic PU leather
Lining tri-fleece liner
Composition outer shell: 73% leather, 17% polyurethane, 10% polyester
 lining: 100% polyester
Protection Carbon hard-shell knuckle, TPU hard-shell palm slider, 
 EVA foam at fingers, thumb, palm and cuff, 
 PWR | shield knit at palm, PWR | yarn

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit race fit
Adjustability adjustment tab at cuff
Ventilation fully perforated panels at fingers and cuff
Features outside stitching, stretch lips at fingers, thumb and backhand, 
 elastic at back hand and wrist, short cuff

1600 / Black-White 

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGS117 1010 Black

FGS117 1600 Black-White 

FGS117 3050 White-Black

CHEVRON 2 LADIES GLOVES

3050 / White-Black 

Like the men's version, the Chevron 2 Ladies gloves are made with a balanced combination of goatskin and cowhide. To allow 
the slightly more nimble female hand move freely, the ladies version is equipped with a SEESOFT™ covered with SuperFabric® 

palm and with PWR | shield to add abrasion resistance in this area. The carbon hard-shell knuckle and EVA foam used in 
strategic areas provides impact safety to the gloves. The use of elastic and stretch tabs enables the glove to follow the shape of 
the hand, while exterior stitching keeps the inside comfortable and seam free. Thanks to fully perforated panels at fingers and 
cuffs the Chevron 2 Ladies gloves are ideal for sportive summer riding.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell perforated goatskin, goatskin drum dyed, goatskin, cow leather, 
 perforated synthetic PU leather, synthetic PU leather
Lining tri-fleece liner
Composition outer shell: 72% goat leather, 17% polyurethane, 10% polyester, 1% epoxy resin
 lining: 100% polyester
Protection Carbon hard-shell knuckle, 
 SEESOFT™ covered with SuperFabric®  palm, 
 EVA foam at fingers, thumb, palm and cuff, 
 PWR | shield knit at palm, PWR | yarn

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit race fit
Adjustability adjustment tab at cuff
Ventilation fully perforated panels at fingers and cuff
Features outside stitching, stretch lips at fingers, thumb and backhand,
 elastic at back hand and wrist, short cuff

1010 / Black 

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGS118 1010 Black

FGS118 3050 White-Black 
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DOMINATOR GTX GLOVES

Because these gloves are designed for the same target group as the Dominator GTX jacket and trousers they need to offer 
the same high levels of functionality. The waterproofing is provided for by the GORE-TEX®  gloves + Gore grip technology 
offering weather protection and comfort with balanced heat transfer and optimum moisture management – even in harsh 
conditions. The outer shell is made from various leather types all chosen on the levels of safety and comfort they provide. With 
the ventilated dual comp protector, TPU hard shell protector, PWR | yarn stitching and PU injected finger knuckles these gloves 
are ready to be taken on a trip around the world. 

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell goatskin drum dyed with WR finish, 
 Pittards®  hairsheep diamond WR100X, cow leather   
Lining tri-fleece liner
Waterproofing GORE-TEX®  Gloves + Gore grip technology
Breathability GORE-TEX®  Gloves + Gore grip technology
Composition outer shell: 100% leather
 lining: 100% polyester
 membrane: 100% GORE-TEX® membrane (ePTFE)
Protection ventilated dual comp protector at knuckle, TPU hard shell palm slider, 
 TPU hard shell thumb protector, PU injected finger knuckles, PWR | yarn
Visibility reflection at little finger

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit
Adjustability wrist and cuff adjustment system
Ventilation ventilated dual comp protector
Features outside stitching, stretch lips at fingers, elastic at wrist, short cuff

3530 / Grey-Blue

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGS099 3530 Grey-Blue

FGS099 5230 Sand-Red

5230 / Sand-Red
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CAYENNE PRO GLOVES

3530 / Grey-Blue

1760 / Black-Sand1010 / Black

The Cayenne Pro gloves are completely constructed from goatskin, making them extremely comfortable and abrasion resistant. 
These well-designed summer gloves offer extra protection thanks to TPU hard shell protectors and ventilated dual comp 
protectors at knuckle and back hand. And to ensure the rider remains comfortable the gloves feature ventilation panels at the 
fingers, thumb, palm and cuff. 

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell goatskin, goatskin drum dyed with WR finish, perforated goatskin
Lining tricot lining
Composition outer shell: 100% leather
 lining: 100% polyester
Protection ventilated dual comp protector at knuckle and back hand, 
 TPU hard shell palm slider, TPU hard shell thumb protector, 
 PU injected finger knuckles, EVA foam at wrist, PWR | yarn
Visibility reflection at little finger

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit
Adjustability wrist and cuff adjustment system
Ventilation ventilated dual comp protector, ventilation panels at fingers, thumb, palm and cuff
Features outside stitching, elastic at wrist and back hand, short cuff

3520 / Grey-Red

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGS098 1010 Black

FGS098 1760 Black-Sand

FGS098 3520 Grey-Red

FGS098 3530 Grey-Blue

SUMMIT 2 H20 GLOVES

The Summit 2 H2O gloves received a makeover and expanded levels of safety. These sportive tour gloves now feature the newly 
developed 3D SEESOFT™ knuckle. The 3D molded SEESOFT™ material is flexible and comfortable while meeting CE-level 2 
impact values. Protection level is rounded out with TPR knuckle shields, a SEESOFT™ palm slider and a Temperfoam® thumb 
protector. The complete outer layer of the finger and knuckle is made of PWR | Kevlar stretch for the high performance comfort.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell goatskin drum dyed, goat diamond with WR finish, PWR | Kevlar stretch, 
 suede leather with WR finish, connect finger tip fabric with WR finish
Lining tri-fleece liner
Waterproofing hydratex® | Z liner with mcFit® technology (5000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | Z liner with mcFit® technology (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 83% goat leather, 13% polyamide, 3% aramide, 1% polyurethane
 lining: 100% polyester
 membrane: 100% polyurethane  
Protection 3D SEESOFT™ knuckle, goatskin covered TPR finger knuckle protectors, 
 SEESOFT™ covered with TPU hard-shell palm slider, Temperfoam® at thumb 
Visibility laminated reflection at cuff and index finger

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit
Adjustability single motion closure system at cuff
Features elastic at wrist, stretch panel, connect finger tips at index finger and thumb, 
 visor wiper, grip patch, regular cuff

0010 / Black

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGS115 0010 Black
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SUMMIT 2 H20 LADIES GLOVES

The Summit 2 H2O Ladies gloves are designed for the same purpose as the men’s version. The specs of providing comfort, 
waterproofing and durability are equal, while the fit is patterned to a woman's hand. The smaller fit required a change in design, 
as the originally designed surface area was not large enough to incorporate a SEESOFT™ palm slider covered with TPU hard 
shell. Thus a SEESOFT™ palm slider surfaced with SuperFabric® has been incorporated. The solution offers the same level of 
protection with much more flexibility, resulting in a better and more comfortable fit.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell goatskin drum dyed, goat diamond with WR finish, PWR | Kevlar stretch, 
 suede leather with WR finish, connect finger tip fabric with WR finish
Lining tri-fleece liner
Waterproofing hydratex® | Z liner with mcFit® technology (5000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | Z liner with mcFit® technology (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 82% goat leather, 13% polyamide, 2% aramide, 
 1% polyester, 1% polyurethane, 1% epoxy resin
 lining: 100% polyester
 membrane: 100% polyurethane
Protection 3D SEESOFT™ knuckle, goatskin covered TPR finger knuckle protectors, 
 SEESOFT™ covered with SuperFabric® palm, Temperfoam® at thumb 
Visibility laminated reflection at cuff and index finger

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit
Adjustability single motion closure system at cuff
Features elastic at wrist, stretch panel, connect finger tips at index finger and thumb, 
 visor wiper, grip patch, regular cuff

0010 / Black

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGS116 0010 Black

MONSTER 2 GLOVES

0010 / Black

The Monster 2 gloves are making a comeback this season. Led by improvements in fit and quality, the Monster 2 will become 
a best seller in no time. The glove is fully constructed with supple goat skin making them easy to wear. Impact protection is 
covered with goat skin giving them a neat and sleek look. Durable materials and quality compounds blended into a beautiful 
design is what sums up the new Monster 2 glove.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell goatskin drum dyed, connect finger tip fabric with WR finish
Lining tri-fleece liner
Composition outer shell: 100% goat leather
 lining: 100% polyester
Protection goatskin covered hard-shell knuckle, goatskin covered TPR finger knuckle protectors,
 goatskin covered TPR palm protectors, Temperfoam® at palm, PWR | shield knit at palm

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit
Adjustability adjustment strap at cuff
Ventilation ventilation panel at fingers
Features stretch lips at fingers and back hand, elastic at wrist, 
 connect finger tips at index finger and thumb, short cuff

0780 / Dark Brown

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGS111 0010 Black

FGS111 0780 Dark Brown
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MONSTER 2 LADIES GLOVES

0010 / Black

Like the Monster gloves for men, the ladies version is making a comeback as well. A short cuffed, goat skin summer glove with 
a pre shaped ergonomic ladies fit. The smart design and neatly integrated protection make this a promising glove that will be 
popular with the ladies. The comfort and fit will be the last push to convince all.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell goatskin drum dyed, connect finger tip fabric with WR finish
Lining tri-fleece liner
Composition outer shell: 100% goat leather
 lining: 100% polyester
Protection goatskin covered hard-shell knuckle, goatskin covered TPR finger knuckle protectors,
 goatskin covered TPR palm protectors, Temperfoam® at palm, PWR | shield knit at palm

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit
Adjustability adjustment strap at cuff
Ventilation ventilation panel at fingers
Features stretch lips at fingers and back hand, elastic at wrist, 
 connect finger tips at index finger and thumb, short cuff

0780 / Brown

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGS112 0010 Black

FGS112 0780 Brown

SAND 3 GLOVES

1200 / Black-Red

1170 / Black-Silver

The ongoing popularity of our Sand gloves asked for an evolution to aligned it with our Sand 3 adventure suit. The already 
fresh character of the glove has been improved to highlight its strong assets and add new styling to the mix. The combination 
of drum dyed goatskin and Air stretch mesh gives it its abrasion resistant and extremely comfortable attributes, making it the 
choice of gloves even for many riders not interested in offroading. The TPR ventilated knuckles at the fingers, knuckles and 
thumbs provide protection while providing unlimited freedom of movement. PWR | shield at the palm increases the abrasion 
resistance of the gloves, while a TPR palm slider is added to ensure a controlled slide in case of an unfortunate mishap.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell goatskin drum dyed, air stretch mesh, PWR | shell 500D stretch, 
 connect finger tip leather, Automan stretch
Lining tri-fleece liner
Composition outer shell 1: 100% goat leather (63%)
 outer shell 2: 65% elastane, 35% polyamide (18%)
 lining: 100% polyester (100%)
Protection TPR flexible ventilated knuckles at fingers and knuckle, TPR finger knuckles, TPR palm slider, 
 TPR thumb protector Temperfoam® at wrist, PWR | shield knit at thumb, PWR | yarn

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit
Adjustability adjustment tab at cuff
Ventilation ventilated TPR injected knuckles at fingers and knuckle, ventilation panels at fingers and back hand
Features outside stitching, elastic at wrist, grip patch, connect finger tips at 
 index finger and thumb, short cuff

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGS121 1010 Black

FGS121 1170 Black-Sand

FGS121 1200 Black-Silver

FGS121 1760 Black-Red

NEW SS17
1760 / Black-Sand
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BLISS 2 GLOVES

The clean aesthetics and practicality of the Bliss gloves have made them a popular choice for years. But time and fashion 
dictates change, thus the glove was given a style makeover along with a protection upgrade. The Bliss 2 gloves are made of 
supple goat skin and boast neatly integrated TPR knuckles protectors. Additionally, they are lined with PWR | shield and have 
a SEESOFT™ palm slider.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell goatskin drum dyed, goat diamond with WR finish, cow leather, 
 PWR | shell 500D stretch, connect finger tip fabric with WR finish
Lining tri-fleece liner
Composition outer shell: 89% goat leather, 10% polyamide, 1% polyurethane
 lining: 100% polyester
Protection Temperfoam® knuckle covered with TPR frame, Temperfoam® at thumb, SEESOFT™ at palm,
 goatskin covered TPR finger knuckle protectors, PWR | shield knit at palm
Visibility laminated reflection at cuff

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit
Adjustability single motion closure system at cuff
Features elastic at wrist, stretch lips at fingers, connect finger tips at index finger and thumb, 
 grip patch, regular cuff

0010 / Black

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGS107 0010 Black

BLISS 2 LADIES GLOVES

The Bliss 2 Ladies glove will appeal to many female riders around the world. The simple, clean design is timeless and blends 
with any look. With improved levels of safety and an additional emphasis on grip, this version of the Bliss glove will feel like a 
second skin while keeping the hands safe and protected.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell goatskin drum dyed, goat diamond with WR finish, cow leather, 
 PWR | shell 500D stretch, connect finger tip fabric with WR finish
Lining tri-fleece liner
Composition outer shell: 89% goat leather, 10% polyamide, 1% polyurethane
 lining: 100% polyester
Protection Temperfoam® knuckle covered with TPR frame, Temperfoam® at thumb, 
 goatskin covered TPR finger knuckle protectors, SEESOFT™ at palm, PWR | shield knit at palm
Visibility laminated reflection at cuff

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit
Adjustability single motion closure system at cuff
Features elastic at wrist, stretch lips at fingers, connect finger tips at index finger and thumb, 
 grip patch, regular cuff

0010 / Black

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGS108 0010 Black
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DRIFTER 2 H20 GLOVES

The Drifter 2 H2O gloves are designed to be practical, waterproof summer gloves at an affordable price point. The outer shell is 
of supple goat skin combined with a strong PWR | shell with a hydratex® waterproof barrier adhered to it. The glove includes all 
the protection necessities and essential details to make a practical summer glove have been included.  

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell goatskin drum dyed, PWR | shell 500D twill stretch, suede leather with WR finish, 
 connect finger tip fabric, goat digital with WR finish
Lining tri-fleece liner
Waterproofing hydratex® | Z-liner (5000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | Z-liner (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 48% polyamide, 42% goat leather, 4% elastane, 3% cow leather, 3% polyurethane
 lining: 100% polyester
 membrane: 100% polyurethane  
Protection Temperfoam® knuckle, Temperfoam® at thumb, PWR | shell 500D twill stretch covered, 
 TPR finger knuckle protectors, SEESOFT™ at palm, PWR | shield knit at palm
Visibility laminated reflection at cuff and index finger

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit
Adjustability adjustment strap at wrist, adjustment tab at cuff
Features elastic at wrist, stretch lips at fingers, connect finger tips at index finger and thumb, 
 visor wiper, grip patch, regular cuff

0010 / Black

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGS109 0010 Black

DRIFTER 2 H20 LADIES GLOVES

The waterproof Drifter 2 H2O Ladies summer gloves are presented as an ideal touring glove, ready for anything. High quality 
materials and components are blended into a clean design. Protection and the PWR | shield lining keep the hands safe while 
integrated reflection, a grip patch, connect finger tips, and ample adjustment options make this a complete and comfortable 
glove that will appeal to many female tour riders.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell goatskin drum dyed, PWR | shell 500D twill stretch, suede leather with WR finish, 
 connect finger tip fabric, goat digital with WR finish 
Lining tri-fleece liner
Waterproofing hydratex® | Z-liner (5000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | Z-liner (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 48% polyamide, 42% goat leather, 4% elastane, 3% cow leather, 3% polyurethane
 lining: 100% polyester
 membrane: 100% polyurethane  
Protection Temperfoam® knuckle, Temperfoam® at thumb, 
 PWR | shell 500D twill stretch covered TPR finger knuckle protectors, 
 SEESOFT™ at palm, PWR | shield knit at palm
Visibility laminated reflection at cuff and index finger

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit
Adjustability adjustment strap at wrist, adjustment tab at cuff
Features elastic at wrist, stretch lips at fingers, connect finger tips at index finger and thumb, 
 visor wiper, grip patch, regular cuff

0010 / Black

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGS110 0010 Black
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DIRT 2 GLOVES

The Dirt glove is another product that has been in high demand for the past few seasons but needed updating in terms of 
technology and materials available nowadays. The Dirt 2 gloves will meet the demands of many serious touring and adventure 
riders across the globe, offering a high level of impact protection, tons of airflow as well as an unsurpassed feel of the handle 
bars. Now also featuring the connect finger tip to enable the wearer to use his smart phone or GPS touch screen without having 
to take of the gloves.  

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell air stretch mesh, goatskin, pampas cowhide (PU coated), synthetic PU leather, 
 automan stretch, connect finger tip fabric
Lining tri-fleece liner
Composition outer shell: 54% leather, 34% polyamide, 11% polyester, 1% polyurethane
 lining: 100% polyester
Protection TPU hard-shell knuckle, PU rubber palm slider, PWR | aramid at palm slider, 
 PU injected finger knuckles, Temperfoam® at fingers, thumb, knuckle, back hand, 
 palm slider and cuff
Visibility reflection piping at back hand

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit
Adjustability adjustment tab at cuff
Ventilation ventilation panels at fingers, thumb and back hand
Features short cuff, elastic at wrist and back hand, stretch lips at index, middle and ring finger 
 and backhand, grip patch at palm, connect finger tip

1010 / Black

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGS087 1010 Black

ION GLOVES

Design, performance and innovation are what the Ion glove represents. A clean design constructed from durable goat skin 
with high quality features. Ventilation panels on all fingers and a 3D mesh lining is what makes them true summer gloves. The 
injected ventilated flex knuckle and TPR injected protectors on all fingers contribute to safety without skimping on comfort.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell goatskin drum dyed, 3D air mesh, connect finger tip fabric
Lining tri-fleece liner
Composition outer shell: 85% goat leather, 11% polyester, 4% polyamide
 lining: 100% polyester
Protection injected ventilated flex knuckle, TPR injected finger knuckle protectors, 
 Temperfoam® at thumb, palm and backhand, PWR | shield knit at palm 
Visibility laminated reflection at little finger

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit
Adjustability adjustment strap at cuff
Ventilation ventilation panels at fingers, thumb, palm and backhand
Features elastic at wrist, connect finger tips at index finger and thumb, short cuff

0010 / Black 

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGS113 0010 Black
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FLY 2 GLOVES

The Fly glove will be discontinued but its closely related successor comes with advantages. The hard-shell knuckle and TPR 
finger knuckle protectors are covered with perforated goat skin, giving the entire glove a sleek and stylish look. PWR | shield 
knit has been added for extra safety. It now features the connect fingertip, allowing you to use your phone or navigation system 
without removing a glove.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell goatskin drum dyed, perforated goatskin drum dyed, 
 Karvin cowhide (PU coated), connect finger tip fabric
Lining tri-fleece liner
Composition outer shell: 98% goat leather, 2% cow leather
 lining: 100% polyester
Protection goatskin covered hard-shell knuckle, goatskin covered TPR finger knuckle protectors, 
 Temperfoam® at palm, PWR | shield knit at palm 

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit
Adjustability adjustment tab at cuff
Ventilation fully perforated outer shell
Features stretch lips at fingers and back hand, elastic at wrist, connect finger tips at 
 index finger and thumb, short cuff

0010 / Black

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGS105 0010 Black

FLY 2 LADIES GLOVES

The Fly 2 Ladies gloves deserved a quality, fit and protection upgrade. We've kept its chic style and added a goat skin covered 
hard-shell knuckle and goat skin covered TPR finger knuckle protectors. We also incorporated a PWR | shield knit lining as a 
safety enhancement. The connect fingertip and superior adjustment strap contribute to a luxurious feeling of quality.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell goatskin drum dyed, perforated goatskin drum dyed, 
 karvin cowhide (PU coated), connect finger tip fabric
Lining tri-fleece liner
Composition outer shell: 98% goat leather, 2% cow leather
 lining: 100% polyester
Protection goatskin covered hard-shell knuckle, goatskin covered TPR finger knuckle protectors, 
 Temperfoam® at palm, PWR | shield knit at palm 

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit
Adjustability adjustment tab at cuff
Ventilation fully perforated outer shell
Features stretch lips at fingers and back hand, elastic at wrist, connect finger tips at 
 index finger and thumb, short cuff

0010 / Black

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGS106 0010 Black
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STRIKER 2 GLOVES

4050 / Silver-Black

1600 / Black-White1010 / Black 

The Striker 2 glove builds on the success of its predecessor by picking up the 3D SEESOFT™ knuckle, TPR finger knuckle 
protectors, Temperfoam® at thumb and palm and PWR | shield knit at palm to boost safety levels. The lightweight Striker 2 glove 
designed for touring and off-road use offers an ideal mix of protection, ventilation, and comfort including the connect fingertip 
feature, allowing you to use your phone or navigation without taking off a glove. This model offers many features at its price 
point and will appeal to a wide audience next summer.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell goatskin drum dyed, 2-way stretch, heavy spandex, connect finger tip fabric, microfiber
Lining tri-fleece liner
Composition outer shell: 67% goat leather, 20% polyamide, 9% polyester, 4% elastane
 lining: 100% polyester
Protection 3D SEESOFT™ knuckle, TPR injected finger knuckle protectors, 
 Temperfoam® at thumb and palm, PWR | shield knit at palm 
Visibility laminated reflection at little finger

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit
Adjustability adjustment strap at cuff
Ventilation ventilation panels at fingers, thumb, palm and cuff
Features elastic at wrist, connect finger tips at index finger and thumb, short cuff

1200 / Black-Red

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGS103 1010 Black

FGS103 1200 Black-Red

FGS103 1600 Black-White

FGS103 4050 Silver-Black

STRIKER 2 LADIES GLOVES

1010 / Black 

With the introduction of the Striker 2 gloves for Ladies, women who are looking for a perfect balance between protection, 
ventilation and comfort have an affordable solution. Whether city riding, commuting or desert riding, the Striker 2 Ladies glove 
can keep the pace. Its elegant style makes it easy to combine with nearly every product from the REV'IT! collection.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell goatskin drum dyed, 2-way stretch, heavy spandex, connect finger tip fabric, microfiber
Lining tri-fleece liner
Composition outer shell: 67% goat leather, 20% polyamide, 9% polyester, 4% elastane
 lining: 100% polyester
Protection 3D SEESOFT™ knuckle, TPR injected finger knuckle protectors, 
 Temperfoam® at thumb and palm, PWR | shield knit at palm 
Visibility laminated reflection at little finger

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit
Adjustability adjustment strap at cuff
Ventilation ventilation panels at fingers, thumb, palm and cuff
Features elastic at wrist, connect finger tips at index finger and thumb, short cuff

1600 / Black-White

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGS104 1010 Black

FGS104 1600 Black-White
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NEUTRON 2 GLOVES

1600 / Black-White

1450 / Black-Neon Yellow1010 / Black

Summer after summer, riders have kept their hands cool and protected with the Neutron gloves. The Neutron 2 gloves will 
carry this success with a few additions. Built in climate-control characteristics enable ventilation and breathability. The injected, 
ventilated flex knuckle advances protection without sacrificing airflow. Heavy spandex constructs the cuff and the palm is lined 
with PWR | shield- two properties to perfectly balance safety and comfort.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell goatskin drum dyed, heavy spandex, 2-way stretch, connect finger tip fabric, microfiber
Lining tri-fleece liner
Composition outer shell: 64% goat leather, 24% polyamide, 10% polyester, 2% elastane
 lining: 100% polyester
Protection injected ventilated flex knuckle, TPR injected finger knuckle protectors, 
 Temperfoam® at thumb, palm and knuckle, PWR | shield knit at palm 
Visibility laminated reflection at little finger

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit
Adjustability adjustment strap at cuff
Ventilation ventilation panels at fingers, thumb, palm and backhand
Features elastic at wrist, connect finger tips at index finger and thumb, short cuff

1200 / Black-Red

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGS101 1010 Black

FGS101 1200 Black-Red

FGS101 1450 Black-Neon Yellow

FGS101 1600 Black-White

NEUTRON 2 LADIES GLOVES

1010 / Black 

The Neutron 2 Ladies gloves are best described as lightweight summer gloves for the sportive female tour rider. The goal 
of these gloves is to keep hands safe while offering as much ventilation as possible. Ventilation panels and a 3D mesh liner 
ensure air can enter freely. TPR injected finger knuckle and Temperfoam® on the thumb, palm and knuckle ensure safety. The 
injected ventilated flex knuckle does double duty and takes care of both. Mission accomplished.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell goatskin drum dyed, heavy spandex, 2-way stretch, connect finger tip fabric, microfiber
Lining tri-fleece liner
Composition outer shell: 64% goat leather, 24% polyamide, 10% polyester, 2% elastane
 lining: 100% polyester
Protection injected ventilated flex knuckle, TPR injected finger knuckle protectors, 
 Temperfoam® at thumb, palm and knuckle, PWR | shield knit at palm 
Visibility laminated reflection at little finger

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit
Adjustability adjustment strap at cuff
Ventilation ventilation panels at fingers, thumb, palm and backhand
Features elastic at wrist, connect finger tips at index finger and thumb, short cuff

1600 / Black-White

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGS102 1010 Black

FGS102 1600  Black-White
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PALMER GLOVES

The short cuffed Palmer gloves instantly portray a vintage vibe thanks to the use of rusted cowhide. This material offers a 
stylish rugged look to these supple gloves. We incorporated a visco-elastic knuckle protector and Temperfoam® at the palm for 
impact protection, and added PWR | shield at the palm to increase the abrasion resistance. The gloves are put together with 
our incredibly strong PWR | yarn, and through the use of outside stitching these gloves offer unsurpassed comfort. Stretch at 
the thumb and the use of a grip patch at the inside of the hand add to their comfortable character, making them the perfect 
summer gloves for anyone looking for a vintage vibe without sacrificing safety.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell rusted cowhide
Lining tricot liner
Composition outer shell 1: 100% cow leather (100%)
 lining: 100% polyester (100%)
Protection visco-elastic knuckle CE-level 1, Temperfoam® at palm, 
 PWR | shield knit at palm, PWR | yarn

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit
Adjustability adjustment tab at cuff
Ventilation ventilation panels at fingers
Features outside stitching, stretch lips at thumb, grip patch, short cuff

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGS120 0010 Black

FGS120 0700 Brown

NEW SS17
0700 / Brown

0010 / Black
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COOPER GLOVES

0700 / Brown

We applied our Tailored Technology philosophy to the Cooper to create a retro-inspired glove that still brings serious protection 
to the table. These semi-finished cowhide gloves house a visco-elastic knuckle protector behind the leather outer shell for 
impact protection, as well as Temperfoam® at the fingers and palm. PWR | shield is included at the palm for additional 
abrasion resistance and the use of outside stitching adds comfort through the absence of seams inside of the fingers. Further 
adding to the comfortable character of the Cooper are elastic at the wrist, a grip patch at the inside of the hand and an 
adjustment tab at the cuff ensuring easy access to these city fit short cuff gloves.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell semi finished cowhide
Lining tricot liner
Composition outer shell 1: 100% cow leather (100%)
 lining: 100% polyester (100%)
Protection visco-elastic knuckle CE-level 1, Temperfoam® at fingers and palm, 
 PWR | shield knit at palm, PWR | yarn

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit
Adjustability adjustment tab at cuff
Ventilation ventilation panels at fingers
Features outside stitching, elastic at wrist, grip patch, short cuff

NEW SS17
0010 / Black

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGS119 0010 Black

FGS119 0700 Brown

ABBEY ROAD GLOVES

Just like its name the Abbey Road summer gloves are destined to become iconic. The high quality drum dyed goatskin 
leather and the use of stretch lips ensure comfort and freedom of movement. PWR | shield knit is added at the palm for extra 
protection. With the adjustment strap at the wrist the gloves can be fitted snugly and securely, and thanks to the connect finger 
tips any mobile device can be operated without taking the gloves off.  

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell goatskin drum dyed, goatskin drum dyed with WR finish (colour 0430), connect finger tip fabric
Lining tricot lining
Composition outer shell: 97% leather, 2% polyamide, 1% polyurethane
 lining: 100% polyester
Protection PWR | shield knit at palm

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit
Adjustability adjustment strap at wrist
Features connect finger tips, elastic at wrist, short cuff

0010 / Black

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGS096 0010 Black
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ANTIBES LADIES GLOVES

0010 / Black

Like the Abbey Road men's gloves, high quality drum dyed goatskin leather ensures comfort and freedom of movement when 
riding. PWR | shield knit is added at the palm for added protection. Thanks to the adjustment strap at the wrist the gloves fit 
snugly and securely, and the connect finger tips enable any touch screen mobile device to be operated without taking the 
gloves off.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell goatskin drum dyed, connect finger tip fabric
Lining tricot lining
Composition outer shell: 97% leather, 2% polyamide, 1% polyurethane
 lining: 100% polyester
Protection PWR | shield knit at palm

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit
Adjustability adjustment strap at wrist
Features connect finger tips, elastic at wrist, short cuff

0780 / Dark Brown

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGS097 0010 Black

FGS097 0780 Dark Brown

NASSAU H2O GLOVES
0010 / Black

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGS093 0010 Black

The Nassau H2O gloves offer all the features city riders could want. A breathable and waterproof membrane keeps riders’ 
hands dry and allows moisture to escape and evaporate, while the lining adds a soft and comfortable element. They are based 
on the Club H2O gloves but received some significant improvements; the adjustment strap was been extended for a more 
precise fit, they include a visor wiper and connect fingertips, plus new ergonomic venting at the fingers.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell goatskin with WR finish, suede leather with WR finish, connect finger tip fabric
Lining tri-fleece liner
Waterproofing hydratex® | Z-liner (5000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | Z-liner (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 100% goat leather
 lining: 100% polyester
 membrane: 100% polyurethane
Protection Temperfoam® at palm, PWR | shield knit at palm

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit
Adjustability adjustment strap at wrist
Features connect finger tips, elastic at wrist, visor wiper, regular cuff
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NASSAU H2O LADIES GLOVES
0010 / Black

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGS094 0010 Black

The Nassau H2O Ladies gloves offer city riders all features they could wish for. A breathable and waterproof membrane keeps 
riders’ hands dry and allows moisture to escape and evaporate while the lining adds a soft and comfortable element. They are 
based on the Club H2O gloves but received some significant improvements; the adjustment strap has been extended for a 
more precise fit, they include a visor wiper and connect fingertips, plus ergonomic vents at the fingers have been added. With a 
slimmer fit and longer fingers they are specially designed for female hands.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell goatskin with WR finish, suede leather with WR finish, connect finger tip fabric
Lining tri-fleece liner
Waterproofing hydratex® | Z-liner (5000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | Z-liner (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 100% leather
 lining: 100% polyester
 membrane: 100% polyurethane
Protection Temperfoam® at palm, PWR | shield knit at palm

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit
Adjustability adjustment strap at wrist
Features connect finger tips, elastic at wrist, suede leather visor wiper, regular cuff
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TAURUS GTX GLOVES

The Taurus GTX is our topnotch glove within the GORE-TEX® group. It uses the best insulation material, PrimaLoft® Eco 
with Grip control, for the highest warmth to weight ratio. The superior quality GORE-TEX® membrane won’t let moisture in 
from outside but allows perspiration to escape from inside, ensuring hands stay dry at all times. The double cuff consists 
of a separate GTX membrane layer and outer shell, with the option to wear the outer cuff over the outer shell and insert the 
membrane cuff in the sleeve. The glove features a double strap system that can be closed in a single motion. The SEESOFT™ 
impact protector at the knuckle is covered by a TPU hard knuckle surface which is covered with Superfabric to ensure safety. 

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell goatskin drum dyed with WR finish, goat diamond with WR finish, 
 Cordura® 500D ribstop with Teflon® coating, SuperFabric®, 
 PWR | shell ripstop stretch, suede leather with WR finish, 
 connect finger tip fabric, synthetic PU leather
Insulation PrimaLoft® Gold, PrimaLoft® Gold Eco with Grip control, high loft fur liner
Lining tri-fleece liner
Waterproofing GORE-TEX® membrane
Breathability GORE-TEX® membrane 
Composition outer shell: 48% polyamide, 41% goat leather, 5% polyester, 3% polyurethane, 3% epoxy resin
 lining: 100% polyester
 insulation: 100% polyester
 membrane: 100%  GORE-TEX® membrane (ePTFE)  
Protection SuperFabric® hard-shell knuckle, SEESOFT™ covered with TPU hard-shell palm slider, 
 PU injected finger knuckles, Temperfoam® at little finger and thumb
Visibility reflection at fingers, laminated reflection at cuff

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit
Adjustability single motion closure system at cuff
Features elastic at wrist, stretch lips at back hand, goat diamond grip patches at palm, thumb, middle finger  
 and ring finger, connect finger tip at index finger and thumb, visor wiper, double cuff closure with  
 zipper, pull tabs at cuff, regular cuff

0010 / Black

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGW068 0010 Black
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BOREALIS GTX GLOVES

This glove gets its warming power from the PrimaLoft® Gold insulation layer which protects the most vulnerable areas: the 
upper hand and fingers. The palm features goatskin diamond etched leather and the entire glove is layered with a Gore-Tex® 
glove + Gore grip technology membrane, making it waterproof and breathable. The inner hand is constructed of just 2 layers 
to allow for the precise feel and grip of a high end summer glove, while the 3 layers on the outer hand make this a suitable 
protector against cold. This construction is most efficient to maximize the function of heated motorcycle grips. SEESOFT™ 
protection at both the heel and knuckle area keeps the hands safe.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell  goatskin drum dyed with WR finish, goat diamond with WR finish, PWR | Oxford, 
 PWR | shell ripstop stretch, suede leather with WR finish, synthetic PU leather
Insulation PrimaLoft® Gold, high loft fur liner 
Lining tri-fleece liner
Waterproofing GORE-TEX® Gloves + Gore grip technology
Breathability GORE-TEX® Gloves + Gore grip technology
Composition outer shell: 50% goat leather, 47% polyamide, 3% polyurethane
 lining: 100% polyester
 insulation: 100% polyester
 membrane: 100%  GORE-TEX® membrane (ePTFE) 
Protection SEESOFT™ knuckle covered with TPR frame, SEESOFT™ covered with TPU hard-shell palm slider,  
 PU injected finger knuckles, Temperfoam® at little finger and thumb
Visibility laminated reflection at cuff

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit
Adjustability  single motion closure system at cuff
Features elastic at wrist, goat diamond grip panel at palm, visor wiper, regular cuff

0010 / Black

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGW067 0010 Black

CYBER GTX GLOVES

PrimaLoft® Gold Eco with Grip control is the thinnest of materials with the highest insulation values. Designed to resist 
compression, this material can remain compact as the small air pockets trap and store heat without bulk. The GORE-TEX® 
membrane won’t let moisture in from outside but allows perspiration to escape from inside, ensuring hands remain dry at 
all times. The Soft shell upper hand allows for excellent feel. These functional layers combine to make the glove supremely 
comfortable and suitable for extremely cold weather. SEESOFT™ protection at both the palm and knuckle area keeps the 
hands safe.  

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell goatskin drum dyed with WR finish, Softshell, PWR | Oxford, suede leather with WR finish, 
 connect finger tip fabric, synthetic PU leather
Insulation PrimaLoft® Gold, PrimaLoft® Gold Eco with Grip control, high loft fur liner
Lining tri-fleece liner
Waterproofing GORE-TEX® membrane
Breathability GORE-TEX® membrane
Composition outer shell: 46% goat leather, 28% polyester, 23% polyamide, 2% elastane, 1% polyurethane
 lining: 100% polyester
 insulation: 100% polyester
 membrane: 100%  GORE-TEX® membrane (ePTFE)  
Protection SEESOFT™ covered with TPU hard-shell palm slider, 
 PU finger knuckles, Temperfoam® at little finger and thumb
Visibility laminated reflection at cuff

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit
Adjustability  single motion closure system at cuff
Features elastic at wrist and back hand, connect finger tip at index finger and thumb, visor wiper, regular cuff

0010 / Black

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGW066 0010 Black
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AQUILA H2O GLOVES

Our top shelf glove within the hydratex® group, these gloves feature PrimaLoft® Gold insulation on the palm, a remarkably 
light and compact material that offers good grip and an excellent warmth to weight ratio. In combination with diamond etched 
goatskin leather at the palm, these gloves allow for precise grip and control while riding. SuperFabric® on the upper hand won’t 
absorb water. A palm slider and hard shell knuckle with impact reducing SEESOFT™ installed below both ensure a premium 
level of safety. The innovative closure system on this glove allows for adjusting and closing the wrist straps in 
a single movement. 

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell goatskin drum dyed with WR finish, goat diamond with WR finish, SuperFabric®, 
 PWR | Oxford, connect finger tip fabric, flock PU, synthetic PU leather
Insulation PrimaLoft® Gold, 3M™ Thinsulate® G, high loft fur liner
Lining tri-fleece liner
Waterproofing hydratex® | Z-liner (5000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | Z-liner (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 42% goat leather, 42% polyamide, 7% polyester, 6% epoxy resin, 3% polyurethane
 lining: 100% polyester
 insulation: 100% polyester
 membrane: 100% polyurethane
Protection TPU hard-shell knuckle, SEESOFT™ covered with TPU hard-shell palm slider, 
 SuperFabric® panel, PU finger knuckles, Temperfoam® at little finger
Visibility laminated reflection at cuff

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit
Adjustability  single motion closure system at cuff
Features elastic at wrist, stretch lips at fingers and back hand, 
 connect finger tip at index finger and thumb, visor wiper, regular cuff

0010 / Black

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGW065 0010 Black

FUSION GTX GLOVES

For those hardcore enthusiasts out there who ride all year long, using heated grips to keep their hands at a comfortable 
temperature, the Fusion GTX is exactly what you need. It makes use of 2 different types of insulation material: a thin, 
highly breathable, and moisture-managing Push-Pull tri-fleece lining at the palm, combined with the ultrathin and highly 
insulating Thermolite® Plus and Exkin® Platinum® liner at the upper hand. The Fusion GTX glove combines stretchable, water-
repellent fabric on the upper with Pittards® Armortan® WRX-100 goatskin leather on the palm, topped off with the dual comp 
palm slider for maximum safety. Waterproofing is guaranteed by GORE-TEX®, rounding out an incredible glove for the most 
trying conditions.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell Pittards® goat Armortan® WR100X, goatskin with WR finish, PWR | shell 500D stretch, 
 PWR | shell 500D, suede leather with WR finish
Insulation Thermolite® Plus with Exkin® Platinum®, high loft fur liner
Lining  Push-Pull tri-fleece liner
Waterproofing GORE-TEX® membrane
Breathability GORE-TEX® membrane
Composition outer shell: 53% leather, 47% polyamide
 lining: 100% polyester
 membrane: 100% GORE-TEX® membrane (ePTFE)
Protection TPU hard shell palm slider, Temperfoam® at finger knuckles, knuckle and cuff, 
 EVA foam at little finger, thumb and palm, PWR | aramid at palm
Visibility laminated reflection at cuff

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit
Adjustability adjustment strap at wrist, adjustment tab at cuff
Features stretch lips at fingers, visor wiper, elastic at wrist, regular cuff

0010 / Black

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGW050 0010 Black
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STRATOS GTX  GLOVES

The Stratos GTX gloves feature a stylish combination of leather and textile alongside innovative features and modern 
materials. The high quality GORE-TEX® membrane keeps hands dry and the 3M™ Thinsulate® G thermal liner keeps the hands 
warm. The unique SEESOFT™ 3D knuckle is CE certified to the highest level, providing premium protection and the specially 
designed 3D anatomical shaped knuckle offers optimum freedom of movement and comfort.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell goatskin drum dyed with WR finish, PWR | shell 330D, flock PU, webbing
Insulation 3M™ Thinsulate® G
Lining  tri-fleece liner
Waterproofing GORE-TEX® membrane
Breathability GORE-TEX® membrane
Composition outer shell 1: 100% goat leather (47%)
 outer shell 2: 100% polyamide (45%)
 lining: 100% polyester (100%)
 insulation: 100% polyester (100%)
 membrane: 100%  GORE-TEX® membrane (ePTFE) (100%)
Protection SEESOFT™ 3D knuckle, EVA foam at palm, fingers and thumb, PWR | shield knit at palm 
Visibility laminated reflection at index finger

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit
Adjustability single motion closure system at cuff
Features elastic at wrist, visor wipe, regular cuff

0010 / Black

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGW075 0010 Black

SIRIUS H2O GLOVES

The Sirius H2O glove features the same construction as the Pegasus H2O gloves with additional layers of protection. They 
don't feel like typical winter gloves thanks to the minimally bulky Thinsulate® C layer on the inside and a warm Thinsulate® G 
layer on the outside where protection against the cold is needed the most. The protection in the Sirius glove features a TPU 
hard shell knuckle for those riders who value that extra sliding and impact protection in case of a crash.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell goatskin drum dyed with WR finish, PWR | shell twill stretch, 
 connect finger tip fabric, synthetic PU leather, flock PU
Insulation 3M™ Thinsulate® G, 3M™ Thinsulate® C, high loft fur liner
Lining tri-fleece liner
Waterproofing hydratex® | Z-liner (5000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | Z-liner (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 64% goat leather, 30% polyester, 6% polyurethane
 lining: 100% polyester
 membrane: 100% polyurethane
Protection goatskin covered hard-shell knuckle, SEESOFT™ covered with TPU 
 hard-shell palm slider, Temperfoam® at finger knuckles and little finger knuckle 
Visibility laminated reflection at cuff

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit
Adjustability adjustment strap at wrist, adjustment tab at cuff
Features elastic at wrist, stretch lips at fingers and back hand, connect finger tip at index finger and thumb,  
 visor wiper, regular cuff

0010 / Black

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGW064 0010 Black
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PEGASUS H2O GLOVES

Thinsulate® insulation features air pockets that trap and store heat. This glove uses Thinsulate® type G on the upper hand, 
providing perfect protection against the cold and the minimally bulky Thinsulate® type C on the palm for excellent grip. Riders’ 
hands will stay warm without the bulk of typical winter gloves. SEESOFT™ impact protection can be found on the knuckle and 
wrist below the TPU palm slider. The leather outer shell furnishes the abrasion resistance.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell goatskin drum dyed with WR finish, PWR | shell twill stretch, 
 connect finger tip fabric, synthetic PU leather, flock PU
Insulation 3M™ Thinsulate® G, 3M™ Thinsulate® C, high loft fur liner
Lining tri-fleece liner 
Waterproofing hydratex® | Z-liner (5000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | Z-liner (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 64% goat leather, 30% polyester, 6% polyurethane
 lining: 100% polyester
 membrane: 100% polyurethane
Protection SEESOFT™ knuckle covered with Temperfoam®, SEESOFT™ covered with TPU 
 hard-shell palm slider, Temperfoam® at finger knuckles and little finger knuckle 
Visibility laminated reflection at cuff

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit
Adjustability adjustment strap at wrist, adjustment tab at cuff
Features elastic at wrist, stretch lips at fingers and back hand, connect finger tip at index finger and thumb,  
 visor wiper, regular cuff

0010 / Black

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGW062 0010 Black

PEGASUS H2O LADIES GLOVES

Thinsulate® isolation features air pockets that trap and store heat. The combination of Thinsulate® type G and type C create a 
warm and comfortable glove; comfortable thanks to the thinner C type and warm thanks to the G type. SEESOFT™ protectors 
guard against impact and the hydratex® membrane turns this glove 100% waterproof. The ladies specific design ensures that 
these gloves will be comfortable on every woman’s hands. 

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell goatskin drum dyed with WR finish, PWR | shell twill stretch, 
 connect finger tip fabric, synthetic PU leather, flock PU
Insulation 3M™ Thinsulate® G, 3M™ Thinsulate® C, high loft fur liner
Lining tri-fleece liner
Waterproofing hydratex® | Z-liner (5000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | Z-liner (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 64% goat leather, 30% polyester, 6% polyurethane
 lining: 100% polyester
 membrane: 100% polyurethane
Protection SEESOFT™ knuckle covered with Temperfoam®, SEESOFT™ covered with TPU 
 hard-shell palm slider, Temperfoam® at finger knuckles and little finger knuckle 
Visibility laminated reflection at cuff

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit
Adjustability adjustment strap at wrist, adjustment tab at cuff
Features elastic at wrist, stretch lips at fingers and back hand, connect finger tip at index finger and thumb,  
 visor wiper, regular cuff

0010 / Black

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGW063 0010 Black
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GALAXY H2O GLOVES
0010 / Black

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGW060 0010 Black

These gloves are designed for warmth and feature a textile upper hand with leather details and a leather palm. The Thinsulate® 
G insulation layer ensures no heat escapes and the high loft fur is not only warm but a great comfortable addition as well. 
Reflective lines in the design and the SEESOFT™ knuckle provide the necessary safety elements. The stretch materials and 
stretch borders provide excellent freedom of movement.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell goatskin drum dyed with WR finish, PWR | shell twill stretch, polyester rib, 
 connect finger tip fabric, synthetic PU leather, flock PU
Insulation 3M™ Thinsulate® G, tri-fleece liner, high loft fur liner
Waterproofing hydratex® | Z-liner (5000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | Z-liner (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 61% polyester, 19% goat leather, 18% polyurethane, 2% elastane
 lining: 100% polyester
 membrane: 100% polyurethane
Protection SEESOFT™ knuckle covered with Temperfoam®, Temperfoam® at finger knuckles and 
 little finger knuckle, Temperfoam® at palm, PWR | shield knit at palm  
Visibility reflective logo on neck, laminated reflection at back hand

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit
Adjustability adjustment strap at wrist, adjustment tab at cuff
Features elastic at wrist and back hand, connect finger tip at index finger and thumb, visor wiper, regular cuff

GALAXY H2O LADIES GLOVES
0010 / Black

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGW061 0010 Black

The Galaxy H2O Ladies are the Galaxy glove patterned for the female hand, with all other features remaining identical. The 
Thinsulate® G insulation features large air pockets that trap heat, making for an extremely warm glove that stores heat in its 
spacious air pockets. The lightweight material is quick to dry and offers a comfortable feel. The high loft fur liner is not only 
warm but a great comfortable addition as well. PWR | shield provides extra abrasion strength and the SEESOFT™ knuckle 
furnishes the impact protection. 

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell goatskin drum dyed with WR finish, PWR | shell twill stretch, polyester rib, 
 connect finger tip fabric, synthetic PU leather, flock PU
Insulation 3M™ Thinsulate® G, tri-fleece liner, high loft fur liner
Waterproofing hydratex® | Z-liner (5000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | Z-liner (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 61% polyester, 19% goat leather, 18% polyurethane, 2% elastane
 lining: 100% polyester
 membrane: 100% polyurethane
Protection SEESOFT™ knuckle covered with Temperfoam®, Temperfoam® at finger knuckles and 
 little finger knuckle, Temperfoam® at palm, PWR | shield knit at palm  
Visibility reflective logo on neck, laminated reflection at back hand

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit
Adjustability adjustment strap at wrist, adjustment tab at cuff
Features elastic at wrist and back hand, connect finger tip at index finger and thumb, visor wiper, regular cuff
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CYGNUS H2O GLOVES
0010 / Black

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGW059 0010 Black

With the focus on keeping the hands warm, the textile Cygnus H2O glove comes with a thick and comfortable Thinsulate® 
G insulation on the upper hand to trap in heat. The lightweight material is quick to dry. A hydratex® membrane is anchored 
between the glove’s outer shell and the insulation layer to keep hands dry. PWR | shield provides extra abrasion strength and 
the SEESOFT™ knuckle covered with Temperfoam® furnishes the impact protection.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell goatskin drum dyed with WR finish, polyester twill, PWR | shell twill stretch, 
 connect finger tip fabric, synthetic PU leather, flock PU
Insulation 3M™ Thinsulate® G
Lining  tri-fleece liner
Waterproofing hydratex® | Z-liner (5000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | Z-liner (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 65% polyester, 19% goat leather, 14% polyurethane, 2% elastane
 lining: 100% polyester
 membrane: 100% polyurethane
Protection SEESOFT™ knuckle covered with Temperfoam®, Temperfoam® at finger knuckles and 
 little finger knuckle, Temperfoam® at palm, PWR | shield knit at palm
Visibility reflective logo 

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit
Adjustability adjustment strap at wrist, adjustment tab at cuff
Features elastic at wrist, connect finger tip at index finger and thumb, visor wiper, regular cuff
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KRYPTONITE GTX GLOVES
0010 / Black

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGW074 0010 Black

A winter glove designed to keep the hands dry and safe. These are not designed to keep hands warm during extreme cold 
winter days, but they will keep all wind out and provide 100% waterproofing thanks to the GORE-grip membrane that will also 
provide optimum grip for secure control. Protection comes from a hard-shell knuckle and palm slider, the use of Temperfoam® 
at the thumb and palm, and injected finger knuckles. The use of an adjustment strap and the application of stretch on all 
fingers make the gloves feel comfortable while offering the right freedom of movement. 

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell goatskin drum dyed with WR finish, PWR | shell ripstop stretch, PWR | Oxford, 
 connect finger tip fabric, synthetic PU leather, flock PU
Insulation 3M™ Thinsulate® G, high loft fur liner
Lining tri-fleece liner
Waterproofing GORE-TEX® Gloves + Gore grip technology
Breathability GORE-TEX® Gloves + Gore grip technology
Composition outer shell: 55% goat leather, 33% polyamide, 7% polyester, 5% polyurethane
 lining: 100% polyester
 insulation: 100% polyester
 membrane: 100%  GORE-TEX® membrane (ePTFE) 
Protection PWR | shell ripstop stretch covered hard-shell knuckle, Temperfoam® at thumb and palm, 
 PWR | shield knit at palm, PU injected finger knuckles 
Visibility laminated reflection at back hand and little finger

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit
Adjustability adjustment strap at wrist
Features stretch lips at fingers, connect finger tip at index finger and thumb, visor wiper, knitted cuff
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TROCADERO H2O GLOVES

The Trocadero H2O gloves are the ultimate urban winter gloves, providing protection and warmth with a cozy feel. The hydratex® 
membrane ensures the gloves are waterproof, while the combination of Thinsulate® G, a synthetic high loft fur liner and a tri-fleece 
liner keeps the rider's hands warm and comfortable. By incorporating a visco-elastic knuckle protector and SEESOFT™ and PWR | 
shield at the palm, the gloves are up to the job of protecting the hands in case an unfortunate mishap occurs. Reflection is added 
to the back hand for better visibility, while the connect finger tips allow riders to operate touch screen devices without removing a 
glove.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell goatskin drum dyed, PWR | Oxford, connect finger tip leather, webbing
Insulation 3M™ Thinsulate® G, high loft fur liner
Lining  tri-fleece liner
Waterproofing hydratex® | Z-liner (5000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | Z-liner (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell 1: 100% goat leather (58%)
 outer shell 2: 96% polyamide, 4% elastane (31%)
 lining: 100% polyester (100%)
 insulation: 100% polyester (100%)
 membrane: 100% polyurethane (100%)
Protection Visco Elastic Knuckle, SEESOFT™ at palm, PWR | shield knit at palm
Visibility reflection at back hand

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit
Adjustability adjustment strap at wrist, adjustment tab at cuff 
Features elastic at wrist, connect finger tips at index finger and thumb, regular cuff

0010 / Black

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGW076 0010 Black

BOXXER H2O GLOVES
0010 / Black

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGW058 0010 Black

The Boxxer H2O is a leather version of the popular Carver H2O glove and has a knitted cuff, extended adjustment strap for a 
more precise fit and protective foam at the palm and thumb. This glove is waterproof, breathable and equipped with urban 
specific features. 

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell goatskin with WR finish, suede leather with WR finish, connect finger tip fabric
Lining tri-fleece liner
Waterproofing hydratex® | Z-liner (5000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | Z-liner (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 86% leather, 14% polyamide 
 lining: 100% polyester
 membrane: 100% polyurethane
Protection leather hard-shell knuckle, Temperfoam® at knuckle and palm, 
 EVA foam at fingers and thumb, PWR | aramid at palm
Visibility reflection at back hand

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit
Adjustability adjustment strap at wrist
Features stretch lips at fingers, connect finger tips, knitted cuffs, elastic at wrist, 
 suede leather visor wiper, regular cuff
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HYDRA H2O GLOVES

The short-cuffed Hydra H2O gloves are perfect for cold and wet urban days thanks to the waterproof hydratex® membrane 
and insulating Thinsulate® G liner combined with warm tri-fleece. Protection comes from a hard-shell knuckle protector and 
Temperfoam® at the fingers, thumbs and palms. An adjustment strap at the wrist allows the rider to customize the fit. In the 
rain, a visor wiper allows the rider to keep a clear view of the road, while the connect fingertips allow the rider to operate touch 
screen devices such as a smartphone without the need to remove a glove.    

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell goatskin drum dyed, PWR | shell, PWR | shell twill stretch, PWR | shell 500D stretch, flock PU, 
 connect finger tip fabric, synthetic PU leather
Insulation 3M™ Thinsulate® G, polar fleece
Lining tri-fleece liner
Waterproofing hydratex® | Z-liner with mcFit® technology (5000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | Z-liner with mcFit® technology (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 47% polyamide, 41% goat leather, 8% polyester, 4% polyurethane
 lining: 100% polyester
 insulation: 100% polyester
 membrane: 100% polyurethane
Protection PWR | shell 500D stretch covered hard-shell knuckle, Temperfoam® at finger knuckles, 
 thumb and palm, PWR | shield knit at palm
Visibility reflection at back hand

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit
Adjustability adjustment strap at wrist
Features connect finger tip at index finger and thumb, visor wiper, knitted cuff

0010 / Black

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGW072 0010 Black

HYDRA H2O LADIES GLOVES

The short-cuffed Hydra H2O Ladies' gloves are designed with a ladies' specific fit. They are the perfect cold and wet day 
urban glove by virtue of the waterproof hydratex® membrane and the warm, insulating Thinsulate® G liner combined with cozy 
tri-fleece. Protection comes from a hard-shell knuckle protector and Temperfoam® at the fingers, thumbs and palms. 
The adjustment strap at the wrist allows the rider to customize the fit. In rain, the visor wiper allows the rider a clear view of the 
road, while the connect fingertips allow the rider to operate touch screen devices such as a smartphone without the need to 
remove a glove.       

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell goatskin drum dyed, PWR | shell, PWR | shell twill stretch, PWR | shell 500D stretch, flock PU, 
 connect finger tip fabric, synthetic PU leather
Insulation 3M™ Thinsulate® G, polar fleece
Lining tri-fleece liner
Waterproofing hydratex® | Z-liner with mcFit® technology (5000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | Z-liner with mcFit® technology (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 47% polyamide, 41% goat leather, 8% polyester, 4% polyurethane
 lining: 100% polyester
 insulation: 100% polyester
 membrane: 100% polyurethane
Protection PWR | shell 500D stretch covered hard-shell knuckle, Temperfoam® at finger knuckles, 
 thumb and palm, PWR | shield knit at palm
Visibility reflection at back hand

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit
Adjustability adjustment strap at wrist
Features connect finger tip at index finger and thumb, visor wiper, knitted cuff

0010 / Black

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGW073 0010 Black
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CRATER WSP GLOVES

The Crater WSP gloves are equipped with WINDSTOPPER® to prevent wind chill while riding at speed. The short-cuffed gloves 
are ideal for urban use on colder days, armed with a hard-shell knuckle protector and a Temperfoam® palm slider and 
PWR | shield at the palm to cope with impact. The Polar fleece liner adds warmth and comfort to the glove. Thanks to the 
connect fingertip the rider can easily operate any touch-screen device without removing a glove.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell 3L stretch, goatskin drum dyed, PWR | Oxford, 
 flock PU, connect finger tip fabric
Lining polar fleece liner, tri-fleece liner
Composition outer shell: 42% goat leather, 27% polyamide, 26% polyester, 3% polyurethane, 2% ePTFE
 lining: 100% polyester
Protection WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell 3L stretch covered hard-shell knuckle, 
 Temperfoam® at palm, PWR | shield knit at palm 
Visibility laminated reflection at back hand

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit
Adjustability adjustment strap at wrist
Features connect finger tip at index finger and thumb, visor wiper, knitted cuff

0010 / Black

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGW070 0010 Black

CRATER WSP LADIES GLOVES

The Crater WSP Ladies gloves are equipped with WINDSTOPPER® to prevent wind chill while riding at speed. The short-cuffed 
gloves are developed with a specific ladies' fit, and are ideal for urban use on colder days. Equipped with a hard-shell knuckle 
protector, a Temperfoam® palm slider and PWR | shield at the palm they are prepared for an unfortunate impact. The Polar liner 
adds warmth and comfort to the glove. The connect fingertips allow hands to remain warm and comfortable, even when using 
a smart phone or tablet.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell 3L stretch, goatskin drum dyed, PWR | Oxford, 
 flock PU, connect finger tip fabric
Lining polar fleece liner, tri-fleece liner
Composition outer shell: 42% goat leather, 27% polyamide, 26% polyester, 3% polyurethane, 2% ePTFE
 lining: 100% polyester
Protection WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell 3L stretch hard-shell knuckle, 
 Temperfoam® at palm, PWR | shield knit at palm
Visibility laminated reflection at back hand

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit
Adjustability adjustment strap at wrist
Features connect finger tip at index finger and thumb, visor wiper, knitted cuff

0010 / Black

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGW071 0010 Black
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SENSE H2O GLOVES

This clever, short-cuff city glove features a conductive fabric at the finger tips, so you can use your smart phone or tablet 
without taking off the Sense H2O. Lightweight stretch upper fabric makes the Sense H2O glove very comfortable to wear, 
whereas the goatskin palm offers sublime grip and tear abrasiveness.   

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell goatskin, PWR | shell 500D twill stretch, 
 PWR | shell 500D stretch, connect finger tip fabric
Insulation Thermolite®, high loft fur liner
Waterproofing hydratex® | Z-liner (5000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | Z-liner (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 65% polyamide, 35% leather
 lining: 100% polyester
 membrane: 100% polyurethane
Protection EVA foam at palm, PWR | aramid at palm
Visibility reflection at back hand

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit
Adjustability adjustment strap at wrist
Features connect finger tip, elastic at wrist, short cuff

0010 / Black

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGW044 0010 Black

SENSE H2O LADIES GLOVES

This clever, short-cuff city glove features a conductive fabric at the finger tips, so you can use your smart phone or tablet 
without removing your Sense H2O Ladies. The lightweight stretch upper fabric makes the Sense H2O Ladies very comfortable 
to wear, while the goatskin palm offers sublime grip and tear abrasiveness.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell goatskin, PWR | shell 500D twill stretch, 
 PWR | shell 500D stretch, connect finger tip fabric
Insulation Thermolite®, high loft fur liner
Waterproofing hydratex® | Z-liner (5000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | Z-liner (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 64% polyamide, 36% leather
 lining: 100% polyester
 membrane: 100% polyurethane
Protection EVA foam at palm, PWR | aramid at palm
Visibility reflection at back hand

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit
Adjustability adjustment strap at wrist
Features connect finger tip, elastic at wrist, short cuff

0010 / Black

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGW045 0010 Black
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SPOKANE H2O GLOVES

The Spokane H2O are 100% waterproof over gloves, serving as a rain cover for non-waterproof riding gloves. Fingers are 
paired up to generate more warmth when temperatures drop. Developed with an oversized fit, they’ll match any riders 
existing glove size, even gloves with extra protective features. Elastic at the wrist and cuff ensures the Spokane H2O stays 
comfortably in position.  

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell PWR | shell 330D, polyester ripstop, flock PU
Lining tri-fleece liner
Waterproofing hydratex® | Z-liner (5000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | Z-liner (5000g/m2/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 93% polyamide, 7% polyurethane
 lining: 100% polyester
 membrane: 100% polyurethane
Visibility reflection

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, wide
Features elastic at wrist and cuff, regular cuff

0010 / Black

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FGW069 0010 Black
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DISCOVERY OUTDRY BOOTS

Go wherever your expedition takes you. Whether you face off with a sand trail, follow an unknown mountain road or park your bike 
for a stroll around town, with the Discovery OutDry boots you can go anywhere. The innovative Vibram® Apex Sole is built to be 
comfortable and safe whether you are sitting, standing or walking. The OutDry® membrane provides 100% waterproofing and the 
laminated construction eliminates any water pick up. The unique Boa® closure construction is extremely easy to handle and offers a 
personalized fit. With high-quality protection parts in all the right places this boot is ready for action.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell suede leather (reinforced), full grain leather (reinforced), Cordura® 500D (reinforced), rubber
Waterproofing OutDry® (>10.000 mm H2O)
Breathability OutDry® (>10.000 g/m²/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 80% leather, 10% polyamide, 10% rubber
 sole: 100% synthetic rubber
 midsole: 100% polyamide
 lining: 90% polyamide, 10% silver yarn
 membrane: 100% polyurethane (tricot 100% polyamide)
Protection SEESOFT™ protection at shin and tongue, thermoformed heel cup, thermoformed toecap, 
 injected ankle cup, thermoformed shin guard
Visibility reflection at heel 

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Adjustability Boa® Closure System, adjustable hook and loop closure
Features Vibram® Apex Sole, multi-density EVA shock absorbing midsole, TPU heel stabilizer, 
 rubber gear shift pad, anatomically shaped foot bed, PP insole with integrated shank, 
 anatomically shaped ankle cup, gusseted tongue, reinforced heel, reinforced toe, comfort collar, 
 silver-ion antibacterial 3D mesh lining, easy entrance pull strap, replaceable Vibram® Apex Sole, 
 rubber abrasion edge

CERTIFICATION

Standard EN 13634:2015

1010 / Black-Black

36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

FBR034 1010 Black-Black
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PIONEER OUTDRY BOOTS

For overlanding you need boots that serve multiple purposes; they need to be safe and durable for riding on the road, they need to 
provide stability, grip and protection for off road riding and they need to be comfortable for walking. Above all they should manage 
all this in every condition and climate. With the Pioneer OutDry boots you get it all. The Vibram® Apex sole 
is designed for riding, standing and walking in comfort. The OutDry® membrane is laminated to the abrasion resistant outer shell to 
keep all water out. And the unique Boa® closure system makes for a perfect fit with a quick closure on a very light weight shoe. 

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell suede leather (reinforced), full grain cowhide (reinforced), Cordura® 500D (reinforced), rubber
Waterproofing OutDry® (>10.000 mm H2O)
Breathability OutDry® (>10.000 g/m²/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 80% leather, 10% polyamide, 10% rubber
 sole: 100% synthetic rubber
 midsole: 100% polyamide
 lining: 90% polyamide, 10% silver yarn
 membrane: 100% polyurethane (tricot 100% polyamide)
Protection SEESOFT™ protection at tongue, thermoformed heel cup, thermoformed toecap, injected ankle cup
Visibility reflection at heel 

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Adjustability Boa® Closure System
Features Vibram® Apex Sole, Multi-density EVA shock absorbing midsole, TPU heel stabilizer, 
 rubber gear shift pad, anatomically shaped foot bed, PP insole with integrated shank, 
 anatomically shaped ankle cup, gusseted tongue, reinforced toe, comfort collar, 
 silver-ion antibacterial 3D mesh lining, easy entrance pull strap, replaceable Vibram® Apex Sole.

CERTIFICATION

Standard EN 13634:2015

1010 / Black-Black

36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

FBR033 1010 Black-Black

QUEST OUTDRY LADIES BOOTS

The Quest OutDry Ladies Boots are on par with our ambition to offer serious touring products to both men and women. Like the 
Gravel OutDry boots they are built with rugged materials and quality components that last. The Vibram® Charge sole offers safety, 
control and comfort both on and off the bike. The breathable OutDry® waterproof barrier is laminated directly to the outer shell, 
preventing water from coming entering and avoiding water pickup. The Eclair Prym reinforced zipper is installed for long lasting 
performance, once again emphasizing that these boots mean business. The 3D mesh lining and the elastic inserts at the calf and 
ankle all contribute to the overall feeling of comfort these boots deliver.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell Omega cow leather, coated cow leather
Waterproofing OutDry® (>10.000 mm H2O)
Breathability OutDry® (>10.000g/m²/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 100% leather
 outsole: 100% synthetic rubber
 midsole: 100% EVA 
 lining: 100% polyester
 membrane: 100% polyurethane (tricot 100% polyamide)
Protection thermoformed heel cup, thermoformed toe cap, injected ankle cup, thermoformed shin guard
Visibility reflection at heel 

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Features Vibram® Mile Sole, reinforced heel, reinforced toe, TPU gear shift pad, anatomically shaped foot bed, 
 PP insole with integrated shank, anatomically shaped ankle cup, ECLAIR PRYM reinforced zipper,  
 gusseted zipper with protection edge, 3D mesh lining, elastic insert at calf, elastic insert at ankle
Adjustability adjustable hook and loop closure

CERTIFICATION

Standard EN 13634:2015

0010 / Black

36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

FBR040 0010 Black

NEW SS17
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GRAVEL OUTDRY BOOTS

The introduction of the Gravel OutDry boot marks the launch of entirely new quality standard for REV'IT! boots. The Gravel 
OutDry are built with rugged materials and quality components that last. The Vibram® Hype Sole takes care of safety, control 
and comfort. A breathable OutDry® waterproof barrier is laminated to the outer shell, keeping water out and avoiding water 
pickup. Smart solutions such as the gusseted zipper with protection edge, grip & control panel, and rubber abrasion edge 
reveal the attention to detail put into these adventure style boots.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell omega leather, suede leather
Waterproofing OutDry® (>10.000 mm H2O)
Breathability OutDry® (>10.000g/m²/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 100% leather
 outsole: 100% synthetic rubber
 midsole: 100% EVA 
 lining: 100% polyester
 membrane: 100% polyurethane (tricot 100% polyamide)
Protection thermoformed heel cup, thermoformed toecap, injected ankle cup, thermoformed shin guard
Visibility reflection at heel 

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Features Vibram® Hype Sole, rubber abrasion edge, reinforced heel, reinforced toe, TPU gear shift pad,  
 anatomically shaped foot bed, PP insole with integrated shank, anatomically shaped ankle cup,  
 ECLAIR PRYM reinforced zipper, gusseted zipper with protection edge, grip & control panel, 
 3D mesh lining, easy entrance pull strap, elastic insert at calf, elastic insert at ankle
Adjustability adjustable hook and loop closure, hook and loop adjustment tab

CERTIFICATION

Standard EN 13634:2015

0010 / Black

36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

FBR032 0010 Black

COMPASS H20 BOOTS

The Compass H2O boots have the same look as the Gravel OutDry boots - both are styled as true adventure boots. The 
difference between the two is waterproofing: the Compass H2O boot is constructed with a hydratex® Z- liner to keep the feet 
dry, and a Vibram® Hype Sole is suitable for any condition and any riding position. The durable Compass H2O boot meets all 
the safety requirements of the EN 13634:2015 standard and is equipped with innovative features that will make these boots the 
most wanted touring boots of the year.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell omega leather, suede leather, PWR | shell 500D
Waterproofing hydratex® | Z-liner (>5.000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | Z-liner (>5.000g/m²/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 90% leather, 10% polyester
 sole: 100% synthetic rubber
 midsole: 100% EVA  
 lining: 100% polyester
 membrane: 100% polyurethane (tricot 100% polyamide)
Protection thermoformed heel cup, thermoformed toecap, injected ankle cup, thermoformed shin guard
Visibility reflection at heel, reflection at side 

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Adjustability adjustable hook and loop closure
Features Vibram® Hype Sole, rubber abrasion edge, reinforced heel, reinforced toe, TPU gear shift pad,  
 anatomically shaped foot bed, PP insole with integrated shank, anatomically shaped ankle cup,  
 ECLAIR PRYM reinforced zipper, gusseted zipper with protection edge, 3D mesh lining, 
 easy entrance pull strap, elastic insert at ankle

CERTIFICATION

Standard EN 13634:2015

0010 / Black

36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

FBR031 0010 Black
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TRAIL H20 BOOTS

The Trail H2O boot is designed for the serious tour rider and commuter and is positioned at an affordable price point. The 
hydratex® membrane provides waterproofing and the thermoformed plastic hard parts protect the foot from unnatural twists 
and bends. The innovative Vibram® Hype Sole has a unique profile that provides grip for control, stability for standing and 
flexibility for walking. Constructed with quality details such as the PRYM ECLAIR zipper, PP insole with integrated shank, 
adjustable and stretch part this boot is destined to become popular.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell coated leather, suede leather, PWR | shell 500D 
Waterproofing hydratex® | Z-liner (>5.000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | Z-liner (>5.000g/m²/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 90% leather, 10% polyester
 sole: 100% synthetic rubber
 midsole: 100% EVA 
 lining: 100% polyester
 membrane: 100% polyurethane (tricot 100% polyamide)
Protection thermoformed heel cup, thermoformed toecap, injected ankle cup, thermoformed shin guard
Visibility reflection at heel, reflection at side 

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Adjustability adjustable hook and loop closure
Features Vibram® Hype Sole, reinforced heel, reinforced toe, TPU gear shift pad, anatomically 
 shaped foot bed, PP insole with integrated shank, anatomically shaped ankle cup, 
 ECLAIR PRYM reinforced zipper, gusseted zipper with protection edge, 3D mesh lining, 
 easy entrance pull strap, elastic insert at ankle

CERTIFICATION

Standard EN 13634:2015

0010 / Black

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

FBR030 0010 Black

SCOUT H20 BOOTS

The Scout H2O’s design is based on a traditional hiking shoe and features the same venerable characteristics that will appeal 
to tour and city riders alike. The durable construction offers excellent foot support and stability. The Vibram® Hype Sole makes 
walking comfortable while providing excellent grip and protective properties. A waterproof hydratex® liner and the gusseted 
tongue ensure the foot are kept dry. Reflection, a gear shift pad, and an anatomically shaped foot bed are just a few examples 
of its many quality features.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell coated leather, suede leather, PWR | shell 500D
Waterproofing hydratex® | Z-liner (>5.000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | Z-liner (>5.000g/m²/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 65% leather, 35% polyester
 sole: 100% synthetic rubber
 midsole: 100% EVA 
 lining: 100% polyester
 membrane: 100% polyurethane (tricot 100% polyamide)
Protection thermoformed heel cup, thermoformed toecap, injected ankle cup
Visibility reflection at heel 

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Adjustability quick lace system, adjustable hook and loop closure
Features Vibram® Hype Sole, reinforced heel, reinforced toe, TPU gear shift pad, anatomically shaped  
 foot bed, PP insole with integrated shank, anatomically shaped ankle cup, gusseted tongue, 
 3D mesh lining, easy entrance pull strap

CERTIFICATION

Standard EN 13634:2015

0010 / Black

36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

FBR029 0010 Black
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REGENT H2O SHOES

7060 / Brown-Olive

Based on the Regent shoe design, the Regent H2O define themselves with a 100% waterproof, breathable hydratex® 
membrane. The COOLMAX® mesh liner moves perspiration away from the skin, keeping the foot dry. The quick drying textile 
and water repellent leather allow the shoes to dry rapidly. The anatomically shaped foot bed remains similar to the Regent, and 
retains all of the Regent’s protective features, such as a reinforced heel and toe, and an injected ankle cup.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell apache batido cowhide, PWR | shell Oxford
Waterproofing hydratex® | Z-liner (5000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | Z-liner (5000g/m²/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 70% leather, 30% textile
 sole: 100% synthetic rubber
 lining: 35% COOLMAX®, 65% polyester 
 membrane: 100% polyester
Protection thermoformed heel cup, thermoformed toecap, injected ankle cup
Visibility reflection at heel

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Features COOLMAX® mesh lining, reinforced heel, reinforced toe, gear shift pad, anatomically shaped 
 foot bed, anatomically shaped ankle cup, gusseted tongue,

1010 / Black-Black

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

FBR027 1010 Black-Black

FBR027 7060 Brown-Olive
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MARSHALL WR SHOES

By applying the right waxes to the full grain cowhide these shoes sport a water repellent finish and a unique look. The safety 
features that have become a signature of our urban shoe collection are all incorporated in the Marshall, such as the reinforce heel 
and toe and the anatomically shaped ankle cup. The style is aimed to complement various looks, whether casual or more polished. 
The anatomically shaped foot bed ensures comfort while riding and walking, and the gusseted tongue prevents water from entering 
the front of the shoe. The subtle reflection tab at the back enhances visibility in the dark.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell Waxed pull up WP full grain cowhide 
Waterproofing water repellent
Composition outer shell: 100% leather
 sole: 100% synthetic rubber
 lining: 100% polyester
Protection thermoformed heel cup, thermoformed toecap, injected ankle cup
Visibility reflection at heel 

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Features reinforced heel, reinforced toe, gear shift pad, anatomically shaped ankle cup, gusseted tongue

0700 / Brown

36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

FBR039 0700 Brown

ROYALE H2O SHOES

1010 / Black

Thanks to a 100% waterproof, breathable hydratex® membrane the Royale H2O is the ideal shoe for wet weather riding. The 
COOLMAX® liner moves perspiration away from the skin, keeping feet cool and comfortable. Like the regular Royale, the 
Royale H2O retains all of the protective features, such as reinforced ankle, heel and toe areas. An anatomically shaped foot 
bed makes for comfortable walking, and the fast drying textile and water repellent leather allow the shoes to dry instantly after 
each rainfall.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell pull up WP full grain cowhide, PWR | shell Oxford
Waterproofing hydratex® | Z-liner (5000mm H2O)
Breathability hydratex® | Z-liner (5000g/m²/24hrs)
Composition outer shell: 70% leather, 30% textile
 sole: 100% synthetic rubber
 lining: 35% COOLMAX®, 65% polyester 
 membrane: 100% polyester
Protection thermoformed heel cup, thermoformed toecap, injected ankle cup
Visibility reflection at heel

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Adjustability adjustment strap at ankle
Features COOLMAX® mesh lining, reinforced heel, reinforced toe, gear shift pad, anatomically shaped 
 foot bed, anatomically shaped ankle cup, gusseted tongue

7060 / Brown-Olive

36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

FBR026 1010 Black-Black

FBR026 7060 Brown-Olive
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ROYALE SHOES

0700 / Brown

Meet the Royale, which combines classic looks with a hint of a technical side, and equipped with all the protective features that 
are expected from a motorcycle shoe. Thanks to cleverly integrated details such as the gear-shift pad and the reinforced ankle 
cup, only a trained eye will recognize the water repellent Royale as a true motorcycle shoe. The reinforced heel and toe areas 
are taken in by the casual looks completely, yet they add significantly to the Royale’s credentials. The added closure strap 
covers the laces once they are tied for riding. The anatomically shaped foot bed takes the comfort that motorcycle boots offer 
to the next level.  

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell pull up WP full grain cowhide, waxed suede
Waterproofing water repellent 
Composition outer shell: 100% leather
 sole: 100% synthetic rubber
 lining: 100% polyester mesh 
Protection thermoformed heel cup, thermoformed toecap, injected ankle cup
Visibility reflection at heel 

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Features reinforced heel, reinforced toe, anatomically shaped foot bed, gusseted tongue, 
 anatomically shaped ankle cup, gear shift pad, closure strap

0010 / Black

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

FBR025 0010 Black

FBR025 0700 Brown

REGENT SHOES

0010 / Black

The Regent shoes stand out thanks to the combination of pullup WP full grain cowhide leather and waxed suede. Although 
disguised as a stylish boot the Regent has all the features a biker requires. Protection comes from the reinforced heel and 
toe area, as well as from the injected ankle cup. The anatomically shaped foot bed takes care of the comfortable side of 
things, while the polyester mesh inside provides breathability. To prevent water from finding its way to the inside of these water 
repellent boots the Regent is fitted with a gusseted tongue. 

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell Pull up WP full grain cowhide, waxed suede
Waterproofing water repellent
Composition outer shell: 100% leather
 sole: 100% synthetic rubber
 lining: 100% polyester mesh 
Protection thermoformed heel cup, thermoformed toecap, injected ankle cup
Visibility reflection at heel 

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Features reinforced heel, reinforced toe, anatomically shaped foot bed, anatomically shaped ankle cup, 
 gear shift pad, gusseted tongue

0700 / Brown

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

FBR024 0010 Black

FBR024 0700 Brown
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FREEMONT BOOTS

A durable aniline leather makes the Freemont a sturdy but supple boot. Based on the Bleeker boot, the Freemont offers an 
injected ankle cup and reinforced heel and toe areas to guard the rider's feet. By integrating an anatomically shaped foot bed 
and a comfortable sole, the Freemont also serves as good walking companion.   

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell full grain aniline leather
Composition outer shell: 100% leather
 sole: 100% synthetic rubber
 lining: 100% polyester
Protection thermoformed heel cup, thermoformed toecap, injected ankle cup
Visibility reflection at heel 

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Adjustability adjustment strap at ankle
Features reinforced heel, reinforced toe, gear shift pad, anatomically shaped foot bed, 
 anatomically shaped ankle cup, gusseted zipper

0010 / Black

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

FBR028 0010 Black

RODEO SHOES

Archetype shoes with a clear hint to the past. In today's high street fashion, we see many popular iconic models revived, and the 
Rodeo is our offer towards the urban motorcycling community, featuring a full Apache Batido cowhide outer shell, thermoformed heel 
cup and toecap and anatomic foot bed for optimum wearer comfort. 

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell apache batido cowhide
Waterproofing water repellent
Composition outer shell: 100% leather
 sole: 100% rubber
 lining: 100% polyester mesh 
Protection thermoformed heel cup, thermoformed toecap, slip resistant sole
Visibility reflection at heel

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Features reinforced heel, reinforced toe, anatomically shaped foot bed, anatomically shaped ankle cup, 
 gusseted tongue, gear shift pad

0010 / Black

36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

FBR020 0010 Black

FBR020 0700 Brown

0700 / Brown
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MOHAWK SHOES

The absolute number one model from the urban footwear line up; the Mohawk shoes are made completely out of water 
resistant full grain Pull Up cowhide. The mesh inner lining ensure great breathability even on hot days. Beautifully incorporated 
thermo plastic heel and toe protection offers the required level of impact protection you would expect from a shoe billed as 
motorcycle ready. These shoes look great both on as off the bike, and due to the anatomically shaped foot bed, they are also 
very comfortable to walk on.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell pull up WP full grain cowhide
Waterproofing water repellent
Composition outer shell: 100% leather
 sole: 100% rubber
 lining: 100% polyester mesh 
Protection thermoformed heel cup, thermoformed toecap
Visibility reflection at heel 

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Features reinforced heel, reinforced toe, anatomically shaped foot bed, gusseted tongue, 
 anatomically shaped ankle cup, shifter strap

0700 / Brown

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

FBR019 0700 Brown

GINZA SHOES

The Ginza shoes offer a perfect blend between function and fashion. Thermoplastic protection at heel and toe offer ample 
armor, while mesh lining and an anatomically shaped foot bed offer extra comfort. It’s all wrapped up in a fashionable Apache 
Batido cowhide outer shell with lace closure system. The Ginza shoes also include a gearshift pad, reflective pull tab at the 
heel and a comfortable sole.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell apache batido cowhide
Waterproofing  water repellent
Composition outer shell: 100% leather
 sole: 100% rubber
 lining: 100% polyester mesh 
Protection thermoformed heel cup, thermoformed toecap, padded cuff
Visibility  reflection at heel

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Features  reinforced heel, reinforced toe, anatomically shaped foot bed, 
 anatomically shaped ankle cup, gear shift pad, gusseted tongue

0100 / Titanium

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

FBR018 0100 Titanium
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GRAND SHOES

7560 / Taupe-White

The Grand shoes are made out of high quality full grain cowhide that has been treated to create a soft yet durable leather, perfect 
for a sneaker that needs to be comfortable and safe. The reinforced heel, toe, and anatomically shaped ankle cup are incorporated 
invisibly for protection while also creating support. The anatomically shaped foot bed adds to the comfort of the shoes when 
walking or riding.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell full grain cowhide  
Composition outer shell: 100% leather
 sole: 100% synthetic rubber
 lining: 100% polyester
Protection thermoformed heel cup, thermoformed toecap, injected ankle cup
Visibility reflection at heel 

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Features reinforced heel, reinforced toe, anatomically shaped foot bed, 
 anatomically shaped ankle cup, gusseted tongue

1010 / Black-Black

36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

FBR038 1010 Black-Black

FBR038 7560 Taupe-White

EMERALD LADIES SHOES

7560 / Taupe-White

The REV´IT! Emerald Ladies´ shoes share the safety and comfort features of the Grand shoes, though specifically designed for 
ladies. As a result, the Emerald Ladies´ are slim and suit the female fit perfectly. The high quality full grain soft cowhide is both 
comfortable and strong, reinforcing the protection already provided by the reinforced heel, toe, and anatomically shaped ankle cup. 
The foot bed is shaped according to the anatomy of the female foot, ensuring a comfortable and supportive fit.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell full grain cowhide
Composition outer shell: 100% leather
 sole: 100% synthetic rubber
 lining: 100% polyester
Protection thermoformed heel cup, thermoformed toe cap, injected ankle cup
Visibility reflection at heel

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Features reinforced heel, reinforced toe, anatomically shaped foot bed, 
 anatomically shaped ankle cup, gusseted tongue

1010 / Black-Black

36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

FBR037 1010 Black-Black

FBR037 7560 Taupe-White
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BLEEKER BOOTS

A shorter boot than the Vavarka, the Bleeker boots offer a fashionable step up, thanks to generous use of luxurious Apache 
Batido cowhide. Comfortable, elegantly incorporated protection elements on the inside (heel and toe) offer added safety, and 
these boots are just plain great-looking in combination with one of the new REV'IT! jeans. Integrating into daily fashion has 
never been so easy as nobody will actually be aware of the fact that the boots you're wearing are not from a high-end shop, but 
your local motorcycle shop around the corner. Comfort and looks all wrapped in one. 

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell apache batido cowhide
Composition outer shell: 100% leather
 sole: 100% rubber
 lining: 100% polyester mesh
Protection thermoformed heel cup, thermoformed toecap, slip resistant sole
Visibility reflection at heel 

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Adjustability adjustment strap at ankle
Features reinforced heel, reinforced toe, gear shift pad, anatomically shaped foot bed, 
 anatomically shaped ankle cup, gusseted zipper

0700 / Brown

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

FBR021 0700 Brown

TAYLOR SHOES

The Taylor shoes answer the demand of a motorcycle-ready sneaker that doesn’t compromise on safety while maintaining a 
casual sports look. We took full grain soft cowhide and mixed it with ventilating Dynax mesh to give the Taylor its sneaker like 
characteristics. Like the other models from our urban shoe collection, we incorporated invisible protection at key points to 
make the Taylor motorcycle ready. Both the heel and toe area house a thermoformed cap, while the ankle received an injected 
ankle cap on both sides. Thanks to the anatomically shaped foot bed the Taylor shoes feel like a casual sneaker when walking, 
while offering the comfort and protection that is desired from a true motorcycle shoe.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell full grain soft cowhide, dynax mesh, suede cow leather 
Composition outer shell 1: 100% leather 
 Outer shell 2: 100% polyamide
 sole: 100% synthetic rubber
 lining: 100% polyester
Protection thermoformed heel cup, thermoformed toe cap, injected ankle cup
Visibility reflection at heel

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Features reinforced heel, reinforced toe, anatomically shaped foot bed,
 anatomically shaped ankle cup, gusseted tongue

36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

FBR041 0150 Grey

FBR041 0810 Dark Green

NEW SS17
0810 / Dark Green

0150 / Grey
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CLIMATE JACKET

The Climate jacket is a POLARTEC® approved insulating jacket that can be worn separately and as a thermal liner underneath 
your outer shell. POLARTEC® Alpha is a highly efficient insulation fabric, which keeps you warm when inactive and is highly 
breathable to keep you cool when you do need to move. The jacket is extremely lightweight, exceptionally breathable and dries 
very quickly. It is easy to compress and it can be fitted into the XL storage pocket of the Cayenne Pro or Dominator jacket. 

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell nylon ripstop, THERMOLITE®, PWR | stretch mesh
Lining 2-way stretch, nylon taffeta 190T, micro fleece
Insulation POLARTEC® Alpha
Waterproofing water repellent panels at front, back and sleeves
Breathability highly breathable
Composition outer shell: 84% polyamide 16% spandex
 lining: 50% polyester 50% coolon   
Visibility laminated reflection at upper arms, laminated reflective logo at chest and back, 
 laminated reflective logo POLARTEC® at cuff

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tight fit
Features insulating function, moisture-wicking function, stretchable, stretchable wind cuffs, 
 wind catcher behind front zipper, mesh panels at armhole, comfort collar
Pockets slit pockets, chest pocket, inner pockets 

2290 / Dark Blue-Black

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FTU708 2290 Dark Blue-Black
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RADIANT WB JACKET

0010 / Black

The main purpose of the Radiant is to insulate and retain body heat. The WindBarrier® makes sure no wind will enter and allows 
the continuation of the transportation of moisture to the outermost layer. The Radiant is very lightweight and comfortable 
thanks to the fleece inner liner, 4-way stretch shell and anatomical fit. It is designed to wear as a standalone piece off the bike 
or as an insulating layer under an armored jacket.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell REV’IT! WindBarrier®, Soft Shell 3L, PWR | stretch mesh
Waterproofing water repellent, wind proof
Breathability highly breathable 
Composition 56% polyester 44% polyamide
Visibility laminated reflection at upper arms, laminated reflective logo at chest and back 

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tight fit
Features wind catcher behind front zipper, zipper cover at front zipper, elastic at cuffs
Pockets slit pockets, chest pocket

0160 / Light Grey

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FTU707 0010 Black

FTU707 0160 Light Grey

SOLAR JACKET

2290 / Dark Blue-Black

The Solar mid layer jacket provides thermal benefits thanks to the PrimaLoft® insulation. It’s comfortable, it will block the wind 
and repel rain, and it comes at a very affordable price point. The jacket can be worn on its own or as a thermal liner underneath 
a riding jacket; it is equipped with a comfort collar, wind catcher behind the front zipper and plenty of pockets. 

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell polyester 20D ripstop, softshell 2L
Lining polyester 20D, micro fleece
Insulation PrimaLoft®

Composition outer shell: 100% polyester
 Lining: 100% polyester
Visibility laminated reflection at upper arms, laminated reflective logo at chest and back 

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Features insulating function, elastic at cuffs, wind catcher behind front zipper, 
 zipper cover at front zipper, comfort collar
Pockets Slit pockets, chest pocket, inner pocket

1010 / Black-Black

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FTU705 1010 Black-Black

FTU705 2290 Dark Blue-Black
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NANUK JACKET

The Nanuk jacket takes comfort to the next level. Constructed with body-hugging ThermoLite® this jacket provides warmth 
without the weight. This durable material is wind- and abrasion-resistant while it pulls moisture away from the skin. It is soft and 
supple, without bulk and is designed to complement the highly functional jackets in our collection.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell THERMOLITE® fabric
Breathability highly breathable
Composition 92% polyester (42% thermolite) 8% spandex
Visibility  laminated reflective logo at chest and back

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tight fit
Features insulating function, moisture wicking function, wind catcher behind front zipper, 
 zipper cover at front zipper, overlock seams, elastic at cuffs
Pockets slit pockets, chest pocket 

0010 / Black

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FTU706 0010 Black

EXCELLERATOR SPORTS UNDERSUIT

The lightweight EXCELLERATOR suit uses moisture-wicking and thermal-regulation technology to keep you comfortable in 
all seasons and under all conditions. Anatomically shaped to be worn under a leather one-piece suit, the EXCELLERATOR 
prevents overheating in summer and hypothermia in winter, with stretchable PE that offers comfortable support for the body 
and reduces muscle fatigue. For additional comfort, this under-suit features thumb and ankle straps to accommodate all types 
of racers.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell 4-way stretch
Composition 94% polyester, 6% elastane

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit race fit, tight
Features moisture wicking function, makes it easier to slide in and out of leathers, 
 overlock seams, ankle and thumb straps, front fly

1010 / Black

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FTU301 1010 Black
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NANUK PANTS

A base layer is designed in order to maximize the functionality of mid and outer layers. The Nanuk pants are designed for rides 
on cold days. They will keep you warm and comfortable as they trap heat in and wick moisture away. The pants have a tight fit 
this which is necessary to provide insulation. Furthermore they are constructed with overlock seams to minimize abrasion and 
add comfort. These pants make a perfect match with the Nanuk jacket.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell THERMOLITE® fabric
Breathability highly breathable
Composition 92% polyester (42% thermolite) 8% spandex
Visibility  laminated reflective logo at upper leg and back

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tight fit
Features insulating function, moisture wicking function, overlock seams, elastic at waistband and ankles

0010 / Black

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FTU605 0010 Black

OXYGEN SHIRT LS

Purpose-built for summer use, the OXYGEN long-sleeved base layer shirt offers superb moisture management properties, 
thanks to a special open-knitting technique. Body-mapping technology has allowed us to determine which areas of the body 
require even more ventilation: the back, chest, underarms, and elbows. In these spots the round knit fabric is even more open, 
to wick moisture away optimally. The OXYGEN shirt keeps you dry and comfortable on even the warmest days.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell polyamide 
Composition 93% Polyamide, 7% Elastane

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit regular
Features seamless in 3D round knit technology, moisture wicking function, antibacterial finish, odour control,  
 air spacer ribs at shoulders, airvent zone at armpit, 3D-airvent zone at chest, insulation guards at  
 elbow and waist, climate control unit at back, autofit cuffs and hem

0010 / Black

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FTU104 0010 Black
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OXYGEN LL PANTS

Matching the hot-weather OXYGEN base layer shirt, these round-knit base layer summer pants feature exactly the same 
benefits, for lower-body coolness and comfort. The OXYGEN pants offer excellent moisture management, and are treated with 
an anti-bacterial finish, to keep them fresh and resistant to odors during the warmer months. With washable durability, these 
pants are great not only for motorcycling, but basically for all active summer sports.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell polyamide
Composition 93% polyamide, 7% elastane

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit regular
Features seamless in 3D round knit technology, moisture wicking function, antibacterial finish, odour control,  
 insulation guards at knee, thigh and shin, airvent zone at the back of the knee, autofit waist and hem

0150 / Grey

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FTU204 0150 Grey

VIOLET LADIES SHIRT

Purpose-built for summer use, the ultra lightweight VIOLET Ladies long-sleeved base layer top offers superb moisture-
management properties, through the use of a special round-knit, open-knitting technique. Again, thanks to body mapping 
analysis, the fabric at the back, chest, armpits and elbows of the VIOLET is even more open, to wick away excess moisture as 
effectively as possible. This helps keep you dry and comfortable on even the warmest days.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell polyamide 
Composition 93% polyamide, 7% elastane

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit regular
Features seamless in 3D round knit technology, moisture wicking function, antibacterial finish, odour control,  
 air spacer ribs at shoulders, airvent zone at armpit, 3D-airvent zone at chest, insulation guards at  
 elbow and waist, climate control unit at back, autofit cuffs and hem

0010 / Black

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FTU106 0150 Grey
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VIOLET LADIES PANTS

Matching the hot-weather VIOLET base layer shirt, these round-knit base layer summer pants offer exactly the same properties, 
for total-body coolness and comfort. The VIOLET pants provide excellent moisture management, and they are washable and 
durable. They are also treated with an anti-bacterial finish, to keep them fresh and resistant to odors during the warmer months.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell polyamide 
Composition 93% polyamide, 7% elastane

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit regular
Features seamless in 3D round knit technology, moisture wicking function, antibacterial finish, odour control,  
 insulation guards at knee, thigh and shin, airvent zone at the back of the knee, autofit waist and hem

0010 / Black

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FTU206 0150 Grey

GRIZZLY WSP UNDER GLOVES

These GORE® Windstopper® Softshell under gloves are designed for wear under any type of unlined REV'IT! gloves. They 
provide excellent additional warmth and Coolmax moisture-management functionality. The Grizzly WSP gloves also offer much 
greater comfort for the wearer, thanks to seams stitched on the outside, for a better feel inside the fingers.     

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell 3L ripstop stretch, COOLMAX®

Waterproofing water repellent and wind proof backhand
Breathability highly breathable
Composition 85% polyester, 12% polyamide, 2% ePFTE, 1% elastane

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Features moisture wicking function, elastic at cuff

0010 / Black

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FTU403 0010 Black
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HELIUM UNDER GLOVES

The Helium under gloves raise the comfort and warmth levels in any existing glove. The close-knit nylon fabric is highly 
breathable and the gloves come equipped with connect fingertips to enable the use of smartphones and tablets without 
removal. The Helium gloves are designed thin for compatibility with any riders' existing gloves.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell PWR | shell knit, connect finger tip yarn
Breathability highly breathable
Composition outer shell: 74% polyamide, 22% polyester, 3% liquid silicon rubber, 1% copper

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tight fit 
Features moisture wicking function, connect finger tip at index finger and thumb, silicon grip print

0010 / Black

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FTU404 0010 Black
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PACIFIC 2 H2O RAIN SUIT
3900 / Neon Yellow-Black

1010 / Black-Black

The REV'IT! rain wear collection received an upgrade. The Pacific H20, which has been a best seller since its 2011 introduction, 
just got better. An update to the outer shell makes it extremely breathable and bleed free, the zip has been upgraded to a YKK 
zipper, and the reflective tape is now 3M™ Scotchlite™. We know that riding in the rain isn’t anyone’s favorite, but the Pacific 2 
H2O makes it as comfortable as possible.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell PVC-free polyester Oxford with PU coating (colour 1010), 
 PVC-free PWR | Oxford with PU coating (colour 3900), 
 PVC-free polyester Oxford EN471 with PU coating (colour 3900)
Waterproofing 100% waterproof
Composition outer shell colour 1010: 100% polyester (100% polyurethane coating)
 outer shell colour 3900: 100% polyester (100% polyurethane coating) 
Visibility 3M™ Scotchlite™ laminated reflection at shoulders, reflective prints at upper arms, chest and calves

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment tabs at collar, upper arm, cuffs and ankles, adjustment straps at waist, 
 elastic draw cord at hem
Features PVC-free, EN343 certified, XL front zipper, includes transport bag
Pockets stash pocket on left leg

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FRC008 1010 Black-Black

FRC008 3900 Neon Yellow-Black
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NITRIC 2 H20 RAIN JACKET

1010 / Black

A stylish rain jacket made from highly technical materials and equipped with all of the desirable features a high-end rain jacket 
should have. The non-sticking PVC-free Oxford outer shell is 100% waterproof while remaining especially breathable. Heavy 
duty YKK zippers, reflective prints, ample storage space and easy hoodie storage in the collar pocket distinguish this rain 
jacket from the others. It comes with a handy transportation bag and is available in classic black and high-visibility neon yellow. 

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell PVC-free polyester Oxford with PU coating (colour 1010), 
 PVC-free PWR | Oxford with PU coating (colour 1450), 
 PVC-free polyester Oxford EN471 with PU coating (colour 1450)
Waterproofing 100% waterproof
Composition outer shell colour 1010: 100% polyester (100% polyurethane coating)
 outer shell colour 1450: 100% polyamide (100% polyurethane coating)
 lining: 100% polyester
Visibility reflective prints at chest and back

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment tab at upper arms and cuffs, adjustment straps at waist, 
 adjustment drawcord at hood and hem
Features PVC-free, EN343 certified, hood with easy inside-collar storage, includes transport bag
Pockets stash pockets, napoleon pocket, inner pocket

1450 / Black-Neon Yellow

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FRC009 1010 Black

FRC009 1450 Black-Neon Yellow

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FRC005 0010 Black

SPHINX H2O RAIN TROUSERS

The Sphinx H2O are the perfectly matching rain trousers for the Nitric H2O rain jacket. They’re equally well equipped with mesh 
inner lining and feature a full-length, two way easy-entry zipper at the left leg and an easy entrance zipper at the right leg, as 
well as additional reflective panels for enhanced visibility. Wrapped in a practical stowaway bag, these trousers can be simply 
integrated into the existing rainwear display. 

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell PVC-free PWR | Oxford with PU coating
Lining  mesh
Waterproofing water resistant
Composition outer shell: 100% polyester (100% polyurethane coating)
 lining: 100% polyester
Visibility reflection at calves

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment tabs at waist and ankles
Features PVC-free, elastic at waistband, two-way easy entrance zipper with water catcher at left leg, 
 easy entrance zipper with wind catcher at right leg, belt loops, includes transport bag

0010 / Black
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CYCLONE 2 H2O RAIN JACKET

0010 / Black

The Cyclone 2 H2O is the range’s no nonsense rain jacket. Made from highly technical material constructed in a clean design, 
the Cyclone 2 H2O does exactly what it needs to do keep the rider dry and comfortable in the rain. Thanks to its adjustability 
features, it will easily adapt to any motorcycle jacket. It comes with a handy bag for transportation and is available in classic 
black or high-visibility neon yellow. 

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell PVC-free polyester Oxford with PU coating (colour 0010), 
 PVC-free polyester Oxford EN471 with PU coating (colour 0410)
Waterproofing 100% waterproof
Composition outer shell: 100% polyester (100% polyurethane coating)
Visibility reflective prints at chest, upper arms and back

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment tab at collar, upper arms and cuffs, adjustment drawcord at hem
Features PVC-free, EN343 certified, includes transport bag

0410 / Neon Yellow

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FRC010 0010 Black

FRC010 0410 Neon Yellow

ACID H2O RAIN TROUSERS

0010 / Black

The Acid H2O is designed as a waterproof layer to wear over motorcycle trousers and packs small. A recent upgrade to the 
outer shell makes it 100% waterproof, breathable and non-sticky. The Acid 2 H2O is now available in fully EN471 high-viz 
neon yellow in addition to the original Oxford black. Both color options come with reflection panels at the lower leg to 
ensure great visibility. 

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell PVC-free polyester Oxford with PU coating (in colour 0010 only), 
 PVC-free polyester Oxford EN471 with PU coating (in colour 0410 only)
Waterproofing 100% waterproof
Composition outer shell: 100% polyester (100% polyurethane coating)
Visibility reflective prints at calves

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment tab at ankles
Features PVC-free, EN343 certified, elastic at waistband, includes transport bag

0410 / Neon Yellow

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FRC003 0010 Black

FRC003 0410 Neon Yellow
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TOPAZ H20 LADIES RAIN JACKET

0010 / Black

The distinctive styling and parka attitude make the Topaz H2O Ladies an ideal dual purpose jacket. Technically developed to 
serve as a motorcycle overcoat, this rain jacket is also perfect for use as a casual raincoat. The pongee-woven outer fabric 
makes for a chic appearance, along with the stash pockets and the storable hood. For practical purposes, the Topaz H2O 
Ladies comes standard in a storage bag.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell PVC-free dull polyester pongee with PU coating, 
 PVC-free polyester Oxford with PU coating
Waterproofing 100% waterproof
Composition outer shell: 100% polyester
 lining: 100% polyester
Visibility reflective prints at chest, back and upper arm

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment tab at cuffs, adjustment strap at waist, adjustment drawcord at hood and hem, 
 two-way zipper at front
Features PVC-free, EN343 certified, hood with easy inside-collar storage
Pockets stash pockets, napoleon pocket, inner pocket

0820 / Olive

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FRC012 0010 Black

FRC012 0820 Olive
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QUARTZ H20 RAIN JACKET

0820 / Olive

The Quartz H2O will be used by many as a dual purpose jacket. Although technically designed to serve as a motorcycle 
overcoat, the pongee-woven outer fabric and four luxuriously finished stash pockets give it a stylish appearance for those who 
choose to wear it as casual street wear. The storable hood underlines its off-the-bike function, while a storage bag tops the 
practicality features of the Quartz H2O.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell PVC-free dull polyester pongee with PU coating, 
 PVC-free polyester Oxford with PU coating
Waterproofing 100% waterproof
Composition outer shell: 100% polyester
 lining: 100% polyester
Visibility reflective prints at chest, back and upper arm

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit city fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment tab at cuffs, adjustment straps at waist, adjustment drawcord at hood and hem
Features PVC-free, EN343 certified, hood with easy inside-collar storage
Pockets stash pockets, napoleon pocket, inner pocket

0010 / Black

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FRC011 0010 Black

FRC011 0820 Olive

WRIGHT JACKET
0010 / Black

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FFC036 0010 Black
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EDISON LADIES JACKET

0010 / Black

0160 / Light Grey

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FFC037 0010 Black

FFC037 0160 Light Grey

NIXON CARDIGAN

0140 / Dark Grey

0340 / Marine Blue

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FFC034 0140 Dark Grey

FFC034 0340 Marine Blue
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DAVIS LS HOODY
0150 / Grey

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FFC035 0150 Grey

NEWARK CAP

3530 / Grey-Blue

2040 / Burgundy Red–Grey

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA S / M L / XL

FFC028 2040 Burgundy Red-Grey

FFC028 3530 Grey-Blue
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STOCKTON CAP

0240 / Burgundy Red

0010 / Black

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA S / M L / XL

FFC027 0010 Black

FFC027 0240 Burgundy Red

NASHVILLE CAP
0840 / Army Green

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA S / M L / XL

FFC026 0840 Army Green
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BOSTON CAP
0010 / Black

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA one size fits all

FFC025 0010 Black

LIQUID COOLING VEST

As a rider’s body temperature rises fatigue begins to set in, which ultimately affects bike control. The Liquid cooling vest helps 
by utilizing Hyperkewl™ technology, which works by absorbing and storing water, and then releasing it over time through 
the naturally cooling process of evaporation. Because the cooling is activated by ventilation, the better the jacket’s airflow 
properties, the more effective the vest’s cooling properties will be. For best results pair the Liquid cooling vest with a highly 
ventilated jacket.

USER INSTRUCTIONS COOLING PRODUCTS WITH HYPERKEWL™
Before the first use, please dunk the product under water, gently squeeze out the excess water and let the product dry 
completely. This is necessary for the cooling fibers to set into the product. Please note, the product could feel 'slimy' because 
of the fiber migration after the first activation. This rinses away on the next soaking.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell PWR | stretch mesh, 4-way 3D stretch mesh
Lining PU coated ripstop
Insulation HyperKewl™ Polymer Embedded super absorption cooling fabric 
Composition 45% nylon, 11% elastane, 23% polyester, 21% viscose

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit
Features easy entrance zipper at side torso

1010 / Black

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FAR035 1010 Black
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CHALLENGER COOLING VEST INSERT

Once saturated with water the Challenger vest’s natural cooling properties are activated simply by opening the jacket’s 
ventilation panels, which helps riders maintain a comfortable body temperature and, ultimately, stay in control. The Challenger 
can be zipped directly into select REV’IT! jackets for a clean, integrated fit—effectively amplifying a jacket’s existing airflow for 
up to six hours.

USER INSTRUCTIONS COOLING PRODUCTS WITH HYPERKEWL™
Before the first use, please dunk the product under water, gently squeeze out the excess water and let the product dry 
completely. This is necessary for the cooling fibers to set into the product. Please note, the product could feel 'slimy' because 
of the fiber migration after the first activation. This rinses away on the next soaking.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell PWR | Stretch mesh, 4-way 3D stretch mesh
Breathability highly breathable 
Lining PU coated ripstop
Insulation HyperKewl™ Polymer Embedded super absorption cooling fabric 
Composition 42% nylon, 11% elastane, 25% polyester, 22% viscose

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit
Features stretchable side panels

S M L XL

Men’s Textile Jackets XS S-M L-XL XXL-XZL

Men’s Leather Jackets 46 48-50 52-56 58-60

Ladies Textile Jackets 34-38 40-42 44-46 48

Ladies Leather Jackets 34-38 40-44 46

1010 / Black

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FAR038 1010 Black

FLUID COOLING NECK COLLAR

This lightweight neck collar attaches with a simple Velcro collar and keeps the rider comfortable and in control by zeroing in on 
the back of the neck where excess heat can build up, using HyperKewl™ evaporation cooling technology. Maintaining a cool 
temperature at this critical zone helps regulate temperature throughout the rest of the body.

USER INSTRUCTIONS COOLING PRODUCTS WITH HYPERKEWL™
Before the first use, please dunk the product under water, gently squeeze out the excess water and let the product dry 
completely. This is necessary for the cooling fibers to set into the product. Please note, the product could feel 'slimy' because 
of the fiber migration after the first activation. This rinses away on the next soaking.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell PWR | stretch mesh
Lining PU coated ripstop
Insulation HyperKewl™ Polymer Embedded super absorption cooling fabric 
Composition 40% nylon, 10% elastane, 27% polyester, 23% viscose

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit

1010 / Black

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FAR037 1010 Black
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FLUX COOLING WRISTBAND

It’s a well-proven fact that cooling the wrist is an effective biological shortcut to cooling the entire body. The Hyperkewl™ 
material of the Flux cooling wristband stays active for between six and ten hours after activated. The lightweight wristband 
attaches easily via a Velcro closure and helps keep riders from overheating in hot-weather conditions.

USER INSTRUCTIONS COOLING PRODUCTS WITH HYPERKEWL™
Before the first use, please dunk the product under water, gently squeeze out the excess water and let the product dry 
completely. This is necessary for the cooling fibers to set into the product. Please note, the product could feel 'slimy' because 
of the fiber migration after the first activation. This rinses away on the next soaking.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell PWR| stretch mesh
Lining PU coated ripstop
Insulation HyperKewl™ Polymer Embedded super absorption cooling fabric 
Composition 40% nylon, 10% elastane, 27% polyester, 23% viscose

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit

1010 / Black

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FAR036 1010 Black

SAFEWAY BELT

The Safeway is an innovation from the in-house R&D department. This belt delivers an extremely strong connection between 
the jacket and the jeans. The belt contains a short connection zipper that attaches to the jacket's connection zipper. All REV'IT! 
jackets are compatible with the Safeway belt. When the belt is connected to the jacket it will put major pressure on the belt 
loops, the REV'IT! jeans are prepared for that and will stay nicely in place, partly due to diagonal placed belt loops on the side 
and partly thanks to the double belt loops at the back rise. The belt is delivered with both sides of the zipper in case a customer 
wants to attach it to another jacket. The belt comes in one size and the length can be easily adjusted by moving the screw that 
holds the buckle. 

0700 / Brown

110 cm

FAR048 0010 Black

FAR048 0700 Brown

0010 / Black
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HYDRABAG INSERT

A few of the REV'IT! jackets in the adventure- and race segment are prepared for a hydra bag. 
This hydra bag has a volume of 0.5 liters.

Set of 5 bags

One size fits all

FAR041 0010 Black (set of 5 bags)

ATHOS AIR 2 VEST

A design upgrade to Athos Air 2 means that the functional features and product purpose remain the same, but features an 
improved fit, upgraded heavy duty YKK zippers, and 3M™ Scothclite™ reflective tape. The front and back panels are made of 
fully perforated PWR | shell mesh EN471 certified fabric. Stretch panels at the side ensure that the Athos Air vest fits easily over 
any jacket in the REV'IT! collection.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell polyester mesh EN471, polyester stretch, PVC-free polyester Oxford with PU coating
Composition outer shell: 100% polyester
 lining: 100% polyester
Visibility 3M™ Scotchlite™ reflection at shoulders, back and front, reflective logo’s at chest and back

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, tight
Ventilation ventilation panels at chest and back
Features stretchable side panels
Pockets inner pocket

0410 / Neon Yellow

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FAR057 0410 Neon Yellow
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ATHOS 2 VEST

A design upgrade to the Athos 2 means that the functional features and product purpose remain the same, but features an 
improved fit, upgraded heavy duty YKK zippers, and 3M™ Scotchlite™ reflective tape. The Athos 2 is a safety upgrade for any 
motorcyclist and is compatible with all jackets in the REV'IT! collection.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell PVC-free polyester Oxford EN471 with PU coating,
 PVC-free PWR | Oxford with PU coating,
 polyester stretch, 
Waterproofing water repellent
Composition outer shell: 100% polyester (100% polyurethane coating)
 lining: 100% polyester
Visibility 3M™ Scotchlite™ laminated reflection at shoulders, back and front, reflective prints at chest and back

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, tight
Features stretchable side panels
Pockets inner pocket

0410 / Neon Yellow

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FAR056 0410 Neon Yellow

CONNECTOR HV VEST

With the Vest connector HV any jacket can be upgraded to greater visibility. It is designed to wear over all jackets in a subtle 
and stylish way. The vest can be fixed to the outer shell of almost all the new style jackets with Velcro loops. Thanks to the mesh 
fabric it ventilates well and it won’t flap or bubble out. For a snug fit the vest can be adjusted on the sides. The neon yellow 
EN-471 certified fabric combined with the 3M™ Scotchlite™ reflection stripes dramatically increase riders’ visibility. A small 
upgrade with great benefits.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell PWR | shell mesh EN471, PWR | shell 500D stretch, PWR | shell 330D 
Breathability highly breathable 
Composition 100% polyester
Visibility   3M™ Scotchlite™ reflection at shoulders and back, reflective logo’s at chest and back, 
 reflective panel at waistband

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit
Adjustability adjustable waistband
Features  stretch waistband, separate wearable, includes transport bag

0410 / Neon Yellow

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FAR039 0410 Neon Yellow
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STRAPPER SUSPENDERS

Keep your trousers in the right place with the Strapper suspenders. The Strapper can be connected to the short connection 
zipper at the back and the special made Velcro attachment point on the front side. The suspenders are only compatible with 
these trousers from the REV'IT! collection:

FPT065 Trousers Factor 3   
FPT066 Trousers Factor 3 
FPT067 Trousers Cayenne Pro  
FPT068 Trousers Defender Pro GTX 
FPT069 Trousers Dominator GTX
FPT070 Neptune GTX Ladies
FPT076 Tornado 2 Trousers
FPT077 Tornado 2 Ladies Trousers

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell high density polyester 600D
Composition outer shell: 61% polyester, 35% polyamide, 4% elastane 
Visibility laminated reflective logo

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability adjustment straps
Features short connection zipper, elastic 

0010 / Black

One size

FAR049 0010 Black

MAXIMUS WSP BALACLAVA

To complement our existing range of balaclavas that feature WINDSTOPPER® functionality, we introduce the Maximus WSP 
balaclava, which incorporates an extra-large water repellent WINDSTOPPER® chest panel with a moisture-managing upper 
face mask. We’ve also built in open-knit panels near the ears and mouth to facilitate easy breathing and hearing, making this 
the most comfortable and technically superior high-end balaclava on the market today.  

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell 3L ripstop stretch, 4-way stretch, mesh
Waterproofing water repellent and wind proof front panel
Breathability highly breathable
Composition 70% polyamide, 17% polyester, 12% elastane, 1% ePFTE

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit ergonomic fit
Ventilation ventilation panel at mouth and nose
Features moisture wicking function, overlock seams, stretchable upper part, sew free eye-opening

0010 / Black

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FAR044 0010 Black
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AMAZON GTX BALACLAVA

The collar of the Amazon GTX balaclava is designed to be worn over the collar of your jacket, to prevent water from entering 
via the neck. It incorporates a GORE-TEX® membrane that guarantees you 100% waterproofing. The head piece is made of 
moisture management materials that quickly wicks away sweat from your skin, to keep you cool when it's hot and comfortably 
warm when it's cold.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell 2L Taslan GORE-TEX® fabric, 4-way stretch, PWR | fleece ripstop, mesh
Waterproofing GORE-TEX® membrane
Breathability highly breathable
Composition outer shell: 75% polyamide, 15% ePFTE, 6% polyester, 4% elastane
 lining: 100% polyester

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit ergonomic fit
Adjustability adjustment drawcord
Features overlock seams, stretchable upper part, sew free eye-opening

0010 / Black

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FAR033 0010 Black

TRACKER 2 WB BALACLAVA

The Tracker 2 WB balaclava offers full-face protection against wind and cold while keeping the wearer comfortable and in 
control. An extended front panel made from REV’IT! WINDBARRIER® covers a larger-than-average area of the chest, for added 
warmth and water resistance. The stitch-free eye opening prevents pressure lines on your face after taking it off, a small detail 
but a great feature!   

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell REV’IT! WindBarrier®, 4-way stretch
Waterproofing water repellent and wind proof front panel
Breathability highly breathable
Composition 89% polyamide, 11% elastane

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit ergonomic fit
Features moisture wicking function, overlock seams, stretchable upper part, sew free eye-opening

0010 / Black

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FAR047 0010 Black
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MICRO BALACLAVA

When not in need for additional wind blocking and water repellent functionality, but looking for an efficient moisture managing 
and insulating layer, look no further as the 3D roundknit Micro. With cleverly integrated nose, mouth and ear 'mesh' panels, this 
balaclava is the must-have accessory for any serious enthusiasts. Pressure points normally caused by seams in traditional 
balaclavas are simply not there. You won't even notice you're wearing it—and isn't that what the perfect balaclava should do?

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell polyamide 
Composition 89% polyamide 7% elastane 4% polyester

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit ergonomic fit
Features 3D round knit technology, overlock seams, insulating function, antibacterial finish, odour control, 
 air spacer ribs at upper part, airvent zone at nose/ mouth and ears, auto fit neckline and hem

0010 / Black

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FAR043 0010 Black

VELOX WSP WIND COLLAR

The Velox GORE® Windstopper® Softshell wind collar covers a wider part of the chest than the Karma, while offering equally 
excellent moisture management, insulation, wind blocking, and water repellent properties. The Velox WSP is soft, extremely 
comfortable, and ultra light.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell 3L ripstop stretch, mesh
Waterproofing water repellent and wind proof
Breathability highly breathable
Composition 58% polyester, 33% polyamide, 6% ePFTE, 3% elastane

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit ergonomic fit
Features overlock seams, stretchable

0010 / Black

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FAR032 0010 Black
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KARMA WSP WIND COLLAR

The compact and lightweight Karma GORE® Windstopper® Softshell collar is one of the most comfortable wind collars 
available. It is completely windproof, and offers a soft, warm fleece lining on the inside of the outer shell, which is made of 
comfortable Softshell stretch material. The Karma WSP is water resistant by definition.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell 3L ripstop stretch, mesh
Waterproofing water repellent and wind proof
Breathability highly breathable
Composition 58% polyester, 33% polyamide, 6% ePFTE, 3% elastane

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit ergonomic fit
Features overlock seams, stretchable

0010 / Black

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FAR031 0010 Black

FREEZE 2 WB WIND COLLAR

The Freeze 2 WB wind collar is your extra large shield from cold, wind, and rain. The REV’IT! WINDBARRIER® material helps 
you stay dry and warm, while the extended front panel covers a large area of the chest for extra waterproofing and warmth. Plus, 
the Freeze takes the sting out of breathing in cold air thanks to a mesh panel for your nose.  

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell REV’IT! WindBarrier®, mesh
Waterproofing water repellent
Breathability highly breathable
Composition 98% polyamide, 2% polyester

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit ergonomic fit
Features moisture wicking function, overlock seams, stretchable

0010 / Black

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FAR046 0010 Black
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WRAPP 2 WB WIND COLLAR

Our basic wind collar is anything but run-of-the-mill. The Wrapp 2 WB is completely water-repellent and protects against cold 
and wind. The Wrapp is equipped with stretch material at the sides for a comfortable fit, while a mesh front panel enables easy 
breathing and moisture regulation. 

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell REV’IT! WindBarrier®, mesh
Waterproofing water repellent
Breathability highly breathable
Composition 95% polyamide, 5% polyester

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit ergonomic fit
Features moisture wicking function, overlock seams, stretchable

0010 / Black

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FAR045 0010 Black

JUNO COLLAR

Thanks to 3D roundknit technology the Juno collar offers state-of-the-art technology in a small package riddled with 
functionality. The Juno combines a stretch construction with great insulation and moisture managing properties, keeping the 
skin around the neck, chin and mouth dry in both summer and winter. The Juno is the perfect technical buff for year-round use.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell polyamide 
Composition 92% polyamide, 5% elastance, 3% polyester

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit ergonomic fit
Features 3D round knit technology, overlock seams, insulating function, 
 antibacterial finish, odour control, autofit hems 

0010 / Black

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FAR042 0010 Black
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VIRGO WB WINDCOLLAR

Thanks to an integrated WindBarrier®, the Virgo WB operates as a strong wind buffer for the neck. The padded fabric creates a 
voluminous collar that prevents wind from entering the jacket while keeping the neck warm. Strategically positioned hook and 
loop enables the rider to adjust the collar to their personal preference.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell nylon ripstop, REV’IT! WindBarrier® fleece
Insulation 3M™ Thinsulate™ KK
Lining tricot lining
Waterproofing water repellent and windproof at top collar
Breathability breathable
Composition outer shell: 100% polyamide
 Lining: 100% polyester

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit ergonomic fit
Adjustability  adjustable collar
Features silicon grip print at inside back

0010 / Black

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FAR053 0010 Black

URBANO WB WINDCOLLAR

The tube-like shape of the Urbano WB has no limitations as to how you want to wear it. Its 50/50 construction, in which 
half of the tube is equipped with WINDBARRIER®, enables you to wear it in different manners. Make sure you have the 
WINDBARRIER® covering your entire neck on colder mornings, and pull it down when temperatures rise so you only have a 
comfortable fleece barrier preventing any bugs from finding their way into your jacket.    

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell REV’IT! WindBarrier® fleece, polyester jersey
Waterproofing water repellent and windproof panel
Breathability breathable
Composition outer shell upper part: 91% polyester, 9% elastane
 outer shell bottom part: 100% polyester

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit ergonomic fit
Features stretchable

0010 / Black

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FAR055 0010 Black
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CASTOR WB WINDCOLLAR

The Castor WB is fully lined with WindBarrier® fabric, keeping wind out regardless of its strength or direction. Elastic at the 
opening enables the rider to wear the collar in a variety of configurations, with a soft inside fabric for comfort. The knitted finish 
of the Castor WB makes it functional as well as stylish, ideal for urban use.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell REV’IT! WindBarrier® fleece, polyester knit 
Waterproofing water repellent and wind proof
Breathability breathable
Composition outer shell: 100% polyester 
 lining: 100% polyester

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit ergonomic fit
Features elastic binding at top

0010 / Black

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FAR054 0010 Black

IRVING WB WINDCOLLAR

The Irving WB is a windproof urban collar equipped with WindBarrier® fabric to keep wind chill off the neck. The inside collar is 
made of soft material for comfort and warmth, while the water repellent outer material prevents rain from permeating the collar. 
All the functionality is wrapped into a casual urban styled package.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell REV’IT! WindBarrier® fleece, polyester Oxford    
Waterproofing water repellent and windproof
Breathability breathable
Composition outer shell: 100% polyester 
 lining: 100% polyester

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit ergonomic fit
Features elastic binding at top

0010 / Black

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

FAR052 0010 Black
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TOUR WINTER SOCKS

The fabrics used in our socks quickly wick moisture away from the skin, while ventilation channels keep the feet cool, dry, and 
comfortable. To our WINTER TOURING socks we add pure Marino wool for extra insulation, to keep your feet warm, even on the 
longest winter touring ride. The anatomically shaped foot-bed supports and cushions your feet, providing support where they 
need it the most.  

Composition  34% polyamide, 34% acrylic, 19% wool, 11% polypropylene, 2% elastane

3540 / Grey-Yellow

35 - 38 (size 1) 39 - 41 (size 2) 42 - 44 (size 3) 45 - 47 (size 4)

FAR019 3540 Grey-Yellow

TOUR SUMMER SOCKS

Experienced riders know that, for a good tour, the right clothing is just as crucial as technical skill. Dry, comfortable feet 
help you perform better. The Air conditioning Channel® of the REVIT! SUMMER TOURING socks is climate control for your 
feet, actively and continuously regulating excess heat and moisture. This provides effective protection against moisture and 
temperature extremes, for both hot and cold environments.     

Composition 62% polyamide, 28% cotton, 8% polypropylene, 2% elastane 

3540 / Grey-Yellow

35 - 38 (size 1) 39 - 41 (size 2) 42 - 44 (size 3) 45 - 47 (size 4)

FAR018 3540 Grey-Yellow
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LEATHER CLEANER & CONDITIONER 150ML

Regular maintenance of your leather REVIT! motorcycle garment optimizes its performance and guarantees long life. With 
REVIT! LEATHER CLEANER you can thoroughly clean all sorts of leather.

Use REVIT! LEATHER CONDITIONER afterwards to protect and feed all smooth leather garments. It will help preserve the 
water- and dirt-resistant qualities of leather, as well as the special leather smell. For best results we advise treating your 
garment with leather cleaner and conditioner at least twice a year.  

0000 / 12-pack

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA pack

FAR008 0000 12-pack

WATERPROOF TEXTILE SPRAY 400ML

REVIT! WATERPROOF TEXTILESPRAY has been developed to protect waterproof textile garments against water 
and stains. When used frequently, TEXSPRAY will enhance the waterproof capabilities of the material, 
without affecting its breathability. 

0000 / 12-pack

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA pack

FAR012 0000 12-pack
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WATERPROOF LEATHER SPRAY 400ML

REVIT! WATERPROOF LEATHER SPRAY preserves the leathers natural water-resistance and fully protects all types of leather 
against water and stains, while maintaining its breathability.

0000 / 12-pack

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA pack

FAR011 0000 12-pack

TEXTILE WASH 250ML

The maintenance of textile garments requires special attention, especially when they contain waterproof and breathable 
membranes. REVIT! TEXTILE WASH detergent maintains the specific qualities of breathable waterproof clothing, when 
washing by machine or hand.

Always follow the wash and care instructions on garment labels.

0000 / 15-pack

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA pack

FAR010 0000 15-pack
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Size 03 Size 04 Size 05 Size 06

FPB003 2250 Type RV (REV’IT!) Blue - black

Size 105 Size 106

FPB002 2250 Type KN (Knox®) Blue - black

SEESOFT™ RV | KN  BACK PROTECTOR

2250 / Blue - black
Type KN (Knox®) 

The SEESOFT™ CE-Level 2 back protector insert is designed to absorb variable impacts without compromising on comfort, 
ventilation or freedom of movement. The highly impact-resistant blend of Nitrille and Polynorbornene rubber results in a 
memory foam that is multi-impact rated and CE certified to the highest level (EN 1621-2:2003 - level 2).

In the case of severe angular impact, the individual Memory foam layers will shift relative to one another, resulting in impact 
dispersion over a larger effective surface area, and therefore minimizing the energy that is transmitted to the spine and back.

By applying a multiple-layer concept, REV’IT! has developed a flexible back protector insert that performs 
consistently in all conditions.

2250 / Blue - black 
Type RV (REV’IT!)
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NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA RV01

TPG001 2250 Type B / Blue-Black

TRYONIC SEESOFT™ HIP PROTECTOR RV01

In case of a crash the hips are vulnerable to take a large part of an initial impact and are very likely to slide over the tarmac. 
Wearing hip protectors can greatly reduce the risk of injuries to your hip joints and spine by diverting and absorbing energy 
from a crash. The TRYONIC SEESOFT™ hip protector is made of a highly impact-resistant blend of synthetic memory foam that 
is multi-impact rated and CE certified to the European standard: EN1621-1:2012. The TRYONIC SEESOFT™ multi-layer concept 
delivers adaptive impact absorption that doesn’t compromise comfort, ventilation or flexibility.

2250 / Blue-Black

ADVENTURE NECK BRACE

Wearing a neck brace has been proven to significantly reduce neck injuries by protecting the cervical vertebrae of the spine 
against the force of an impact. The Adventure neck brace helps to reduce possible neck injuries caused by hyper-flexion, 
hyper-extension, axial load, shear load, lateral hyper-flexion and whiplash by limiting rotation and transferring excessive load 
from the neck to the rest of the body. The Adventure neck brace conveniently attaches to a selection of REV'IT! jackets with the 
dedicated connection kit II, or can be worn on its own with the harness. 

Harness is not included. Connection kit II is included.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell  REV’IT! WindBarrier®, PWR | shell 500D stretch, glass fibre reinforced polyamide
 ERF crosslinked composite surface foam, elastomeric polypropylene (hinges of FHD technology)
Composition outer shell: 96% polyamide, 4% elastane 
Visibility laminated reflection

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit tour fit, regular
Adjustability  integrated size regulation system, adjustable into 4 sizes with elastomeric 
 polypropylene hinges for chest width 80 – 125cm
Features neck brace connection kit II, detachable cover

0010 / Black

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA One size fits all

FPG041 0010 Black

Neck brace connection kit II
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NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA One size fits all

FAR050 0010 Black

ADVENTURE NECK BRACE HARNESS

Wearing a REV'IT! adventure neck brace has been proven to significantly reduce neck injuries by protecting the cervical 
vertebrae of the spine against the force of an impact. With the harness the REV'IT! Adventure neck brace can be used in 
combination with any motorcycle jacket. The harness straps around the chest and the REV'IT! adventure neck brace can be 
secured to the harness with the rings.   

0010 / Black

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA One size fits all

FAR051 0010 Black

NECK BRACE CONNECTION KIT II

The Adventure neck brace conveniently attaches to a selection of REV'IT! jackets with the dedicated connection kit, or can be 
worn on its own with the harness. This connection kit II is exclusively designed to attach the REV'IT! adventure neck brace to 
the REV'IT! Dominator GTX jacket, Cayenne Pro jacket and Defender GTX jacket. Secure the REV’IT! Adventure neck brace by 
attaching the 5 supplied straps to the integrated jacket rings.

0010 / Black
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NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA One size fits all

FAR040 0010 Black

NECK BRACE CONNECTION KIT I

In order to connect a neck brace to REV’IT! jackets a neck brace connection kit is required. This REV’IT! kit I is exclusively 
designed to attach both Leatt® STX Road and MOVEO® neck braces to the REV’IT! Sand 2 jacket.

0010 / Black

FEEL 3.7 BACK PROTECTOR

The Feel3.7 back protector belongs to the top in its class; the outstanding balance between far below CE Level 2 impact 
absorption and wearer comfort, due to its unique construction, lightweight components and ergonomic features are second 
to none. The patented Tryonic Vertebra joint system connects the polypropylene outer shells forming a rigid impenetrable 
shield and at the same time allowing for an unsurpassed freedom of movement. The EPS inner core ensures maximum energy 
absorption (< 4kN energy release), well within the CE Level 2 norm (< 9kN energy release). Another unique feature is the 
patented adjustable belt closure (T.C.F. Tryonic Custom Fit), ensuring a perfect fit for every rider. The Feel3.7 is also one of 
the most comfortable back protectors for high activity or hot weather riding due to the Coolmax mesh fabric in the back. As it 
performs up to minus 20 degrees Celsius, the Feel3.7 is the perfect choice for a variety of winter sports activities as well.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell Coolmax® stretch mesh fabric surrounded by thermoformed padding, 
 polypropylene Outer Shell, EPS (Expanded Polystyrene) inner core 
Protection  CE Level 2 (3,7kN) – EN 1621-2 standard 

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit ergonomically shaped, follows the contour of the body fluently 
Adjustability  T.C.F. – Tryonic Custom Fit closure system (patented) 
Ventilation  Coolmax® stretch mesh panel , air vent channels in outer shell 
Features  Tryonic Vertebra joint system (patented), tested for Winter Sports to -20° C, 
 average weight 768gr

3300 / White-Blue

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

TPB001 3300 White-Blue

TPB001 3530 Grey-Blue

3530 / Grey-Blue
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SEE+ BACK PROTECTOR

Compared to the Feel3.7, the See+ back protector offers a slightly lower impact value (7,7kN), yet still clearly within the CE 
Level 2 norm (EN1621-2) but at reduced weight and using a thinner outer shell, thus offering a perfect alternative for those 
enthusiasts out there preferring lower weight over higher impact values. The See+ weighs only 660 gr (average) yet offers an 
unsurpassed combination between ergonomic design, comfort and high performance shock absorption. The EPS inner core 
ensures high level energy absorption (7,7 kN energy release). Another unique feature is the patented adjustable belt closure 
(T.C.F. –Tryonic Custom Fit), ensuring a perfect for every rider. As the See+ has been tested for winter sports, up to minus 20 
degrees Celsius without performance loss, it is the perfect choice for a variety of winter sports athletes as well.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell polyamide fabric surrounded by thermoformed padding, polypropylene Outer Shell, 
 EPS (Expanded Polystyrene) inner core 
Protection CE Level 2 (7,7kN) – EN 1621-2 standard 

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit  ergonomically shaped, follows the contour of the body fluently 
Adjustability T.C.F. – Tryonic Custom Fit closure system (patented) 
Ventilation  polyamide stretch mesh panel, air vent channels in outer shell 
Features  tested for Winter Sports to -20° C, average weight 660 gr 

3300 / White-Blue

XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

TPB003 1300 Black-Blue

TPB003 3300 White-Blue

1300 / Black-Blue

T6 KNEE BRACE

The T6 Knee Brace truly is a unique product, developed and engineered after 2 years of intensive research and field testing 
involving orthopedists and professional athletes. Its uniqueness stems from the patented TRYONIC SB1 aluminum mechanism 
that allows the knee brace to exactly follow the natural movement of the knee ligament, the so-called rototranslation movement. 
This technology, combined with the use of an ergonomically designed, lightweight and slightly flexible frame, makes the T6 
Knee Brace one of the best protection products on the planet. The T6 was not just developed to protect the knee but especially 
to offer the muscle structure around the knee the freedom to work and support the knee ligament maximally, the best way to 
prevent injuries. The SB1 mechanism is made of forged aluminum and this is what makes the T6 so extremely durable, tested 
and approved by TRYONIC athletes under the fiercest conditions. Suitable for a great variety of sports activities such as cycling, 
running, skiing and riding, the T6 will offer you the maximum level of protection without restriction your freedom of movement.

PROTECTION FEATURES

Outer shell neoprene, injected TPU frame, silicone gel 
Protection  SB1Rototranslation mechanism, TPU frame, hyperextension adjustment screw, Patella Knee Cup 
  

ERGONOMIC FEATURES

Fit comfort fit 
Adjustability fully adjustable to the wearer’s preferred comfort settings 
Features SB1 Rototranslation mechanism (patented), removable gel knee pad, removable patella cup,  
 includes comfortable under sleeve

3300 / White-Blue

NOT AVAILABLE IN USA / CANADA XXS XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL 5XL 6XL

TPK001 3050 White-Black Pair

TPK002 3050 White-Black Left

TPK003 3050 White-Black Right
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RUN OUT OVERVIEW

RUN OUT OVERVIEW
As per 1 January 2017

The following articles will be RUN OUT as per 1 January 2017. As of that date, these products will no longer be shown on the 
website, nor featured in the SS17 collection overview.

LEATHER JACKETS – FJL
FJL055 Jacket Galactic
FJL056 Jacket Galactic Ladies
FJL057 Jacket Roamer
FJL059 Jacket Redhook
FJL060 Jacket Flatbush
FJL061 Jacket Xena Ladies
FJL065 Jacket Allure Evo Ladies
FJL066 Jacket Adrenaline Evo
FJL067 Jacket Stream
FJL069 Jacket Flatbush Vintage
FJL070 Jacket Airstream
FJL072 Jacket Flatbush Air Vintage

TEXTILE JACKETS - FJT
FJT150 Jacket Sand 2
FJT151 Jacket Sand 2 HV
FJT154 Jacket Excalibur
FJT155 Jacket Jupiter
FJT156 Jacket Jupiter Ladies
FJT176 Jacket Hillcrest
FJT178 Jacket Windsor
FJT184 Jacket Sand Ladies

LEATHER TROUSERS – FPL
FPL028 Trousers Xena Ladies
FPL030 Trousers Marryl Evo Ladies
FPL031 Trousers Maverick Evo

TEXTILE TROUSERS - FPT
FPT059 Trousers Sand 2
FPT064 Trousers Sand Ladies

SUMMER GLOVES – FGS
FGS068 Gloves Phantom GTX
FGS079 Gloves Sand Pro
FGS082 Gloves Stellar
FGS090 Gloves Xena Ladies
FGS095 Gloves Mantra H2O

BOOTS – FBR
FFC029 Shirt Brantley
FFC030 Shirt Baxter
FFC031 Shirt Whitfield
FFC032 Shirt Lee
FFC033 Polo Winston

RAIN CLOTHING – FBC
FRC006 Rain Trousers Guardian H2O
FRC007 Rain Jacket Guardian H2O
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THE FEATURE HANGTAG
Every REV’IT! product is different, with unique features and designed for a 
specific purpose. The hangtag enables both resellers as well as consumers 
to clearly and easily identify a product’s unique selling points and key 
features. 

While designing the hangtag our main goal was to provide as much infor-
mation as possible in the most user-friendly manner by using recognizable 
icons and providing information in an easy-to-navigate format. The hangtag 
is attached to all REV’IT! jackets, trousers and suits and offers detailed infor-
mation in five different languages. 

HOW DOES IT WORK?
The front side of the hangtag indicates the content of the hangtag. It also 
functions as a summary as the icons visualize the specific characteristics 
of the product. The icons that are highlighted indicate riding style and 
key functional features that are incorporated in the product. The tabs are 
organized per category and provide more detailed information in English, 
Dutch, German, French and Italian.

THE FEATURE HANGTAG
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THE FEATURE HANGTAG

GENERAL TABS & PRODUCT SPECIFIC TABS

VENTILATION TAG 
The ventilation tab indicates the different types of ventilation.  

MEMBRANE TAG 
The membrane tab indicates used waterproofing technology and is 
described in detail and supported with an illustration. 

INSULATION TAG 
The highlighted icon on the cover indicates which type of insulation is 
incorporated in the product. All types of insulation and its construction 
method are explained in the tab. The backside of the tab defines the 
purpose of insulation.

PROTECTION TAG 
The protection tab indicates the used protection and is described in detail 
and supported with an illustration.

MATERIAL TAG 
A line drawing indicates the different materials used, and indicates each 
with a different color. The backside of the tab shows the variety of outer 
shell materials and their relative abrasion resistance.

USP TAG 
The special features of the product are highlighted on the extras tab. The 
tab explains one, two or three extra features worth mentioning.

PRODUCT MAINTENANCE
All REV’IT! products should be maintained regularly in order to ensure 
optimum performance and durability. The hangtag provides wash and care 
instructions.

PROTECTION 
TAG

VENTILATION 
TAG

MATERIAL
TAG

USP
TAG

PRODUCT 
MAINTENANCE

GENERAL
COVER

INSULATION 
TAG

MEMBRANE
TAG

GENERAL 
COVER

PRODUCT SPECIFIC
INFORMATION TAG

THE FEATURE HANGTAG

GENDER

SIZE STICKER

RIDER STYLE

AVAILABLE 
SIZES

AVAILABLE 
COLORS

PRODUCT NAME

BARCODE LABEL

QR CODE

RN NUMBER

CONTACT 
DETAILS

WEATHER 
CONDITIONS

VENTILATION

MEMBRANE

INSULATION

PROTECTION

EXTRA USP’S

GENDER
The highlighted symbol, indicates whether the product is designed for ladies 
or for men. When both symbols are highlighted it is suitable for both sexes. 

AVAILABLE SIZES
Available sizes are clearly shown on the cover, which indicates the smallest 
and largest size available. 

RIDER STYLE
Every rider style requires a different type of clothing. The icons indicate 
whether the product is suitable for racing, touring, adventure or urban use. 

WEATHER CONDITIONS
The weather conditions icons — ventilation, membrane and insulation — 
indicate whether a product is suitable for summer, 3- or 4-season use.  

PROTECTION 
The type of protection used in the product is indicated with highlighted icons. 
The corresponding tab leads to more information.  

EXTRA USP’S
There are features in every product that differentiate one from the next; 
the unique selling points of the product. The last row of icons on the cover 
indicates a maximum of three of each product’s most notable  features.

BARCODE LABEL
There is ample room on the backside of the feature hangtag to put your 
own barcode sticker or price label. The REV’IT! barcode is EAN-13 which 
can be read by almost every barcode scanner.

PRODUCT SPECIFIC COVER
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WASH & CARE INSTRUCTIONS 
All REV’IT! products should be maintained regularly in order to ensure optimum performance and durability. A label with wash and care instructions can be 
found inside all REV’IT! products as well as on the hangtag. Always follow these instructions. Instructions can also be found on the download section of the 
commerce portal. 

To maintain the high quality standard of its products, REV’IT! has developed an extensive range of wash and care products for both textile and leather garments. 
To keep your REV’IT! garment in perfect condition, we advise you to treat your garments with one of the REV’IT! wash and care products at least twice a year. 
Follow the instructions on the package carefully and we guarantee long-lasting satisfaction with your REV’IT! garment.

Here are a few simple tips for keeping your REV’IT! gear in top condition:

LEATHER JACKETS & TROUSERS
• Always air out your leather garments after use.
• Never store leather in an airtight plastic bag or container.
• Never wash or dry clean leather.
• Do not expose leather to intense heat or prolonged direct sunlight.
• Always clean your leather thoroughly with special REV’IT! LEATHER 

CLEANER.
• Treat your leathers at least twice a year with REV’IT! LEATHER 

CONDITIONER. This will help maintain the water- and dirt-resistant 
qualities of the material, as well as preserve that special leather smell.

• Use REV’IT! WATERPROOF LEATHER SPRAY to preserve the 
material’s natural water-resistance and help protect against water and 
stains without compromising breathability.

TEXTILE JACKETS & TROUSERS
Maintaining your textile garments requires special attention, especially 
when they contain waterproof and breathable membranes.
• Use REV’IT! WATERPROOF TEXSPRAY to fully protect your waterproof 

textile REV’IT! garment against water and stains.
• We advise you to wash all textile garments by hand.
• Before washing, remove the inner liners and armor.
• Always rinse and dry carefully.
• Your textile and waterproof garments should be cleaned with the 

specially formulated REV’IT! TEXTILE WASH. This detergent gently 
removes stains without risk of damage to the membranes and 
breathable fabrics.

• Never machine wash waterproof or breathable membranes.
• Never scrub waterproof or breathable membranes.
• Do not expose waterproof or breathable membranes to intense heat or 

prolonged direct sunlight.
• Never use fabric softeners. They destroy the functionality of the 

membrane.

GORE-TEX® TEXTILES 
• In general we advise you to wash all textile garments by hand, using 

specific REV’IT! TEXTILE WASH. 
• Clothing equipped with GORE-TEX® membrane technology can, 

however, be washed in the washing machine.
• Machine wash on a warm cycle (105º F/40º C) using a small amount 

of liquid detergent. Rinse twice, minimise spinning to reduce creasing. 
Do not use powder detergents or any products that contain fabric 
softeners, conditioners, stain removers or bleach as they will affect 
garment performance. Do not wash with heavily soiled clothing.

• It should also be dried in a dryer, as the heat actually helps to restore 
the waterproofing of the membrane/outer shell. 

• Before washing, remove the inner liners and armor. 
• Always rinse and dry carefully. 
• Use REV’IT! WATERPROOF TEXSPRAY afterwards, to restore the 

water repellency of the outer shell. 
• Never dry your garments on the radiator or close to a heat source.

JEANS
• Wash denim garments separately and inside out. 
• Remove armor before washing. 
• Machine wash cold, the initial water temperature should not exceed 

30ºC or 65 to 85ºF.
• For best results use a mild detergent and avoid using fabric softeners. 
• Once clean always hang flat to dry. 
• Do not use a dryer. 
• Note: avoid contact with light colored surfaces.

GLOVES
• If leather gloves become wet, dry them naturally. Do not wring them 

out. 
• Do not place your gloves near a heater or in prolonged direct sunlight, 

as this will cause the leather to become stiff.
• Your gloves should not come into contact with solvents, petrol, or 

cleaning agents. This could alter the characteristic properties (like the 
color) of the gloves. 

• Clean your gloves by hand using a damp cloth and avoid hot water. 
• Difficult stains could be removed with REV’IT! LEATHER CLEANER or 

REV’IT! TEXTILE WASH. 
• Store your gloves in a dry and well-ventilated place and make sure the 

gloves are completely dry before you store them.

BOOTS 
• Let wet boots dry naturally, keeping them at room temperature.
• Do not place your boots near a heater or in direct sunlight.
• Always dry and store your boots in a dry, well-ventilated space.
• Only clean and use your boots when they are dry inside and outside.
• Wash dirt and debris off the boots using a soft brush. 
• Do not forget to clean the sole of the boot.
• To remove stains use a damp cloth.
• Difficult stains can be removed with REV’IT! LEATHER CLEANER. 
• Treat leather boots regularly with REV’IT! LEATHER CONDITIONER.
• Zippers and buckles can be treated with silicone spray.

WASH & CARE INSTRUCTIONS

*The following products are not available in the US: REV’IT! LEATHER CLEANER, REV’IT! 
LEATHER CONDITIONER, REV’IT! TEXTILE WASH, REV’IT! WATERPROOF TEX SPRAY.
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SIZE CONVERSION CHART

The size conversion chart is to be used as a guide only. It is not an exact conversion and does not guarantee an exact fit.

SIZE CONVERSION CHART

The size conversion chart is to be used as a guide only. It is not an exact conversion and does not guarantee an exact fit.

MEN SIZES     LADIES SIZES 
EU UK US IT   EU UK US IT
46 36 36 46   34 6 4 40
48 38 38 48   36 8 6 42
50 40 40 50   38 10 8 44
52 42 42 52   40 12 10 46
54 44 44 54   42 14 12 48
56 46 46 56   44 16 14 50
58 48 48 58   46 18 16 52
60 50 50 60   48 20 18 54
62 52 52 62 

BOOTS & SHOES
EUR 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49
JP 23 23,5 24,5 25 25,5 26,5 27 28 28,5 29 30 30,5 31 31,5
UK 3,5 4 5 6 6,5 7,5 8 9 9,5 10,5 11,5 12,5 13 14
US 4,5 5 6 6,5 7 8 9 10 10,5 11 12 13 14 15

( A ) CHEST WIDTH
( B ) WAIST / HAND CIRCUMFERENCES
( C ) HIP
( D ) OUTSEAM
( E ) INSEAM

HOW TO MEASURE

JEANS MEN JEANS LADIES
SIZE WAIST SIZE LENGTH INCH CM SIZE WAIST SIZE HIP

44 28 Short 32 81,5 34 26 89 - 91

46 30 - 31 Standard 34 86,5 36 27 - 28 92 - 95

48 31 - 32 Long 36 91,5 38 29 96 - 98

50 32 - 33 40 30 - 31 99 - 101

52 34 42 32 102 - 104

54 36 44 33 - 34 105 - 108

56 38 Standard (32) lenght only. Inseam 81,5 cm.

JACKETS MEN
SIZE CHEST WAIST HIP

44 86 - 90 76-79 92 - 94

46 91 - 94 80 - 83 95 - 98

48 95 - 98 84 - 87 98 - 101

50 99 - 102 88 - 91 101 - 104

52 103 - 106 92 - 95 105 - 108

54 107 - 110 96 - 100 109 - 112

56 111 - 114 101 - 105 112 - 116

58 115 - 118 106 - 110 117 - 120

60 119 - 122 111 - 115 121 - 124

62 123 - 128 116 - 120 125 - 128

64 129 - 134 121 - 125 129 - 132

66 135 - 140 126 - 130 133 - 136

68 141 - 146 131 - 135 137 - 140

JACKETS UNISEX
SIZE SIZE MEN CHEST WAIST HIP

S 44/46 86 - 94 76 - 83 92 - 98

M 48/50 95 - 100 84 - 89 98 - 103

L 50/52 101 - 106 90 - 95 103 - 108

XL 54/56 107 - 112 96 - 102 109 - 114

XXL 56/58 113 - 118 103 - 110 115 - 120

XYL 60/62 119 - 124 111 - 117 121 - 125

XZL 62/64 125 - 130 118 - 123 126 - 130

5XL 64/66 131 - 138 124 - 129 131 - 135

6XL 66/68 139 - 146 130 - 135 136 - 140

JACKETS MEN INTEGRATION
SIZE SIZE CHEST WAIST HIP HEIGHT

S 46 90 - 94 76 - 83 94 - 98 178 - 180

M 48/50 95 - 100 84 - 89 98 - 103 179 - 182

L 50/52 101 - 106 90 - 95 103 - 108 180 - 183

XL 54/56 107 - 112 96 - 102 109 - 114 182 - 185

XXL 56/58 113 - 118 103 - 110 115 - 120 183 - 186

TROUSERS UNISEX
SIZE STD. SIZE MEN HIP INSEAM HEIGHT

S 44/46 92 - 98 79 - 82 177 - 180

M 48/50 98 - 103 80 - 83 179 - 182

L 50/52 103 - 108 81 - 84 180 - 183

XL 54/56 109 - 114 83 - 86 182 - 185

XXL 56/58 115 - 120 84 - 87 183 - 186

XYL 60/62 121 - 125 86 - 89 185 - 188

XZL 62/64 126 - 130 87 - 90 186 - 189

5XL 64/66 131 - 135 88 -90 187 - 189

6XL 66/68 136 - 140 88 - 90 187 - 189

SIZE LONG SIZE MEN HIP INSEAM HEIGHT

M 48/50 98 - 103 85 -88 189 - 192

L 50/52 103 - 108 86 - 89 190 - 193

XL 54/56 109 - 114 88 - 91 192 - 195

XXL 56/58 115 - 120 89 - 92 193 - 196

XYL 60/62 121 - 125 91 -94 195 - 198

SIZE SHORT SIZE MEN HIP INSEAM HEIGHT

S 46 94 - 98 75 - 77 168 - 170

M 48/50 98 - 103 75 - 78 169 - 172

L 50/52 103 - 108 76 - 79 170 - 173

XL 54/56 109 - 114 78 - 81 172 - 175

XXL 56/58 115 - 120 79 - 82 173 - 176

XYL 60/62 121 - 125 81 - 84 175 - 178

XZL 62/64 126 - 130 82 - 85 176 - 179

TROUSERS MEN
SIZE STD. HIP INSEAM HEIGHT

44 92 - 94 79 - 81 177 - 179

46 95 - 98 80 - 82 178 - 180

48 98 - 101 80 - 82 179 - 181

50 101 - 104 81 - 83 180 - 182

52 105 - 108 82 - 84 181 - 183

54 109 - 112 83 - 85 182 - 184

56 112 - 116 84 - 86 183 - 185

58 117 - 120 85 - 87 184 - 186

60 121 - 124 86 - 88 185 - 187

62 125 - 128 87 - 89 186 - 188

64 129 - 132 88 - 90 187 - 189

66 133 - 136 88 - 90 187 - 189

68 137 - 140 88 - 90 187 - 189

SIZE LONG HIP INSEAM HEIGHT

48 98 - 101 85 - 87 189 - 191

50 101 - 104 86 - 88 190 - 192

52 105 - 108 87 - 89 191 - 193

54 109 - 112 88 - 90 192 - 194

56 112 - 116 89 - 91 193 - 195

SIZE SHORT HIP INSEAM HEIGHT

48 98 - 101 75 - 77 169 - 171

50 101 - 104 76 - 78 170 - 172

52 105 - 108 77 - 79 171 - 173

54 109 - 112 78 - 80 172 - 174

56 112 - 116 79 - 81 173 - 175

58 117 - 120 80 - 82 174 - 176

60 121 - 124 81 - 83 175 - 177

SIZE CONVERSION CHART IN CENTIMETERS
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SIZE CONVERSION CHART SIZE CONVERSION CHART

SIZE CONVERSION CHART IN CENTIMETERS

GLOVES
SIZE 6,5 7 7,5 8 8,5 9 9,5 10 10,5 11

MEN XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL

LADIES S M L XL

HAND CIRCUMFERENCES [MM] 165 178 190,5 203 216 229 241,5 254 266,5 279

JACKETS LADIES
SIZE CHEST WAIST HIP

34 79 - 82 63 - 66 89 - 91

36 83 - 86 67 - 70 92 - 95

38 87 - 90 71 - 74 96 - 98

40 91 - 94 75 - 78 99 - 101

42 95 - 98 79 - 82 102 - 104

44 99 - 103 83 - 87 105 - 108

46 104 - 108 88 - 92 109 - 112

48 109 - 113 93 - 97 113 - 116

TROUSERS LADIES
STANDARD HIP INSEAM

34 89 - 91 78 - 80

36 92 - 95 78 - 80

38 96 - 98 78 - 80

40 99 - 101 78 - 80

42 102 - 104 78 - 80

44 105 - 108 78 - 80

46 109 - 112 78 - 80

48 113 - 116 78 - 80

Based upon a height of 168 cm.

LONG HIP INSEAM

36 92 - 95 82 - 84

38 96 - 98 82 - 84

40 99 - 101 82 - 84

42 102 - 104 82 - 84

Based upon a height of 176 cm.

SHORT HIP INSEAM

36 92 - 95 73 - 75

38 96 - 98 73 - 75

40 99 - 101 73 - 75

42 102 - 104 73 - 75

44 105 - 108 73 - 75

Based upon a height of 160 cm.

JACKETS LADIES INTEGRATION
SIZE SIZE CHEST WAIST HIP

XS 34/36 79 - 86 63 - 70 89 - 95

S 38 87 - 90 71 - 74 96 - 98

M 40/42 91 - 98 75 - 82 99 - 104

L 44/46 99 - 108 83 - 92 105 - 112

Based upon a height of 168 cm.

JACKETS MEN
SIZE CHEST WAIST HIP

44 34 - 35,5 30 - 31 36 - 37

46 36 - 37 31,5 - 32,5 37,5 - 38,5

48 37,5 - 38,5 33 - 34 39 - 39,5

50 39 - 40 34,5 - 35,5 40 - 41

52 40,5 - 41,5 36 - 37,5 41,5 - 42,5

54 42 - 43,3 37,8 - 39 43 - 44

56 43,5 - 44,8 39,5 - 41 44,5 - 45,5

58 45 - 46,5 41,5 - 43 46 - 47

60 46,8 - 48 43,5 - 45 47,5 - 48,5

62 48,5 - 50 45,5 - 47 49 - 50

64 50,5 - 52,5  47,5 - 49 50,5 - 52

66 53 - 55 49,5 - 51 52,5 - 53,5

68 55,5 - 57,5 51,5 - 53 54 - 55

JACKETS UNISEX
SIZE SIZE MEN CHEST WAIST HIP

S 44/46 34 - 37 30 - 32,5 36 - 38,5

M 48/50 37,5 - 39 33 - 35 39 - 40,5

L 50/52 39,5 - 41,5 35,5 - 37,5 41 - 42,5

XL 54/56 42 - 44 38 - 40 43 - 45

XXL 56/58 44,5 - 46,5 40,5 - 43 45,2 - 47,2

XYL 60/62 47 - 49 43,5 - 46 47,5 - 49,2

XZL 62/64 49,2 - 51 46,5 - 48,5 49,5 - 51,2

5XL 64/66 51,5 - 54 49 - 50,5 51,5 - 53

6XL 66/68 54,5 - 57,5 51 - 53 53,5 - 55

JACKETS MEN INTEGRATION
SIZE SIZE CHEST WAIST HIP HEIGHT

S 46 35,5 - 37 30 - 32 37 - 38,5 70 - 71

M 48/50 37,5 - 39 33 - 35 39 - 40,5 70,5 - 71,5

L 50/52 39,5 - 41,5 35,5 - 37,5 41 - 42,5 71 - 71,5

XL 54/56 42 - 44 38 - 40 43 - 45 71,5 - 72,5

XXL 56/58 44,5 - 46,5 40,5 - 43,5 45,2 - 48 71,5 - 73

TROUSERS UNISEX
SIZE STD. SIZE MEN HIP INSEAM HEIGHT

S 44/46 36 - 38,5 31 - 32 69 - 71

M 48/50 39 - 40,5 31,5 - 32,5 70,5 - 71,5

L 50/52 41 - 42,5 32 - 33 71 - 72

XL 54/56 43 - 45 32,5 - 33,5 71,5 - 73

XXL 56/58 45,2 - 47,2 33 - 34 72 - 73,5

XYL 60/62 47,5 - 49,2 33,5 - 35 73 - 74

XZL 62/64 49,5 - 51,2 34 - 35,5 73 - 74,5

5XL 64/66 51,5 - 53 34,5 - 35,5 73,5 - 74,5

6XL 66/68 53,5 - 55 34,5 - 35,5 73,5 - 74,5

SIZE LONG SIZE MEN HIP INSEAM HEIGHT

M 48/50 39 - 40,5 33,5 - 34,5 74,5 - 75,5

L 50/52 41 - 42,5 33,5 - 34,5 75 - 76

XL 54/56 43 - 45 34,5 - 35,5 75,5 - 76,5

XXL 56/58 45,2 - 47,2 34,5 - 36 76 - 77

XYL 60/62 47,5 - 49,2 35,5 - 37 76,5 - 78

SIZE SHORT SIZE MEN HIP INSEAM HEIGHT

S 46 36 - 38,5 29,5 - 30,5 66 - 67

M 48/50 39 - 40,5 29,5 - 30,5 66,5 - 67,5

L 50/52 41 - 42,5 30 - 31 67 - 68

XL 54/56 43 - 45 30,5 - 32 67,5 - 69

XXL 56/58 45,2 - 47,2 31 - 32 68 - 69

XYL 60/62 47,5 - 49,2 32 - 33 69 - 70

XZL 62/64 49,5 - 51,2 32 - 33,5 69 - 70,5

TROUSERS MEN
SIZE STD. HIP INSEAM HEIGHT

44 36 - 37 31 - 32 69 - 70,5

46 37,5 - 38,5 31,5 - 32 70 - 71

48 39 - 39,5 31,5 - 32 70,5 - 71

50 40 - 41 32 - 32,5 71 - 71,5

52 41,5 - 42,5 32 - 33 71 - 71,5

54 43 - 44 32,5 - 33,5 71,5 - 72

56 44,5 - 45,5 33 - 33,5 71,5 - 72,5

58 46 - 47 33,5 - 34 72 - 73

60 47,5 - 48,5 33,5 - 34,5 72,5 - 73,5

62 49 - 50 34 - 34,5 73 - 74

64 50,5 - 52 34,5 - 35,5 73,5 - 74,5

66 52,5 - 53,5 34,5 - 35,5 73,5 - 74,5

68 54 - 55 34,5 - 35,5 73,5 - 74,5

SIZE LONG HIP INSEAM HEIGHT

48 39 - 39,5 33,5 - 34 74,5 - 75

50 40 - 41 33,5 - 34,5 75 - 75,5

52 41,5 - 42,5 34 - 34,5 75 - 76

54 43 - 44 34,5 - 35,5 75,5 - 76

56 44,5 - 45,5 34,5 - 35,5 76 - 76,5

SIZE SHORT HIP INSEAM HEIGHT

48 39 - 39,5 29,5 - 30,5 66,5 - 67

50 40 - 41 30 - 30,5 67 - 67,5

52 41,5 - 42,5 30,5 - 31 67 - 68

54 43 - 44 30,5 - 31,5 67,5 - 68,5

56 44,5 - 45,5 31 - 32 68 - 69

58 46 - 47 31,5 - 32 68,5 - 69

60 47,5 - 48,5 32 - 32,5 69 - 69,5

SIZE CONVERSION CHART IN INCHES

The size conversion chart is to be used as a guide only. It is not an exact conversion and does not guarantee an exact fit.The size conversion chart is to be used as a guide only. It is not an exact conversion and does not guarantee an exact fit.
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INSULATION

AEROCOOL LINER
Aerocool fabric has superior moisture management, to keep your skin dry 
and at a comfortable temperature, in various environmental conditions.

ARAMIDE LINER 
Aramide is the structural unit of Kevlar®. These fibres work together to 
produce extreme durability as well as flexibility of wear.

CYNIX® THERMAL LINER
Cynix® is a multi-layer lining system made with a unique ultrasonic techno-
logy. Two layers of Nylon Tafetta - with a high-performance insulation layer 
in between - are quilted together by welding the layers with sonic vibrations 
(instead of old-fashioned sewing). This thermo lining type offers high-
performance insulation, but still with excellent, lightweight suppleness.

 EXKIN® AIR
The Exkin® Air insulation layer is an extremely lightweight, soft 
and warm, multi-layer structure that adds very little thickness. 

The optimum choice to keep your body warm, this padding is thin and 
perfectly soft, but still extremely warm. The CLO index (warmth insulation 
index) of Exkin® Air is among the highest on the market. With maximum 
insulation performance and virtually zero bulk, this is one of the top 
insulation materials on the market.

 EXKIN® PLATINUM®

The Exkin® Platinum® insulation layer is made of a reflective 
material which preserves radiant body heat and prevents heat 

loss from the cold, an ultimate technology to improve the insulation 
properties of the product. 

DUCKDOWN
Duck down is the fine layer of fluffy feathers found underneath 
the normal feathers of a duck. When down is compressed the 

filaments of the fibres create small air pockets that trap in air, and thus heat. 
Duck down is extremely warm and very lightweight.

HIGH LOFT FUR LINER
This type of insulation mimics the natural insulation properties of animal fur, 
a high loft construction; containing more air then fiber; it is a type of natural 
insulation that traps in the heat.

 HYPERKEWL™ POLYMER EMBEDDED SUPER
 ABSORPTION COOLING FABRIC 

HyperKewl™ technology works by absorbing water into a 
proprietary polymer, which is stored between a water-resistant inner liner 
and ventilated outer fabric. Once air begins to flow through the piece the 
natural endothermic reaction that accompanies the evaporative process 
creates a cooling sensation for the wearer. Mimicking the skin’s natural 
cooling process—sweating—HyperKewl™ helps sap away excess body 
heat and stave off fatigue.

MICRO FLEECE
Micro fleece has a finer structure then normal fleece, while providing the 
same benefits of tremendous insulation and moisture-wicking dryness and 
comfort.

POLAR FLEECE LINER
Polar fleece is a soft, insulating fabric made of polyehthylene terephthalate.

POLARTEC® ALPHA®

POLARTEC® Alpha® is a highly efficient insulation fabric, which keeps the 
wearer warm when inactive and is highly breathable to wick moisture away 
when active.

POLARTEC® CLASSIC 100
Polartec® offers outstanding, lightweight warmth and breathability. The 
100% polyester velour construction creates air pockets that trap air and 
retain body heat. Polartec® classic 100 products dry quickly to minimize 
heat loss. After repeated laundering, these products maintain their 
insulating ability and remain resistant to pilling.

POLYESTER PADDING
Polyester padding keeps riders warm and comfortable. Polyester is durable 
and does a great job resisting picking up water.

PRIMALOFT®

Primaloft® is made from a tightly woven microfiber structure, helping the 
body retain warmth and conserve energy.

PRIMALOFT® GOLD
PrimaLoft® Gold is made of microfibers that trap and store body heat in a 
remarkably light material that affords good grip.

PRIMALOFT® GOLD ECO WITH GRIP CONTROL
PrimaLoft® Gold Eco with grip control is the thinnest of materials with 
the highest insulation values. Designed to resist compression, the air 
pockets in this material efficiently trap and store body heat while remaining 
compact. REV’IT! is the first motorcycle brand in the world to add this high 
quality insulation to gloves.

 SCHOELLER®-PCM™ 
Schoeller®-PCM™ keeps the motorcyclist in the temperature 
comfort zone. The breathable “Phase Changing Material” 

(PCM™) actively reacts to temperature changes: if the body temperature 
rises, Schoeller®-PCM™ stores the surplus heat. When the temperature 
drops, the stored heat is then released to warm the body. This process is 
made possible by using continuously active, minuscule microcapsules 
filled with paraffin, which change their dynamic state according to the 
body’s temperature. 

SOFTSHELL
This innovative, technical woven material features three functionalities incor-
porated in just one layer: insulation, water-resistance, and breathability.

 THERMOLITE® 
Thermolite® insulation material is very soft, with a very high 
insulation capacity. REV’IT! uses two specific kinds of 

Thermolite®: Thermolite® plus and Thermolite® active.

THERMOLITE® ACTIVE
Thermolite® Active provides lightweight warmth at minimal thickness. A 
patented process provides outstanding durability, especially when damp, 
which makes it perfectly, suited for high-activity sports apparel.

 THINSULATE® C 
Thinsulate® C insulation traps heat while adding a thin, compact 
layer, providing comfortable insulation that allows for sensitivity 

at the controls. It dries quickly and is featherweight.

 THINSULATE® CS40 
Thinsulate® is a synthetic fibre used for thermal insulation in 
clothing. Thinsulate® fibres are about 15 micrometres in 

diameter, which is thinner than the polyester fibres normally used in 
insulation. Thinsulate® insulation is soft and compressible.

 THINSULATE® G 
Thinsulate® G insulation features large air pockets to trap heat, 
allowing a garment to remain extremely warm for an extended 

period of time. The spacious air pockets also allow a garment to remain 
lightweight and quick to dry.

MATERIALS INDEX

SIZE CONVERSION CHART IN INCHES

GLOVES
SIZE 6,5 7 7,5 8 8,5 9 9,5 10 10,5 11

MEN XS S M L XL XXL XYL XZL

LADIES S M L XL

HAND CIRCUMFERENCES [MM] 165 178 190,5 203 216 229 241,5 254 266,5 279

JACKETS LADIES
SIZE CHEST WAIST HIP

34 31 - 32 24,5 - 26 35 - 35,5

36 32,5 - 33,5 26,5 - 27,5 36 - 37

38 34 - 35,5 28 - 29 37,5 - 38,5

40 36 - 37 29,5 - 30,5 39 - 39,5

42 37,5 - 38,5 31 - 32 40 - 41

44 39 - 40,5 32,5 - 34 41,5 - 42,5

46 41 - 42,5 34,5 - 36 43 - 44

48 43 - 44,5 36,5 - 38 44,5 - 45,5

TROUSERS LADIES
STANDARD HIP INSEAM

34 35 - 35,5 30,5 - 31,5

36 36 - 37 30,5 - 31,5

38 37,5 - 38,5 30,5 - 31,5

40 39 - 39,5 30,5 - 31,5

42 40 - 41 30,5 - 31,5

44 41,5 - 42,5 30,5 - 31,5

46 43 - 44 30,5 - 31,5

48 44,5 - 45,5 30,5 - 31,5

Based upon a height of 66 inches.

LONG HIP INSEAM

36 36 - 37 32 - 33

38 37,5 - 38,5 32 - 33

40 39 - 39,5 32 - 33

42 40 - 41 32 - 33

Based upon a height of 69 inches.

SHORT HIP INSEAM

36 36 - 37 28,5 - 29,5

38 37,5 - 38,5 28,5 - 29,5

40 39 - 39,5 28,5 - 29,5

42 40 - 41 28,5 - 29,5

44 41,5 - 42,5 28,5 - 29,5

Based upon a height of 63 inches.

JACKETS LADIES INTEGRATION
SIZE SIZE CHEST WAIST HIP

XS 34/36 31 - 33,5 25 - 27,5 35 - 37

S 38 34 - 35,5 28 - 29 37,5 - 38,5

M 40/42 36 - 38,5 29,5 - 32 39 - 41

L 44/46 39 - 42,5 32,5 - 36 41,5 - 44

Based upon a height of 66 inches.

SIZE CONVERSION CHART

The size conversion chart is to be used as a guide only. It is not an exact conversion and does not guarantee an exact fit.
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OUTER SHELL

2L HERRINGBONE GORE-TEX® FABRIC
The material is woven into a V-shaped pattern with two independently 
dyed parts. The result is a chic and matte black material. Laminating the 
GORE-TEX® membrane to the outer shell creates a waterproof, windproof 
and highly breathable outer shell, offering unsurpassed and durable wearer 
comfort.

2L NYLON 200D GORE-TEX® FABRIC 
By laminating the GORE-TEX® membrane to the nylon fabric, a 100% 
waterproof, windproof and highly breathable outer shell is created, offering 
unsurpassed wearer comfort.

2L NYLON 600D GORE-TEX® FABRIC
This fabric is made of rugged 600 denier high-tenacity nylon that delivers 
superior abrasion and tear resistance. Laminating the GORE-TEX® 
membrane to the nylon fabric creates a 100% waterproof, windproof and 
highly breathable outer shell that offers excellent wearer comfort.

2-LAYER WINDBARRIER®

This stretchable outer layer has the REV’IT! Wind Barrier® membrane 
laminated onto the inside, to block wind and repel water.

2-WAY STRETCH
This material stretches in both way, ensuring comfort under pressure while 
following the body’s contours once tension is released.

3D AIR MESH
This knitted fabric has an open, 3-dimensional structure that ensures good 
ventilation while riding. 3D air mesh is a must-have for long touring riders.

3D LAMINATED FABRIC
This process uses a heat-based treatment to create adhesion-seams 
on any material, eliminating altogether the need for sewn seams. These 
adhesive technologies expand the possibilities of new product designs and 
functionalities, and improve safety by removing the vulnerability caused by 
fabric-perforations in sewn seams. 3D lamination can be found in a variety 
of REV’IT! products.

3L GORE-TEX® PRO NYLON 600D FABRIC
GORE-TEX® Pro shells are made for riding in extreme conditions. The fabric 
is made of rugged 600 denier high-tenacity nylon that delivers superior 
abrasion and tear resistance. A high-performance GORE-TEX® membrane 
is bonded to a tough outer material and a specially developed, robust 
inner lining makes it a 3-layer. The benefits of a 3 layer are less water pick 
up of the outer layer which results in breathable comfort for all weather 
conditions. 

3L GORE-TEX® PRO TALISMAN FABRIC
The GORE-TEX® Pro Talisman features the unique characteristics of 
GORE-TEX® fabric, highly breathable and waterproof, but next to that it is 
also extremely abrasion resistant due to its coated dot pattern.

11OZ CORDURA® DENIM
Cordura® denim fabric retains the authentic look and feel 
of cotton denim, but with added abrasion resistance, and 

toughness. Cordura® denim fabrics are exceptionally durable without 
compromising on comfort and style. The heavier the denim, the more rigid 
the garment and the more abrasion resistant it will be.

12,5OZ CORDURA® DENIM WITH COOLMAX®

Cordura® denim fabric retains the authentic look and feel 
of cotton denim, but with added abrasion resistance, and 

toughness. Cordura® denim is exceptionally durable without compromising 
on comfort and style. COOLMAX® fabrics are made of polyester fibers. 
These special multi-channel fibers form a transport system that moves 
perspiration away from the skin to the outer layer of the fabric, where it can 
evaporate quickly, allowing the wearer to feel cooler and more comfortable. 
In this case Cordura® denim and COOLMAX® are combined, resulting in a 
durable, abrasion resistance fabric that keeps you cool.

AIR STRETCH MESH
This knitted fabric has an open structure, for ventilation while riding, 
combined with a stretch yarn for extra comfort.

ALBANY COWHIDE (PU COATED)
The Albany cowhide has all the comfort and protection of cowhide, but 
adds a PU finish on top for water repellence and weatherproofing. Makes 
for comfortable riding in wet weather conditions.

ARIZONA COWHIDE
This high quality leather is embossed. Embossed means the leather has 
been stamped using heat and high pressure to create an artificial grain 
pattern into the leather. This will protect the leather from aging, provides 
superior quality and gives the leather a very rough structure. This type of 
leather will keep it original look and feel no matter how long it has been 
worn. Arizona cowhide is very heavy and therefore extremely abrasion 
resistant.

AUGUSTINI FULL GRAIN COWHIDE
This high-quality, full grain cowhide is extremely durable and breathable, 
providing a combination of comfort and protection on any length of ride.

AUTOMAN STRETCH 
Another type of stretch fabric, Automan is used to maintain protection while 
riding, but with a form-fitting and elastic silhouette that maximizes comfort.

BUFFALO LEATHER
Buffalo is a type of leather that distinguishes itself from normal cowhide 
with a more rugged appearance. The finish provides a classical look, 
allowing it to age beautifully. 

BUSAN COWHIDE
Busan cowhide is high quality leather that feels tough and comfortable at 
the same time. Thanks to its flexibility and the fact that it breaks in easily it 
quickly feels like a second skin.

CARBON COATED COTTON TWILL
Twill is a type of weave characterized by diagonal lines. A cotton twill makes 
the fabric drape really well whereas the carbon coating provides great 
water resistant properties.

COATED LEATHER 
Coated leather has undergone a process that makes it water-repellent and 
soil-resistant.

COOLMAX®

COOLMAX® is a high-tech fabric specifically engineered to 
keep users dry and comfortable. COOLMAX® fabrics are 

made from polyester fibers with an increased surface area. These special 
multi-channel fibers form a transport system that moves perspiration away 
from the skin to the outer layer of the fabric, where it can evaporate quickly, 
allowing the wearer to feel cooler and more comfortable.

MATERIALS INDEX

WINDBARRIER® 
The REV’IT! WindBarrier® membrane is laminated between two separate 
layers of fabric: a stretchable outer layer, and a soft fleece inner layer. This 
combination blocks against wind and helps repel water. Stopping the wind 
and rain helps prevent hypothermia, and improves a rider’s level of comfort 
and warmth.

LINING

3D MESH LINING 
This open-loft three-dimensional mesh enhances the breathability.

COTTON TWILL
Twill is a type of weave with a diagonal parallel pattern. Twill is durable but 
still drapes well. Jeans are made with a twill weave made from a fabric 
called denim. Denim for blue jeans is made with a blue cotton warp and a 
white filling yarn.

GORE-TEX® PUSH-PULL TRI-FLEECE LINER
The lining not only provides extra warmth without adding any bulk, the 
lining actively wicks (‘pulls’) moisture away from the hands and ‘pushes’ it 
to the outer layer of the garnment to prevent hands from getting damp and 
thus cold.

KEVLAR TRI-FLEECE LINER
Kevlar, a woven combination of aramid and nylon fibers, is one of the 
strongest materials available. This extremely tear- and abrasion-resistant 
product is rated five times stronger than steel at just a fraction of the weight, 
which makes it ideally suited for use in motorcycle apparel—especially in 
areas at high risk for impact. Incorporating Kevlar with tri-fleece provides 
insulation without adding bulk and helps wick away moisture, delivering 
uncompromising durability and dynamic performance.

NANO SILVER TRI-FLEECE LINER
This liner has nano silver particles dispersed throughout, which help 
deodorize the material, rapidly absorbing odors and wicking away 
perspiration.

NYLON TAFFETA 190T
A lining material made of Nylon yarn, this liner provides good insulation and 
helps add to the garment’s water-resistance.

POLYCOTTON TWILL
Polycotton is a mixture of polyester and cotton, combining natural and 
manmade material. The polycotton is woven into a twill. Twill has a diagonal 
weave structure that’s durable and drapes well.

POLYCOTTON PLAIN WEAVE
Polycotton is a mixture of polyester and cotton, combining natural and 
man-made material. The polycotton is woven into a basic plain weave.

PU COATED FINE RIBSTOP
Ribstop is a type of weaving that uses nylon threads laid into a fabric in 
a reinforced crosshatch pattern. It has excellent tear- and rip-resistant 
properties and a PU (polyurethane) coating for water repellency and 
weatherproofing.

PWR | SHIELD
PWR | shield has been developed in-house by the REV’IT! R&D depart-
ment. PWR | shield is created with a unique knit technique which results in 
a fabric with unsurpassed cut, tear and abrasion resistance level.

TRICOT LINING
Thanks to its unique close knit weave pattern Tricot is smooth on one 
side, while sporting texture on the other side. This makes it sturdy and 
soft—ideal to use in a comfortable and durable liner that will hold its shape 
for a very long time.

TRI-FLEECE LINER
This polyester tricot fabric is used for lining, and brushed to provide extra 
warmth without adding any bulk. The lining wicks moisture away, to prevent 
the skin from getting damp.
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KARVIN COWHIDE (PU COATED)
The Karvin cowhide has all the comfort and protection of cowhide, but 
adds a PU finish on top for water repellence and weatherproofing. Makes 
for comfortable riding in wet weather conditions.

LEXANE 
Lexane is a waterproof, flexible fabric, used in REV’IT! garments to ensure 
water-resistance and ability to withstand the elements, while preserving 
freedom of movement.

 LORICA®

Lorica® is constructed from microfibres that give the material 
characteristics similar to those of natural leather, including a 

leather look. This low-maintenance material is not as strong as leather, but 
softer and lighter, with a consistent thickness that makes it easier to 
process.

MAX COWHIDE
Max cowhide is high quality dyed Nappa leather. It feels very soft, flexible 
and comfortable. This type of leather won’t age or damage by wearing it 
and the color will remain the same. It has an elegant minimal texture. It is 
very durable and highly abrasion resistant and therefore an ideal type of 
leather for motorcycle garments.

MEMORY JQD
This fabric is used in functional underwear at the spots where you are most 
likely to sweat. It wicks moisture away from the body very quickly, to keep 
your temperature in the comfort zone.

MICROFIBER 
Microfiber is a yarn with a tiny diameter, about 1/5 of that of a human hair. It 
offers pliable and moisture wicking properties. 

MIRAGE PERFORMANCE COWHIDE
Like the Embo and Monaco versions, Mirage Performance cowhide is a 
corrected-grain leather with a smooth surface, free of imperfections. Tough 
and durable, it is perfect for any type of riding.

MONACO COWHIDE
This type of leather is highly abrasion resistant, long-lasting and extremely 
protective. It’s rugged leather with a natural shine giving it an elegant look.

MONACO PERFORMANCE COWHIDE
This top-grain leather not only has had its surfaces sanded to correct 
imperfections, it has been reinforced to up its performance factor for riding 
on the track or street. Long-lasting and extremely protective.

NANO SILVER MESH 
This material has nano silver particles dispersed throughout, which help 
deodorize the mesh, rapidly absorbing odors and wicking away perspira-
tion. These qualities are extremely useful for functional underwear.

NEOPRENE
Neoprene is a synthetic rubber useful for protective gear. It is abrasion-
resistant, chemical-resistant, waterproof, somewhat stretchable, and 
buoyant. 

NYLON OXFORD
Equipped with an extra water repellent coating, nylon oxford is a basket like 
woven fabric, combining durable and lightweight, with a classy, shiny look.

NYLON PLAIN WEAVE 2L
The nylon is woven into a basic plain weave. A 2-layer means the 
membrane is laminated to the outer shell. A 2-layer outer shell is water 
resistant and won’t soak with water.

NYLON POPLIN
This nylon fabric is woven in the specific poplin weave.

NYLON RIBSTOP
Nylon ribstop is a lightweight nylon fabric, woven in a special pattern 
known as ribstop. During weaving, thick reinforcement threads are inter-
woven at regular intervals in a crosshatch pattern in the fabric. This greatly 
increases the fabric’s resistance to tearing and ripping, making ribstop 
nylon extremely durable.

NYLON TWILL
Abrasion-resistant Nylon fabric has been woven into a twill pattern—a type 
of weave with a diagonal parallel pattern that provides a stylish look and 
feel.

NUBUCK LEATHER
Nubuck is top-grain cattle rawhide leather that has been sanded or buffed 
on the grain side (outside) to give a velvet-like surface. Nubuck is similar to 
suede, but with a finer texture which is more durable.

ODESSA COWHIDE
The highly durable full-grain Odessa cowhide is drum-dyed and waxed, 
which gives it an authentic look and feel. Even so, Odessa has an extra soft 
feel, which makes it very comfortable to use in motorcycle apparel.

‘OLD’ COWHIDE 
This quality, full-grain leather has a unique look, with a very subtle two-tone 
effect. The more ‘old’ cowhide is worn, the more comfortable it becomes, 
and the better it looks.

OMEGA LEATHER
This high-quality, full grain cowhide is extremely durable and breathable, 
providing a combination of comfort and protection on any length ride. Full 
grain leather is noted for its excellent breathability and durability. 

PAMPAS COWHIDE (PU COATED)
The Pampas cowhide has all the comfort and protection of cowhide, but 
adds a PU coat for excellent water repellence and weatherproofing. Makes 
for comfortable riding in wet weather conditions.

PERFORATED NYLON TWILL
Abrasion-resistant Nylon fabric has been woven into a twill pattern—a type 
of weave with a diagonal parallel pattern that provides a stylish look and 
feel. This fabric has been perforated to allow airflow to enter the garment.

PERFORATED SYNTHETIC PU LEATHER
Synthetic PU leather provides better breathability than natural leather, and 
also offers enhanced wearer comfort. It has been perforated to allow air to 
flow through garment.

PITTARDS® WR100X HAIRSHEEP DIAMOND
Pittards® WR100X leather is known for its natural waterproofing and 
perspiration resistance—plus it’s quick to dry yet famous for retaining its 
soft pliability and comfort. Made from the finest hairsheep leather this thin, 
tough material has a natural diamond pattern and delivers a superb grip.

PITTARDS® GOAT ARMORTAN® WR100X
This leather structure is constructed from microscopic fibrils, which are 
randomly intertwined to form fibre bundles. Armortan® encases these fibril 
bundles with microscopic, ceramic armour-plates, which are more resistant 
to abrasion. This increases the durability of the leather. The leather has also 
been processed specifically to improve breathability and overall comfort.

PITTARDS® GOAT DIGITAL™  WR100X
The Pittards® WR100X tanning process provides excellent water repellence 
and very low water-uptake, for greater insulation benefits. The unique 
Pittards® water-resistant technology limits water-uptake into the fibre 
structure. This guarantees excellent grip and sensitivity, even under the 
most adverse conditions. 

CONNECT FINGERTIP FABRIC 
Never take off your gloves again to answer your phone or 
navigation system. The connect fingertip has been specifically 

designed to operate touch screens.

CONNECT FINGERTIP YARN
Never take off your gloves again to answer your phone or use your naviga-
tion system. The connect fingertip yarn has been developed specifically to 
operate touch screens.

 CORDURA® 
Durability and high abrasion-resistance are the main characte-
ristics of this high-quality fabric from INVISTA. In comparison 

with standard nylon, Cordura® is three times more tear-and abrasion-
resistant. Its melting point at 210ºC allows it to withstand high temperatures. 
Clothing constructed from Cordura® provides years of protection and 
comfort.

CORDURA® 750D
Durability and great abrasion-resistance are the defining characteristics of 
Cordura® from DuPont™. Cordura® is three times more tear-and abrasion-
resistant than standard nylon. Its melting point at 210ºC allows it to 
withstand high temperatures.

CURLY FUR 
Curly fake fur is an insulating fabric made out of a mix of synthetic –
polyester and acrylic materials. The specific weave allows it to resemble a 
look and feel similar to wool.

DYNAX 
Consisting of a blend of high-performance yarns with a distinctive look, 
Dynax has a high melting point, tremendous tear- and abrasion-resistance, 
and provides high-performance protection for every rider.

DRUM DYED SEMI ANILINE COWHIDE
The top finish has received a special treatment of various waxes that are 
applied to create a specific reaction during tumbling in heat. This gives the 
leather a soft and supple feel and an elegant aspect to match.

ELK LEATHER 
This leather is actually a genuine full-grain cow hide, with a very specific 
shiny look. At first ‘Elk’ leather feels rather stiff and needs to be broken in. 
The more you wear it, however, the more comfortable it gets and the better 
it looks.

EMBO COWHIDE
Corrected-grain leather is any top-grain leather that has had its surfaces 
sanded or buffed in order to remove imperfections on the surface. The 
imperfections are corrected and an artificial grain applied (through 
embossing), for rugged, long-lasting wear.

FLOCK PU
Flocking is the process of adhering small fibre particles (called flock) onto 
a surface. This process creates a texture that picks up water. 

FRENCH COWHIDE
This drum-dyed leather offers the protection and wearability of cowhide, 
with an attractive range of colours.

FOUR-WAY 3D STRETCH MESH
3D mesh has a thick, lofted structure that aids in ventilation by allowing 
for maximum airflow between a garment’s layers. The 3D mesh wicks 
moisture away from the body and allows air to pass easily through it, while 
its four-way stretch characteristics maximize comfort.

 FULL GRAIN COWHIDE 
Full grain leather can be made from a variety of different animal 
hides, but most usually is cowhide. Full grain leather is desirable 

because of its excellent breathability and durability. Additionally, with full 
grain leather, the hides of the animal need not be treated significantly. Like 
a pair of jeans, full grain leather clothing actually gets more comfortable the 
more you wear it.

GOAT DIAMOND WITH WR FINISH 
Tanned goatskin leather is extremely durable yet remains soft. It is often 
used for gloves and other products that require a soft hide. Goatskin with 
a WR finish has undergone a process that makes it water repellent and soil 
resistant. The WR coating is bonded to the fabric at the molecular level, 
enhancing the fabric’s natural water repellence and soil resistance without 
altering how the fabric looks, feels, or breathes. The embossed diamond 
pattern provides excellent grip.

GOAT DIGITAL WITH WR FINISH 
Supple goatskin material with a diamond pattern delivers a superb grip 
even in the most adverse conditions thanks to the WR finish. The result is 
optimum grip and maximum control, ride after ride.

GOATSKIN (DRUM DYED)
Tanned leather made from goatskin is considered extremely durable, and is 
often used for gloves and other products that require a soft hide.

GOATSKIN (DRUM DYED) WR-FINISH 
Tanned leather made from goatskin is considered extremely durable, and is 
often used for gloves and other products that require a soft hide. Goatskin 
with a WR finish has undergone a process that makes it water-repellent and 
soil-resistant. The WR coating is bonded to the fabric at the molecular level, 
enhancing the fabric’s natural water-repellence and soil-resistance, without 
altering how the fabric looks, feels, or breathes.

GRIP COWHIDE
The full grain grip cowhide is known as a pull-up leather: a leather designed 
to lighten in color when stretched. This creates a very natural look; the 
more the leather is worn, the more creases are visible. Grip has been 
developed to look distressed through time, for a lived-in look. Grip is also 
given a protective surface-treatment of wax.

HEAVY COTTON
Heavy Cotton is a very strong fabric and thus very durable. It is a heavy yet 
breathable material.

HIGH DENSITY MESH
The high woven density of this mesh provides extra protection and 
abrasion-resistance.

HIGH DENSITY POLYESTER
This fabric takes polyester yarn and weaves it with a finer polyester 
yarn, to create a high woven density that increases protection and 
abrasion-resistance.

HIGH DENSITY POLYESTER WITH TEFLON® COATING
This fabric takes polyester yarn and weaves it with a finer polyester yarn, 
to create a high woven density that increases protection and abrasion-
resistance. The water- and dirt-repellent Teflon® coating makes it more 
difficult for dirt to affix to or penetrate the surface of the material.

HYPALON
This strong synthetic rubber, noted for its resistance to chemicals, tempera-
ture extremes, and ultraviolet light, is used by REV’IT! to add functional but 
stylish details to the gear.

 KANGAROO LEATHER 
Compared with cowhide, kangaroo leather is known specifically 
for its lighter weight and higher abrasion resistance. This 

provides greater protection in case of a fall on the roadway.
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PVC-FREE POLYESTER OXFORD EN471 WITH PU COATING
PVC-free polyester Oxford provides 100% waterproofing and is charac-
terized by high levels of breathability and its feather weight. EN471 is 
a European standard for the material, colour, and reflecting power of 
protective apparel, with the aim of maximizing the wearer’s visibility in 
all conditions, both in daylight and headlights. It features a polyurethane 
coating for additional durability.

PVC-FREE PWR | OXFORD EN471 WITH PU COATING
EN471 is a European standard for the materials, colours, and reflecting 
power of protective apparel. The aim of the standard is to make the wearer 
highly visible under all conditions, whether in daylight or headlights.

PVC-FREE POLYESTER OXFORD WITH PU COATING
PVC-free polyester Oxford provides 100% waterproofing and is charac-
terized by high levels of breathability and its feather weight. It features a 
polyurethane coating for additional durability.

PVC FREE PWR | OXFORD WITH PU COATING 
PVC free PWR | oxford coated in a non sticky, highly breathable, and 100% 
waterproof coating. The material complies with both the reach norm as well 
as the CE343 directive making it eco-friendly and safe.

PWR | KEVLAR® STRETCH 
This PWR | shell stretch material has aramide and nylon fibres for extra 
strength.

PWR|OXFORD
Polyamide–better known as Nylon-is a collection of polymers that form an 
excellent resistance to wear and tear as well as a low friction coefficient 
to reduce air resistance. Oxford is a basket-like durable and lightweight 
weave that gives a sophisticated, shiny surface to the material.

PWR | NYLON 190T WITH PU COATING
This material is a lightweight, PVC-free nylon with an EN 343 certification. 
It is 100% waterproof and breathable, with a polyurethane coating for 
additional durability.

PWR|SHELL 3-LAYER 500D
This material consist of three functional layers that are laminated together 
to create a single strong layer of all-weather protection. A waterproof 
membrane is laminated directly onto the inside of the abrasion-resistant 
PWR|shell, and a protective inner lining is laminated onto the membrane 
itself to prevent run and tear damage.

PWR|SHELL 75D MESH 
The open-weave constructed PWR|shell features a high melting point, 
tremendous tear and abrasion resistance, and excellent durability. 

PWR|SHELL 450D TWILL STRETCH
This material is REV’IT!’s take on Cordura®. Consisting of 100% high-
performance polyamide yarns, PWR | shell takes the best properties of 
Cordura®—a high melting point, tremendous tear- and abrasion-resistance, 
excellent durability—and puts the unique REV’IT! design stamp on it. This 
PWR | shell fabric comes in a stretch variant and is woven in twill. This is a 
type of weave with a diagonal parallel pattern, providing the fabric with a 
very stylish look and feel.

PWR|SHELL 500D STRETCH 2L
This stretch variant of the PWR|shell fabric has an extra coating to increase 
the garment’s water repellency. It also provides maximum elasticised 
support for the body under racing conditions.

PWR|SHELL 500D STRETCH WITH TEFLON® COATING
This material is REV’IT!’s take on Cordura®. Consisting of 100% high-
performance polyamide yarns, PWR | shell takes the best properties of 
Cordura®—a high melting point, tremendous tear- and abrasion-resistance, 
excellent durability—and puts the unique REV’IT! design stamp on it. The 
water- and dirt-repellent Teflon® coating makes it difficult for dirt to affix to 
or penetrate any material. This PWR | shell fabric comes in a stretch variant.

PWR|SHELL 750D
PWR|shell features a high melting point, tremendous tear and abrasion 
resistance, and excellent durability.

PWR|SHELL 880D STRETCH
This PWR | shell fabric comes in a stretch variant and is REV’IT!’s take on 
Cordura®. Consisting of 100 percent high-performance polyamide yarns, 
PWR | shell takes the best properties of Cordura®—a high melting point, 
tremendous tear- and abrasion-resistance, excellent durability—and puts 
the unique REV’IT! design stamp on it.

PWR|SHELL 880D STRETCH WITH TEFLON® COATING
Made of 100 percent high-performance polyamide yarns, PWR | shell 
takes the best of Cordura®—high melting point, tremendous tear and 
abrasion resistance, excellent durability—and puts the REV’IT! stamp on 
it. The Teflon® coating does double duty, resisting dirt and repelling water. 
This PWR | shell fabric also comes in a stretch variant.

PWR | SHELL 1000D WITH TEFLON®

PWR|shell combines the best properties of Cordura® - high melting point, 
tremendous tear- and abrasion-resistance, and excellent durability. This 
is the stretch variant which provides maximal elasticized support. The 
water- and dirt-repellant Teflon® coating makes it difficult for dirt to affix to 
or penetrate any material.

PWR|SHELL 1600D HEAVY OXFORD 
PWR|shell features a high melting point, tremendous tear and abrasion 
resistance, and excellent durability. The lightweight material is made in a 
durable weave with a sleek, glossy finish. 

PWR|SHELL DOBBY
PWR|shell provides high-performance protection for every rider. Dobby is 
the name of the weave structure providing the fabric a decorative look.

PWR | SHELL MESH
This PWR | shell is knitted in an open structure, to allow for breathability 
and flexibility, which maintains comfort as well as safety.

PWR|SHELL OXFORD
PWR|shell oxford is a combination of polyamide and spandex. The highly 
abrasion resistant, durable and water repellent material is presented in a 
weave that adds a sophisticated look to the sturdy material.

PWR|SHELL RIPSTOP STRETCH
Durability and great abrasion resistance are the defining characteristics 
of PWR | Shell, thanks to its special ripstop weaving. Thick reinforcement 
threads are interwoven at regular intervals into the fabric in a crosshatch 
pattern known as ripstop.

 PWR | SHELL STRETCH
This PWR | shell fabric comes in a stretch variant. Providing 
maximal elasticized support for the body under all 

circumstances.

PWR | STRETCH MESH
This PWR | stretch mesh is knitted in an open structure, to allow for 
breathability and flexibility combined with a stretch yarn for extra comfort.

PITTARDS® GOAT MICROVENT DIGITAL™  WR100X
Microvent is the latest three-dimensional texturing technique from Pittards®, 
available on sports-grain leathers. Microvent offers a significant impro-
vement in breathability over standard performance leathers, providing 
enhanced comfort. Microvent combines this unique breathability with all 
the technical characteristics that Pittards® WR100X leather is known for: 
low water-uptake, perspiration resistance, great grip, quick drying, and 
enduring softness.

POLYAMIDE
Polyamide - better known as nylon - is a collection of polymers that create 
an excellent resistance to wear and tear as well as a low coefficient of 
friction, to reduce air-resistance.

POLYCOTTON OXFORD 2L
Polycotton is a mixture of polyester and cotton, combining natural and 
man-made material. The polycotton is woven into a basket-like weave 
creating a sturdy fabric with a lustrous look. A 2-layer (2L) means the 
membrane is laminated to the outer shell, which is water resistant and 
doesn’t soak water.

POLYCOTTON OXFORD
Polycotton is a mixture of polyester and cotton, combining natural and 
man-made material. The polycotton is woven into a basket-like weave 
creating a sturdy fabric with a lustrous look. 

POLYCOTTON POPLIN
Polycotton is a mixture of polyester and cotton, combining natural and 
man-made material. Poplin is a light weighted weave structure. 

POLYESTER
Polyester fabric is a mainstay of REV’IT! garments, providing the flexibility 
and stylish silhouette that our apparel is known for.

POLYESTER 2L
In a 2 layer construction the polyester absorbs hardly any water and allows 
the product to dry quickly.

POLYESTER 450D EN471
This fabric made of polyester yarn makes a perfect, form-fitting medium 
for areas at lower risk of impact, helping keep riders comfortable and 
in control. EN471 is a European standard for the materials, colors, and 
reflecting power of protective apparel. The aim of the standard is to 
make the wearer highly visible under all conditions, whether in daylight or 
headlights.

POLYESTER 600D 2L EN471
This fabric made of polyester yarn makes a perfect, form-fitting medium 
for areas at lower risk of impact, keeping riders comfortable. EN471 is 
a European standard for the materials, colours, and reflecting power of 
protective apparel. The aim of the standard is to make the wearer highly 
visible under all conditions, whether in daylight or headlights.

POLYESTER DULL 2L 
The polyester fabric is the base for most REV’IT gear, offering the flexibility 
and the elegant fitting you may expect from REV’IT! Polyester dull 2L 
has excellent resiliency, high abrasion resistance, and resists shrinking, 
stretching and wrinkles. In a 2 layer construction the fabric absorbs hardly 
any water and allows the product to dry quickly.

POLYESTER JERSEY
The special knit of this material makes it extremely stretchy, ideal for use in 
under garments and comfort-adding collars.

POLYESTER MESH EN471
EN471 is a European standard for the material, colour, and reflecting power 
of protective apparel. The objective of the standard is to maximize the 
visibility of the wearer in all conditions, both in daylight and headlights.

POLYESTER OXFORD
Polyester is a manmade material that is strong, durable and water repellent. 
This particular polyester is woven into a basket-like weave, creating a sturdy 
fabric with a lustrous look.

POLYESTER PLAIN WEAVE 2L
The polyester is woven into a basic plain weave. A 2-layer means the 
membrane is laminated to the outer shell. A 2-layer outer shell is water 
resistant and won’t soak with water.

POLYESTER RIB
Polyester fabric is a mainstay of REV’IT! garments, providing the stylish 
silhouette that our apparel is known for. This polyester fabric features a 
specific rib weave, for optimal performance.

POLYESTER STRETCH
This stretch fabric made of polyester yarn makes a perfect, form-fitting 
medium for areas at lower risk of impact, helping keep riders comfortable 
and in control.

POLYESTER RIB WITH TEFLON® COATING
Polyester is a durable, lightweight fabric that doesn’t soak water. This 
polyester fabric features a specific rib weave for optimal performance. The 
water- and dirt-repellant Teflon® coating makes it difficult for dirt to affix to 
or penetrate any material.

POLYESTER WEBBING  
Polyester webbing is very strong and durable yet still lightweight and 
flexible. It is nearly impossible to break and therefore very suitable for 
motorcycle garments.

POLYESTER TWILL 
The fabric consists of polyester fibers woven in twill. Twill is a type of weave 
with a diagonal parallel pattern. Twill is durable yet drapes well.

POLYWOOL DOBBY 2L 
Polywool is a mixture of polyester and natural wool. In a 2 layer construc-
tion the fabric absorbs hardly any water and allows the product to dry 
quickly. Dobby is the name of the weave structure providing the fabric a 
decorative classic look.

POLYWOOL TWILL 2L 
Polywool is a mixture of polyester and wool. In a 2 layer construction the 
fabric absorbs hardly any water and allows the product to dry quickly. Twill 
is a diagonal weave structure which is durable and drapes well.

PU DIGITAL FABRIC
The PU (polyurethane) digital fabric adds nice detail to the product.

PULL UP BUFFALO LEATHER
Pull up buffalo leather breaks in nicely over time to create a vintage vibe, 
making it look better and feel softer the more often it is worn.

PULL UP NATURAL COWHIDE
This is high quality leather with a natural, classic look that ages beautifully 
the more it’s worn. This type of leather is very soft, delicate and natural. 
Pull-up is not a type of leather itself; it is an effect that leather gains with 
a specific tanning process. The pull-up effect is visible when the leather 
is folded or pulled a new shade of color will appear. The leather is very 
smooth and has no texture, due to the pull-up effect the garment will break 
in easily and will soon have the unique worn-in effect. It is very durable and 
has high abrasion-resistant and breathability properties.

PVC-FREE DULL POLYESTER PONGEE WITH PU COATING
This material owes its chic appearance to the pongee weave, making it 
instantly stylish while the PU coating ensures it is fully waterproof.
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WAX COATED COTTON TWILL
This modern wax coated cotton fabric is water repellent and very 
comfortable to wear. Twill is a type of weave with a diagonal parallel pattern, 
providing the fabric with a very stylish look and feel.

WAX COATED MEMORY COTTON
This modern wax coated cotton fabric is water repellent and very 
comfortable to wear. Twill is a type of weave with a diagonal parallel pattern, 
providing the fabric with a very stylish look and feel.

WAX POLYESTER 600D 
Long-lasting 600-denier fabric is a mainstay of REV’IT! apparel. This 
high-tech polyester features a specific rib weave for rugged durability and 
a refined finish for optimal performance. The 600D rating delivers excellent 
tear-resistant properties while the wax coating ensures capable water 
proofing.

WEBBING
Webbing is very strong and durable yet still lightweight and flexible. It 
is nearly impossible to break and therefore very suitable for motorcycle 
garments.

WINDSTOPPER® SOFT SHELL 3L
WINDSTOPPER® fabrics offer soft, lightweight, totally windproof weather 
protection. Due to its total windproofness and maximum breathability, the 
WINDSTOPPER® technology will keep you comfortable longer across a 
wide range of weather conditions and activities. WINDSTOPPER® fabrics 
are constructed by laminating a special membrane to a wide range of 
functional fabrics, selected according to the final product’s intended use. 
For maximum comfort, REV’IT! applies WINDSTOPPER® technology to its 
soft shell outer shells – highly abrasion-resistant polyester outer shells, very 
tightly knitted to warm, cozy, microfleece backers. 

WINDSTOPPER® SOFT SHELL 3L 4-WAY STRETCH NEXT TO SKIN
WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell 3L 4-way stretch next to skin has a soft knitted 
surface with all-way stretch, and is extremely breathable.

WINDSTOPPER® SOFT SHELL 3L RIBSTOP STRETCH
WINDSTOPPER® fabrics are constructed by laminating a special 
membrane to a wide range of functional fabrics, selected according to the 
final product’s intended use. With the WINDSTOPPER® Soft Shell 3L ribstop 
stretch nylon, the WINDSTOPPER® technology is applied to an abrasion-
resistant outer shell of ribstop stretch nylon, combined with a warm, cozy, 
microfleece backer.

PROTECTION

3D SEESOFT™ KNUCKLE
The knuckle consists of high impact absorbing SEESOFT™ material. This 
specially 3D designed anatomically shaped knuckle effectively reduces 
energy transmitted in case of impact and offers the highest levels of both 
protection and comfort.

 3M SCOTCHLITE™ LAMINATED REFLECTION
3M™ Scotchlite™ reflective materials use a technology known as 
retro reflection. Retro reflection returns light rays in the direction 

from which they came, making sure you stay seen and safe. In this garment 
reflection panels are welded to the fabric, which eliminates stitching seams, 
making the garments even more resistant to tearing.

ADJUSTABLE BETAC® PROTECTION AT SHOULDERS
This MotoGP spec protector is adjustable on the shoulder, making it 
possible to customize the fit of the protector to the position on the bike. 
Thanks to the strong Velcro it will stay in place once positioned.

ADJUSTABLE BETAC® PROTECTION AT KNEES
This MotoGP spec protector is fully adjustable for the leg thanks to its 
extremely strong Velcro, in order to customize the position for each rider. 
This results in the best personal fit and riding comfort.

 ADJUSTABLE PROLIFE® CE COMFORT PROTECTION 
This comfortable protector is fully adjustable for the leg thanks 
to its extremely strong Velcro, in order to customize the position 

for each rider. This results in the best personal fit and riding comfort. 

ANTI TORSION SOLE 
A metal plate has been incorporated in the sole of the boot to protect your 
feet from torsion. In case of a crash this plate keeps your foot from folding.

ARAMIDE HARD-SHELL KNUCKLE
Aramide is the structural unit of Kevlar®. These fibres work together to 
produce extreme durability as well as flexibility of wear.

BETAC® CE PROTECTION
The Betac® protection in our suits is the same as our heroes use in profes-
sional racing series such as MotoGP. They are CE rated for the highest level 
of protection. The use of Velcro makes sure they are fixed to the outer shell, 
preventing them from moving or turning in case of an impact.

CARBON HARD SHELL KNUCKLE
As its name would indicate, carbon is made from a carbon-based material, 
which has a considerably lower density than steel. It is also more resistant 
to pulls, and has a low coefficient of expansion. Carbon’s light weight, 
great strength, and structural stiffness make it highly suitable for protective 
materials in garments, such as the knuckle protector on a glove.

CARBON HARD-PARTS
These hard-parts consist of different layers of carbon, Kevlar and fiber 
glass and are designed for ultimate slide performance in case of a crash. 
They are strong yet extremely lightweight. When fighting G-forces, every 
gram counts! Under the carbon hard-parts is ergonomically shaped, 
CE-approved armor, perfectly placed to maximize impact-resistance while 
preserving freedom of movement.

 CARBON HARD-SHELL FINGER KNUCKLES
As its name would indicate, carbon is made from a carbon-
based material, which has a considerably lower density than 

steel. It is also more resistant to pulls, and has a low coefficient of 
expansion. Carbon’s light weight, great strength, and stiffness make it 
highly suitable for protective materials garments.

PWR | SHELL TWILL STRETCH
This PWR | shell fabric is woven in a specific twill pattern in order to 
improve the strength and durability.

PWR | WAX
This PWR | shell material has a wax coating for a slightly dull look. PWR 
| wax provides high-performance protection for every rider. The number 
indicates the level of abraision restistance.

REV’IT! WINDBARRIER®

The REV’IT! WindBarrier® membrane is laminated between two separate 
layers of fabric: a stretchable outer layer, and a soft fleece inner layer. This 
combination blocks against wind and helps repel water. Stopping the wind 
and rain helps prevent hypothermia, and improves a rider’s level of comfort 
and warmth.

RUGGED FULL GROWN BUFFALO LEATHER
This leather has a special grain that allows for a particularly rugged style. 
The specially treated leather contributes a unique personality to the jacket. 
The base color of the leather is kept light, but with a darker top finish. This 
gives the garment an instant worn-in, vintage look. The natural characte-
ristics of this type of leather will make the product increasingly supple over 
time.

SCHOELLER® FABRIC
This fabric has good protective properties and a high level of abrasion 
resistance. Schoeller® fabric is durable and breathable.

SCHOELLER® DOBBY FABRIC 
This fabric has good protective properties and a high level of abrasion 
resistance. Schoeller® fabric is durable and breathable. Dobby is the name 
of the weave structure, which gives the fabric a classic, decorative classic 
look.

SCHOELLER®-DYNATEC MESH PANELS
Schoeller®-dynatec is known for its abrasion resistant qualities and its 
durability. These mesh panels are no difference. The special structure of 
the mesh ensures the perfect combination of ventilation and safety. 

SCHOELLER FTC®-DYNATEC® 3-LAYER
This 3-layer fabric has been specially developed for the construction 
of motorcycle garments and offers a high level of abrasion resistance 
combined with comfort and easy maintenance. See REV’IT! Hydratex® | 3L 
Pro membrane.

 SCHOELLER®-KEPROTEC® STRETCH
Schoeller®-keprotec® stretch is a high-tech fabric, constructed 
from reinforced aramide fibres, which are extremely resistant to 

wear and tear. It has been used in the construction of motorcycle garments 
for more than 17 years, and offers a good substitute for leather. The fabric 
is moisture-managing and comfortable to wear.

 SCHOELLER® NANOSPHERE®

This revolutionary finish makes it difficult for dirt or water to affix 
to or penetrate any material, resulting in a garment that will stay 

clean and dry. This innovative new process allows us to produce garments 
in a variety of bright colours, which enhances the overall visibility and 
safety of the products.

SEMI ANILINE COWHIDE
This special cow leather has been finished through a special vegetable 
tanning process, creating a natural worn look. The base leather is kept light 
with a dark top finish that allows a natural vintage effect to emerge. The 
leather is washed and tumble dried to create an off the shelf worn look 
straight from the 1970s biking culture. This smooth top finished leather is 
extremely robust and ready to be used for ages.

SOFTSHELL 2L
Softshell is a class of woven material used to make clothing more 
breathable more flexible, and durable. It is highly comfortable and will keep 
the rider dry and warm.

SPANDEX STRETCH N500D PD
Spandex is very comfortable to wear. This type of Spandex is also 
extremely abrasion- and tear resistant.

SUEDE LEATHER WITH WR FINISH
Suede is a type of leather with a napped finish. Suede leather with a WR 
finish has undergone a process that makes it water-repellent and soil-
resistant. The WR coating is bonded to the suede leather at the molecular 
level, enhancing the natural water-repellence and soil-resistance, without 
altering the looks or feels of the suede leather.

SURE GRIP
Sure grip fabric features a special, texturized print, which offers an excellent 
grip under high-performance riding conditions.

SYNTHETIC PU LEATHER 
Providing better breathability then natural leather, this synthetic leather 
offers enhanced wearer comfort.

THERMOLITE®

Because it is comfortable and lightweight, THERMOLITE® fabric allows 
freedom of movement—perfect for an under layer. Its hollow-core fibers 
trap in air for greater insulation for lightweight, yet heavy-duty performance. 
In a garment made with THERMOLITE® fabric, you will stay warm and dry. 
Its larger surface area allows for fast evaporation by sending moisture away 
from the skin to the surface of the fabric, where it quickly evaporates.

TILE GRIP
The tile grip pattern provides more grip and better feel for riding in both wet 
and dry weather conditions.

TWO TONE BUFFALO LEATHER
The two tone buffalo leather has received a dying and waxing treatment 
during tumbling. This treatment lets the color to seep in, allowing the wax to 
give the leather its natural shine. Anyone wearing a jacket of this leather will 
instantly experience the suppleness of the jacket.

TWO-WAY STRETCH
This dynamic material stretches in two ways, allowing the wearer excellent 
freedom of movement. 

X-LITE COWHIDE
X-Lite is an embossed cowhide, meaning that a grain has been created on 
its surface. The X-Lite has a very soft feel, making it comfortable to wear, 
even as it provides extremely good protection.

VEGETABLE TANNED BUFFALO LEATHER
Vegetable tanned buffalo leather, displays a color washed look. The base 
of this leather is lighter than the top, and through a process of washing and 
tumbling the natural looking leather appears to have withstood years of 
use - right off the shelf.

VINTAGE COWHIDE
Vintage cowhide gets its unique look through the process of drum 
dying and tanning. Different waxes and oils are applied by hand, which 
emphasizes the special character of the leather. Thanks to this unique 
treatment the leather has a specific way of aging, giving each garment its 
individual look.

WAXED SUEDE
This unique variety of suede has been impregnated with wax to add water 
repellency, easy care and to give it its vintage appearance. Minor scratches, 
scuffs and marks can be removed by gently rubbing the fabric, bringing the 
impregnated wax to the surface.
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 PREPARED FOR TRYONIC SEESOFT™ CE-LEVEL 1
 TYPE B HIP PROTECTOR INSERT - VERSION RV01

The hip protector pockets in this REV’IT! garment are 
tailor-made to accommodate the TRYONIC SEESOFT™ CE-level 1type B 
hip protectors version RV01. An easy upgrade to maximize safety.

PROLIFE® CE PROTECTION
Official tests show that ProLife® far surpasses the protection 
standards set by the CE directive. The fabric used, elastomer, 

is the result of many years of research and development. A technological 
process is used to make the fabric microporous, with air in the microporous 
cells under high pressure but unable to escape. This treatment makes the 
fabric light, flexible, and exceptionally impact-resistant. REV’IT! has used 
the pre-shaped ProLife® 3D CE protector in REV’IT! motorcycle clothing 
since it was first introduced.

PU FINGER KNUCKLES
REV’IT! gloves feature protection patches on the fingers and knuckles, 
made of a hard PU protective compound, to keep your hands as safe as 
possible in the event of an impact.

 PU INJECTED KNUCKLE
REV’IT! gloves feature protection patches on the fingers and 
knuckles, made of a hard PU protective compound, to keep 

your hands as safe as possible in the event of an impact.

PU KNEE SLIDER 
REV’IT! PU knee sliders are designed for riders who want a slider that 
provides a good feel for the road and slides nicely over the road surface. 
Made from proven German TPU compounds, this knee slider is long-
lasting and pre-curved for the left and right knees, going perfectly with all 
REV’IT! leathers. Strong Velcro keeps the sliders in place during all riding 
conditions.

 PWR|SHELL 500D/ 750D/ 1000D
This material is REV’IT!’s take on Cordura®. Consisting of 100% 
high-performance Polyamide yarns, PWR | shell takes the best 

properties of Cordura® - high melting point, tremendous tear- and 
abrasion-resistance, and excellent durability - and puts the unique REV’IT! 
design stamp on it. PWR | shell provides high-performance protection for 
every rider. The number indicates the level of abrasion resistance.

PWR | SHELL 500D STRETCH
This material is REV’IT!’s take on Cordura®. Consisting of 100% high-
performance polyamide yarns, PWR | shell takes the best properties of 
Cordura®—a high melting point, tremendous tear- and abrasion-resistance, 
excellent durability—and puts the unique REV’IT! design stamp on it. This 
PWR | shell fabric comes in a stretch variant. 500D indicates the density 
of the fabric. The higher the number the better the abrasion- and tear 
resistance properties are.

PWR|SHELL 500D TWILL STRETCH COVERED
TPR FINGER KNUCKLE PROTECTORS
TPR offers excellent resistance to impact; flex fatigue and tearing making it 
an ideal defensive material for knuckle protection. TPR parts are feature a 
PWR | Shell covering to create a smooth look.

PWR|SHELL RIPSTOP STRETCH COVERED HARD-SHELL KNUCKLE 
A hard-shell knuckle has been incorporated in the glove to protect your 
hand against impact and your skin from abrasion. To maintain a classic 
look, the hard-shell knuckle is covered with PWR|shell ripstop stretch for 
covert performance.

PWR | SHIELD KNIT PROTECTIVE LAYER
PWR | shield is developed in-house by the R&D department. PWR | 
shield is created with a unique knit technique which results in a fabric with 
unsurpassed cut, tear and abrasion resistance level.

 PWR | YARN
PWR | yarn is a 100% nylon thread with a unique internal 
bonding, which imparts excellent durability, high tensile and 

breaking strength, and ultimate abrasion resistance. Its strength comes 
from its unique structure, as a 3-wired yarn with an extra 4th wire spun into 
it. This 4th wire is heated to bond with the other 3 threads, so it will never 
unravel or split open. Seams with PWR |  yarn hold under even the most 
extreme stress situations.

SAFETY SEAMS
The stitching in motorcycle garments contributes greatly to the abrasion 
resistance of the total gear. This is why REV’IT! uses safety seams on 
garment areas at increased risk of impact. Safety seams have a visible as 
well as an invisible seam. This construction keeps the material of the outer 
shell together, even when the visible seam is thorn.

 SAFETY STITCHING
Stitching seams can be the weakest link in motorcycle garments, 
as they can rip upon impact. This ripping of seams can be 

prevented, however, through safety-stitching technology. REV’IT! uses 
safety stitching on garment areas at increased risk of impact (directive on 
the definition of risk category in zones 13595-1:2002).

SAS TEC® CE PROTECTION
SaS Tec® armour offers the best possible protection during a 
dynamic impact. The armour is made of a polyurethane foam 

material, without a hard shell or edges, which surpasses the required 
CE-values by 50%. The closed air cells function by means of progressive 
absorption: with a slowly occurring stressor, the material remains soft 
and flexible, whereas sudden impact will cause the protector’s air cells 
to respond quickly with increased resilience, creating a protective shield 
where the rider needs it most.

SEEFLEX™ LEVEL 2 CE PROTECTION
Certified CE-Level 2 according to the new norm EN1621-12 the SEEFLEX™ 
protector is the latest innovation from the in- house R&D department. The 
new norm also tests the impact levels in various temperature ranges. The 
SEEFLEX™ protectors easily surpass the new norm without sacrificing 
wearer comfort.

SEESMART™ CE-LEVEL 1 PROTECTION AT KNEE 
SEESMART™ protectors offer the highest level of flexibility while still 
passing the EN1621-1:2012 CE-Level 1 impact tests, in both normal and hot 
(T+) conditions.

SEESOFT™ CE-LEVEL 2 BACK PROTECTOR INSERT – TYPE RV
The SEESOFT™ CE-Level 2 back protector insert is designed to absorb 
variable impacts without compromising on comfort, ventilation or freedom 
of movement.

SEESOFT™ COVERED WITH SUPERFABRIC® PALM
The palm is made of impact absorbing SEESOFT™ memory foam to 
effectively reduce impact energy transmitted in a crash. SuperFabric® 
material is five times more abrasion-resistant than leather, with just half 
the weight. This ceramic material is extremely durable and designed for 
extreme conditions to rugged daily usage. 

SEESOFT™ COVERED WITH TPU HARD-SHELL PALM SLIDER
The palm slider is made of impact absorbing SEESOFT™ memory foam, 
and has been incorporated in this garment to effectively reduce the energy 
of impact transmitted in a crash. The TPU material covering the SEESOFT™ 
ensures the glove will slide should the hand come into contact with asphalt.

SEESOFT™ KNUCKLE COVERED WITH TEMPERFOAM®

The knuckle protector is made of impact absorbing SEESOFT™ memory 
foam, and has been incorporated into this garment to effectively reduce the 
energy of impact transmitted in a crash. The addition of Temperfoam® is for 
overall added comfort. 

DOUBLE LAYERED WITH PWR|SHIELD
PWR | shield is created with a unique knit technique which results in a 
fabric with unsurpassed cut, tear and abrasion resistance level. This 
product is equipped with a double layer of PWR | shield for extra safety.

DOUBLE TPU HARD-SHELL PALM SLIDER
One slider has been placed on the right side of the palm to protect the 
triquetrum bone. The second slider has been placed on the left side to 
protect scaphoid bone. The palm sliders are made of a durable and high 
abrasion resistant TPU material at the palm side of the glove. The palm 
slider makes sure that the glove slides in case the palm of the hand comes 
in contact with the asphalt. The abrasion resistance of the glove is highly 
increased with these sliders reducing the risk for the rider significantly.

CE LABELLING
The CE label means that the protection/protectors comply with the 
minimum standards for health and safety in the European directive on 
personal protection equipment (89/686EEC), and have been tested 
in accordance with the European standard for impact protectors 
(EN1621.1/97). REV’IT! clothing with the CE label is fitted with CE-approved 
protectors.

CE PREPARED FOR
Garments with this label are equipped with pockets to store CE protection. 
The CE protection can be purchased separately and added to garments, to 
customize your gear for the amount of protection you need.

DUAL-COMP KNEE SLIDER TYPE A
The dual-comp knee sliders type A are constructed from a high-
performance TPU compound, combined with an extra durable 

PA6 compound. Specially designed for racers who want high-performance 
sliders, these higher-quality compounds offer good feedback, giving you 
maximum durability without compromising your feel on the road. The 
sliders come in a pair of two, each anatomically shaped to fit either the left 
or the right knee, and high-quality Velcro attaches the sliders to leathers, 
ensuring they stay where they need to. 

 DUAL-COMP PROTECTOR
TPU aluminium protector at shoulders, elbows, and knuckles. 
The dual-comp protector consists of a 3D, pre-shaped 

honeycomb structure of TPU material, topped by an aluminium high-impact 
shield, for ultimate sliding. This lightweight hard part increases the level of 
protection significantly, without adding the considerable weight of 
traditional plastic hard parts. Under the shoulder and elbow parts is 
ergonomically shaped, CE-approved armour, perfectly placed to maximize 
impact-resistance while preserving freedom of movement.

 EN471
EN471 is a European standard for the materials, colours, and 
reflecting power of protective apparel. The aim of the standard 

is to make the wearer highly visible under all conditions, whether in daylight 
or headlights.

(PERFORATED) EVA FOAM
EVA is one of the materials popularly known as ‘expanded rubber’ or ‘foam 
rubber’. EVA is used as a shock absorber in many REV’IT! products.

GOATSKIN COVERED HARD-SHELL KNUCKLE
The protective hard-shell knuckle features a goatskin covering to create a 
smooth look.

GOAT SKIN COVERED TPR FINGER KNUCKLE PROTECTORS 
TPR offers excellent resistance to impact; flex fatigue and tearing making 
it an ideal defensive material for palm protection. The TPR finger knuckle 
protectors feature a goat skin covering to create a smooth look.

GOAT SKIN COVERED TPR PALM PROTECTORS 
TPR offers excellent resistance to impact; flex fatigue and tearing making 
it an ideal defensive material for palm protection. The TPR palm protector 
features a goat skin covering to create a smooth look. 

 INJECTED VENTILATED FLEX KNUCKLE 
This knuckle protection is injected in the upper material which 
makes it very flexible and abrasion resistant. Due to its structure 

it ventilates very well while keeping you safe.  

KEVLAR® STITCHING
This Kevlar® thread reinforces the stitching seams on our Kevlar® products. 
Sewn seams are traditionally a point of vulnerability during impact, and this 
thread helps minimize that risk.

KNOX® CE-PROTECTION
Planet Knox Limited is a company that specializes in innova-
tive, high-quality, CE-approved protectors, with a tradition of 

producing impact protectors specifically for motorcyclists. KNOX® armor is 
used in a broad range of REV’IT! products, including our lifestyle apparel, 
and offers highly effective protection that is extremely durable, lightweight, 
and flexible.

KNOX® FLEXIFORM CE PROTECTION
These CE-approved impact protectors are made from 
lightweight, flexible PU, engineered in a 3-dimensional form, 

making them very soft and flexible. The finish is smooth and the edges are 
thin, making KNOX® Flexiform CE protectors an excellent choice for leather 
garment and textile garments. They also give the rider flexibility and total 
freedom of movement, with 2 hinge points to aid movement and 12 holes 
for breathability. The inside incorporates air channels to help with heat 
dispersal, keeping the rider comfortable and cool, while offering excellent 
protection.

KNOX® LITE CE PROTECTION
These CE-approved impact protectors are smaller, lighter, and 
thinner. Made from lightweight, flexible PU, the KNOX® Lite CE 

protectors are engineered in a 3-dimensional form and are very soft and 
flexible. The smooth finish over these thin and lightweight protectors makes 
them an excellent choice for garments where protectors should be barely 
visible or noticed by the wearer. The KNOX® Lite gives the rider flexibility 
and total freedom of movement, with 2 hinge points to aid movement 
and 12 holes for breathability. The inside is soft and smooth for additional 
comfort, while offering excellent protection.

POLYCOTTON DENIM 3L
The polycotton denim 3L consists of three functional layers, which 
are laminated together to become a single strong layer of all-weather 
protection. A waterproof hydratex® membrane is laminated to the strong 
and abrasion resistant denim outer shell. To enhance wearer comfort a 
protective inner mesh lining is laminated to the membrane itself. Water-
resistant, cut- and abrasion-resistant and highly comfortable—all benefits 
of this unique 3-layer system.

POLYCOTTON TWILL
Polycotton is a mixture of polyester and cotton, combining natural and 
manmade material. The polycotton is woven into a twill. Twill has a diagonal 
weave structure that’s durable and drapes well.

 PREPARED FOR SEESOFT™ CE-LEVEL 2
 BACK PROTECTOR INSERT - TYPE KN

The back protector pocket in this REV’IT! garment is tailor-made 
to accommodate the SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert Type 
KN—an easy upgrade to maximize safety.

 PREPARED FOR SEESOFT™ CE-LEVEL 2
 BACK PROTECTOR INSERT - TYPE RV

The back protector pocket in this REV’IT! garment is tailor-made 
to accommodate the SEESOFT™ CE-level 2 back protector insert Type 
RV—an easy upgrade to maximize safety.
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FEATURES

3D AIRVENT ZONE
The 3D airvent zone is strategically placed on the front of the torso, to allow 
excess perspiration to evaporate quickly during physical activity. 

AIR SPACER RIBS
Air spacer ribs are designed to maintain an insulating layer of air next to the 
skin. This provides excellent air circulation and insulation, eliminating the 
risk of chill during cold weather.

ADJUSTABLE HOOK AND LOOP CLOSURE
The stretch panel at the calf is covered with a hook and loop pile fastener 
for an adjustable fit.

ADJUSTABLE PROTECTOR POCKETS 
Within this type of protection pocket, the protector can be adjusted to 
several positions, in order to customize the shape for each rider. This 
results in the best personal fit and riding comfort.

AERO COOL 3D MESH
This open-loft three-dimensional mesh helps facilitate optimal ventilation 
while riding. It features integrated lines to wick moisture away from the body, 
keeping riders cool and comfortable under even extreme circumstances.

ANATOMICALLY SHAPED FOOT BED
The anatomically shaped foot bed has been incorporated to support the 
foot for both comfort and safety.

ANATOMICALLY SHAPED ANKLE CUP
The ankle area has been padded and reinforced for comfort, and to 
support proper foot position.

AUTOFIT WAIST AND HEM
Autofit waist and hems fit snugly and easily to riders of all sizes, without 
compressing or causing discomfort.

CLIMATE CONTROL UNIT 
The climate control unit is a ventilation system, placed on the back, which 
actively and continuously pushes moisture outward from the skin to the 
exterior of the garment. The relatively large surface area for evaporation 
helps control the rider’s temperature and ensure dry comfort.

CLOSURE STRAP
The closure strap can be used to put over the laces once they are tied. It 
prevents the loops from catching on the gear shifter, for instance. It also 
gives the boots a clean finished look.

COLLAR HOOK
The collar hook and loop allow you to draw back the front side of the collar, 
allowing air flow to cool the neck during warmer periods of the year without 
the annoying flapping of the loose collar.

COMFORT PANELS
The comfort panels at the upper back allow for more freedom of movement 
when sitting in a riding position. Due to the pleats at the shoulder the jacket 
becomes more flexible. 

COMFORT SEAT
We’ve relocated the crotch seams of a traditionally constructed jean 
pattern to allow for greater freedom of movement and comfort while sitting 
on the bike—especially for extended periods of time. This small but critical 
design is invisible whether on or off the bike and helps eliminate painful 
pressure points plus it ensures the waistband of the trousers stays in place 
when seated.

CONNECT FINGERTIP 
Never take off your gloves again to answer your phone or 
navigation system. The connect fingertip has been specifically 

designed to operate touch screens.

CUFF ZIPPER 
The zipper at the cuff has several purposes. It allows for easier entry into 
the sleeve, provides extra ventilation on warm days, and allows you to 
easily wear the glove cuff under your outer shell and over your base layer.

DETACHABLE KIDNEY BELT
The kidney belt provides stability and protection to the lower back area. 
This garment comes standard equipped with a detachable kidney belt 
which can be easily attached to the jacket with a strong Velcro connection.

DETACHABLE LEATHER KNEE PATCHES
The Velcro on these trousers is prepared to attach dual-comp 
knee slider type A. In case you prefer to ride without knee 

sliders these leather knee patches will neatly hide the Velcro.

DOUBLE COLLAR
The outside of the collar is made of the same material as the 
outer shell of the jacket. On the inside you’ll find a second collar 

attached to the thermal liner to provide more comfort.

DOUBLE FRONT ZIPPER 
The double front zipper is used with a specific water catcher. It makes sure 
the water catcher stays in place, preventing water from coming through.

DOUBLE LONG AND DOUBLE SHORT CONNECTION ZIPPER
The membrane features a long and short connection zipper and 
can easily be connected with any pair of pants in the REV’IT! 

line, ensuring that the critical waterproofing layer stays in place. But in case 
you are riding without the membrane; the outer shell also features a long 
and short zipper that connects the jacket directly to the trousers.

DOUBLE WAIST BAND
A double waistband gives the jeans a robust look.

DIGITAL GRIP 
REV’IT! digital grip fabric or leather features a digital print, which offers an 
excellent grip under high-performance riding conditions.

DRAIN HOLES IN POCKETS
These drain holes ensure any water that has reached inside the pocket 

EASY ENTRANCE PULL STRAP 
A heavy-duty pull strap at the calf for ease of entry is made of webbing that 
can handle the strongest of tugs.

EASY ENTRANCE ZIPPER AT CALF
The zipper can be opened at the calf allowing you to entrance the trousers 
easily.

EASY ENTRANCE ZIPPER WITH WATER CATCHER 
The zipper can be opened at the calf allowing you to entrance the trousers 
easily. A water catcher is placed behind the zipper to stop water from 
entering while riding.

ECLAIR PRYM REINFORCED ZIPPER 
The heavy duty zipper’s extraordinary pulling strength can withstand 
repeated abuse. The teeth of this zipper are twice as large and twice as 
strong as a regular zipper’s teeth. Additional webbing and yarn make this 
zipper extra durable.

SEESOFT™ KNUCKLE COVERED WITH TPR FRAME
The palm slider is made of impact absorbing SEESOFT™ memory foam, 
and has been incorporated in this garment to effectively reduce the energy 
of impact transmitted in a crash. TPR offers excellent resistance to flex 
fatigue and tearing, making it an ideal defensive material for hard shell 
knuckle protectors.

SEESOFT™ COVERED WITH TPU HARD-SHELL PALM SLIDER 
The palm slider is made of impact absorbing SEESOFT™ memory foam to 
effectively reduce impact energy transmitted in a crash. The TPU material 
covering the SEESOFT™ ensures the glove will slide should the hand come 
into contact with asphalt.

SLIP RESISTANT SOLE
For maximum grip the soles of REV’IT! motorcycle footwear feature a tread 
profile that provides excellent grip. No more slipping and sliding when you 
put your foot down to stop on oily road surfaces.

SP | PROTEC
Seamless protection pads. With a thermal welding technique, REV’IT! 
applies foam protection-panels on high-impact areas such as shoulders 
and hips. The elimination of stitching offers increased safety, by removing 
the seams that are vulnerable to impact in all motorcycle apparel, as well 
as a more sophisticated look.

SUPERFABRIC®

SuperFabric® technology is an advanced process that trans-
forms ordinary fabrics into unique, highly protective materials. 

Multiple protective shields are applied close to each other within the fabric, 
but remain separate to allow maximum flexibility. These micro guard-plates 
provide an additional layer of protection, without adding weight, and help 
prevent abrasion to underlying fabrics. SuperFabric® is five times more 
abrasion-resistant than leather, with just half the weight.

TEMPERFOAM®

Self-contouring foam that is not CE-approved, but still offers a great 
number of impact-resistant properties, this product is used in areas where 
mobility and fit are a must, such as the hips. Temperfoam® comes in a solid 
version as well as a perforated version.

TEMPERFOAM® KNUCKLE COVERED WITH TPR FRAME
A soft knuckle is constructed of self-contouring, flexible Temperfoam® that 
furnishes superb impact-resistant properties. TPR deters flex fatigue and 
tearing, making it an ideal defensive material to overlay the Temperfoam®. 

THERMOFORMED HEEL CUP
The heel of the boot is reinforced for added safety. The rider won’t notice 
it while wearing as the hard plastic has been heated to mold it into the 
perfect shape. The reinforced heel cup also contributes to a better posture 
of the foot.

THERMOFORMED SHIN GUARD
The heel cup and toecap, shin guard and ankle cup of the boot are 
reinforced for added safety. These strategically positioned parts protect 
against impact, avoid abrasion and laceration damage while imparting a 
better foot position. The hard plastic has been heated and molded into the 
perfect shape so that it remains undetectable to the rider. 

THERMOFORMED TOECAP 
The toe area of the boot has been reinforced with a thermoformed hard 
plastic toecap. Thermoformed means the plastic has been heated to model 
the perfect shape. The rider won’t feel it this critical feature when wearing 
the boot, but will benefits from the added safety.

TPU HARD-SHELL THUMB PROTECTOR  
Thermoplastic Urethane (TPU) is a highly durable synthetic material, used 
in many REV’IT! products for protection against impact and to optimize 
sliding.

TPU HARD SHELL PALM SLIDER
Palm slider made of a durable and high abrasion resistant TPU 
material at the palm side of the glove. The palm slider makes 

sure that the glove slides in case the palm of the hand comes in contact 
with the asphalt. The abrasion resistance of gloves equipped with these 
sliders is greatly increased, thus reducing the risk of injury significantly.

TPR HARD SHELL KNUCKLE 
These knuckle protectors are made from thermoplastic rubber 
(TPR). TPR combines the processability of plastics with the 

durability of rubbers, while creating a more lightweight and formable 
material. TPR offers excellent resistance to flex fatigue and tearing, making 
it a perfect protective material for hard shell knuckle protectors.

TPR INJECTED FINGER KNUCKLE PROTECTORS
TPR offers excellent resistance to impact; flex fatigue and tearing making it 
an ideal defensive material for knuckle protection. TPR parts are injected in 
the outer shell and allow freedom of movement.

TRIPLE NEEDLE STITCHING  
The seams have been triple stitched. This means there are three separate 
seams stitched parallel to each other to provide extra strength and 
durability.

TRYONIC PROTECTION TECHNOLOGY 
TRYONIC protection technology is made of the impact 
absorbing SEESOFT™ memory foam. It has been incorporated 

in this garment to effectively reduce the energy of impact transmitted to the 
ulna bone in case of a crash.

TRYONIC SEESOFT™ CE-LEVEL 1 TYPE B HIP PROTECTOR 
INSERT - VERSION RV01 
The TRYONIC SEESOFT™ multi-layer hip protector delivers 

adaptive impact absorption that doesn’t compromise comfort, ventilation 
or flexibility. The protector is made of a highly impact-resistant blend of 
synthetic memory foam that is multi-impact rated and CE certified to the 
European standard: EN1621-1:2012.

VENTILATED DUAL COMP PROTECTOR 
The dual-comp protector consists of a 3D, pre-shaped 
honeycomb structure of TPU material, topped by an aluminum 

high-impact shield, for ultimate sliding. This lightweight hard part increases 
the level of protection significantly, without adding the considerable weight 
of traditional plastic hard parts. The dual comp protectors have been 
perforated to allow airflow to enter the gloves keeping your hands cool and 
comfortable.

MATERIALS INDEXMATERIALS INDEX
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OVERLOCK SEAMS 
A seam made of an overlock stitch, which is sewn over the edge of one or 
two pieces of cloth to provide edging. 

PITTARDS® DIGITAL™ GRIP PATCHES 
REV’IT! digital grip features a digital print, which offers an excellent grip 
under high-performance riding conditions.

PP INSOLE INTEGRATED SHANK
To avoid torsion, the sole features a layer of polypropylene, while a 
reinforced polypropylene rib from the heel to the shank adds extra support 
for standing on the foot pegs. To ensure walking remains comfortable, the 
front end of the sole is equipped with grooves for flexibility.

PREPARED FOR ADVENTURE NECK BRACE
Select jackets are compatible with the Adventure neck brace. The 
Adventure neck brace allows riders to keep the brace attached to the jacket 
when taking it on and off.

 PREPARED FOR CHALLENGER COOLING VEST INSERT 
The jacket is prepared for the Challenger cooling vest insert. The 
Challenger can be zipped directly into the outer shell in place of 

the membrane.

 PREPARED FOR LEATT® AND
 MOVEO® NECK BRACE

Select jackets are compatible with both Leatt® and MOVEO® 
neck brace systems. In the case of the MOVEO® brace, the system allows 
riders to keep the brace attached to the jacket when taking it on and off.

PREPARED FOR STRAPPER SUSPENDERS
The trousers are prepared for the Strapper suspenders. The Strapper can 
be connected to the short connection zipper at the back and the special 
made Velcro attachment point on the front side. The suspenders are 
compatible with a selection of trousers from the REV’IT! collection.

 PREPARED FOR VEST CONNECTOR HV 
The Vest connector HV allows you to the upgrade your jacket 
with a HV vest that quickly and easily attaches. The highly 

visible EN471-certified vest offers enhanced safety.

PROTECTIVE COVER AT FRONT ZIPPER
This cover protects the zipper from touching the surface of the motorcycle’s 
tank.

PROTECTIVE TAB AT FRONT ZIPPER 
At the bottom of the metal zipper, a plastic protection tab has been 
installed in order to prevent the zipper from scratching your tank.

PULL TAB AT CUFF
Fasten the pull tab at the cuff and cold wind is prevented from entering the 
sleeve, keeping your arms in the comfort zone.

REINFORCED FINGER TIPS
The finger tip of the glove is reinforced for added safety.

REMOVABLE LINING 
A removable, washable mesh lining with stretch inserts for more comfort.

REPLACEABLE GRIP PART AT INSIDE KNEES 
This part at the inside of the knees gives you extra grip for 
ultimate control in the corners. It also protects the leather from 

wear and tear.

REV’IT! BY VIBRAM® SOLE
The REV’IT! by Vibram® sole consist of four layers, each contributing to 
safety, comfort, grip, stability and control. The first layer has a unique 
profile that provides grip and control while riding, and flexible stability when 
walking. A second layer keeps the boot comfortable by absorbing shock. 
The third layer protects the foot against torsion and provides stability, while 
the last layer is a soft, comfortable cushion for the foot.

RUBBER ABRASION EDGE 
The rubber abrasion edge minimizes damage from everyday use. Be it 
flying stones and dirt while riding or repeated wear from foot flexion—while 
crouching next to bike to check the oil, for example—the rubber edge 
safeguards the boot from damage.

SECRET POCKET
A secret pocket has been installed into the backside of the jacket’s hem to 
store your valuables.

SEPARATE WEARABLE GORE-TEX® INNER JACKET
WITH A SOFT BACKER FOR EVERYDAY USE 
The GORE-TEX® inner jacket functions as waterproof mid-layer. It keeps 
you warm and dry on the bike. It is attached to the outer shell with connec-
tion zippers and can be worn separate when off the bike. 

SEPARATE WEARABLE HYDRATEX® | G-LINER 
This waterproof coating is applied to the inside of the garment’s inner lining, 
and the seams are taped to ensure that the garment is waterproof. The 
REV’IT! Hydratex® | G-liner coating is used in the construction of products 
that demand a basic level of all-weather protection.

SHIFTER STRAP  
In order to protect your boot from damage while operating the shift lever 
the boots come with a shifter patch strap, which comes separately and can 
be easily slipped over the boot.

 SHORT AND LONG CONNECTION ZIPPER
Thanks to the short and long connection zipper, this jacket is/
these trousers are compatible for pairing with any pair of 

trousers/any jacket in the REV’IT! line.

SINGLE MOTION CLOSURE SYSTEM AT CUFF
The innovative closure system allows for adjusting and closing the wrist 
straps in a single movement.

SLEEVE POCKET
The sleeve features a small pocket to hold a card or paper. The pocket is 
easy accessible.

SOFT EDGE AT COLLAR
For extra comfort, the inside of the collar is covered with a soft fabric.

 STORM CUFF 
This double cuff has been especially designed to keep wind and 
water out under all riding conditions.

STRETCHABLE SIDE PANELS
The stretchable side panels in this garment aid in flexibility. They contribute 
to the riders comfort as they provide great freedom of movement.

STRETCHABLE WIND CUFFS
A stretchable windproof band on the inside of the cuffs prevents cold wind 
from entering through the sleeves.

STRETCH PANEL
The stretch panels in this garment aid in flexibility. They contribute to the 
riders comfort as they provide great freedom of movement.

ELASTIC BINDING AT TOP
The use of elastic at the top of a collar enables the user to minimize the gap 
that can transport wind into the jacket. As a result, the binding keeps the 
rider warmer and more comfortable overall. 

ELASTIC INSERT AT ANKLE
A small incision at the ankle 
A cleverly positioned stretch panel allows for natural movement for the 
ankle.

ELASTIC INSERT AT CALF
An elastic insert at the calf will stretch as needed and gives you the option 
to wear your trousers inside or over these boots.

ELASTIC STRETCH CUFFS
These cuffs keep you warm and as they keep the wind out.

ELECTRIC PLUG OPENING FOR HEATED VEST
Through this opening you can lead the electric plug for your heated vest.

EXTRA COMFORT BY MECHANICAL STRETCH
Stretch is always comfortable to wear but mechanical stretch takes it to a 
higher level. Normally it is the fabric itself that is stretchable; in this case it 
is the weaving that makes the fabric stretchable.

 FLEXISNAP 
The REV’IT! flexisnap makes it possible to adjust the collar 
circumference easily and personalize its fit to each rider. A 

jacket is often worn in more than one season, and the flexisnap makes it 
possible to adjust the collar within seconds. During winter a wider collar 
circumference accommodates combining the jacket with a balaclava or 
wind collar, while during summer, a wider circumference lets an all-impor-
tant cooling wind into the collar.

FOLDABLE COLLAR
The collar can be folded down or extended depending on personal 
preferences. When the collar is extended it functions like a scarf.

GEAR SHIFT PAD
In order to protect your boot from damage an extra padding has been 
placed over the foot. When you shift gears your boot won’t be damaged.

GOAT DIAMOND GRIP PANEL 
The entire inner hand is covered with goatskin that features a diamond 
texture for excellent grip in all riding conditions.

GOAT DIAMOND GRIP PATCHES
Incorporating a diamond texture on various points of the goatskin leather 
creates excellent grip in all riding conditions.

GRIP & CONTROL EDGE
The suede inside calf cover serves to protect both the zipper and the bike 
from damage. 3D grooves in the suede improve leg grip.

 GRIP PANEL AT SEAT
The grip panel at the seat ensures you stay in control in all 
weather conditions and won’t slide in your seat at any time. A 

key feature for any rider, pillion passengers will also appreciate this extra 
level of performance.

GRIP PART AT INSIDE KNEES
This part at the inside of the knees gives you extra grip for ultimate control 
in the corners. It also protects the leather from wear and tear.

GRIP PATCH
A grip patch is made with a texturized pattern to deliver a superb grip 
performance.

GUSSETED ZIP
Behind the zipper a leather flap has been attached to the inside of boot. It 
has been stitched on both sides in order to keep out rain, wind and dirt.

GUSSETED ZIPPER WITH PROTECTION EDGE
A leather gusset just behind the zipper has been installed for rain, wind and 
dirt proofing. A protective edge is stitched right behind the zipper to avoid 
the zipper from grabbing the gusset.

GUSSETED TONGUE 
On the inside the tongue has been stitched to the sides to keep out wind, 
water and dirt.

HARMONICA CONSTRUCTION 
Based on the Engineered Skin® design philosophy the 
harmonica construction mimics the natural anatomy of the 

hand. It has been constructed to imitate the movement of your hand when 
you make a fist; providing a perfect fit and allowing perfect freedom of 
movement.  

HEADPHONE LOOP
The loop is inserted to guide the cord of your headphone correctly towards 
your ears.

HEAT PATCH AT INNER LEG
These trousers feature a heat patch to ensure the heat of the engine won’t 
damage the fabric.

HOOD WITH EASY INSIDE-COLLAR STORAGE
The hood can be stowed away in a small pocket in the collar of the jacket. 

HOOK AND LOOP ADJUSTMENT TAB
A hook and loop pile tab can be adjusted to your ideal fit.
 
 HOOK-AND-SNAP FRONT CLOSURE

This hook-and-snap construction ensures trousers stay closed. 
The snap closes the trousers and the hook smoothly interlocks 

into the channel ensuring that the trousers won’t open while riding.

INSULATION GUARDS
Insulation guards keep warmth close to the body, to prevent hypothermia. 
An extra-thick rib is placed at the elbow and knee, as flexion points are 
especially vulnerable to heat loss.  

 JEANS LOOP
The loop at the back of this jacket enables you to attach it to 
your jeans, which prevents the jacket from creeping up: no more 

exposed back when riding your bike.

KNITTED CUFF
The knitted cuffs block wind to keep you warm and comfortable.

 LONG AND DOUBLE SHORT CONNECTION ZIPPER 
This jacket has a long connection zipper and double short 
connection zipper. Not only can it be paired with any pair of 

pants in the REV’IT! line, but its second, short connection zipper on the 
membrane ensures that the membrane stays in place. 

 MEMBRANE STORAGE POCKET 
This pocket gives you the opportunity to store the membrane in 
a safe way and keeps the membrane within reach to allow you to 

attach it as soon as you need it.

MOISTURE-WICKING FUNCTION BY COOLMAX® ELEMENT
The COOLMAX® element in this garment keeps riders dry and 
comfortable. COOLMAX® consists of multi-channel fibres that 

form a transport system that moves perspiration away from the skin to the 
outer layer of the fabric, where it can evaporate quickly.

MATERIALS INDEXMATERIALS INDEX
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VENTILATION

 VCS | AQUADEFENCE 
When opened, this hypalon VCS | panel with 3D mesh behind it 
allows full ventilation of the jacket. When the panel is closed, the 

rain gutter prevents water from creeping in, to keep you dry at all times.

 VCS | DIRECT
This ventilation system directly leads through the integrated 
membrane to allow fresh air to flow into the garment.

VCS | FRONT ZIPPER
The VCS | front zipper offers air flow to cool the upper body over the full 
length of the front zipper. The air flow can be regulated by opening or 
closing the zipper.

VCS | PANEL
Removable panels for optimum ventilation. Ventilation is nice 
on warmer days, but not as desirable in cold weather. With 

removable ventilation-panels, you can decide for yourself: they can easily 
be removed to allow full ventilation of the jacket.

VCS | PANEL WITH FIDLOCK® MAGNETIC FASTENERS
Removable panels for optimum ventilation. Ventilation is nice 
on warmer days, but not as desirable in cold weather. The 

panels can be opened and closed due to the FidLock® magnetic Fastener. 
The FidLock® magnetic fastener not only u ses the attraction but also the 
repulsion of magnets. This leads to a robust closure with high locking 
strength that can still be easily opened with one hand while riding.

 VCS | POCKETS 
Ventilation and pocket combined, offering bigger ventilation 
surface. These pockets feature an extra strong mesh lining and 

can be used either as a pocket or as a vent. Ventilation pockets can be 
found on various REV’IT! products.

 VCS | SPEED HUMP
The REV’IT! ventilated speed hump has an air inlet at the top of 
the hump. The perforated foam inside this leather speed hump 

is designed to let air flow through the garment, spreading over the rider’s 
back for comfortable ventilation. Extra cooling of the area is especially 
beneficial now that riders are wearing back protectors more and more.  

 VCS | SPEED HUMP HYDRA BAG PREPARED 
REV’IT! has taken its ventilated speed hump and improved it 
even further, with a new design that allows riders to put a hydra 

bag inside it. The REV’IT! ventilated speed hump has an air inlet at the top 
of the hump, and the perforated foam inside this leather speed hump is 
designed to let air flow through the garment, spreading over the rider’s 
back for comfortable ventilation. Extra cooling of the area is especially 
beneficial now that riders are wearing back protectors more and more 

– and now, with a hydra bag inside, riders can keep hydrated during races 
and rides.

 VCS | ZIPPER 
Our VCS | zippers are all located in strategic positions, where 
they offer excellent air flow to cool the body. The air flow can be 

regulated by opening or closing the zipper.

BREATHABILITY AND WATERPROOFING

DETACHABLE 3 LAYER GORE-TEX® INNER JACKET
WITH A SOFT BACKER 
The GORE-TEX® inner jacket functions as waterproof mid-layer. A high-
performance GORE-TEX® membrane is bonded to the outer material and 
a robust, specially developed inner lining makes it a 3-layer. This inner 
lining has excellent abrasion and snag resistance, enhanced breathability 
and is lightweight. The jacket is attached to the outer shell with connection 
zippers and can be worn separately as a standalone piece when of the 
bike.

DETACHABLE GORE-TEX® PRODUCT WITH
PACLITE® TECHNOLOGY
GORE-TEX® with Paclite® technology is windproof, waterproof and 
extremely breathable. It is the ideal material for motorcycle clothing as it 
protects you against the elements. We added a thin lining to protect the 
Paclite® membrane and to ensure that it won’t stick to your skin when riding 
in warmer weather without a thermal liner.

DETACHABLE GORE-TEX® LINER
WITH MIRCO GRID BACKER TECHNOLOGY
The GORE-TEX® liner with Micro Grid Backer technology is designed 
to provide breathable comfort and durable waterproof and windproof 
protection. This revolutionary technology improves internal abrasion and 
snag resistance, enhances garment breathability, and decreases garment 
weight.

(DETACHABLE) HYDRATEX® | 3L
A 3-layer construction, the membrane has a layer of protective tricot 
laminated on each side of the membrane. This results in a waterproof and 
breathable membrane that is also very durable. This type of membrane 
also offers maximum flexibility, as it can be removed from the garment: 
wear the membrane inside the garment when the weather demands it, or 
carry it in the storage pocket when you need maximum ventilation.
 
DETACHABLE HYDRATEX® | G-LINER
Waterproof hydratex® | G-liner coating is applied to the inside of the 
garment’s inner lining, and the seams are taped to ensure that the 
garment is waterproof. The REV’IT! hydratex® | G-liner coating is used 
in the construction of products that demand a basic level of all-weather 
protection. For most products, the G-liner can’t be removed. But now we 
made the G-liner detachable and in some cases we add a mesh lining to 
the detachable G-liner, to prevent the material from sticking to your skin. 
This maximizes comfort, while preserving the properties of the G-liner.

GORE-TEX® MEMBRANE
The GORE-TEX® membrane is the essential element of all GORE-TEX® 

gloves. It contains over 1.4 billion microscopic pores per square centimeter. 
These pores are 20,000 times smaller than a water droplet, but 700 times 
larger than a water vapor molecule. This makes the GORE-TEX® membrane 
completely waterproof from the outside, while allowing perspiration to 
escape from the inside. An oleophobic, or oil-hating, substance is integra-
ted into the membrane, preventing the penetration of such compounds as 
body oils and insect repellent, which could otherwise affect the membrane.

GORE-TEX® GLOVES + GORE GRIP TECHNOLOGY 
GORE-TEX® gloves liners are durably waterproof, windproof, and highly 
breathable. The Gore grip technology uses an innovative layer construc-
tion by which they provide better dexterity and tactility for optimum 
performance.

2L GORE-TEX® FABRIC 
By laminating the GORE-TEX® membrane to the fabric, a 100% waterproof, 
windproof and highly breathable outer shell is created, offering unsurpas-
sed durable wearer comfort.

STRETCH PANEL ABOVE KNEE PROTECTOR POCKETS 
Thanks to the stretch panel located just above the inside lining’s protector 
pocket, the protector stretches to make more room and thereby won’t 
create tension when in a sitting position.

TPU GEAR SHIFT PAD
An additional panel has been placed on the foot top to protect the boot 
from the gear shifter. This extra layer has a rippled texture for a sure grip 
while shifting.

TRIPLE NEEDLE STITCHING
The seams have been triple stitched. This means there are three separate 
seams stitched parallel to each other to provide extra strength and 
durability.

TURTLENECK WITH ZIPPER
A collar with a snug fit on the neck and a zipper.

 TWO-WAY ZIPPER AT FRONT 
The double-hung zipper opens from both the collar and the hem, 
allowing for space and freedom of movement.

TWO-WAY EASY ENTRANCE ZIPPER 
The double-hung zipper can be opened from either the waist 
or the calf allowing the wearer easy entrance to the trousers. A 

water catcher is incorporated to stop water from entering.

UTA | TAB 
Thanks to laminating technology, the material of this UTA | tab is extra thin. 
This allows you to comfortably wear the sleeve of your jacket under the cuff 
of a glove, as many riders prefer to do. This technology can be found in 
most garments in the collection, and also as cuff tabs on the legs of textile 
trousers

VARIABLE HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT STRAPS 
These adjustment straps help fine-tune the fit of the garment for 
different riders. Starting by choosing the custom height of the 

straps—which are attached to a rail-mounted moveable glider—the rider 
can then easily dial in their precise fit, even while wearing gloves.

V-FLAP AT CUFFS
The leather V-flap is installed behind the zipper at the cuff to block the wind.

WATER CATCHER BEHIND FRONT ZIPPER 
A water catcher has been installed right behind the front zipper 
to ensure not one drop of water will enter the jacket. 

WIND CUFFS AT LINING
An elasticized windproof band on the inside of the cuffs prevents cold wind 
from entering through the sleeves.

 WIND CATCHER AT WAIST
The internal waistband blocks the wind from entering whilst 
riding, and features an anti-slip band to keep it in place.

WIND CATCHER BEHIND FRONT ZIPPER
Behind the front a panel has been installed to block the wind.

WIND & WATER CATCHER AT WAIST 
The integrated waistband stops wind and water from entering the jacket 
whilst riding.

WR ZIPPER
A rubber seal added to this zipper makes it water repellent, preventing 
water from entering the pocket behind it.

 XL TIZIP® MASTERSEAL ZIPPERS 
The full-length waterproof TIZIP® front zipper contains two-way 
pullers and can be fully opened to allow an easy instep into the 

suit.

YKK SLIDE LOCK FRONT CLOSURE
This unique front closure works like a slide lock and once closed it won’t 
open up spontaneously. The slide locks into a conical shaped slider 
ensuring they won’t separate until you want them to.

MATERIALS INDEXMATERIALS INDEX
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3L GORE-TEX® FABRIC 
In this construction the GORE-TEX® membrane is bonded to the outer shell 
and the inner lining. As there is no more movement between the layers, 
this construction is extremely durable. And the result is a 100% waterproof, 
windproof and highly breathable outer shell—offering unsurpassed 
durable wearer comfort.

HYDRATEX® | G-LINER
This waterproof coating is applied to the inside of the garment’s inner lining, 
and the seams are taped to ensure that the garment is waterproof. The 
REV’IT! hydratex® | G-liner coating is used in the construction of products 
that demand a basic level of all-weather protection.

HYDRATEX® | MESH G-LINER
This waterproof coating is applied to the inside of the garment’s inner lining, 
and the seams are taped to ensure that the garment is waterproof. The 
REV’IT! Hydratex® | G-liner coating is used in the construction of products 
that demand a basic level of all-weather protection. To ensure ventilation 
and breathability mesh is applied to the carrier fabric.

HYDRATEX® | LITE
Hydratex® | lite provides all-weather protection with just one layer. The 
inner surface of the outer shell features a waterproof coating with microp-
ores, which keeps rain and wind out.

HYDRATEX® | Z-LINER
A waterproof layer is laminated onto a carrier to construct the REV’IT! 
hydratex® | Z-liner membrane. The carrier, in turn, protects the membrane 
against wear-and-tear damage, and the seams of the membrane are taped 
to ensure waterproofing. The Z- liner is constructed between the lining 
and the outer shell and is used in garments that demand a high level of 
all-weather protection.

HYDRATEX® | Z-LINER WITH MCFIT® TECHNOLOGY
A waterproof layer is laminated onto a carrier to construct the REV’IT! 
hydratex® | Z-liner membrane. The carrier, in turn, protects the membrane 
against wear-and-tear damage, and the seams of the membrane are taped 
to ensure waterproofing. The Z- liner is constructed between the lining 
and the outer shell and is used in garments that demand a high level of 
all-weather protection. McFit® technology ensures that the liner, membrane 
and outer material stay tightly bonded.

OUTDRY®

OutDry® uses a one-piece patented construction that creates a waterproof 
and surprisingly breathable barrier. This impenetrable layer is heat-bonded 
directly to the outer fabric, leaving no seams or gaps, and no way for water 
to get in. OutDry® technology ensures the outer fabric won’t pick up water 
while improving fit and dexterity, resulting in a lighter, more comfortable 
boot - and a drier foot.

SEPARATE WEARABLE GORE-TEX® INNER JACKET
WITH PACLITE® TECHNOLOGY 
GORE-TEX® with Paclite® technology is windproof, waterproof and excepti-
onally breathable, making it an ideal material for motorcycle clothing. This 
jacket not only protects you against the elements on the bike, but doubles 
as a casual jacket off the bike.

The REV’IT! commerce portal is an online order center and information 
source for REV’IT! motorcycle apparel and accessory dealers. The portal is 
a complete B2B webshop. It can be accessed 24 hours a day, 365 days a 
year. Simple and secure, this service allows dealers to place orders at their 
convenience. It provides up-to-date product information and live inventory 
status for every model, color and size of every REV’IT! product. The 
commerce portal is also a hub for the latest product news as well as your 
toolbar for various service features such as warranty forms, size charts and 
detailed product information.

LOG-IN
Log-in credentials have been (or will be) supplied to you separately. If you 
lose your password click the ‘forgot password’ link on the log-in screen, or 
request a new password by e-mailing sales@revit.eu. Extra accounts for 
staff will only be supplied after approval by our Sales Office.

COMMERCE PORTALMATERIALS INDEX
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COMMERCE PORTAL

VARIANTS
At the bottom of the page you’ll see the order matrix that shows all variants 
of the product. Here you can easily find which size/variant combination is in 
stock and available for ordering. The color of the box indicates the stock. 

01 GREEN: ‘Plenty on stock.’ 
02 ORANGE: ‘Stock level critical.’ 
03  RED: ‘Out of stock.’ These products may be available for backorder, 

and clicking on a red box will display when it will next become 
available. (Will only indicate ETA when there is a future incoming 
production order in the system.)

04  No entry field indicates that size/variant combination isn’t available.

SPECIFICATIONS
Here you find some extra information on the product; Is it a male, female or 
uni fit and what weather types the product is made for.

ORDER
You can add items to your basket by entering the preferred number of 
units in the corresponding field (05) and clicking ‘Add to basket’ (06). Not 
ready to order yet, click ‘add to wish list’ and the list of products of your 
choice will be saved. After adding items to your wish list or basket you 
can continue shopping. Please note that the order matrix will be cleared 
after a product is added to your basket. To complete your order click on 

‘Shopping basket’ (07) in the top-right. Note that your order will not be 
submitted until you have completed the checkout process.

QUICK ORDER (08)
By entering a product code (09), you get all available information at a 
glance. Just one more click (10) and the product is added to your basket.

04

05 06

0708

09

10

03 02 01

COMMERCE PORTAL

B2B WEB SHOP
All REV’IT! products can be found under the ‘Shop’ tab, where you’ll find the corresponding products sorted on article number. You can order directly from this 
page, or you can view the product details by clicking on the item name or image. When there’s more than one page, you can browse to the other pages by 
clicking on the bottom of the page.

PRODUCT DETAIL PAGE
Select a product or search for a product via the search option at the top right of the website.

Each product page includes two tabs:

01  DESCRIPTION
02 FEATURES

with the product description tab displaying as a default.

If you click on the tab features the technical details and features of the product will become visible. Some features or materials are clickable and will display a 
short description in a small pop-up screen.

01 02

01 02
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MARKETING TOOLS

MARKETING TOOLS

SERVICE 
The service page contains the following options: 
• Warranty & Repair form: This is the default form for handling warranty and repair online.
• Wash & Care: To keep REV’IT! gear in the right condition, we’ve set described wash and care instructions. Every REV’IT! product (jackets and trousers) have 

specific Wash & Care labels inside. 
• FAQ: Here you’ll find a helpful list of commonly asked questions about REV’IT!, the portal and the ordering process. 
• Size Conversion: This page shows a table for converting different country’s sizing conventions to REV’IT! sizes. 
• Materials Index: All materials and features used in REV’IT! products are displayed and explained. 

MY ACCOUNT
‘My Account’ is located at the top-right corner of the website. Here you can find the following information:
• Company details: Here you will find your company account data listed as it appears in our system, as well as contact information for REV’IT!. There is also an 

option on this screen to change your password. 
• Order management: Here you can find your previously saved baskets, pending orders, order history and the status of your pending backorders.

LOGOUT 
The logout button is located at the top right next to the shopping basket.

HELP
You can download the user manual as a PDF file by clicking the ‘Help’ button at the bottom of the Commerce Portal.

01 MARKETING TOOLS
   
  In the Marketing Tools section you will find tools that allow you 

to create your own marketing communications. Lifestyle images, 
product images, product descriptions, technical products details, 
and logos all can be downloaded from here. Please take notice of 
the eventual embargo date as listed.

At REV’IT! we are proactively involved in communicating directly with the end consumer. Even though we’re not in direct contact with your customer database, 
we want to provide the marketing communication tools you need to efficiently communicate with your customers in a timely and professional manner. The 
marketing communication tools are developed to help generate traffic to your store and to enhance the REV’IT! brand experience within your store.

In order to grow brand awareness, introduce new products and keep costumers up-to-date most of our dealers make use of a company website, electronic 
newsletters, flyers and social media channels. Content support for these marketing communications, such as ready-to-use articles, news updates and product 
information, can all be found on the commerce portal.

02  SALES TOOLS

  Sales support forms and documents, such as pricelists 
and Wash & Care instructions, are available in the Sales 
Tools section.

COMMERCE PORTAL

CHECKOUT

01  SHOPPING BASKET: In this step you’ll find an overview of your 
shopping basket, ordered by article number and variant. Here you 
can make changes to your order, delete items, save the order to 
continue shopping at a later time, or continue processing your order.

02  BILLING/SHIPPING: The following step shows your invoice and 
shipping details as they exist in our records.

03  ORDER OVERVIEW: The order overview screen shows your total 
order, contact person, reference number, requested shipping date, 
comments, and your terms and conditions. Requested shipment date 
is the date that the order will be sent out from our warehouse.

04  SUBMIT ORDER: At this final stage you need to submit the order 
to make it complete. After successful checkout, you will see an 
on-screen completed-order notification, and you will also receive an 
e-mail confirmation.
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In the ongoing development of our brand and with changing consumer behavior REV’IT! has designed a new dynamic retail concept – shaped in modular and 
highly flexible shop-in-shop units. 

The new Shop-in-Shop (SIS) concept is an elementary tool in the omnichannel retail environment today’s consumer is shopping at. People shop both online and 
offline, so the customer journey which starts more and more online needs to be aligned with the offline shopping experience. Both the online digital platform and 
the physical presence of our brand on shop floor should have one coherent look and feel. 

Through the creation of a dedicated space in store with this new concept the presentation of relevant product can be done in a brand right way, leading to more 
focus, improved brand awareness amongst end users, and better sales results.

THE SYSTEM

The concept can be tuned to the different segments and product groups with the help of flexible magnetic panels , communicating content and images about 
brand, segment or product details.
  
This dedicated shop shows a fine balance of inspiration – explanation and commerciality. The basic modular system is 20m2 ( 4*5M), and is scalable per 20m2. 
The package contains a wide variety of pre-determined bars & shelves to create high flexibility, multi-purpose use and sufficient capacity to carry merchandise.
In addition to this SIS concept REV’IT! offers a number of additional displays which can seamlessly be integrated and added to the SIS system (o.a. rainwear – 
jeans – footwear displays). 

Optional are floors and lightning to complete the full experience, which can be provided for on request and made to measure.

SHOP-IN-SHOP CONCEPT
A balance between inspiration, explanation and shopping

SHOPPING EXPERIENCE
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MAIN COMPONENTS  
OVERVIEW

1 x GONDOLA SLASH
 ( 240 x 70 x 165 cm )

2 x SLASH VERTICAL 
 WALL
 ( 240 x 80 cm )

1 x FRONT SLOT 
 SLASH VERTICAL
 ( 240 x 80 cm ) 

1 x SLASH 
 VERTICAL WALL
 ( 240 x 40 cm )

3 x SLASH VERTICAL WALL
 ( 240 x 150 cm ) 

1 x RISEN FLOOR UNIT
 ( 80 cm )

1 x PINNACLE PRODUCT  
 PRESENTER
 ( 80 x 48 x 200 cm )
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REV’IT! EUROPE 
REV’IT! Sport International B.V.
Reggestraat 17 - 27
5347 JG Oss, The Netherlands
P.O. Box 103 
5340 AC Oss, The Netherlands
T +31-412 69 67 40
F +31-412 69 67 50
T +39-049 8986749 (Italy)
T +33-1 440 96 007 (France)

REV’IT! U.S.A.
REV’IT! Sport U.S.A.
275 Conover Street, Suite 5P
Brooklyn, NY 11231, U.S.A.
T +1-888 6810180
F +1-646 6072274

WWW.REVITSPORT.COM


